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Estratègies basades en xarxes per integrar i explotar
dades biomèdiques

Abstracte

En la cercad’unamillor comprensiódels sistemesbiològics complexos,
la comunitat científica ha estat aprofundint en la biologia de les proteïnes,
fàrmacs i malalties, poblant les bases de dades biomèdiques amb un gran
volum de dades i coneixement. En l’actualitat, el camp de la biomedicina
es troba en una era de “dades massives” (Big Data), on la investigació duta
a terme per ordinadors se’n pot beneficiar per entendre i caracteritzar mi-
llor les entitats químiques i biològiques. No obstant, la heterogeneïtat i
complexitat de les dades biomèdiques requereix que aquestes s’integrin i
es representin d’unamanera idònia, permetent així explotar aquesta infor-
mació d’una manera efectiva i eficient.

L’objectiu d’aquesta tesis doctoral és desenvolupar noves estratègies
que permetin explotar el coneixement biomèdic actual i així extreure in-
formació rellevantper aplicacionsbiomèdiques futures. Per aquesta finali-
tat, em fet servir algoritmes de xarxes per tal d’integrar i explotar el coneixe-
ment biomèdic en diferents tasques, proporcionant unmillor enteniment
dels experiments farmaco-omics per tal d’ajudar accelerar el procés de des-
cobriment de nous fàrmacs. Com a resultat, en aquesta tesi hem (i) dis-
senyat una estratègia per identificar grups funcionals de gens associats a
la resposta de línies cel·lulars als fàrmacs, (ii) creat una col·lecció de de-
scriptors biomèdics capaços, entre altres coses, d’anticipar com les cèl·lules
responen als fàrmacs o trobar nous usos per fàrmacs existents, (iii) de-
senvolupat una eina per descobrir quins contextos biològics corresponen
a una associació biològica observada experimentalment i, finalment, (iv)
hem explorat diferents descriptors químics i biològics rellevants pel procés
de descobriment de nous fàrmacs, mostrant com aquests poden ser util-
itzats per trobar solucions a reptes actuals dins el camp de la biomedicina.
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Network-driven strategies to integrate and exploit
biomedical data

Abstract

In the quest for understanding complex biological systems, the scien-
tific community has been delving into protein, chemical and disease bi-
ology, populating biomedical databases with a wealth of data and knowl-
edge. Currently, the field of biomedicine has entered a Big Data era, in
which computational-driven research can largelybenefit fromexistingknowl-
edge to better understand and characterize biological and chemical enti-
ties. And yet, the heterogeneity and complexity of biomedical data trigger
the need for a proper integration and representation of this knowledge, so
that it can be effectively and efficiently exploited.

In this thesis, we aim at developing new strategies to leverage the cur-
rent biomedical knowledge, so that meaningful information can be ex-
tracted and fused intodownstreamapplications. To this goal, wehave cap-
italized on network analysis algorithms to integrate and exploit biomed-
ical data in a wide variety of scenarios, providing a better understanding
of pharmaco-omics experiments while helping accelerate the drug discov-
ery process. More specifically, we have (i) devised an approach to identify
functional gene sets associated with drug response mechanisms of action,
(ii) created a resource of biomedical descriptors able to anticipate cellu-
lar drug response and identify new drug repurposing opportunities, (iii)
designed a tool to annotate biomedical support for a given set of experi-
mental observations, and (iv) reviewed different chemical and biological
descriptors relevant for drug discovery, illustrating how they can be used
to provide solutions to current challenges in biomedicine.
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1.1 The complexity of biological systems

1.1 The complexity of biological systems

From gene units to functional systems

Genes are fundamental biological units. They encode the instructions to
synthesise the biomolecular arsenal of living beings, information that will
eventually be transferred to the next generations after being challenged by
the natural selection process. Given their primordial role, central fields in
biology, such as Genetics, Evolutionary biology, and Molecular biology,
have been entirely devoted to their study and comprehension.

Following the central dogma ofmolecular biology, gene products, na-
melyRNAmolecules and proteins, can be considered functionalmachin-
ery units. Concretely, the functional action is attributed to evolutionary
fine-tuned structural domains, able to catalyse chemical reactions. Of-
ten, these functional domains originate from high-order structures that
assemble after the physical interaction of multiple proteins. This close re-
lation between proteins and biological functions has fostered initiatives
such as the Universal Protein Resource (UniProt1), committed to thor-
oughly gathering and annotating protein sequences, structures, and func-
tional evidence from across species.

Nevertheless, the complexity of living systems cannot be reduced to
the molecular functions of individual proteins. Rather, proteins usually
communicate between them, creating interconnected biological processes
or pathways that put the vital processes of living beings in motion. What
is more, modifications in the gene identity (e.g., mutations) or in its en-
vironment (e.g., epigenetic changes) may affect the functional capabili-
ties of the product protein and, therefore, its interactions. Consequently,
the biological system on top is forced to adapt accordingly, accommo-
dating the regulation of other genes and proteins. This action-reaction
behaviour creates two-way modulations between gene and protein layers.
Moreover, this intimate communication between layers also leads to the
emergence of deep dependencies between genes, spawning co-expression
patterns (i.e., genes matching their expression levels) and genetic interac-
tions (i.e., genes having an impact on the fitness of an individual when
perturbed simultaneously) along the genome. Indeed, all these sophisti-
cated interactions endow genomes with flexible and meticulous control
of their regulation, which may partially explain why genome size is not a
good indicator of the biological complexity of an organism2.
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1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: The p53 Network. As a master regulator, p53 interacts with an assortment of
proteins involved in distinct biological functions, creating an intrinsic communication between
many different biological processes. At the same time, positive and negative regulators (on top of
the figure) modulate the activity of p53, orchestrating a complex yet powerful biological system.
Credit to R. Kastenhuber and Scott W. Lowe’s review3.

In conclusion, from gene units to functional proteins, biology com-
plexity lies in the interplay between different interconnected layers, from
which their active communication creates convoluted yet powerful and
dynamic systems.

Chemical, disease, and environmental perturbations

Far from being isolated, biological systems are exposed to a changing envi-
ronment in which other players can interact with them, originating even
more convoluted scenarios. Some small molecules, such as metabolites,
are essential for the correct functioning of these systems and thus are in-
volved in main processes such as protein signalling, cell structure, or me-
tabolism. On the other hand, other chemicals such as drugs or environ-
mental compounds can directly interact with one or multiple proteins,
disrupting their function or forcing the recalibration or rewiring of their
interactions.
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1.1 The complexity of biological systems

Perturbed systems, whether due to external insults (e.g., drugs) or in-
ternal alterations (e.g., genomic rearrangements), may lead to abnormal
conditions or diseases. Cancer, for example, is an alarming pathology orig-
inating frommultiple system perturbations that, after re-adaptation, lead
to ‘malfunctioning’ cells. Concretely, this malfunction makes these cells
inconveniently efficient in their growth and expansion, thus disrupting
the healthy environment equilibriumof their niches4. Unfortunately, the
catalysts of cancer are vast andheterogeneous. Todate, causes of cancer in-
clude aberrant genetic variations, environmental exposures, chemical per-
turbations, personal habits, and even dysregulations caused by pathogen
infections or other diseases5. Usually, it is the combination of multiple
factors that eventually triggers the disease, a fact that makes cancer, and
other pathologies with heterogeneous origins, be termed ‘complex dis-
eases’6.

Even if a malfunctioning system is, essentially, a divergence from a
‘healthy’ state, the truth is that the genetic and environmental variabil-
ity inherent in living organisms adds a variety of shades. Indeed, genetic
and environmental differences between individuals originate in specific
biological contexts that directly affect how the system responds to a given
perturbation. Gut microbiota, for instance, has been broadly associated
with themetabolization of drugs,modulating their activity and even com-
promising their treatment action7,8. Since gut microbiota heterogene-
ity varies between individuals, and dozens of environmental factors are
known to rebalance their composition, accounting for (or even tweak-
ing) the microbiome population can potentially lead to better therapy
strategies9. In the same vein, both the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) and the European Medicines Agency (MDA) are constantly re-
porting new genetic variations found to affect the therapeutic action of
drugs (aka biomarkers)10,11. Likewise, different genetic backgrounds can
lead to higher risks of diseases12. It is thus increasingly common tomodel
disease aetiology and drug treatment based on individual traits so that
tailor-made therapies can be designed13.

Therefore, genetic and environmental backgrounds play a major role
in how biological systems behave and respond to perturbation. This fact
calls for collecting biological data from individuals so their particular bi-
ological context can be described and used to guide the prescription of
more effective, personalised therapies.
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1. Introduction

1.2 In the quest for modelling biological systems

Cellular screenings as surrogates of biological systems

Cells are the main constituents of living organisms. They come as the re-
sult of the proper orchestration of the biological machinery, organised in
subcellular compartments. As such, their observable traits (aka pheno-
type) inherently portray the status of their underlying molecular systems.
Thus, it is unsurprising that cells and other high-order assemblies, such
as organoids, tissue cultures, or animals, have been broadly used as work-
ing models to understand biology. Accordingly, an increasing number of
omics disciplines have been blooming during the last decades, gathering
an extensive and orthogonal variety of cell biology descriptors14.

Genomics, for example, specialises in the study of genomes. In prac-
tice, from the analysis and comparison of DNA sequences, this field has
set the basis for the association of gene variations (e.g., mutations) and
phenotypes, playing a fundamental role in the diagnosis and prognosis of
diseases with a strong genetic origin15,16,17. When scaled up to thousand
sequences,Genome-WideAssociationStudies (GWAS) canmine andcon-
trast genetic variants at single-nucleotide resolution, uncovering those sta-
tistically associated with phenotypic traits or abnormal conditions18,19.
Initiatives such as DisGeNET20, COSMIC21, or OMIM22, collect and
supply millions of these gene-disease relationships, paving the way for the
scientific community to explore them.

Transcriptomics and Proteomics disciplines, on the other hand, capi-
talise on the use of gene expression andprotein abundancemeasurements,
respectively. These cellular readouts quickly proved to be accurate surro-
gates of cell biological states, allowing, among other successes, the identi-
fication of coordinated actions between pathways23, the stratification of
cancer into subtypes24, or the materialisation of phenotype-specific gene
signatures25. More recently, the rise of single-cell technologies led to in-
dividual profiling of millions of cells, which provided new insights into
cell heterogeneity and spatial organisation26,27. Eventually, the accumu-
lation of expression array repositories enabled statistical methods to un-
earth transcriptional patterns between genes, leading to the systematic col-
lection of gene co-expression networks across different tissues and organ-
isms28.

Given the rich information provided by these readouts, cellular de-
scriptors started to be implemented to study the effect of external pertur-
bations. Towards this goal, cellular panels such as the Cancer Cell Line
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1.2 In the quest for modelling biological systems

Encyclopedia (CCLE29), the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer
(GDSC30) or the Cancer Therapeutics Response Portal (CTRP31) col-
lected a wide variety of genomic features for thousands of cell lines to-
getherwith their phenotypic response tohundreds of smallmolecules (aka
drug sensitivity profiles). These initiatives allowed the direct connection
between cellular drug response and cell biological features, thereby boost-
ing the identification of drug biomarkers32,33 and fostering the implemen-
tation of predictive models to anticipate drug sensitivity34.

Similarly, cell transcriptomics differences before and after chemical
treatment have also been exploited to identify new therapies and delve
into drug mechanisms of action35. In brief, the underlying idea is to con-
nect diseases to drugs based on the similarity (or divergence) of their corre-
sponding gene expression profiles in cell lines. That is, identify chemical
compounds that mimic or reverse the transcriptomic phenotype of the
disease36. This ‘connectivity principle’ was popularised by the Connec-
tivity Map (CMap37) and extended by the LINCS Program38, currently
providing over 1,5million profiles from tens of cell lines and thousands of
molecules and other bio-perturbagens (e.g., shRNAs). Despite the tech-
nical challenges and limitations of the approach39,40, many fruitful studies
have benefited from these screenings41,42,43, identifying potential disease
targets44,45 and opportunities for drug repurposing46,47.

More recently, the success of the CRISPR technology prompted the
implementation of large-scale platforms that started to systematically per-
turb every single gene in the quest for cell fitness alterations. Consolidated
in theDependencyMap (Depmap48) resource, cell fitness profiles have en-
abled the exploration of cell-gene specific vulnerabilities49,50, the system-
atic mining of genetic interactions51,52, and the suggestion of combined
therapies53,54.
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1. Introduction

Definition: The study
of proteome (complete
set of proteins)

Information level:
What is happening?

Proteomics

Definition: The study
of transcriptome 
(complete set of coding
 and non-coding RNA)

Information level:
What appears to be
happening?

Definition: The study
of metabolome
(complete set of 
 metabolites)

Information level:
What is happening?
What has happened?

Definition: The study
of genome (complete
set of genes)

Information level:
What can happen?

Genomics

Definition: The study 
of epigenome 
(complete set of 
epigenetic modifications)

Information level:
What is allowed
to happen?

Epigenomics

CRISPR

Definition: The study
of variations in the 
phenotype

Information level:
What can we make it happen?

Phenomics

Transcriptomics Metabolomics

Figure 1.2: Theomics revolution. Different omics disciplines screen cell lines at different levels
of resolution, gathering complementary descriptors of cell biological state. Inspiration from55.

Beyond cell-centered descriptors, other high-throughput screenings
have also significantly contributed to understanding biological systems.
The Human Reference Interactome (HuRI56) consortium, for example,
has been systematically screeningpairwise combinationsofhumanprotein-
coding genes since 2005. Considering all the releases56,57,58, this consor-
tiumhas interrogatedover 17,500proteins and identifiedmore than60,000
physical protein-protein interactions (PPIs). Other initiatives, such as
BioPlex59, have joined the effort by suggesting alternative screening im-
plementations able to identify other types of physical interactions. Soon,
commendable efforts were undertaken to accommodate all these interac-
tions into unified repositories, providing protein interactome landscapes
of different types and natures. For example, the IntAct database60 fo-
cused on collecting physical interactions, giving evidence for binary con-
tacts and complex assemblies. On the other hand, other resources such
as STRING61 or BioGrid62 also incorporate functional associations, in-
cluding biological pathway membership and co-expression interactions.
These resources fostered network biology studies to explore these interac-
tomes in all their forms, revealing valuable insights from these associations
while producing all sorts of biomedical applications63,64.
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1.2 In the quest for modelling biological systems

Network biology as means to rationalise biological data

Network structures have been fundamental in understanding complex
molecular interactions andmodelling functional cellular systems. In fact,
from gene-gene interactions to chemical-protein dysregulations, most of
themechanismsorchestrating cellular biology canbenaturally represented
as networks. Therefore, network biology opens the door for a more holis-
tic understanding of biological processes,moving fromdecades of success-
ful but limited reductionist biology (e.g., one gene, one protein, one func-
tion) to a scenario where genes, proteins, and other biological entities are
not treated in isolation but as a part of a functional system65,66. Moreover,
the adoption of algorithms from Network Science smoothened the im-
plementation of network-based techniques able to gain relevant insights
frombiological networks, eventually givingbirth to anewfieldof research67,68.

Network Biology bore its first fruits from gene and protein networks
obtained from model organisms. For instance, Schwikowski et al.69 con-
structed aSaccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast) protein-protein interaction (PPI)
network, covering 2k proteins and 2.7k interactions. After annotating
functional information, the authors found thatproteinswith similar func-
tions and cellular locations tend to cluster together. This made it possible
to infermolecular functions for uncharacterised proteins based on the an-
notations of their interacting partners. In another work, Costanzo et al.70
gathered nearly 1M of genetic interactions (GI) in yeast, spanning almost
every known gene. From this network, they not only detected core es-
sential genes, usually taking shape as network hubs71, but also were able
to map core bioprocesses, identify pleiotropic genes, and discover func-
tionally related proteins. Moving to human networks, in an outstanding
joint effort finalized only a fewmonths after the first Covid-19 pandemic
outbreak, host-coronavirus protein interactions were characterised with
the hope of shedding light on the SARS-Cov-2 infection mechanism72.
Once the host factors hijacked by the virus were identified, the authors
implemented systematic genetic screenings to perturb functionally rele-
vant host proteins, finding protein targets interfering with the virus repli-
cation.

Besides revealing functional insights, protein networks have also been
mined to uncover new interactions. In a study carried out by Kovács et
al., they noticed the following network pattern: proteins tend to interact
not if they are similar to each other (i.e., sharing the same interactions) but
rather if one of them is similar to the other’s partners73. In other words,

9



1. Introduction

two proteins (A and B) are more likely to interact if multiple network
paths connect them with two intermediary proteins (A-X-Y-B). Willing
to exploit this pattern, the authors systematically traversed the whole in-
teractome following this motif, predicting new PPIs with accuracies that
outperformed the state of the art.

The interconnectivity of biological systemsmakes it apparent that ac-
tivity deviations in one gene will also affect those genes and proteins con-
nected to it. Following this rationale, biological networks have been ex-
tensively used as functional layouts to map omics experiments, offering
means to trace and measure the impact of gene perturbations based on
their propagation through the network74. In this vein, F. Vandin et al.
conceivedHotNet75, a network algorithmable tofind significantly altered
subnetworks in genome-scale interactomes. More specifically, following
the mapping of patient cancer mutations into genome networks, the au-
thors used HotNet to recover biological pathways known to be altered in
specific cancer types. Noteworthy, the algorithm identified cancer-associated
pathways that were overlooked (not annotated) in the patient samples,
thereby providing a deeper characterisation of the disease for each indi-
vidual.

On the other hand, the annotation of disease-associated genes on top
of gene interactomes has revealed interesting network properties under-
lying disease mechanisms. Concretely, many studies76,77,78 have shown
that disease-relevant genes are not highly connected (hubs) in the network
but rather tend to co-localize in specific functional regions of the interac-
tome, clustering into network modules. Indeed, by exploiting these net-
workmotifs, it has been possible to connect diseases between them and to
therapeutic-aimed perturbations. On that subject, Menche et al.79 pro-
posed a distancemetric based on the average path separation between two
network modules. Guided by this distance, the authors found that dis-
eases with overlapping modules were prone to exert similar pathobiolog-
ical outcomes, leading to shared symptoms and more likely comorbidi-
ties80. One year later, Gunney et al.81 used several network distance mea-
sures to connect hundreds of drug targets to different disease modules,
finding that shorter drug-disease distances were mostly corresponding to
known drug-disease indications. Leveraging this property, they were able
to suggest newdrug repurposing candidates and anticipate adverse effects.

10



1.2 In the quest for modelling biological systems

1.  Interactome construc�on

2.  Diasese gene (seed)
      iden�fica�on

3.  Disease module iden�fica�on a)  Module topology-based predic�ons

b)  Module difussion-based predic�ons

Figure 1.3: Disease module identification. By mapping disease genes into a protein interac‐
tome, one can identify those proteins clustering in a sub‐network (module) region. Once disease
modules are identified, one can predict new disease protein candidates. Some methods directly
identify statistically significant associations between protein candidates and disease modules
(a). In contrast, others try to expand the disease modules by propagating their protein members
through the network (b). Figure adapted from Barabási et al.68.

Lastly, the inspection of these network patterns led to the design of
network-driven strategies for drug combinations. In this area, Cheng et
al.82 quantified the network-based relationship between drug targets and
diseaseproteinmodules and identifiedup to six differentdrug-combination
network motifs. Interestingly, this analysis revealed that drug combina-
tions targeting complementary regions of the disease module were indeed
more likely to manifest higher synergistic effects. A few years later, the
same authors exploited this ‘complementary exposure’ pattern to identify
potential drug combinations for treating the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus83.
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1. Introduction

1.3 Biology meets Big Data

The deluge of data floods biomedical databases

In addition to high-throughput screenings, the ever-growing studies car-
ried out by the scientific community, who often supplement their publi-
cations with large tables of experimental results, are flooding every corner
of biology with data and knowledge. Accordingly, the bulk of supplied
information is rather unwieldy, being the growth of biological databases
steeper than ever before84. Indeed, data storage in the EMBL-EBI in-
creased sixfold in the last years (from40petabytes in2014 to250 in2021)85,
while in 2021 the NAR online Molecular Biology Database Collection
was already holding 1,641 different databases86. Even more overwhelm-
ing, as data are scattered among a myriad of resources, researchers have
to deal with a variety of nomenclatures, identifiers, levels of resolution
(e.g., protein isoforms or gene splicing), and experiment-tailored condi-
tions, making data integration across platforms a cumbersome process87.
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Figure 1.4: Growth of biodata in the 21st century. On the left, is the number of biological
databases published in Nucleic Acid Research (NAR) since 1996. On the right, is the total number
of petabytes used by the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI) to store biological data since
2012. Adapted from Cook et al. 88 and Digital World Biology 89

Aware of this situation, some initiatives have tried to unify vocabular-
ies and formats to fuse biological data. For example, the Harmonizome
resource90 abstracts experiment-specific aspects from gene-centred data-
sets to represent them as simple gene-attribute pairs (e.g., gene-cell, gene-
pathway, or gene-drug). This strategy allowed to harmonise over 125 het-
erogeneous databases into a standard network-like format. In fact, net-
works, and especially KnowledgeGraphs (KGs), have proven to be conve-
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nient structured infrastructures to integrate data andknowledge. In aKG,
each node represents an entity of interest (e.g., a protein, drug, or disease),
whereas associations (edges) describe semantic relationships between en-
tities (e.g., drug – treats– disease). Thus, KGs enable the representation
of heterogeneous entities and their relationships in a unified and intuitive
format91.

Indeed, the flexibility and expressive power of KGs have driven the
development of many applications in the biomedical field92,93,94, and are
often incorporated in pharma companies to drive R&D95. Concerning
the public domain, Himmelstein and colleagues assembled Hetionet93, a
KG built from 29 publicly available resources that cover 11 biological en-
tities and 24 biomedically relevant relationships (e.g., drug-treats-disease,
disease-upregulates-geneor gene-participates-pathway). Hetionetnotonly
served as an accessible exploratory tool to query biomedical associations
but also proved valuable in making predictions. Concretely, the authors
enumerated a list of sequential associations in the KG (aka metapaths)
to connect compounds and diseases through various biomedical contexts
(e.g., ‘drug–resembles–drug–treats–disease’, or ‘drug–downregulates–
gene–upregulates–disease’). After proper statisticalmodelling, they iden-
tified a combination of metapaths able to distinguish treatments from
non-treatments and, therefore, suitable for predictive tasks.

Even if network representations smoothen the accommodationofhet-
erogeneous information, traditional graph analytics are not optimised to
dealwith large volumesofdata96. Modern computing relies ondistributed
computing systems to handle large-scale data, where data is split into dif-
ferent shards or servers to be processed simultaneously and boost compu-
tational efficiency97. Unfortunately, given that network nodes are not in-
dependent but coupled to each other by design, data parallelisation in net-
works becomes extremely problematic. Alternatively, networks are repre-
sented by their adjacency matrix, in which both rows and columns repre-
sent the nodes of the graph, and edges are annotated in the matrix’s cells
(i.e., where both nodes intersect). However, although this vectorial repre-
sentation decouples nodes from each other, these vectors still suffer from
a high dimensionality as each node vector must annotate the status of ev-
ery possible interaction. Moreover, given the sparsity nature of biological
networks98, these annotations are usually highly scattered along the vec-
tors. This is significantly exacerbated in big graphs as network sparsity
scales proportionally to the number of nodes98. Taken together, these
vector properties pose serious technical challenges for their downstream
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processing and analysis99. Importantly, these network representations di-
rectly collide with Machine Learning (ML) implementations, which rely
on data parallelisation and a moderate number of non-sparse features to
process the data effectively. Considering the impact that ML is having in
almost every scientific field, including chemistry100,101, biology102,103, and
biomedicine104,105, it soon became evident the need to represent networks
in a format amenable to MLmethods.

Formattingbiologicalnetworksformodernmachinelearn-
ing modelling

The urge for more concise graph representations fostered the develop-
ment of network embedding techniques that drastically reduce the data’s
dimensionalitywhile preserving thenetwork’s structural information. This
is achieved by learning a low-dimensional continuous space in which each
node in the network is represented by a numerical vector. Accordingly, re-
lationships (edges) between nodes are captured by distances between their
corresponding node vectors. As such, nodes related in the original net-
work will have similar vectors and, therefore, encoded close together in
the corresponding embedding space.

0   0   1   0   1   ···  
1   0   1   0   0   ···
0   0   0   1   0   ···
0   1   0   0   1   ···
1   0   0   1   0   ···
   ········· ··· ··· ···

Adjacency matrix

# nodes

# 
no

de
s

# 
no

de
s

Low dimensional
space

········· ···

Embedding

Network
embedding

Network representation of a yeast interactome Vectorial representation (2D-projected)

Local properties

Global
properties

Figure 1.5: The network embedding representation. While traditional graph layouts are based
on the network’s adjacency matrix, modern representations implement embedding techniques to
transform the network into a low‐dimensional space. In this space, local (e.g., network edges) and
global (e.g., network module separation) properties of the network are captured by the distances
between the corresponding node numerical vectors. Adapted from Duran‐Frigola et al.106.
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The first sort of network embedding dates back to the early 2000s.
Concretely, classical approaches tackle theproblemas a structure-preserving
dimensionality reduction exercise, which can be solved byMatrix Factor-
ization (MF) algorithms107. Intuitively, the goal is to learn a latent rep-
resentation for each node such that the inner product between them ap-
proximates some deterministic measure of node similarity. To this end,
the input network is usually first transformed into a similarity matrix,
which is afterwards factorised. For instance, in Laplacian eigenmaps108,
one of the most popular methods109, this similarity matrix is obtained by
creating a neighbourhood graph where nearby nodes are connected (e.g.,
using k-nearest neighbours) and weighted according to their Euclidean
distance. Furthermore, some strategies can adjust the learning of theman-
ifold to account for auxiliary information when available110. However,
despite being a solidfieldwith a long tradition,MFembeddings aremostly
restricted to small and medium-sized networks due to the high computa-
tional costs demandedby thesemethods. Besides, these algorithmsmainly
account for node similarities within the first or second-order neighbours,
making the embedding space fail to capture high-order relationships be-
tween the nodes and global properties of the network. Moreover, even if
someworks address the previous limitations111,112, the deterministicmea-
sure of node similarity assumed by MF methods makes them lag behind
other strategies that, on the contrary, rely on stochastic measures to learn
more continuous and versatile embedding spaces113.

As an alternative toMF-basedmethods, embedding techniques based
on shallow and deep learning architectures have been gaining popularity
during the last few years, quickly becoming state-of-the-art114. Within
this group, the first remarkable implementations were based on network
statistics extracted from Random Walks (RW). Indeed, RWs are a help-
ful tool for extracting knowledge from biological networks115,116,117. The
algorithm simulates the behaviour of a walker that moves from node to
node stochastically (sometimes with a certain probability of restart). The
intuition is that the paths travelled by the RWwill sample the close vicin-
ity of every node, thus providing a flexible and stochasticmeasure of node
similarity to other nodes. In practice, the output trajectories (sequences
of nodes) of RWs can be seen as a ‘text corpus’ where each node corre-
sponds to a ‘word’ and each path to a ‘phrase’. This convenient format en-
abled the adoption of Natural Language Processing (NLP) architectures,
which have been optimised for encoding text into latent spaces, giving
birth to the first generation of RW-based embedding methods118. Since
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then, other variants have flourished to ‘encourage’ the RW to explore lo-
cal or global regions of the graph (e.g., node2vec119), focus on the struc-
tural identity of the nodes (e.g., struct2vec120), or extend the strategy to
heterogeneous networks (e.g., metapath2vec121). Unfortunately, most of
these methods usually ignore attributes or features associated with net-
work nodes (e.g., molecular weight in a drug-drug interaction network),
potentially missing rich information for the embedding process. Worse
still, they cannot generate embeddings for nodes not initially found in the
network122.

Toovercome this limitation,GraphNeuralNetwork (GNN)encoders
leverage node and edge features to learn an embedding function able to
generalise to unseen nodes122. As a result, these methods can simulta-
neously learn the topological network structure of each node together
with the distribution of node and edge features in the neighbourhood. In
brief, GNNmethods first sample the neighbourhood nodes in the vicin-
ity of a given anchor node and train an ‘aggregation function’ to com-
bine the neighbourhood features. The neighbourhood aggregated fea-
tures are then concatenated with the features of the anchor node, assem-
bling a descriptor that captures both the features of the node and those
in its vicinity. Eventually, these vicinity-aware node descriptors will be
compressed in a low dimensional space by a neural network encoder, ob-
taining the node embeddings. Notice that, since GNNmodels have been
trainedonnode features, they canmapnew (unseen)networknodes to the
learned space a posteriori. These promising architectures were introduced
in 2017 by W.L. Hamilton et al. with GraphSage123. From there, dif-
ferent models have evolved to improve the expressive power of the aggre-
gation functions124, give different importance (attention) to each neigh-
bour node125, scale GNN to massive networks126, or extend them to het-
erogeneous graph settings127. And yet, even if GNN-based embeddings
have shown excellent performances in some tasks, their success vastly de-
pends on the availability of meaningful node features and many samples
(nodes) to adequately assimilate the network information. Otherwise,
thesemethods are easily surpassedbyRW-basedorMF-based strategies128,129.

Regardless of the embedding technique, the resulting latent spaces
have several advantages compared to traditional graph representations. First,
the dense compression of the dimensional space limits the room for re-
dundant information, reducing the complexity of the space and, thereby,
making itmore robust to thenoise that is inheritablypresent innetworks130.
On the other hand, as node information is captured in the node vectors,
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iterative or combinatorial problems in networks can be directly addressed
by either distance metrics, mapping functions, or arithmetic operations
on the embedding space, which facilitates node similarity searches and
appealing 2D-visualisations99. In addition, algorithms based on embed-
dings are usually faster than their network counterparts, thanks to the low
dimensionality of their spaces. Indeed, as network nodes are no longer
coupling, parallel computing solutions can further enhance the efficiency
of these algorithms. But even more impactful, their condensed numer-
ical representation makes them a natural fit for machine and deep learn-
ingmodels, which can now incorporate network structure information in
predictive tasks122.

Hence, as it could not be otherwise, network embeddings have been
extensively implemented in awide variety of scenarios inbiology131. Many
of these applications capitalise on the so-called ‘similarityprinciple’, adopt-
ed from fields with a long tradition of exploiting this principle. In chem-
informatics, for instance, chemical fingerprints are represented as numer-
ical vectors so that millions of compounds can be efficiently compared,
searched, and classified with the underlying idea that similar compounds
will have similar descriptors. In great resemblance to chemical embed-
dings, biological network embeddings can also be used to efficiently screen
and cluster biology. For example, Fan et al.132 encoded protein networks
from different species in the same latent space and used the similarity (in-
nerproduct) betweenprotein embeddings to identify those thatwere func-
tionally analogous between species, therefore providing means to align
their interactomes. Elsewhere in a recent review133, the authors compared
twocommunitydetectionmethods, an embedding-based anda traditional
graph-based, on the problem of clustering single-cell RNA-seq profiles,
showing how the former outperformed the latter on three of the four
datasets tested. Alternatively, Hamilton et al.134 envisioned a question-
answering framework able to represent queries as logical operations in
the embedding space, enabling faster screenings of the network (e.g.,‘what
drugs are likely to target proteins involved with both diseases X and Y?’).

When naïve similarity searches are insufficient to produce good pre-
dictions, network embeddings are usually plugged into off-the-shelf ma-
chine learning methods, which can learn more complex patterns. In this
regard, a comprehensive benchmarking of methods to predict new links
in biomedical graphs revealed that neural network models fed with pre-
computednode embeddings outperformedmost of the testedbaselines135.
Concretely in the protein domain, Cho et al. devisedMashup136, a frame-
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work that first learns protein embeddings from different networks and
then inputs them into a machine learning model to derive functional in-
sights about proteins. Likewise, in the drug discovery domain, Wan et
al. developed NeoDTI137, an end-to-end model that learns how to em-
bed a heterogeneous network populated with drug, protein, and disease
associations topredict newdrug-target interactions. Overall, network em-
bedding techniques provide a succinct numerical representation that bet-
ter suits modern computational approaches and machine learning imple-
mentations. As a result, embedding spaces allow the generalisation of net-
work algorithms to large-scale scenarios, alleviating some existing limita-
tions inherent in traditional graph representations.
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1.4 Thesis into context

Committed to gaining a better understanding of biological systems, the
worldwide scientific communityhas consistently gainedknowledge about
protein, chemical, and disease biology. Concurrently, with the flourish-
ing of omics technologies, large-scale screeningplatformshavebeen imple-
mented to extract quantitative measurements from cellular systems, pop-
ulating biological repositories with tons of data. Soon, the need to inte-
grate the gathered data into the context of biological systems became ap-
parent. As a natural fit, network architectures proved to be conveniently
structureddata repositories, able to incorporate a variety of heterogeneous
associations in a unified and logical format. Not only that, but network
layouts also provide ameans to represent complexmolecular interactions,
offering an analytical framework to understand biological systems and
characterise chemical and disease perturbations. Eventually, the gigantic
size of these networks fostered the adoption of network embedding tech-
niques that effectively reduce the dimensionality of the data while pre-
serving information in a dense and concise format optimised for compu-
tational tasks.
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Figure 1.6: Thesis context scheme. Schematic diagram summarising the context of the thesis.
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In this scenario of BigData and technological breakthroughs, compu-
tational-driven biomedical research can primarily benefit from the exist-
ing biological and chemical information. Particularly in the quest for per-
sonalised medicine, the exploitation of existing biological knowledge can
help elucidate connections between the vast chemical space and intercon-
nectedbiological systems, acceleratingdrugdiscovery. Unfortunately, bio-
medical data is still fragmented across different repositories, isolated in
individual datasets, and represented in a medley of formats that cannot
be naturally assembled. Even when harmonised in format, data in biol-
ogy is intrinsically complex, vast, and heterogeneous, posing severe chal-
lenges for an effective computational exploitation. It is the goal of this
thesis to provide strategies, tools, and resources that properly represent
and leverage the current biological and chemical data so that meaningful
information can be extracted and fused into downstream biomedical ap-
plications. Importantly, rather than focusing on a specific gene, disease, or
methodology, we seek to identify current challenges and opportunities in
biomedicinewhere incorporating existing knowledge can potentially con-
tribute new insights. And yet, throughout this manuscript, there will be
a natural impulse towards using network representations as frameworks
for our work and undeniable devotion to the pharmaco-omics field as the
focus of research driving our motivation.
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2. Objectives

This thesis aims to explore strategies that efficiently and effectively
leverage the existing biological knowledge to (i) retrospectively shed light
on publicly available experiments and (ii) prospectively exploit the infor-
mation in different downstream biomedical tasks and applications.

More specifically, the objectives in each chapter are:

1. To map pharmacogenomic screenings on functional interactions
to identify gene signatures associated with drug mechanism of ac-
tion and sensitivity (Chapter 3.1).

2. To systematically format biomedical data into numerical vectors
so that the information can be integrated and exploited in down-
stream computational pipelines (Chapter 3.2).

3. To provide a means of integrating large-scale (omics) experiments
to (i) provide biological support to each observation, (ii) quantify
thenovelty of thedataset as awhole, and (iii) suggest dataset-specific
features with potential for predictive analysis (Chapter 3.3).

4. To review descriptors capturing relevant information for drug dis-
covery complementary to the ones produced in Chapter 2, reveal-
ing future directions for our work (Chapter 3.4).
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3. Chapters

This thesis is organised into four individual chapters. Each chapter is
presented as a scientific article, most of them published during the the-
sis. Accordingly, apart from the results and methodology sections, each
chapter includes an abstract, an introduction, and a concluding remarks
section which provide greater detail and depth about the proper context
of the presented results. In brief, the first three chapters focus on the in-
tegration of existing biological knowledge to (i) extract new insights from
pharmacogenomic outcomes, (ii) generate and exploit biomedical embed-
dings in descriptive and predictive downstream tasks, and (iii) devise a
tool to annotate biomedical support in experimental screenings. Finally,
in the last chapter, we review those protein and chemical representations
that provide relevant yet complementary information to the descriptors
we produced in previous chapters. Of note, we also discuss our participa-
tion in a research community challenge launched during the course of this
thesis, in which we formatted and leveraged drug bioactivity information
to provide a successful solution.
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Chapter 3.1
Using protein annotations to

extract systems-level knowledge
from pharmacogenomic screenings
Authors Adrià Fernández-Torras, Miquel Duran-Frigola, Patrick Aloy

Type Research Article

Stage Published

Title Encircling the regions of the pharmacogenomic landscape that
determine drug response.

Journal GenomeMedicine

DOI https://doi.org/10.1186/s13073-019-0626-x

Context Cell sensitivity profiles can be matched with cell biological
traits, such as cell gene expression, to provide links between cel-
lular state and drug sensitivity. However, most of these strate-
gies assume independence between genes, which makes sub-
sequent multiple-correction analysis heavily stringent. Con-
sequently, functional gene systems behind drug response get
fragmented into a few statistically significant yet isolated genes,
diluting the underlying biological connections between them.
In this chapter, we argue that gene knowledge can indeed be
used to find functionally coordinated gene expressionmodules
associated with drug response. In this way, drugs can be asso-
ciated with statistically significant functional gene sets rather
than single genes, providing amore comprehensive view of the
cellular biological state behind drug response and, therefore,
potentially revealingmolecular determinants of drug response.

Note Supplementary data canbe accessed at the original publication.
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Chapter 3.1

3.1.1 Abstract

The integration of large-scale drug sensitivity screens and genome-wide
experiments is changing the field of pharmacogenomics, revealing molec-
ular determinants of drug response without the need for previous knowl-
edge about drug action. In particular, transcriptional signatures of drug
sensitivity may guide drug repositioning, prioritise drug combinations,
and point to new therapeutic biomarkers. However, the inherent com-
plexity of transcriptional signatures, with thousands of differentially ex-
pressed genes, makes them hard to interpret, thus giving poor mechanis-
tic insights and hampering translation to clinics. To simplify drug signa-
tures, we have developed a network-based methodology to identify func-
tionally coherent gene modules. Our strategy starts with the calculation
of drug-gene correlations and is followed by a pathway-oriented filtering
and a network-diffusion analysis across the interactome. We apply our ap-
proach to 189 drugs tested in 671 cancer cell lines and observe a connec-
tion between gene expression levels of the modules and mechanisms of
action of the drugs. Further, we characterise multiple aspects of the mod-
ules, including their functional categories, tissue-specificity, and preva-
lence in clinics. Finally, we prove the predictive capability of the mod-
ules and demonstrate how they can be used as gene sets in conventional
enrichment.

3.1.2 Introduction

Gene expression profiling has become amainstay approach to characterise
cell properties and status, unveiling links between gene activities and dis-
ease phenotypes. Early efforts were channelled into discovering transcrip-
tional signatures that are specific to a disease state. This work involved
the comparison of a relatively small number of diseased and healthy sam-
ples25. Although providing a rich account of disease biology, these stud-
ies have failed to yield better drug therapies, as causality and response to
drug perturbations cannot be inferred directly from two-state (diseased vs
healthy) differential gene expression analysis138,139. To address this issue,
initiatives have flourished toprofile the basal gene expression levels of hun-
dreds of cell lines, together with their response to treatment over an array
of drug molecules using a simple readout such as growth rate140,29,30,141.
Provided that the panel of cell lines is large enough, this approach allows
for a new type of gene expression analysis where basal expression levels are
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correlated to drug response phenotypes. A series of recent studies demon-
strate the value of this strategy for target identification33,142, biomarker
discovery143,144, and elucidation of mechanisms of action (MoA) and re-
sistance145,146.

The largest cell panels available today are derived from cancerous tis-
sues, since a crucial step towards personalised cancer medicine is the iden-
tification of transcriptional signatures that can guide drug prescription.
However, current signatures are composedof several hundredgenes, thereby
making themdifficult to interpret, harmonise across platforms, and trans-
late to clinical practice147,148,149. Recent assessment of sensitivity signa-
tures for over 200 drugs142 revealed that key genes include those involved
in drug metabolism and transport. Intended therapeutic targets, though
important, are detected in only a fraction of signatures, and cell line tis-
sue of origin has been identified as a confounding factor throughout the
signature detection procedure. In practice, the length of the signatures
largely exceeds the number of sensitive cell lines available for each drug,
which often yields inconsistent results between cell panels from different
laboratories147. The current challenge is to filter and characterise tran-
scriptional signatures so that they become robust, informative, and more
homogeneous, while still retaining the complexity (hence the predictive
power) of the original profiles32.

Network biology offers means to integrate a large amount of omics
data74. Most network biology capitalises on the observation that genes
whose function is altered in aparticular phenotype tend tobe co-expressed
in common pathways and, therefore, co-localized in specific network re-
gions150. Following this principle, it has been possible to convert genome-
wide signatures to network signatures, or modules, that are less noisy and
easier to interpret151. Raphael and co-workers, for instance, developed an
algorithm to map cancer mutations on biological networks and identify
‘hot’ regions that distinguish functional (driver)mutations from sporadic
(passenger) ones75. Califano’s group combined gene expression data with
regulatory cellular networks to infer protein activity152. Overall, network-
basedmethods come inmany flavours and offer an effective framework to
organise the results of omics experiments68.

Whilemany genes andproteins have enjoyed such anetwork-based an-
notation (being circumscribed within well-definedmodules such as path-
ways and biological processes), drug molecules remain mostly uncharac-
terised in this regard. For a number of drugs, the mechanism of action is
unclear139 and off-targets are often discovered153. Recent publications of
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drug screens against cancer cell line panels, and the transcriptional signa-
tures that can be derived from there, provide a broader view of drug ac-
tivity and enable the full implementation of network biology techniques.
Here we undertake the task of obtaining and annotating transcriptional
modules related to 189 drugs. We show how these modules are able to
capture meaningful aspects of drug biology, being robust to inherent bi-
ases caused by, for example, the cell’s tissue of origin, and having a tight
relationship tomechanisms of action and transportation events occurring
at the membrane. Finally, we perform a series of functional enrichment
analyses, which contribute to a better understanding of the molecular de-
terminants of drug activity.

3.1.3 Results

TheGenomics ofDrug Sensitivity inCancer (GDSC) is the largest cancer
cell line (CCL) panel available to date33. This dataset contains drug sen-
sitivity data (growth-inhibition, GI) for 265 drugs screened against 1,001
cell lines derived from 29 tissues, together with basal transcriptional pro-
files of the cells (among other omics data). Aware of the work by Rees
et al.142, we first looked for the dominant effect of certain tissues in de-
termining associations between drug response and gene expression. We
found thatCCLs derived fromneuroblastoma, hematopoietic, bone, and
small cell lung cancers may confound global studies of drug-gene correla-
tions due to their unspecific sensitivity to drugs (Fig. A.1.2a). These tis-
sues were excluded from further analyses. We also excluded genes whose
expression levels were low or constant across the CCL panel and drugs
tested against fewer than 400 CCLs (see theMethods section for details).
As a result, we obtained a pharmacogenomic dataset composed of 217
drugs, 15,944 genes, and 671 CCLs.

Following the conventional strategy to analyse pharmacogenomic da-
tasets, we calculated independent drug-gene associations simply by corre-
lating the expression level of each gene to the potency of each drug (area
over the growth-inhibition curve; 1-AUC) across theCCLpanel. Weused
a Z-transformed version of Pearson’s correlation, as recommended else-
where154. Figure 3.1.1a shows thepairwise distributionof theZ-correlation
(zcor)measures between the 15,944 genes and the 217drugs. Wevalidated
the correlations identified in the GDSC panel on an independent set by
applying the same protocol to the Cancer Therapeutic Response Portal
(CTRP) panel142 (Fig. A.1.3b). To identify the strongest drug-gene as-
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sociations, we set a cutoff of ±3.2 zcor, based on an empirical null distri-
bution obtained from randomised data (see Fig. A.1.1c and theMethods
section). Please note that this is a widely adopted procedure that is not de-
signed to detect single drug-gene associations (which would require mul-
tiple testing correction)155. Instead, and similar to signature identifica-
tion in differential gene expression analysis, the goal is to identify sets of
genes that are (mildly) correlated with drug response. For each drug, we
obtained a median (Med) of 249 positively correlated genes [first quartile
(Q1): 120, third quartile (Q3): 584], and Med of 173 negatively corre-
lated genes [Q1: 59, Q3: 484] (Fig. 3.1.1b). Some drugs, like the BRAF
inhibitor dabrafenib, or the EGFR inhibitor Afatinib, had over 1500 pos-
itively and negatively correlated genes, while others, like the antiandrogen
Bicalutamide or the p38 MAPK inhibitor Doramapimod, had hardly a
dozen. We observed that the number of genes that correlate with drug re-
sponse strongly depends on the drug class (Fig. 3.1.1c), EGFR and ERK-
MAPK signalling inhibitors being the classes with the largest number of
associated genes, and JNK/p38 signalling and chromatin histone acety-
lation inhibitors being those with the fewest correlations. This variation
may be partially explained by the range of drug potency across the CCL
panel, as it is ‘easier’ to detect drug-gene correlations when the drug has a
wide sensitivity spectrum (Fig. A.1.4).
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Figure 3.1.1: Analysis of drug‐gene correlations. a Observed drug‐gene correlation distribu‐
tion (purple) and randomised drug‐gene correlation distribution (blue) (random permutation of
expression values). Vertical lines denote the percentiles 5th and 95th of each distribution. b The
left panel shows the ‘number of correlated genes per drug’, while the right panel shows the ‘num‐
ber of correlated drugs per gene’. In the left panel, one can read, for example, that there are about
25 drugs (y‐axis) with at least 1,250 correlated genes (x‐axis). Likewise, in the right panel, one
can read that about 4,000 genes (y‐axis) are correlated to at least 10 drugs (x‐axis). c Number of
positively (red) and negatively (blue) correlated genes across drug classes. d Positively correlated
targets (see theMethods section for details on the z score normalisation procedure of this corre‐
lation measure). Each dot represents one drug‐target correlation. A full account of drug‐target
annotations is provided in Supplementary Data 8. The red box plot shows the background (ran‐
dom) distribution. e Drug‐gene correlations (zcor) between Afatinib/Gefitinib and the epidermal
growth factor receptor (EGFR) across tissues. In the upper plots, we show the drug sensitivity (1‐
AUC) across tissues. In the middle plots, we show basal gene expression of EGFR across tissues.
The bottom plots show the Afatinib/Gefitinib‐EGFR correlation. The rightmost values refer to
the correlation when all tissues are considered (Global). The size of the bubbles is proportional
to the number of CCLs in each tissue.

Similarly, analysis of independent drug-gene correlations suggests that
somegenes are positively correlated tomanydrugs. For instance,we found
5% of the genes to be associated with more than 10% of the drugs (Fig.
3.1.1b and A.1.3a). The transcripts of these ‘frequent positively corre-
lated genes’ are enriched in membrane processes, specifically focal adhe-
sion (p value < 5.2×10−12) and extracellular matrix (ECM) organisation
(p value < 5×10−16), including subunits of integrin, caveolin, and platelet-
derived growth factors (PDGFs). These genes determine, among others,
the activationof Src kinases156,157,158,159. Overall, ECMproteins are known
toplay an important role in tumour proliferation, invasion, and angiogen-
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esis160,161 and are often involved in theupstream regulationof cancer path-
ways162 such as PI3K/mTOR156,157,158,MAPK157, andWnt signalling163,
and in cell cycle and cytoskeleton regulation164. It is thus not surprising
that ECMgenes determine drug response in a rather nonspecificmanner.

On the other hand, ‘frequent negatively correlated genes’ are asso-
ciated with small molecule metabolism (xenobiotic metabolic processes,
p value < 3.2 × 10−3). In this group, we found, among others, the cy-
tochrome CYP2J2 and the GSTK1 and MGST glutathione transferases,
which are highly expressed in cancers and known to confer drug resistance
through their conjugating activity165,166,167,168. Following other studies
that reported similar results142, we checked for the presence of multidrug
transporters (MDTs). Reassuringly,we found the effluxpumptransporter
ABCC3 and a total of 27 different solute carriers (SLCs) to be negatively
correlated to the potency of many drugs. Of note, we also found the
ABCA1 transporter and other 8 SLCs to be among the frequent posi-
tively correlated genes, thus emphasising the key role of transporters and
carriers in determining drug potency.

All of the above suggests that systematic analysis of independent drug-
gene correlations is sufficient to highlight unspecific determinants of drug
sensitivity and resistance (i.e., frequent positively and negatively corre-
lated genes). However, while these determinants are recognized to play a
crucial role, they do not inform targeted therapies, as they are usually un-
related to themechanismof action of the drug. Thus, we assessedwhether
measuringdrug-gene correlationswould alsobe sufficient to elucidate drug
targets (i.e., we tested whether the expression level of the target correlates
with the potency of the drug). Sincemost drugs hadmore than one anno-
tated target, tomeasure significance, we randomly sampled 1,000 times an
equal number of genes and derived an empirical z score (see theMethods
section). Figure 3.1.1d shows that the expression level ofmost drug targets
did not correlate with drug response. In fact, only∼10% of the drugs had
‘positively correlated targets’ (z score > 1.9, p value∼0.05). Remarkably,
the 6 EGF pathway inhibitors in our dataset were among these drugs, as
were 3 of the 4 IGF pathway and 3 of the 21RTKpathway inhibitors. We
noticed that themolecular targets for these pathways were usually cell sur-
face receptors (e.g., EGFR, IGFR, ALK, ERBB2, MET, and PDGFRA).
Overall, of the 20 drugs with positively correlated targets, 13 bind to cell
surface receptors, showing a propensity of drug-gene correlations to cap-
ture membrane targets (odds ratio = 15.13, p value = 1.9×10-7). In Fig.
A.1.5, we show how this trend is driven mostly by the over-expression of
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the target on the cell surface.
The relatively small number of positively correlated targets illustrates

how the analysis of expression levels alone is insufficient to reveal MoAs,
especially when the drug target is located downstream of the cell surface
receptors in a signalling pathway. Some authors have suggested that the
tissue of origin of the cells might play a confounding role in defining drug
response signatures. To address this notion, we repeated the calculation
of Pearson’s zcor correlations separately for each of the 13 tissues in our
dataset. In general, the trends observed at the tissue level were consistent
with the global trends, although tissue-specific correlations were milder
due to low statistical power (i.e., few cell lines per tissue) (Fig. A.1.3c,
right panel). Accordingly, we confirmed that none of the tissues had a
globally dominant effect on the measures of drug-gene correlations (Fig.
A.1.2b) and verified that certain tissue-specific associations were still cap-
tured by the analysis. For instance, going back to the targeting of EGFR
(which was positively correlated with Afatinib andGefitinib), we show in
Fig. 3.1.1e that the ‘global’ correlation can be partly attributed to non-
small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) cells (zcor > 1.96, p value < 0.05). In-
deed, Afatinib and Gefitinib have an approved indication for NSCLC.
Both drugs correlate with EGFR also in the aerodigestive tract, an ob-
servation reported in an independent study dedicated to the discovery of
drug-tissue/mutation associations (ACME)141. Moreover, and consistent
with recent findings169,170,171,172, Gefitinib has a significant correlation to
EGFR in breast cancers, whereas Afatinib correlates with this target in
pancreatic CCLs. Afatinib, in turn, is associated with ERBB2 in breast
CCLs, as also confirmed by ACME analysis (Fig. A.1.3e).

From drug-gene correlations to drug module

The previous analysis demonstrates that conventional drug-gene correla-
tions do not directly identify drug targets and suggests that standard tran-
scriptional drug signatures contain unspecific and indirect correlations
thatmaymisleadmechanistic interpretation. Recent advances in network
biology precisely tackle these problems, as they can (i) filter signatures to
make them more functionally homogeneous and (ii) allow for the mea-
surement of network distances so that genes proximal to the target can be
captured and connected to it, even if the expression of the target itself is
not statistically associated with the drug.

Hence, we set tomapping drug-gene correlations onto a large protein-
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protein interaction (PPI)network, retainingonly genes that canbe grouped
innetworkmodules (i.e., strongly interconnected regions of the network).
In theMethods section, we explain in detail the module detection proce-
dure. In brief, starting from drug-gene correlations (Fig. 3.1.2a), we first
filtered out those genes whose expression was frequently (and unspecif-
ically) correlated to the potency of many drugs (Fig. A.1.3a). This re-
duced the number of associations to 182 [median; Q1: 84, Q3: 372] pos-
itively and 122 [median; Q1: 41, Q3: 337] negatively correlated genes
per drug, respectively. Next, in order to identify genes acting in coordina-
tion (i.e., participating in enrichedReactomepathways173,174), we adapted
the gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) algorithm175 to handle drug-
gene correlations (instead of gene expression fold-changes) (Fig. 3.1.2b).
The resulting GSEA-filtered list of genes kept 100 [median; Q1: 49, Q3:
277] positive and 77 [median; Q1: 30, Q3: 221] negative correlations per
drug. After this filtering, we submitted this list to HotNet2176, a module
detection algorithm that was originally developed for the identification
of recurrently mutated subnetworks in cancer patients (Fig. 3.1.2c and
A.1.6 show the importance of the Reactome-based filtering previous to
HotNet2). As a reference network (interactome) for HotNet2, we chose
a high-confidence version of STRING177, composed of 14,725 proteins
and 300,686 interactions. HotNet2 further filtered the list of genes corre-
lated to each drug, keeping only those that were part of the same network
neighborhood. Finally, we used the DIAMOnDmodule expansion algo-
rithm173 to recover strong drug-gene correlations that had been discarded
along the process. Although this step made a relatively minor contribu-
tion to the composition of the modules (less than 5% of the genes; Fig.
A.1.7), we did not want to lose any strong association caused by the lim-
ited coverage of the Reactome database (Fig. 3.1.2d).
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Figure 3.1.2: Methodological pipeline to identify drug modules. a The process of obtaining
modules starts with the calculation of Z‐transformed Pearson’s correlation (zcor) between gene
expression and drug sensitivity data for each drug‐gene pair. Correlations (zcor) beyond ± 3.2
are considered to be significant. bWe then run a gene‐set enrichment analysis (GSEA) for each
drug to identify genes that participate in enriched Reactome pathways. cGSEA‐filtered genes are
submitted to HotNet2 on the STRING interactome to identify drug modules. d Finally, modules
are expanded (when possible) using the DIAMOnD algorithm to recall the few correlated genes
that might have been excluded in step (c) as a result of the limited coverage of the Reactome
database. This final step has a minor impact on the composition of the module (see Fig. A.1.7).

Ourpipeline yielded at least one ‘positively correlatedmodule’ (PCM)
for 175 of the 217 drugs (48 genes [median; Q1: 23, Q3: 83]). Simi-
larly, we obtained ‘negatively correlated modules’ (NCMs) for 154 of the
drugs (40 genes [median; Q1:21, Q3:78]). Thus, compared to the orig-
inal signatures, drug modules are considerably smaller (80% reduction)
(Fig. 3.1.3a) and are commensurate with manually annotated pathways
in popular databases (Fig. A.1.8). For roughly two thirds of the drugs, we
obtained only one PCM and one NCM. For the remaining drugs, a sec-
ond (usually smaller) module was also identified (Fig. A.1.9a). The com-
plete list of drugmodules canbe found in SupplementaryData 2. Pairwise
drug-gene correlations of themodules are listed as SupplementaryData 3.
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Drugmodules are tightly related tomechanisms of action

To assess the mechanistic relevance of drug modules, we measured their
distance to the corresponding drug targets (i.e., we formulated the hy-
pothesis that drug targets should be ‘proximal’ to dysregulated network
regions). To this end, we used the DIAMOnD algorithm again173, this
time to retrieve, for each drug, a list of genes ranked by their proximity to
the corresponding drugmodule(s) (see theMethods). Figure 3.1.3b shows
that drug targets are remarkably up-ranked in these lists, making them
closer to the drugmodules than any other set of random proteins, includ-
ing druggable genes and pharmacological receptors178, which usually have
prominent positions in the PPI network due to the abundant knowledge
available for them. In 82% of the PCMs, the corresponding targets were
among proximal proteins (top decile), whichmeans a dramatic increase in
mechanistic interpretability compared to the 12.25% of drugs that could
be linked to their targets via conventional analysis of drug-gene correla-
tions.

A unique feature of drugmodules is that network-based distances can
be natively measured between them79. We computed the distance be-
tween drugmodules pairwise (Supplementary Data 4) and grouped them
by drug class (Fig. 3.1.3c) (see Methods and alternative statistical treat-
ments in Fig. A.1.10). The diagonal of Fig. 3.1.3c clearly indicates that
drugs belonging to the same category tend to have ‘proximal’ modules
(some of them in a highly specificmanner, like in the case of ERK-MAPK
signalling cascade inhibitors). Most interestingly, we could observe prox-
imities betweenmodules belonging to different drug classes. For instance,
modules of drugs targeting RTK signalling were ‘located’ near those of
drugs affecting genome integrity, in goodagreementwith recently reported
cross-talk between these two processes179,180. Likewise, and as proposed
by some studies181,182,183, IGFR-related drugs were ‘proximal’ to drugs af-
fecting cell replication events such as mitosis, cell cycle, andDNA replica-
tion.
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Figure 3.1.3: Global drug module analysis. a Number of genes in positively and negatively
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PCGs and NCGs (i.e., full signature). b Distance between drug targets and PCMs/NCMs (pur‐
ple cumulative distribution). Results are compared to random proteins from the STRING177

interactome (red), proteins sampled from the ‘druggable proteome’ (Target Central Resource
Database 184) (green), and proteins sampled from the pharmacological targets in DrugBank185

(blue). c Network‐based distances between drug classes. The bigger the bubble, the closer the
distance between drug classes. Drug classes are sorted by specificity in their proximity measures.
Please note ‘distant’ values in the diagonal are possible due to differences in drugmodules belong‐
ing to the same class. The network‐based distance calculation is detailed in theMethods section.
d Predictive performances (AUROC) of the drug modules evaluated in the CTRP panel (top 25,
50, and 100 sensitive CCLs). Blue distributions correspond to results using unique CCLs (i.e., not
shared with the GDSC panel). e Illustrative ROC curves for Daporinad (FMK866), Vorinostat,
I‐BET‐762, and Docetaxel.

Drug modules retain the ability to predict drug response

We have shown that drug modules are related to the MoA of the drug,
but the question remains as to the extent to which they retain the pre-
dictive capabilities of the full transcriptional profiles/signatures. In the
CCL setting, gene expression profiles are valuable predictors of drug re-
sponse29,144,186 and crucially contribute to state-of-the-art pharmacoge-
nomicmodels. To testwhether our (much smaller) drugmodules retained
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predictive power, we devised a simple drug sensitivity predictor based on
theGSEA score (see theMethods section). In brief, given a drug, we tested
whether cell lines sensitive to a certain drug were enriched in the corre-
sponding drug modules. We expect genes in PCMs to be over-expressed
in sensitive cell lines and those in NCMs to be under-expressed. Anal-
ogously, we took the positively and negatively correlated genes from the
full drug-gene associations (signatures) and also performed aGSEA-based
prediction. To nominate a cell ‘sensitive’ to a certain drug, we ranked
CCLs by their sensitivity and kept the topnCCLs, n being 25, 50, or 100,
based on the distribution of sensitive cell lines provided by the authors of
the GDSC (Fig. A.1.11a). This simple binarization is, in practice, pro-
portional to more sophisticated ‘sensitive/resistant’ categorizations such
as the waterfall analysis147, and it yields prediction performance metrics
comparable between drugs.

Figure A.1.12 suggests that, when applied to the GDSC, drug mod-
ule enrichment analysis can classify sensitive cell lines with high accuracy,
especially for the top 25 sensitive cell lines (AUROC = 0.77), which is a
notable achievement considering that drug modules are 80% smaller than
the original signatures. To assess the applicability of our modules outside
the GDSC dataset, we performed an external validation with the CTRP
panel of cell lines. About 37% of our drugs were also tested in this panel.
In CTRP, drug sensitivity is measured independently of GDSC, which
poses an additional challenge for prediction as a result of experimental in-
consistencies147. Of theCCLs, 397 are sharedbetweenGDSCandCTRP,
and gene expression data are alsomeasured independently. We performed
theGSEA-based sensitivity prediction for all CTRPCCLs. Figure 3.1.3d
and e show the distribution of prediction performances for the 70 drugs,
and illustrative ROC curves corresponding to four drugs (namely Da-
porinad, Vorinostat, I-BET-762 and Docetaxel), respectively. We found
that, when focusing on the top 25 sensitive CCLs, over a quarter of the
drugs had AUROC > 0.7, including Daporinad. Acceptable (AUROC
> 0.6) predictions were achieved for half the cases (e.g., Vorinostat and
I-BET-762), which is a comparable result to recent attempts to translate
sensitivity predictors between different CCL panels187. For the remain-
ing drugs, predictive performance did not differ to random expectation
(AUROC < 0.6) (e.g., Docetaxel). Notably, performance declined only
slightly when considering CCLs that were exclusive to the CTRP panel
(i.e., not part of the GDSC dataset) (Fig. 3.1.3d, blue boxes). The figure
was comparable, if not better, to that obtainedusing full signatures (PCGs
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and NCGs) (Fig. A.1.12, grey boxes). These observations support previ-
ous recommendations to pre-filter pharmacogenomic data based on prior
knowledge188 (Fig. A.1.13).

Module-based characterization of drugs

Since drug modules are highly connected in biological networks, they are
expected to be (at least to some extent) functionally coherent and eas-
ier to interpret. Accordingly, we tested the enrichment of drug mod-
ules in a collection of high-order biological processes (the Hallmark gene
sets) available from theMolecular SignaturesDatabase (MSigDB)189. Fig-
ure A.1.14a shows that the number of enriched Hallmark gene sets de-
pends upon the MoA of the drug. The results of the enrichment anal-
ysis are given in Supplementary Data 5 and as an interactive exploration
tool based on the CLEANmethodology (Supplementary Data 9; https:
//figshare.com/s/932dd94520d4a60f076d)190. We chose three drug
classes to illustrate how to read these results, namely drugs targeting mi-
tosis, RTK signalling inhibitors, and ERK-MAPK signalling inhibitors
(Fig. 3.1.4a).

Drugs targeting mitosis have modules enriched in cell cycle and repli-
cation processes (Fig. 3.1.4a, top). Specifically, genes related to the Myc
transcription factor are over-represented in three of the drug modules
(NPK76-II-72-1, GSK1070916, andMPS-1-IN-1). Themodules of these
drugshave a rather distinct composition,NPK76-II-72-1having the largest
coverage of Myc-related genes and being, together with MPS-1-IN-1, re-
lated to bothMyc1 andMyc2 processes. In Fig. A.1.14b-d, we show how,
for these two drugs, cell line sensitivity is dependent on Myc expression
levels.
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Figure 3.1.4: Drugmodule characterization. aDrugmodule enrichment analysis based on the
Hallmark gene set (odds ratios in colour, p values < 0.05 are marked with a white dot). For sim‐
plicity, three drug classes are shown: drugs affecting mitosis, RTK signalling, and ERK/MAPK
signalling. b TCGA enrichment analysis of PCMs in four types of cancer: SKCM (Cutaneous
Melanoma), PAAD (Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma), GBM (Glioblastoma Multiforme), and BRCA
(Breast Carcinoma).

In contrast tomitosis inhibitors, drugs targeting theRTKpathway are
enriched in biological processes outside the nucleus (Fig. 3.1.4a, middle),
among these hypoxia and the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT).
Bothmechanisms are known to be associated with tyrosine kinases191,192.
Interestingly, a subgroup ofRTK inhibitors (namelyACC220, CEP-701,
NVP-BHG712, andMP470) is characteristically associatedwith thePI3K-
AKT-mTOR signalling cascade. With the exception of NVP-BHG712,
these inhibitors have the tyrosine kinase FLT3 as a common target193,194.
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Deeper inspection of FLT3 inhibitors reveals module proximities to cer-
tain PI3K inhibitors (e.g., GDC0941), and the PI3K-AKT-mTOR path-
way is enriched in ERBB2 inhibitors as well (Supplementary Data 4 and
5).

As for ERK-MAPK pathway inhibitors, we observed a total of 17 en-
riched Hallmarks, making this class of drugs the one with most variabil-
ity in terms of enrichment signal of the modules (Fig. 3.1.4a and Fig.
A.1.14a). However, while some processes like apoptosis are detected in
most of the drugs in this category, others are target-specific. Oxidative
phosphorylation (OXPHOS), for example, is represented in 3 of the 4
BRAF inhibitors. It is known that, while BRAF inhibitors boost OX-
PHOS (leading to oncogene-induced senescence), activation of glycolytic
metabolism followedbyOXPHOS inactivationyields drug resistance195,196.
Similarly, VX11e (the only drug in our dataset targeting ERK2) shows a
distinctive enrichment in Myc-regulated proteins, while FMK (the only
drug targeting theRibosomal S6 kinase) is enriched inp53 signallingpath-
way and inflammatory response processes. All these observations are con-
sistent with previous studies197,198,199,200, and Fig. A.1.15b demonstrates
that the variability observed between drugs in this class is drivenmostly by
differences in the sensitivity profiles of the drugs.

Overall, the enrichment signal (i.e., the functional coherence) of drug
modules is substantially higher than that of full signatures (PCGs and
NCGs) (Fig. A.1.16a). This facilitates, in principle, the mechanistic in-
terpretation of drug-gene correlation results (Fig. A.1.15a). We show an
illustrative module (CEP-701) in Fig. A.1.16c.

Wenext examinedwhether our results couldbe extendedbeyondCCL
panels. We found that drug modules are indeed identified (GSEA p value
< 0.001) in the majority of patients in the TCGA clinical cohort (Fig.
A.1.15c; see theMethods section for details). Closer inspection byTCGA
tumour type further supports the clinical relevance of our results (Supple-
mentary Data 6). For example, drugs affecting MAPK signalling (specif-
ically, BRAF inhibitors, e.g., Dabrafenib) have a tendency to ‘occur’ in
skin cutaneous melanomas (SKCM), as expected (Fig. 3.1.4e, blue). Of
note, one PPAR inhibitor (FH535) was also found enriched in a high
numberof SKCMpatients, in good agreementwithworkbyothers propos-
ing the use PPAR inhibitors to treat skin cancer201,202. Similarly, we ob-
served an abundance of EGFR inhibitor modules among pancreatic can-
cers (PAAD) (Fig. 3.1.4e, green), in line with the known crucial role of
EGFR in pancreatic tumorigenesis203,204. As for glioblastomas (GBMs)
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(Fig. 3.1.4e, purple), we found two GSK3 inhibitors (CHIR-99021 and
SB216763) andoneTNKS inhibitor (XAV939), all of them targetingWnt
signalling, which is a potential mechanism against this tumour type205.
We also found one EGFR inhibitor (Gefitinib) and the PLK inhibitor
NPK76-II-72-1mentioned above in the context ofMyc enrichment anal-
ysis. Bothmechanisms have shown promise in EGFR- andMyc-activated
gliomas, respectively206,207. Finally,we encountered amoreheterogeneous
pattern in breast cancer patients (BRCA) (Fig. 3.1.4e, orange), including
mechanisms supportedby the literature, such asAKT, IRAK1, andPLK3
inhibition208,209,210.

Beyond the tumour-type level, we looked for modules that were sig-
nificantly enriched (odds ratio > 2, p value < 0.001) in patients harbour-
ing specific driver mutations (see theMethods section). A full account of
this enrichment analysis is given in Supplementary Data 7. We found, for
instance, that modules of drugs targeting ERK/MAPK signalling are re-
lated to patients with mutations in HRAS and BRAF211,212 and that, in
turn, BRAF is (together with KRAS) frequently mutated in patients ‘ex-
pressing’ modules of EGFR signalling inhibitors213. Taken together, and
althoughTCGA treatment response data is too scarce to allow for predic-
tion assessment214, these results indicate that the drug modules identified
in CCLs hold promise for translation to clinical practice.

3.1.4 Concluding remarks

Two limitations of large-scale pharmacogenomic studies are the difficulty
to reproduce results across screening platforms and the eventual transla-
tion to clinics, as it remains unclear whether immortalised cells are able
to model patient samples215. Another important limitation is the over-
whelmingnumberof drug-gene correlations that canbederived fromthese
experiments, yielding signatures of drug sensitivity that are almost im-
possible to interpret. We have shown, for example, that (i) the number
of correlated genes is highly variable across drugs, (ii) some genes are un-
specifically correlated to many drugs, and (iii) not all drug-gene pairs are
equally correlated in every tissue. We propose that converting transcrip-
tional signatures to networkmodules may simplify the analysis, since net-
work modules are smaller, more robust, and functionally coherent. We
have validated this strategy by proving that drug responsemodules, which
are enriched in biological processes of pharmacological relevance and ex-
hibit comparable predictive power to the full signatures, are tightly related
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to theMoA. Further, we have characterised themodules extensively (Sup-
plementary Data 8 and e.g., Fig. A.1.17) and confirmed their occurrence
in the TCGA clinical cohort (Supplementary Data 6 and Supplementary
Data 10).

However, our approach does have some of the limitations of ordi-
nary transcriptomic analyses. Expression levels of mRNA do not per-
fectlymatchprotein abundance, nor are they able to capturepost-translatio-
nal modifications such as phosphorylation events, which are key to some
of the pathways studied here. Moreover, wide dynamic ranges in gene ex-
pression and drug sensitivity data are necessary for drug-gene correlations
to be captured, thus requiring, in practice, considerably large panels of
CCLs, which limits the throughput of the technique to a few hundred
drugs. In particular, one cannot precisely measure correlations within
poorly represented tissues, which in turn makes it difficult to disentan-
gle tissue-specific transcriptional traits that may be irrelevant to drug re-
sponse. Our module-based approach partially corrects for this confound-
ing factor, although the integration of otherCCLomics data (such asmu-
tations, copy number variants and chromatin modifications) could fur-
ther ameliorate these issues and also provide new mechanistic insights.
In this context, systems biology tools that learn the relationships between
different layers of biology are needed. Along this line, the release of CCL
screenswith readouts other thangrowth inhibitionorproliferation rate38,216
will help unveil the connections between the genetic background of the
cells and the phenotypic outcome of drug treatment.

All in all, transcriptomics is likely to remain the dominant genome-
wide data type for drug discovery, as recent technical and statistical devel-
opments have drastically reduced its cost217. The L1000Next-generation
ConnectivityMap, for instance, contains aboutonemillionpost-treatment
gene expression signatures for 20,000molecules38. These signatures await
to be interpreted and annotated, and more importantly, they have to be
associated with pre-treatment signatures in order to identify therapeutic
opportunities. We believe that network biology strategies like the one pre-
sented here will enable this connection, encircling relevant ‘regions’ of the
signatures and measuring the distances between them.
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3.1.5 Methods

Data download and pre-processing

We collected gene expression and drug response data from the GDSC re-
source (https://www.cancerrxgene.org). We first discarded those genes
whose expression levels were low or stable across cell lines (Fig. A.1.1a).
To this end, we analysed the distribution of basal expression of each gene
in every CCL and filtered out those with an expression level below 4.4
(log2 units) across the panel (see Fig. A.1.1b for a robustness analysis).
Regarding drug response data, GDSC provides measurements of cell sur-
vival at a range of drug concentrations (area under the dose-response curve
(AUC)). Since this measure is inversely proportional to drug sensitivity
(i.e., the more sensitive the cell, the shorter its survival), we used the 1-
AUC as a measure of potency. Thus, positive correlations denote drug
sensitivity caused by gene overexpression while negative correlations indi-
cate that sensitivity is associated with gene underexpression.

Recent studies report a confounding effect of certain tissues in the
global analysis of drug-gene correlations142. In order to identify these po-
tential biases in our dataset, we performed a principal component analysis
(PCA) on the matrix of raw drug-gene correlations (Pearson’s correlation
between1-AUCandgene expressionunits). Then,we correlated the load-
ings of the first PC with gene expression values for each CCL. Finally,
we filtered out CCLs belonging to tissues that were strongly correlated
to the drug-gene correlation profiles (Fig. A.1.2). We removed leukaemia,
myeloma, lymphoma, neuroblastoma, small cell lung cancer (SCLC), and
bone CCLs. In addition, we considered only drugs with sensitivity mea-
surements available for at least 400 CCLs, as recommended by Rees et
al.142.

Drug gene correlations

After this filtering process, we recalculated, for each drug-gene pair, the
Pearson’s correlation between basal gene expression and 1-AUC drug po-
tencies across CCLs. We applied Fisher’s Z-transformation to the cor-
relation coefficients in order to account for variation in the number of
CCLs available for each drug154. Overall, we obtained positive and nega-
tive drug-gene correlations for 217 drugs and 15,944 genes across a total of
671 CCLs. Drug-gene correlations (zcor) beyond ± 3.2 were considered
to be significant (Fig. A.1.1c-d show that this cutoff is a robust choice).
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For each gene, we counted the number of correlated drugs (zcor be-
yond±3.2) and inspected the resulting cumulativedistribution (Fig. A.1.3a).
Genes at the 5% end of the distribution were considered to be ‘frequently
correlated genes’ (FCGs). We found 869 positive and 799 negative FCGs,
whichwere removed from further analyses. Finally, we performed enrich-
ment analyses (hypergeometric tests) on those genes using the Gene On-
tology database218 and the DAVID toolbox (https://david.ncifcrf.go
v/summary.jsp).

To obtain tissue-specific correlations we first split the CCL panel into
sets of CCLs belonging to the same tissue. We then calculated drug-gene
correlations (zcor) separately for each of the 13 tissues represented in our
dataset. In order to verify that measures of positively correlated genes
(PCGs) andnegatively correlated genes (NCGs)were consistent across tis-
sues,we calculated themedian zcor across tissues for eachdrug-PCG/NCG
pair. In general, tissue-specific correlations had the same ‘direction’ (i.e.,
same signof zcor) as the global correlationused throughout the study (Fig.
A.1.3c).

To obtain drug-target correlations we first obtained drug targets from
the GDSC resource (disambiguating themwithDrugBank219, when nec-
essary). We assigned at least one target to 202of the 217drugs. We focused
on the zcor correlation of the targets to check whether target expression
(positively) correlates with drug sensitivity. When more than one target
was annotated per drug, we kept the maximum correlation. To validate
the statistical significance of this measure, we randomly sampled genes
(corresponding to the number of known targets per drug; here again, we
kept themaximum correlation). This process was repeated 1000 times for
each drug. The mean and the standard deviation of this null distribution
were used to derive a z score, making results comparable between drugs.

Drug module detection

After removing frequently correlated genes from the list of drug-gene cor-
relations, we kept 182 [median; Q1: 84, Q3: 372] positively and 122 [me-
dian; Q1: 41, Q3: 337] negatively correlated genes (PCGs, NCGs) per
drug. Further, we used correlation values (zcor) to run a gene-set enrich-
ment analysis (GSEA)175 for each drug and identify the genes that par-
ticipate in enriched Reactome pathways173,174. We only considered Re-
actome pathways composed of at least 5 genes. Then, for each drug, we
kept the significantly correlated genes found in any of the enriched path-
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ways (p value < 0.01). The resulting GSEA-filtered list of genes retained
100 [median; Q1: 49, Q3: 277] positive and 77 [median; Q1: 30, Q3:
221] negative correlations per drug. Then, taking the zcor values as in-
put scores, we submitted the GSEA-filtered list of genes to HotNet2176,
using a high-confidence version of STRING177 (confidence score > 700).
We ran HotNet2 iteratively, keeping the largest module and removing its
genes for the next iteration, until the modules had fewer than 5 genes or
were not statistically significant (p value > 0.05). To recall strong drug-
gene correlations ‘proximal’ to the drug modules (missed, most likely, by
the incomplete coverage of Reactome), we used the DIAMOnDmodule-
expansion algorithm173. We considered only genes that (i) were correlated
to the drug response, (ii) were not present in any of the Reactome path-
ways, and (iii) were in the top 200 closest genes to the module, according
to DIAMOnD (this cutoff was proposed by the authors of DIAMOnD
based onorthogonal functional analyses). Hence, we obtained at least one
positively correlated module for 175 of the drugs (48 genes [median; Q1:
23, Q3: 83]) and one negatively correlated module for 154 of the drugs
(40 genes [median; Q1: 21, Q3: 78]). Robustness analysis of this proce-
dure is found in Fig. A.1.1d. A GMT formatted list of the drug modules
canbe found in Supplementary data 2. The correlation values of the genes
in the drug modules are available in Supplementary Data 3.

Distances between drug modules and targets

DIAMOnD173 provides a list of genes sortedby their network-basedprox-
imity to the module. Accordingly, we retrieved from the STRING inter-
actome the top closest 1450 genes (∼10%of the largest connected compo-
nent of the network) for every drugmodule. We then checked the ranking
of drug targets in the resulting DIAMOnD lists, (conservatively) taking
the median value when more than one target was available. To assess the
proximity of drug targets to the modules, we measured distances to three
different sets of random proteins. The first random set corresponded to
the STRING proteome. For the second, we collected all genes defined as
Tclin or Tchem in the Target Central Resource Database178 (i.e., ‘drug-
gable proteins’). Finally, the third random set included all pharmacolog-
ically active drug targets reported in DrugBank (https://www.drugbank
.ca/).
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Distances between modules

We calculated distances between positively and negatively correlatedmod-
ules separately using the network distance proposed by Menche et al.79.
This distance measure is sensitive to the number of genes (size) included
in the modules. To normalise this measure, we devised the following pro-
cedure. First, we grouped drug modules on the basis of their size. Then,
for eachmodule, we calculated the distribution of shortest distances from
each gene to the most central one220. We used this distribution to sample
random modules from the network. When the distribution constraint
could not be fully met, we used the DIAMOnD algorithm173 to retrieve
the remaining genes (50% of the genes at maximum). We repeated this
process to obtain 10 random modules of each size. Next, we distributed
the randommodules into ranges (intervals) of 5 (i.e., from 10 to 14 genes,
from 15 to 19, etc.; 50 random modules per interval). Then, for each
pair size, we randomly retrieved 100 pairs of modules and calculated the
network-based distance between them. Themean and standard deviation
of the distances at each pair size were used to normalise the observed dis-
tances, correspondingly (z score normalisation) (we checked that 100 ran-
dompairswere sufficient to approximate themean and standard deviation
of the population). The more negative the network distance (dnet), the
more proximal themodules are. We provide the network distances as Sup-
plementary Data 4.

Drug response prediction

We performed drug response predictions in the GDSC dataset by using
drug modules (only first PCMs and NCMs, to make results comparable
between drugs). We devised a simpleGSEA-like predictor inwhichCCLs
were evaluated for their up-/downregulation of themodules, correspond-
ingly. To this end, we first normalised the expression of each gene across
the CCL panel (z score). Then, for each drug, we ranked CCLs based
on the GSEA enrichment scores (ES), taking drug modules as gene sets.
To evaluate the ranking, we chose the top 25, 50, and 100 CCLs based
on the known drug sensitivity profile. Performance was evaluated using
the AUROCmetric. Results were compared to those obtained with pos-
itively and negatively correlated genes (PCG, NCG) from the full signa-
tures (zcor beyond ± 3.2).

To check whether modules derived from GDSC generalise to other
CCL panels, we applied the same procedure to the Cancer Therapeutics
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Response Portal (CTRP). As done with the GDSC panel, we removed
all CCLs derived from neuroblastomas, hematopoietic, bone, and small
cell lung cancer tissues, leaving a total of 636 CCLs, 397 in commonwith
our GDSC panel (67 drugs in common). Drug response predictions for
CTRP were performed as detailed above. We used the best ES among all
modules associated with the drug. In addition, we did the analysis using
CCLs exclusive to CTRP (i.e., not shared with the GDSC panel).

Module enrichment in Hallmark gene sets

We downloaded theHallmark gene set collection from theMolecular Sig-
nature Database (MSigDB) of the Broad Institute (http://software.b
roadinstitute.org/gsea/index.jsp). We evaluated each gene set
independently using a hypergeometric (Fisher’s exact) test (first and sec-
ondmodules weremerged, when applicable; the gene universe was that of
GDSC). Enrichments can be found in the Supplementary Data 5.

Module enrichment in TCGA cohort

We downloaded gene expression data (median z scores) for 9,788 patients
and 31 cancer tissues from the PanCancerAtlas available in the cBioPortal
resource (http://www.cbioportal.org). ‘Presence’ or ‘expression’ of the
module in each patient was evaluated using GSEA (p value < 0.001), en-
suring that thedirection (up/down)of the enrichment score corresponded
to the ‘direction’ of the module (PCM/NCM). For a complete list of en-
richment results, please see Supplementary Data 6 (results are organized
by tumour type). Further, to identify associations between drugmodules
and cancer driver genes, we checked whether patients ‘expressing module
of drug X’ (p value < 0.001) were ‘harbouring a mutation in driver gene
Y’ (Fisher’s exact test). We considered 113 driver genes (obtained as de-
scribed in221, using the ‘known’ flag) (Supplementary Data 7).

Annotating biological and network features

To characterise drug modules, we designed 21 features belonging to the
following categories: (i) general features derived directly from the phar-
macogenomics panel, (ii) network features related to network measures
such as topological properties, and (iii) biological features encompassing
a series of orthogonal analyses related to drug biology. For more informa-
tion, please see Supplementary Data 8 and its corresponding legend.
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3.2.1 Abstract

Biomedical data is accumulating at a fast pace and integrating it into a
unified framework is a major challenge, so that multiple views of a given
biological event can be considered simultaneously. Here we present the
Bioteque, a resource of unprecedented size and scope that contains pre-
calculatedbiomedical descriptors derived fromagigantic knowledge graph,
displaying more than 450 thousand biological entities and 30 million re-
lationships between them. The Bioteque integrates, harmonises, and for-
mats data collected from over 150 data sources, including 12 biological
entities (e.g., genes, diseases, drugs) linked by 67 types of associations (e.g.,
‘drug treats disease’, ‘gene interacts with gene’). We show how Bioteque
descriptors facilitate the assessment of high-throughput protein-protein
interactome data, the prediction of drug response and new repurposing
opportunities, anddemonstrate that they canbeusedoff-the-shelf indown-
stream machine learning tasks without loss of performance with respect
to using original data. The Bioteque thus offers a thoroughly processed,
tractable, and highly optimised assembly of the biomedical knowledge
available in the public domain.

3.2.2 Introduction

Systematic measurements of biological samples through omics technolo-
gies, together with efforts to distil the scientific literature into structured
databases, are providing an ever-growing corpusofbiomedical andbiomolec-
ular information222. Indeed, the data stored in the EMBL-EBI has in-
creased sixfold in the last few years, from 40 petabytes in 2014 to over 250
in 202185. Associated with this phenomenon, a variety of nomenclatures
have been proposed, along with identifiers, levels of resolution (e.g., pro-
tein isoformsor gene splice variants) and experimental conditions,making
data integration and harmonisation across platforms a challenging step87.
As a result, even though asmany as 1,641 resources were listed in the 2021
Online Molecular Biology Database Collection86, only a small portion
are broadly used, and hundreds remain isolated with their own particu-
lar formats223,224. Aware of the situation, several initiatives have emerged
to standardise biological data by establishing common vocabularies and
formats. For instance, the pioneering Harmonizome90 was able to inte-
grate knowledge from several gene-centric databases by representing data
(e.g., gene expression, disease genetics, etc.) in a simple discretized format
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that was applicable to each type of data.
Nowadays, in an attempt to capture the complexity of biological sys-

tems,multiple omicsprofiles are oftenmeasured simultaneously (i.e., trans-
omics analyses)225,226 so that complementary views of a given phenotype
or event can be considered in parallel and as a whole227. However, cur-
rent methods mainly adapt and combine existing strategies developed to
analyse individual omics data, and often the net result is that most con-
clusions are drawn from the most informative single data type, while the
rest are used as support. It is thus fundamental to devise strategies able
to capture the coordinated interplay of themany regulatory layers present
in biological systems. Himmelstein et al. suggested the use of knowledge
graphs (KG) as a tool to integrate heterogeneous biomolecular data228,93.
In a biomedical KG, nodes represent biological or chemical entities (e.g.,
genes, cell lines, diseases, drugs, etc.), and edges capture the interactions
or relationships between them (e.g., ‘drug treats disease’ or ‘cell upregu-
lates gene’). This concept has recently been expanded to include clinical
entities92.

However, large biomedical networks are intractable by conventional
graphanalytics techniques109, thusprompting thedevelopmentofdimen-
sionality reduction techniques that learn numerical feature representa-
tions of nodes and links in a low dimensional space (aka network embed-
dings). As a result, network embeddings reduce the dimensionality of the
data while preserving the topological information and the connectivity of
the original network131. Moreover, the vectorial format of the nodes re-
sulting from network embedding approaches is better suited as an input
for machine learning algorithms. For instance, Zitnik and Leskovek pre-
sented a set of protein embeddings that consider the protein interactions
within each human tissue, as well as inter-tissue relationships, and showed
their potential to predict tissue-specific protein functions229. Later on,
the same authors embedded several networks (i.e., protein-protein, drug-
target and disease-gene interactions) to explore the mechanisms of drug
action230. Recently, Cantini et al. evaluated the capacity of several dimen-
sionality reductionmethods to integrate continuousmulti-omics data (e.g.,
gene expression, copy number variation, miRNAs and methylation)231,
assessing their ability topreserve the structure of the original data and their
prediction performance in different tasks. Overall, embedding-based de-
scriptors provide a scalable and standard means to capture complex re-
lationships between biological entities and they integrate the myriad of
omics experiments associated with them106,232.
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To make biomedical knowledge embeddings available to the broad
scientific community, we have developed the Bioteque, a resource of un-
precedented size and scope that contains pre-calculated embeddings de-
rived from a gigantic heterogeneous network (more than 450k nodes and
30M edges). The Bioteque harmonises data extracted from over 150 data
sources, including 12 distinct biological entities (e.g., genes, diseases, com-
pounds) linked through 67 types of relationships (e.g., ‘compound treats
disease’, ‘gene interacts with gene’). We demonstrate that Bioteque em-
beddings retain the information contained in the large biological network
and illustrate with examples how this concise representation of the data
can be used to evaluate, characterise and predict a wide set of experimen-
tal observations. Finally, we offer an online resource to facilitate access
and exploration of the pre-calculated embeddings (https://bioteque.i
rbbarcelona.org).

3.2.3 Results

A comprehensive biomedical knowledge graph (KG)

To build a KG that integrates biological and biomedical knowledge avail-
able in the public domain, we first defined the basic entities (nodes) of
the network and the relationships between them (edges). As shown in
Fig. 3.2.1a, the resource is gene-centric. Thus, genes and gene products
(GEN) are represented in the centre of the KG scheme and are involved
in most associations. To better characterise genes and proteins, we col-
lected their molecular function (MFN), cellular component localization
(CMP), functional structure ordomains (DOM), andbiological processes
or pathways (PWY). Additionally, we included information on cell lines
(CLL), one of themost studied entities in biology, aswell as their anatomi-
cal ensembles, namely the tissues (TIS).Analogously, chemical compounds
(CPD) aredepicted togetherwithpharmacological classes (PHC)andchem-
ical entities (CHE), two common vocabularies formedicinal compounds.
Diseases (DIS) are abnormal conditions that have been widely studied in
various fields, giving rise to a wide diversity of interactions between dif-
ferent nodes. Furthermore, although CPD and DIS are two of the major
perturbational agents found in repositories like GEO233 and LINCS38,
we also considered other biological entities such as miRNA, shRNA and
overexpression vectors that can also act as perturbagens (PGN). To con-
nect the entities in the Bioteque, we defined 67 types of associations re-
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flecting biological relationships between them. An example of such an
associationwould be a gene that is associatedwith a given pathway (GEN-
ass-PWY) and might be downregulated in a certain cell (GEN-dwr-CLL)
or tissue type (GEN-dwr-TIS), or a drug compound that is used to treat
a disease (CPD-trt-DIS). A comprehensive list of all the biological and
chemical entities included in the Bioteque, as well as the different asso-
ciations, are summarised in Fig. 3.2.1a and Table 3.2.1 and provided in
Supplementary Data 1 and 2.

Table 3.2.1: Biological and Chemical entities in the Knowledge Graph (KG). We show the
number of nodes, metaedges and edges contained in the KG for each metanode.

Metanode Abbreviation Nodes Metaedges Edges
Cell CLL 40,681 15 7,512,366

Cellular component CMP 3,992 2 3,461,731
Chemical entity CHE 115,002 2 435,011
Compound CPD 153,279 12 5,713,785
Disease DIS 10,144 10 5,037,293
Domain DOM 16,913 2 85,747
Gene GEN 20,229 42 25,788,255

Molecular function MFN 11,006 2 164,447
Pathway PWY 1,585 4 133,851

Perturbagen PGN 66,988 7 2,889,047
Pharmacological class PHC 6,072 2 31,004

Tissue TIS 2,157 8 4,928,112

Having defined the biological entities and their interactions, we pop-
ulated the Bioteque with data collected from representative datasets and
resources. We first incorporated data from theHarmonizome90, themost
complete compendiumof biological datasets to date, and addeddata from
another 100 referencedatasets. Eachdatasetwasmapped to theKGscheme
(or metagraph) depicted in Fig. 3.2.1a. Inspired by the Harmonizome
strategy, we processed each dataset separately following author guidelines,
when possible (Methods). In brief, we binarized continuous data so that it
could be represented in a network format, and we standardised identifiers
frommultiple sources.
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Figure 3.2.1: Building the Bioteque Knowledge Graph (KG). a Metagraph of the Bioteque,
showing all the entities and the most representative associations (metaedges) between them.
b Circos plot representation of the KG, showing the relationships between nodes. c Treeplot
showing the number of datasets used to construct each metaedge. d Total number of nodes (x‐
axis) and edges (y‐axis) available for each entity type. The size of the circles is proportional to the
number of metaedges in which the entities participate.

The current version of the KG contains over 450k nodes, belonging
to 12 types of biological entities (metanodes), and over 30M edges, rep-
resenting 67 types of relationships (metaedges) (Fig. 3.2.1b). In general,
the size of our KG is comparable to other recently published biomedi-
cal KGs92,234,235,236. In fact, taking as a reference the comparison made
by Bonnet et al237, our KG is the most comprehensive in the number of
processed datasets, the second most comprehensive with respect to enti-
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ties, edges, and relation types, and the third regarding entity types (Table
A.2.1). Not surprisingly, genes and proteins account formost of the edges
(25M) and metaedges (42) in the graph (Fig. 3.2.1c-d). In terms of the
number of reference datasets, protein interactions (GEN-ppi-GEN) and
gene-disease associations (GEN-ass-DIS) are themost representedmetaedges,
supported by 17 and 15 datasets, respectively (Fig. 3.2.1c). A compar-
ison of data extracted from each dataset revealed that, although there is
some overlap, most sets cover distinct associations, probably due to differ-
ences in the focus of the underlying experiments (i.e., physical60 vs. func-
tional61 PPIs or drug-driven238 vs. genomics-driven20 gene associations)
(Fig. A.2.1a).

Calculation of network embeddings across the KG

To integrate the biological knowledge gathered, we devised an approach
to obtain, for a given node in the KG, a set of embeddings capturing dif-
ferent contexts defined by one ormore types of relationships between this
node and other entities (Fig. 3.2.2a). For example, the pharmacological
context of a certain compound can be captured by ‘compound interacts
with protein’ associations, while its clinical context may be captured by
‘compound treats disease’ links. The embedding procedure is as follows.
Wefirst define the types of biological entities (metanodes) to be connected
and the sequence of relationships (metaedges) between them that wewish
to explore. This sequence of relationships is calledmetapath. We then sys-
tematically examined all possible paths from the source and target nodes
of the metapath, down-weighting highly connected nodes to ensure ex-
haustive exploration of the network228. This step yields a simplified ho-
mogeneous (when source and target metanodes belong to the same type)
or bipartite (when source and target metanodes belong to different types)
graph that can be explored with conventional network embedding tech-
niques. We chose to use a randomwalk method, where the trajectories of
an agent that explores the network are retained and eventually fed into a
text-embedding algorithm119. As a result, for each node in the network,
a 128-dimensional vector (i.e., an embedding) is obtained, so that similar
vectors are given to nodes that are proximal in the network. During this
process, we mostly keep different datasets separately (i.e., without merg-
ing equivalent networks in different sources) to preserve the original infor-
mation captured in them239. A more detailed description of the protocol
is provided in theMethods section.
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Figure 3.2.2: Generating the Bioteque embeddings. a Scheme of the methodology. First,
we define the biological entities to be connected and the specific context to be explored. Then
a source‐target network is derived by traversing all the paths available from the source to the
target nodes of a given metapath. The vicinity of each node in the network is then explored by
a random walker and embedded in a 128‐dimensional space. Finally, embeddings are evaluated
and characterized. b Number of unique metapath embeddings linking each entity. In the middle
plot, the filled dots indicate the total number of unique metapaths while the empty dots show the
total number of metapath‐dataset combinations. In the rightmost plot, we show the number of
entity‐specific datasets used in the metapaths. c Number of metapath‐dataset embedding com‐
binations obtained at each metapath length. Solid bars highlight the number of unique metpaths.
d Number of nodes within each entity with at least one embedding in the Bioteque resource.
Note that during metapath construction, perturbagen (PGN) entities are always mapped to the
corresponding perturbed genes. Thus, although used to construct several metapaths, PGN nodes
are not explicitly embedded (i.e., they are not the first or last nodes in the metapaths).

We have created a resource of pre-calculated biomedical embeddings,
the Bioteque, where we have exhaustively considered most metapaths of
length 1 and 2 extracted from the KG (i.e., direct connections between
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source and target nodes, or with one intermediate node between them).
In addition, we have curated a collection of 135 metapaths of length ≥3.
Overall, the Bioteque currently holds a total of 81, 785, and 175 embed-
dings of length 1, 2, and ≥3, respectively (Fig. 3.2.2c and Supplementary
Data 3). Length 1 (L1) metapaths correspond to direct associations in
the knowledge graph and provide the simplest domain knowledge repre-
sentations of the entities. Larger metapaths (>L1), on the other hand,
are either dedicated to connecting different entities through a third one
(i.e., CPD-int-GEN-ass-DIS) or extend L1 associations to similar entities
(i.e., CPD-int-GEN-ppi-GENorCPD-trt-DIS-ass-GEN-ass-DIS), allow-
ing the identification of more complex relationships between biological
entities (i.e., two compounds may target different proteins yet affect the
same pathway, or CPD-int-GEN-ass-PWY).

Given that the constructed KG is gene-centric, genes (GEN) are the
most frequently embedded biological entity in the resource (515 unique
metapaths from 43 different datasets) followed by compounds (CPD),
cell lines (CLL), and diseases (DIS) (198, 168 and 150 unique metap-
aths, respectively) (Fig. 3.2.2b). Furthermore, most of the metapaths
used gene entities, such as those derived from omics experiments or lit-
erature curated annotations, as bridges to connect distinct entities (Fig.
A.2.2). Compounds also play an important role, connecting pharmaco-
logical classes and chemical entities to the rest of the graph and being a
major source of metapaths embedding cell lines, diseases and tissues.

Overall, the Bioteque provides a collection of 1,041 embeddings ob-
tained from 746 unique metapaths, covering all entities defined in the bi-
ological KG (Fig. 3.2.2d).

Embeddings retain the interactions in the original KG and
reveal new insights

Having obtained embeddings for all nodes in the KG, we performed a set
of analyses to, on the one hand, validate that the embeddings retained the
connectivity observed in the KG and, on the other, to characterise each
embedding space in the light of other (orthogonal) datasets in the Biote-
que. As an illustrative example, Fig. 3.2.3 shows the analysis of the meta-
path CPD-int-GEN-ass-DIS, corresponding to compounds that interact
with genes, which are, in turn, associated with a disease.
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Figure 3.2.3: A Bioteque embedding summary card. a 2D projection (opt‐SNE) of the com‐
pound (CPD, blue) and disease (DIS, red) embeddings from the metapath ‘compound interacts
protein associates with disease’ (CPD‐int‐GEN‐ass‐DIS). We highlight clusters of compounds and
diseases sharing treatment evidence. We highlight some representative compounds and diseases
found in these clusters, together with the drug targets associated with the diseases. b ROC curve
validation when reconstructing the original network with the corresponding embeddings. c Vi‐
sual representation of the embedding vectors of Leukaemia (top) and Kaposi’s sarcoma (middle),
together with the drug Etoposide (bottom). d Ranking proportion in which the putative CPD (n
= 131,648) and DIS (n = 134,997) neighbours are found. Box plots indicate median (middle line),
25th, 75th percentile (box) and max value within the 1.5*75th percentile (whiskers). e Recapitula‐
tion of orthogonal associations by using embedding distances. The AUROC (x‐axis) summarizes
the performance obtained when ranking the orthogonal associations. Drug targets are collected
from Drugbank 185, the Drug Repurposing Hub240 and PharmacoDB 241, and gene‐disease asso‐
ciations are obtained from Open Targets238.

To validate the embeddings, we calculated their cosine distances pair-
wise, and checked that proximal embeddings corresponded to edges in the
KG (Fig. 3.2.3b), measured with the Area Under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (AUROC) metric. Similarly, when we used the embed-
ding distances to rank entity pairs, we found their known neighbours in
the closest 10% of possible nodes (Fig. 3.2.3d). Note that the goal of this
study is not tobenchmark the embeddingmethod (which is already awell-
accepted implementation in the field119), but to provide an assessment of
the approach across a comprehensive set of cases.

Analogously, distances between embeddings can be used to measure
whether the dimensional space preserves similarities among entities that
share biological traits (i.e., cell lines sharing tissue of origin or genes shar-
ingmolecular functions). Following this rationale, we can characterise the
type of biological signal captured by a given metapath by comparing its
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embeddings to a battery of reference biological traits, an approach already
used to benchmark drug-drug similarities on the basis of shared chemical
features242. The use of embeddings allows for straightforward compari-
son of entities of the same type (for example, similarity of cell lines accord-
ing to their up-regulated genes can be measured by computing distances
of CLL entities in the CLL-upr-GEN embedding). Likewise, it is easy
to compare and uncover correlations between different types of associa-
tions. For instance, the correlation between copy number amplification
and upregulation can be assessed by considering similarities in the CLL-
cnu-GEN and CLL-upr-GEN embedding spaces. In the CPD-int-GEN-
ass-DIS example, drug targets and gene-disease associations are among the
biomedical traits that are better recapitulated by the compound and dis-
ease embeddings (Fig. 3.2.3e). Accordingly, we see how compounds and
diseases associatedwith similar treatments are close in the embedding space.
We also observe that compound-disease treatment similarity is achieved at
the edge level (AUROC = 0.7), suggesting that not only compounds and
diseases with similar treatments are close in the embedding space, but also
that compound-disease treatment pairs are often found in the same vicin-
ity. Indeed, compound and disease-associated genes have proven useful in
drug treatment prediction exercises93,243.

A projection of the 128-dimensional embeddings onto a 2D space re-
veals clusters of drugs and treatmentswhich, by the definitionof themeta-
path, have identifiable targets (Fig. 3.2.3a). We find, for instance, drug-
disease groups associated with the treatment of leukaemia (e.g., Etopo-
side and Daunorubicin), hormonal disorders (e.g., Somatostatin and Ser-
morelin), nervous systemdisorders (e.g., Carbidopa, Betahistine, andPro-
triptyline), and inflammatory conditions (e.g., Cortisone andPrednisolone).
We observe that most of these drugs target a small subset of proteins or
protein families directly related to thediseases, such as the growthhormone-
releasing hormone receptor (GHRHR) for hypogonadism treatment, the
somatostatin receptor (SSTR) for acromegaly treatment, and the DOPA
decarboxylase to prevent dopamine formation in the treatment of Parkin-
son’s disease. Additionally, the analysis reveals that drugs approved to
treat either leukaemia or Kaposi’s sarcoma cluster, sharing the Topoiso-
merase II alpha (TOP2A) enzyme as target (Fig. 3.2.3c). Indeed, comor-
biditybetween these twodiseases has been reported in several studies244,245,246,
although, to the best of our knowledge, the role of TOP2A in this comor-
bidity has not been yet described.

The repertoire of embeddings encoded in the Bioteque enables explo-
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ration of a given biomedical entity frommultiple perspectives, often cor-
responding to different biological contexts, such as genes with the same
biological role yet expressed in different tissues, or cell lines with similar
transcriptional profiles but dissimilar at the proteome and drug response
levels (Fig. 3.2.4a). When performed systematically, this analysis quan-
tifies the relationship of a certain metapath with the other metapaths in
our collection, which in turn helps assess the types of biological traits that
it captures. Figure 3.2.4b shows ten of the top metapaths recapitulating
gene molecular function and compound pharmacological class. We see
that genes targeted by the same compounds or having similar domains
tend to share molecular function while, as expected, sets of interacting
compounds, or those with similar binding profiles, tend to belong to the
same pharmacological class.
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Additionally, one can explore differences among datasets within a sin-
gle metapath. In Fig. 3.2.4c, we embedded three well-known protein-
protein interaction (PPI) networks, representing functional interactions
(STRING61), physical interactions (IntAct60), and protein-signalling in-
teractions (OmniPath247), and quantified the capacity of these networks
to capture a variety of biological features, from cellular localization to pro-
tein complexes. The diversity of functional interactions contained in
STRING favours recapitulation of most of the features explored, espe-
cially those involving similar biological pathways (AUROC = 0.93), pro-
tein complexes (AUROC=0.89) andprotein domains (AUROC=0.83).
Not surprisingly, IntAct better preserves physical interactions (AUROC
= 0.88) and shows good performance with protein complexes (AUROC
= 0.86). Finally, OmniPath shows an enrichment in signalling processes
such as kinase-substrate (AUROC = 0.9), phosphatase-substrate (AU-
ROC = 0.96) and transcription factor interactions (AUROC = 0.94), in
good agreement with the type of resources used to build this network.

In general, the different considerations followed topopulate these net-
works may favour some domains of knowledge, hence suiting different
tasks, which can be efficiently and systematically revealed by transforming
them into embeddings. In the next sections, we present three illustrative
examples on how these biological embeddings can be used off-the-shelf in
a variety of tasks.

Geneexpressionembeddingsasbiologicaldescriptorsofcell
lines

GeneExpression (GEx) experiments have beenwidely used to characterise
cellular identity and state, as they broadly recapitulate tissues of origin248

and they arenotable genomicbiomarkers for anticipatingdrug response33.
However, these experiments typically measure the expression of 15-20k
genes, yielding numerical profiles that are computationally demanding
andprone to overfitting problemswhenused as input inmachine learning
approaches with limited data249,250.

We thus exploredwhether ourmore succinct 128-dimensional vectors
were able to retain the information contained within the full GEx pro-
file. Taking the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC)33 panel
as a reference, we collected, for each cell line, the basal (raw) GEx (17.7K
genes) and the correspondingBiotequemetapath embeddingCLL-dwr+upr-
GEN-dwr+upr-CLL (hereafter CLL-gex-CLL), aimed at capturing gene
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expression similarities between cell lines.
We first examined the similarity landscape of the cell lines by perform-

ing a 2D projection of the raw and embedded GEx. By colouring the
cell lines according to their tissue of origin, we visually verified the ca-
pacity of the CLL-gex-CLL embedding to resemble the raw GEx data
(Fig. 3.2.5a). Indeed, cosine similarities between CLL-gex-CLL vectors
up-ranked CLLs sharing tissue of origin with a similar rate as when using
correlations between raw GEx vectors (AUROC = 0.75 and 0.76, respec-
tively) (Fig. 3.2.5b).
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for each drug in the GDSC resource from models trained with either the raw GEx (y‐axis) or
the CLL‐gex‐CLL embeddings (x‐axis). d Recovering CCLE (left) and GDSC (right) cell‐cell (CLL‐
CLL) similarities (green), cell‐gene (CLL‐GEN) upregulation (upr) similarities (blue) and CLL‐GEN
downregulation (dwr) similarities (red) using embedding distances from the GDSC and the CCLE
embedding spaces, respectively. e Characterization of the CLL‐CLL (left) and GEN‐GEN (right)
embedding similarities for three metapaths: CLL‐gex‐CLL (green), CLL‐upr‐GEN (blue) and CLL‐
dwr‐GEN (red).

Next, we assessed the capacity of our embeddings to predict the drug
response of each cell line. To this end, we trained a standard machine
learningmodel (a random forest classifier) for each of the 262 drugs in the
panel and predicted sensitive/resistant responses using the raw GEx and
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our embeddings independently (Methods). Indeed, we found that the ca-
pacity of the CLL-gex-CLL embedding to recapitulate drug response is
equivalent to that observed when the raw GEx data is used (average AU-
ROC = 0.70 and 0.71, respectively). Moreover, the models based on em-
beddings had strong concordance with the raw GEx model (0.94 Pear-
son’s correlation) (Fig. 3.2.5c). This level of agreement is remarkable and
represents a clear advantage for the embeddings since they are smaller, eas-
ier to handle and do not require expert knowledge to pre-process the raw
data. A disadvantage of the embedding approach is the less obvious inter-
pretability of predictions.

After verifying that the Bioteque GEx embeddings retain the basal
transcriptional information from the cell lines, we used them to compare
profiles obtained from different cell line panels. Specifically, we compared
the GDSCwith the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE)251. In agree-
mentwithprevious reports, weobserved a strong correspondencebetween
the two panels, measured as CLL-gex-CLL similarities in the embedding
space (AUROC= 0.89) (Fig. 3.2.5d). To assess whether these similarities
were driven by the up- or down-regulation of the same genes, we repeated
the analysis focusing on the CLL-upr-GEN and CLL-dwr-GEN embed-
dings and checkedwhether theCLL-GEN similarities in theGDSCpanel
were also preserved in theCCLE. In general, the recovery score of cell line-
specific up-/down-regulated genes (i.e. CLL-GEN pairs) was lower (AU-
ROC = 0.78) (Fig. 3.2.5d). We obtained similar results when we reversed
the exercise and used CCLE embeddings to recapitulate GDSC similar-
ities (Fig. A.2.3). This finding suggests that, while cell line similarities
betweenpanels are robust (i.e., cell lines sharing similar transcriptional sig-
natures in one panel also share similar ones in the other), the specific tran-
scriptional changes of a given cell line may differ. The characterization
of the CLL-CLL and GEN-GEN distances further confirmed the better
recapitulation of cell line similarity in comparison to gene similarity be-
tween panels (AUROC = 0.9 and 0.8 for the CLL-CLL and GEN-GEN
similarities, respectively) (Fig. 3.2.5e). Furthermore, the CLL-CLL simi-
larity characterization revealed a strong concordance between protein and
transcript levels (AUROCs = 0.9 and 0.8 for protein abundance and de-
ficiency, respectively), which was partially driven by the same CLL-GEN
pairs (AUROCs = 0.72 and 0.63 for the protein abundance and protein
deficiency CLL-GEN pairs, respectively) (Fig. A.2.3c). In addition to
tissue of origin, we also observed resemblances between cell lines used to
model a given disease (AUROC=0.78), sharing fitness profiles (AUROC
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= 0.72 for negative and 0.69 for positive fitness profiles) and similar drug
responses (AUROC = 0.7). Finally, the GEN-GEN similarities also re-
vealed a mild recapitulation of known co-expressed gene pairs (AUROC
= 0.64 and 0.69, for the up- and down-regulated gene similarities, respec-
tively), thereby suggesting that some of the genes commonly up- or down-
regulated in the same cell lines from different panels may share the same
transcriptional regulatory programs.

On thewhole, our approach retainsmeaningful information from the
original data into a reduced number of dimensions (128 vs ∼20k), even
when the data comes from a much noisier source such as transcriptomic
technologies. We believe that the standardised and dense format of our
embeddings provides a by-default way to integrate and compare omics da-
tasets.

Assessing the uniqueness of new omics datasets

Since the consolidation of high-throughput omics technologies, several
long-term initiatives havebeen established to comprehensively characterise
certain levels of biological systems (i.e., genetic interactions in yeast252 or
the transcriptomes of cell line panels and human tissues251,253). After sev-
eral years running, all these efforts have had to balance a potential decrease
in novelty and an increase in costs as the screens approach saturation. The
Bioteque provides a corpus of biological data that is cast to a single format
and, as such, it offers a means to quantify the degree of novelty of new
data releases of omics experiments. As an illustrative example, we anal-
yse the systematic charting of theHumanReference Interactome (HuRI)
with the yeast two-hybrid methodology, which has already identified over
50,000 protein-protein interactions (PPIs) of high quality over the last 15
years56,57,58.
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Figure 3.2.6: Assessing the novelty of the HuRI‐III interactome. a Embedding distance p
values are calculated for each PPI in HuRI‐III (x‐axis) using the corresponding gene‐gene (GEN‐
GEN) embeddings from a subset of metapaths (y‐axis). Please, note that these p values do not
reflect the significance of any statistical test, but indicate the normalized quantile rank position
of a given observation in a background distance distribution (Methods). Red tones (lower p val‐
ues) indicate similarity according to a given embedding space. The column and row next to the
heatmap show the 10th percentile of the p value distribution for each metapath and the lowest p
value for each edge, respectively. In blue, we grouped edges according to four levels of support.
On the right, it is shown the enrichment scores (ES) (capped between 1 to 5 on the y‐axis) across
p values, the coverage (Cov), and the cumulative recall (Rec) across p values. b (Top) Recovery of
HuRI‐III edges (recall) and randomly permuted edges (FDR) by ‘protein interacts protein’ (GEN‐
ppi‐GEN) embeddings across the p values (x‐axis). The dashed line is placed at the 0.05 FDR
(corresponding to a p value of 0.02). (Bottom) Number of HuRI‐III interactions recovered by the
GEN‐ppi‐GEN embedding at 0.05 FDR stratified by those covered in the original network (known
PPIs), those not available in the network, hence, predicted by the embeddings (new PPIs), and
those present in the original network but not covered at the given p value (missing PPIs). c Num‐
ber of unique HuRI‐III edges recovered at 0.05 FDR by the GEN‐ppi‐GEN and/or the three most
supportive metapaths, including ‘gene has cellular components’ (GEN‐has‐CMP), ‘protein has do‐
main’ (GEN‐has‐DOM), and ‘gene associates with pathway’ (GEN‐ass‐PWY). d Shapley force plots
corresponding to the prediction of three PPIs with no direct evidence of physical interaction be‐
fore HuRI‐III was released. Red segments are metapath‐specific p values that pushed predictions
toward a high probability of interactions, while blue segments pulled predictions towards a low
probability. The length of the segments is proportional to their impact on the prediction. The
final output probability given by the model is found where both forces equalize (shown in white).
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To estimate the level of support from different experiments and as-
sess the novelty of the latest HuRI release (HuRI-III58, we used the em-
bedding space of relevant metapaths to determine the biological context
of each pair of interacting proteins. In brief, for each gene-gene pair, we
calculated an empirical p value corresponding to the measured similarity
in the embedding space, which allowed for commensurate comparison
of distance/similarity measures performed in different embedding spaces
(seeMethods). Note that, to have a fair representation of the known phys-
ical interactions, we embedded an older version of the protein-interaction
network, without including any of the entries from HuRI-III. We then
categorised each interaction in HuRI-III into four groups, depending on
the level of support contained in the Bioteque embeddings. In this re-
gard, we labelled them as (i) known and supported interactions (covered
byGEN-ppi-GENand at least anothermetapath), (ii) known interactions
(only covered byGEN-ppi-GEN), (iii) supported interactions (covered by
othermetapaths but notGEN-ppi-GEN) and (iv) potentially novel inter-
actions (with no apparent support in any of themetapaths screened) (Fig-
ure 3.2.6a). Remarkably, after three updated versions of HuRI, almost
half of the interactions can be classified as potentially novel according to
the selectedmetapaths. Moreover, although only 5,825 (11%) of the inter-
actions were supported by GEN-ppi-GEN embeddings, mostly coming
from previous versions of HuRI56,57, our analysis suggests that a higher
proportion can be recovered. In fact, at 0.05 FDR (Methods), the GEN-
ppi-GEN embedding recovered 18% of HuRI-III, retrieving 5,456 (94%)
of previously known interactions while finding 3,994 new pairs (Figure
3.2.6b). On the other hand, we observed a substantial number of physical
interactions presumably involved in similar pathways (GEN-ass-PWY),
cellular components (GEN-has-CMP), or protein domains (GEN-has-
DOM). At 0.05 FDR, these metapaths alone recovered 6,905 unique in-
teractions of which 4,484 (65%)were not obvious from the physical inter-
action space (Figure 3.2.6c).

To delve into the correlation and relative importance of the metap-
ath for explaining PPIs, we used the p values as features for a tree-based
machine learning model trained to identify HuRI-III edges. We then as-
sessed the importance of each metapath for the prediction using Shapley
values254. As visually anticipated from the heatmap, themodel achieved a
reasonable performance (AUROC = 0.69), mostly relying on previously
known physical interactions, cellular components, protein domains, and
pathways, all of them showing a certain degree of agreement (Fig. A.2.4).
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Interestingly, we also identified successfully predicted cases with little to
no evidence from physical PPIs. For instance, our metapath distance-
basedmodel predicted the interactionbetween theneuronal proteinsHO-
MER1andSHANK2, the tRNA-splicing endonucleaseTSEN54and the
polyribonucleotide CLP1, and the adenosine deaminase ADARB1 and
the protein kinase PRKRA, none of which had any reported evidence in
protein interaction databases but showed strong positive support in the
GEN-ass-PWY, GEN-has-CMP, and GEN-has-DOMmetapaths, respec-
tively (Fig. 3.2.6d). Indeed, some of these associations have been related
in other contexts255,256,257, but with no indication of physical interactions
before HuRI-III.

We have shown how the continuous and interpretable dimensional
spaceof theBioteque embeddingsprovides apowerful framework for char-
acterising individual observations,which can, in turn, be exploited to guide
the interpretation of the entire dataset and, to some extent, assess the nov-
elty of the data.

Discovery of drug repurposing opportunities

Drug repurposing is often regarded as an attractive opportunity toquickly
developnew therapies258. However, perhapswith the exceptionof cancer,
where abundant models and molecular data are available, it is difficult to
generate data-driven predictors to suggest new uses for approved or inves-
tigational drugs,mainly due to the lack of disease descriptors and the small
number of known drug-disease indications. Indeed, according to the last
update of repoDB, half of the drugs (1,097) have only one approved in-
dication, and a third of the diseases (458) are treated with only one drug
(Fig. A.2.5). Thus, training models with all the known drug-disease as-
sociations and later transfer of the insights gained to underexplored treat-
ment areas would be highly desirable259,260.

To explore whether the Bioteque could be useful in this scenario, we
set out to predict new compound-disease indication pairs introduced in
repoDB in2020 (v2) training amodel on theprevious version (v1), launched
in 2017 (Methods). Wemapped all disease terms to the Disease Ontology,
removed redundant indications (according to the ontology), and trained a
conventional random forest classifier to predictwhether a givenCPD-DIS
corresponds to a true therapeutic indication. We used two sets of metap-
ath embeddings: one inwhichwe used L1metapaths (Short) based on the
drug targets (CPD-int-GEN) and gene associations (DIS-ass-GEN), and
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another in which we used L3 metapath (Long) linking the pharmacologi-
cal class and the treatment of knownCPD andDIS to those sharing drug
target (CPD-int-GEN-int-CPD-has-PHC) or gene associations (DIS-ass-
GEN-ass-DIS-trt-CPD), respectively. We chose to use drug targets and
gene associations because we observed that their embeddings broadly re-
capitulate the pharmacological class and the disease treatment for a suf-
ficient number of nodes (Fig. A.2.5). Moreover, to assess the capacity of
the gene-based similarities to correctly infer the treatment, we also tested a
metapath (Long-b) inwhichwe prevented theCPDs andDISs frombeing
linked, thus making the association with PHC or treatment purely based
on the gene-driven similarity to other CPD or DIS. To avoid trivial pre-
dictions, we removed associations with PHCs or treatments for drugs and
disease unique to the repoDB v2 in all Longmetapaths. As a basal model,
weused chemical fingerprints (ECFP4, 2048bits) for theCPDs and either
one-hot identity vectors (Basal1) or binary gene annotations (Basal2) for
the DISs.
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Figure 3.2.7: Prediction of drug indications and disease treatments from repoDB. a Cumula‐
tive distribution (y‐axis) of compounds (top) and diseases (bottom) according to the ranked po‐
sition (x‐axis) of the top predicted disease indication (top) or compound treatment (bottom) for
the four tested models. The rankings are shown in percentages and only for the first 10% of
compound/disease predictions (corresponding to the top 50 and 80 diseases and compounds,
respectively). Dotted lines show the distribution for those compounds or diseases with only one
positive indication in repoDB v1. b Classification performance obtained for each compound (n
= 38, top plot) and disease (n = 67, bottom plot) with multiple (≥5) new indications reported in
repoDB v2. Box plots indicate median (middle line), 25th, 75th percentile (box), and max and min
value within the 1.5*25th and 1.5*75th percentile range (whiskers). c Number of different thera‐
peutic areas (top) and disease families (bottom) covered by the predictions of the Longmodel. We
considered a given therapeutic area or disease family to be covered when the model predicted
one true indication or treatment (as in panel (a)) for at least 1%, 20%, 40%, 60%, or 80% of its
instances.

Weconsidered twouse cases: a drug repurposing exercise, inwhichwe
ranked all the diseases predicted to be potentially treatedwith a given com-
pound, and a prescription exercise, in which we ranked all compounds
that might be useful to treat a given disease. In both scenarios, the three
metapath embeddings showed remarkable predictive power compared to
the basal models, with the model built from Long embeddings being the
one with superior performance (Fig. 3.2.7a). Specifically, for half the
tested compounds, the Long embeddings model found a new validated
therapeutic purposewithin the top2%ofdisease predictions (correspond-
ing to the top 10 ranked diseases). Analogously, for roughly 50% of the
diseases, the model found a correct treatment within the top 1% of com-
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pound predictions (corresponding to the top 8 ranked compounds). Fur-
thermore, althoughwith poorer performance, our biological embeddings
were able to yield correct predictions for compounds and diseases with
minimal evidence available (i.e., with only one known indication or treat-
ment in repoDB v1) (Fig. 3.2.7a, dotted lines). In contrast, the best per-
forming basal model (Basal2) found correct predictions for 32% of the
compounds and 41%of the diseaseswithin the same ranking range. More-
over, theBioteque-basedmodelswere better at consistently up-ranking in-
dications (or treatments) of compounds (or diseases) with multiple new
annotations in repoDB v2 (Fig. 3.2.7b). In fact, among our top predic-
tions, we found repurposing cases that reached clinical trials (Fig. A.2.6a).
For instance, while both Verapamil and Ranolazine drugs have been ap-
proved for the treatment of angina pectoris, ourmodel correctly predicted
the repurposing effect of Verapamil in the treatment of ischemic stroke
(clinical trial: NCT02823106) and Ranolazine in the treatment of atrial
fibrillation (clinical trial: NCT03162120) in the top 1 and 2 positions,
respectively (Fig. A.2.6b). Interestingly, our model highlights hyperin-
sulinemia as the top repurposing for Ranolazine. While this link is not
included in repoDB, we have found diverse studies supporting the corre-
lation of Ranolazine with insulin levels261,262,263.

Finally, we verified that these predictions covered a broad range of
therapeutic areas and disease families. Indeed, we found that within the
top 1% of predictions, the Long model successfully predicted one indica-
tion or treatment for 20% of all the compounds and diseases in each ther-
apeutic area or disease family (Fig. 3.2.7c and A.2.6e). These results were
reproduced with the Long-bmodel, showing that, as expected, the genes
associated with drugs or diseases of known treatment can indeed be used
to better infer the activity of drugs and diseases with unknown indication
(Fig. A.2.6c-d).

Overall, we showedhowBioteque embeddings canbedirectly plugged
into machine learning models, and how, by combining different context
associations into larger metapaths, they can increase the performance of
drug-disease prediction models.
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The bioteque resource

We built an online resource to facilitate access to all the pre-calculated Bi-
oteque embeddings (https://bioteque.irbbarcelona.org). The Bio-
teque web offers a visual way to explore over one thousand metapaths by
selecting the nodes to connect, as well as the type of relationship between
them. For a selected metapath, we provide an analytical card displaying a
2D representation of the embedding, a ROC curve assessing the preser-
vation of the original network, distance distributions of the embedding
space, and biological associations that are best recapitulated by the meta-
path of interest.

Furthermore, the web page also offers a section where metapath em-
beddings and other metadata can be downloaded. The generated file con-
tains the embeddings for each node, the nearest neighbours of each node
in the space, and the analytical card displayed on the web. Additionally,
we make available executable notebooks showing how to download our
embedding resource programmatically as well as how to performmost of
the downstream analyses presented throughout this manuscript. More
specifically, we illustrate how to (i) generate 2D (interactive) visualisations
that can be coloured and annotated according to side information (e.g.,
colour cell lines by tissue of origin), (ii) identify similar nodes (close neigh-
bours) for a given entity of interest, (iii) cluster the embedding space, and
(iv) build a predictor model trained on our embeddings.

The Bioteque web also provides information on the specific sources
used to construct each metapath, and some general statistics on the con-
tents of the current version of this web resource. We also provide a link
to our GitLab repository, which contains the full code necessary to pre-
process the data to generate and analyse biological embeddings (http:
//gitlabsbnb.irbbarcelona.org/bioteque). The entire resource, in-
cluding the underlying data and biological embeddings, will be updated
once per year, or as soon as a major dataset is released.

3.2.4 Concluding remarks

With the accumulation of large-scale molecular and cell biology datasets,
coming fromever-growing literature, omics experiments andhigh-through-
put screenings, new frameworks for integrative data analysis are necessary.
For a givenbiological entity (e.g., a gene), we are nowable to stackmultiple
layers of its biological complexity (e.g., its structure, function, regulation,
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or interactions), which offers an opportunity for a more complete, sys-
temic view of biological phenomena, but brings along several challenges,
including the handling of different data structures, nomenclatures, signal
strengths, and variable dimensionalities.

To tackle these challenges, we have developed the Bioteque, a resource
of pre-calculated, fixed-format vector embeddings built from a compre-
hensive biomedical knowledge graph (KG). TheKG contains physical en-
tities like genes, cell lines, and compounds, as well as concepts like path-
ways,molecular functions, andpharmacological classes. Embeddings cap-
ture the connectionsbetweennodes in theKGaccording to a certainmeta-
path (i.e., a sequence of semantic and/or mechanistic relationships be-
tween entities). We have shown how this approach is useful to (i) produce
compact descriptors that broadly preserve the original data, (ii) systemati-
cally characterise biological datasets such as cancer cell line transcriptional
signatures, (iii) assess the novelty of a given omics experiment, and (iv)
mine for drug repurposing opportunities based on multiple associations
between drugs and diseases.

In the Bioteque, we have incorporated datasets from over 150 distinct
sources, keeping the integrity of the original data to a feasible extent and
applying standard transformations when required. Note that the accu-
racy of the Bioteque is determined by the quality of the source data. As
experimental technologies continue to evolve, new information will pop-
ulate these databases and novel standards will emerge, opening the door
for more comprehensive and higher quality embeddings. In addition, as
a first attempt, we used a network embedding technique that purely re-
lies on the graph topology built from the biomedical data, in contrast to
other techniques that also leverage node and edge attributes (e.g., Graph
Neural Networks, GNN). While these methods may contribute to im-
proving the embedding space, their quality depends on the availability of
enough data and meaningful node features, while requiring a thorough
fine-tuning of the hyperparameters129,128. Taken together, the proper im-
plementation of thesemethods becomes unfeasible for the systematic em-
bedding of thousands of networks. Additionally, the incorporation of
external node features in the network could compromise the controlled
identity of the metapaths. Nevertheless, Bioteque descriptors can be eas-
ily recycled as node features for new task-specific networks, thus transfer-
ring the learning encoded from orthogonal biomedical datasets to more
complex, attribute-aware models.

Finally, we would like to point out that there are parts of the current
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biomedical knowledge that have not yet been included in the resource,
such as antibody-target interactions andmetabolomics. As amolecular/cell-
centric resource, the Bioteque also lacks patient-derived data92, including
interactions with the microbiome264. Updated versions of the Bioteque
will have to be complementedwith the incorporation of other fields of bi-
ological knowledge, the re-accommodation of the datasets in the resource
(based on updated standards), and the improvement of embedding strate-
gies to account for side-features of the nodes or incorporate unseen (exter-
nal) nodes in the embedding space. Moreover, future developments will
explore the adoption of biological descriptors as features for a variety of
downstream-specific tasks, including a systematic screening of the biolog-
ical support of wet lab experiments or the modelling of complex diseases
to guide the generation of new chemical entities to tackle them232.

3.2.5 Methods

Building the metagraph: Nodes (entites)

The nodes in the graph can belong to one of 12 types (aka metanodes).
For each entity type, we predefined a universe of nodes and chose a refer-
ence vocabulary based on standard terminologies. These 12 entity types
are (in alphabetical order):

Chemical entities (CHE):Chemistry terminologies extracted fromtheChem-
ical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI) ontology265.

Cells (CLL): Cell lines used in biomedical research and extracted from the
Cellosaurus resource266.

Cellular Components (CMP): Biomolecular structures and complexes as
defined by the Gene Ontology267 (extracted from the basic filtered ontol-
ogy).

Compounds (CPD): Smallmolecules codifiedwith the standard InChIKey.
As we do not use any predefined library of compounds, the universe will
be determined by the union of compounds included in other datasets
(e.g., drug-target interactions).
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Diseases (DIS): Abnormal conditions, drug side effects and symptoms.
We used the Disease Ontology268 as a reference vocabulary.

Domains (DOM): Functional and structural protein domains extracted
from InterPro269.

Genes and Proteins (GEN): Genes and proteins were unified and stored
by Uniprot270 accession code (UniProtAC). We worked on the reviewed
Human proteome.

Molecular Functions (MFN): Biological function of the proteins defined
by the basic Gene Ontology267.

Perturbagens (PGN):CRISPR,overexpression, and shRNAperturbations.
Note that PGNs are always mapped to the corresponding perturbed gene
when constructing the metapath. Therefore, instead of providing PGN
labels, we provide the UniProtAC of the perturbed genes.

PharmacologicClasses (PHC): Pharmacologic classes definedby theAnatom-
ical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) code (http://www.whocc.no).

Pathways (PWY): Biological pathways andprocesses. WeusedReactome271
as a reference vocabulary.

Tissues (TIS): Anatomical tissues and cell types defined by the BRENDA
Tissue Ontology272. Please note that in the datasets containing ontologi-
cal terms (CMP, DIS,MFN and PWY), we removed the least informative
terms (i.e., those that are higher up in the ontology). These terms were
identified by calculating the information content273. The node universe
for each entity and the list of removed terms are available in Supplemen-
tary Data 1.

Building the metagraph: Vocabulary mapping

To integrate terminologies, we extracted curated cross-references from the
official terminology sources and associated ontologies. As the nomencla-
tures used to identify diseases and pathways were particularly diverse and
rarely cross-referenced, we further increased the mapping of these terms
by inferring similarities within concepts as detailed below.
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Diseases weremapped by calculating disease term similarities through
shared cross-references to theUnifiedMedical Language System (UMLS),
obtained from the DisGeNET mapping resources (https://www.disg
enet.org/downloads). Specifically, we encoded each disease term into
a binary vector spanning the universe of UMLS terms of all nomencla-
tures. We then transformed the binary vectors with the corresponding
term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) values and com-
putedpairwise cosine distances between theDiseaseOntology and the rest
of the vocabularies. Using the similarities obtained from curated cross-
references as reference, we found a cosine similarity cutoff of 0.5 to corre-
spond to an empirical p value of 5x10-4.

Pathway cross-referenceswere extracted fromtheComPath resource274
and extended following the PathCards275 approach. This approach first
clusters the pathways into SuperPaths based on overlapping genes and
thenuses Jaccard similarities between the SuperPaths genes to define path-
way similarity. We used the same parameters described in the PathCards
paper (0.9 for the overlap cutoff, 20minimum genes in the pathways, and
a Jaccard similarity of at least 0.7).

Building the metagraph: Edges (associations)

Edges in the graph are used to link biological and/or chemical entities.
Since two entities may be connected by multiple edge types (i.e., ‘com-
pound treats disease’ or ‘compound causes disease’), we define the associ-
ations as triplets (metapaths) of entity-relationship-entity (CPD-trt-DIS,
CPD-cau-DIS).

Homogeneous associations are those concerning entities (metanodes)
of the same type (e.g., ‘gene is coexpressed with gene’, GEN-cex-GEN),
while heterogeneous associations are related to entities of different types
(e.g., ‘tissue has cell’, TIS-has-CLL). Note that we annotated only one di-
rection of the heterogeneous associations (in fact, we kept CLL-has-TIS
instead of TIS-has-CLL), although both directions are valid when defin-
ingmetapaths. On the other hand, edgeswere treated as directionalwhen-
ever a homogeneous association had only one valid directionality, like in
the case of kinase-substrate interactions (‘genephosphorylates gene’,GEN-
pho-GEN)or transcription factor regulations (‘gene regulates gene’,GEN-
reg-GEN). Finally, edges corresponding to similarity measures required a
predefined set of nodes for pairwise comparison, and theywere computed
only after the rest of the graph was populated.
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Populating the knowledge graphwith data

For each type of association or metaedge, we can have one or more data-
sets (SupplementaryData 2). Datasets are notmerged but kept as individ-
ual sources so that they can be embedded individually or in combination
within a givenmetapath. The dataset processing pipeline consisted of two
steps. In the first step, nomenclatures were standardised and cutoffs were
applied. In the second, applied only to ontological data, terminologies
were mapped and the network was pruned.

Dataset standardisation

We processed each dataset individually in order to handle the diversity of
formats and data types. The guiding principles of data processing were
those defined by the Harmonizome90.

Datasets that already provided binary data were integrated naturally
by converting them into the network format of the KG. If the database
provided a measure of confidence (e.g., edge weights or p values), we ap-
plied default cutoffs (if given) and/or followed author recommendations
in order to remove spurious interactions. To build the network, we did
not use any edge weight coming from the original source during the em-
beddingprocess. Thiswasmotivatedby theobservation thatmost of these
weights are based on a measure of support or confidence, which does not
necessarily reflect biological significance/strength. Instead, these scores
usually capture biases on the knowledge annotation (e.g., associations for
under-studied diseases will be less covered among the different sources
and, therefore, are prone to have lower confidence scores) or detectabil-
ity limitations of the experimental screening (e.g., the abundance level of
some proteins are more difficult to detect than others). While weighted
edges could provide valuable information for the embedding, we could
not find a general way to treat them across the diverse and heterogeneous
associations in our resource.

Occasionally, the same dataset can be further divided into different
subsets on the basis of a given categorical variable (e.g., curated/inferred).
We kept these subsets as independent datasets when applicable. For in-
stance, there is a curated version of DisGeNET and an inferred version of
it.

Continuous data requires the applicationof a cutoffbefore its integra-
tion in theKG. Below, we detail how these cutoffswere chosen depending
on the nature of the data.
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Transcriptomics and proteomics data: We adapted the strategy followed by
Harmonizome, which is based on traditional statistical treatment of gene
expression profiles. More specifically, we first mapped the samples and
genes to our reference vocabulary and collapsed the duplicates by their
mean value. A log2 transformation was then applied followed by a quan-
tile normalisation of the genes (unless the dataset was already transformed
by the data providers). Next, we subtracted themedian and scaled the data
according to the quantile range of each gene. Finally, the top 250 most
positive and negative genes were selected for each sample and kept in the
corresponding metaedges (e.g., CLL-upr-GEN and CLL-dwr-GEN).

Drug sensitivity: To binarize drug sensitivity data, we used the waterfall
method first described by Barretina et al.29, and used since then in differ-
ent subsequent works (e.g.,147,148,276). This method ranks cell lines on the
basis of a drug response measure, for instance, the area under the growth
inhibition curve (AUC), and uses the shape of the plot to define a sensi-
tivity threshold. The waterfall method was applied for each compound
in the dataset, keeping at least 1% but no more than 20% of sensitive cell
lines and requiring an AUC sensitivity value lower than 0.9.

Perturbation experiments: Gene perturbation data required a preliminary
step to differentiate the type of perturbation (e.g., ‘CRISPR modifica-
tion silences gene A’) from its outcome (e.g., ‘silencing gene A results in
overexpression of gene B’). First, for each perturbation in the dataset, we
created a perturbagen (PGN) nodewith a unique identifier. We then sim-
plified the two-step relationship (e.g., ‘perturbagen that silences gene A
upregulates gene B’) into a ‘perturbagen upregulates gene B’ association
(PGN-upr-GEN).

Other datasets: For some datasets containing continuous data, we had
to apply customised approaches to convert them into a network format.
Details about the pre-processing of each particular dataset are provided
in Supplementary Data 2, while the corresponding Python scripts can be
found on https://bioteque.irbbarcelona.org/sources.
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Terminologies and pruning

Six terminologies (namely, CMP, DOM,MFN, PHC, and PWY) had se-
mantic relationships between them. In these cases, we propagated all the
reported relationships with other terms (e.g., GEN) through the parents
of their corresponding ontologies. To maximise coverage, propagation
was done before cross-referencing.

Selection of metapaths

We chose a controlled set of metapaths for which we precomputed em-
beddings. These are the embeddings that are deposited in the Bioteque
resource. The metapaths were selected as follows.

Length 1 (L1): All possible metapaths of length 1 are embedded except
for those capturing cross-references (DIS-xrf-DIS), ontologies (PWY-hsp-
PWY), compound-compound similarities (CPD-sim-CPD), andPGNas-
sociations. Note that PGN nodes are mapped to the corresponding per-
turbed genes through the PGN-pdw-GENorPGN-pup-GENmetapaths
(thus, >L1 metapaths).

Length 2 (L2): Only themimicking (e.g., CLL-dwr+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-
CLL) or reversion (CLL-upr+dwr-GEN-dwr+upr-CLL) of both direc-
tions (up/down) are used formetapaths connecting entities through tran-
scriptomic, proteomic or transcription factor signatures. CLL and TIS
are always connected through the CLL-has-TIS association. Finally, only
the following associations are allowedwhen linking cells and genes within
a metapath: CLL-upr-GEN, CLL-dwr-GEN, CLL-mut-GEN.

Length 3 (L3): L3 metapaths are constructed by linking L1 metapaths
with any of the following L2 metapaths: CLL-dwr+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-
CLL;CLL-has-TIS-has-CLL;CMP-has-GEN-has-CMP;CPD-has-PHC-
has-CPD;CPD-int-GEN-int-CPD;DIS-ass-GEN-ass-DIS;DOM-has-GEN-
has-DOM;MFN-has-GEN-has-MFN;TIS-dwr+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-TIS;
or PWY-ass-GEN-ass-PWY. GENs from the PGN-pup-GEN or PGN-
pdw-GEN are linked through heterogeneous or directed homogeneous
associations but not through undirected homogeneous associations.

Length >3 (>L3): Generated when mapping the source or target PGN
to the perturbed genes in L3 metapaths. In the case of directed homoge-
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neous associations, we used the ‘_’ mark next to the entity that acted as
the source of the association. For instance, GEN-_pho-GEN-ass-PWY
links the kinases to the pathways associated with their substrates while
GEN-pho_-GEN-ass-PWY links the substrates with the pathways asso-
ciated with their kinases.

Finally,metapathswhose embeddingdidnot preserve the original net-
work or that failed to keep most of the nodes in a single connected com-
ponent were removed as described in the following section. The entire list
of the embedded metapaths is provided in Supplementary Data 3.

Obtaining Bioteque embeddings

To obtain the embeddings we used the node2vec algorithm119, a well-
accepted approach based on random walk trajectories277, in which meta-
paths are used as single networks and fed to the node2vec algorithm. We
acknowledge that there are embeddingmethods that allowadirect embed-
ding of the network frommetapath walks (e.g., metapath2vec121). How-
ever, we decided to first pre-compute the source-target networks using the
DWPCmethod, since the resulting network already weighs those source-
target associations that aremore strongly connected according to themeta-
path, thus requiring fewer random walker steps to learn the relationship
between the source and target nodes. Moreover, this pre-computed net-
work encourages the embedding model to only focus on source-target re-
lations, givingusmore control aboutwhat informationwe are encoding in
the embedding spacewhile allowing an easier generalisationof themodel’s
hyperparameters across different metapaths lengths (i.e., the source and
target nodes are always one-hop apart regardless of the metapath length).
Notice that, since all our metapath networks are either homogeneous or
bipartite, the default skip-gram implementationofmetapath2vec is equiv-
alent to node2vec.

Embedding homogeneous and bipartite networks

L1 metapaths already correspond to homogenous or bipartite networks.
For >L1 metapaths, the source and target nodes were connected by com-
putingdegree-weightedpath counts (DWPC)228 through the correspond-
ing datasets and associations in the metapath. To this end, we sorted the
datasets according to the associations of the metapath, represented them
as adjacencymatrices andkept the same source (rows) and target (columns)
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node universe as the target and source nodes of the previous and follow-
ing datasets, respectively. Following the DWPC method, we first down-
weighted the degree of the nodes in each of the datasets by raising the de-
grees to the -0.5 power. We then calculated the DWPC values by concate-
nating the matrix multiplication from the source to the target dataset. As
a result, we obtained a new n xmmatrix where n are the source nodes of
the first dataset andm are the target nodes of the last dataset. The values of
thematrix are the DWPCbetween the source and target nodes, which are
used as weights during the randomwalker exploration. Finally, we limited
the number of edges for each node to 5% of the total possible neighbours
(with a minimum of 3 and maximum of 250 edges per node).

Occasionally, we used more than one dataset within the same associ-
ation or we combined two metapaths into one. This is a common case
for >L1 metapaths with transcriptomic signatures where the two direc-
tions (CLL-upr-GEN and CLL-dwr-GEN) are often combined (CLL-
dwr+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-CPD). To handle these cases, we first obtained
an individual network for eachmetapathordataset following the approach
detailed above. We then merged all the networks by taking the union of
the edges (L1 metapaths) or adding the DWPC values (>L1 metapaths).

At the endof theprocess, we removednetwork components that cover
less than 5% of the entities from the network. And we also removed from
the sourcemetapaths that fail to retain 50% of the total nodes within their
network components.

Node2vec parameters

The node2vec algorithm consists of a randomwalk-driven exploration of
the network followed by a feature vector learning through a skip-gram
neural network architecture. We implemented a custom random walker
(with the node2vec parameters p and q set to 1) and ran 100 walks of
length 100 for each node of the network. For >L1 metapaths, we scaled
the DWPC values for each node to sum 1 and used them as probabili-
ties to bias the random walker. We used the C++ skip-gram implementa-
tion provided by Dong et al.121 with default parameters to obtain a 128-
dimensional vector for each node.
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Accounting for node degree biases

The uneven distribution of information across the different knowledge
domains and data sources incorporated in our KG inevitably leads to an
uneven number of associations across entities, introducing a bias towards
nodes with higher degrees. We implemented several measures to mitigate
these biases, not only during the generation of the embeddings, but also
in the way distances are calculated.

To control the degree of the metapath networks, we implemented the
DWPCmethod (as described in the previous section), which was specifi-
cally developed to account for degree biases. Furthermore, we also limited
the number of connections a given node can have at the end of the meta-
path to 5% of the total possible neighbours (with a minimum of 3 and
maximum of 250 edges per node). This was implemented since we ob-
served that nodes in longermetapaths often find at least one spurious path
to connect to every other node in the network. Although most of them
end up having very low weights, the resulting network is very dense, re-
quiring a much larger number of random-walks for the skip-gram model
to learn the weight distribution of the network. All these cutoffs were
chosen based on the thought explorationmade byHimmelstein et al. and
after optimising for different metapaths in our resource. Importantly, the
effect of controlling the degree of the networkwas fundamental for having
embedding spaces of good quality, especially for longer metapaths where
these biases get exacerbated due to the combination of high-degree nodes
from different datasets (Fig. A.2.7).

Additionally, we removed from the KG those nodes whose meaning
was too general according to the information content provided in the on-
tology. This prevented those nodes to attract many connections in the
network at the cost of providing very little information (e.g., disease terms
such as ‘cancer’, ‘syndrome’ or ‘genetic disease’; or cell compartments terms
such as ‘cell’, ‘membrane’ or ‘cell periphery’). All the pruned terms are
provided in Supplementary Data 1.

Most downstreamanalyses rely ondistances between the embeddings.
However, even if we have implemented measures to control the degree
of the network when producing the embedding, it is expected that nodes
having more general implications will be generally closer to the rest than
others that are more specific (e.g. ’Brain disease’ (https://disease-onto
logy.org/term/DOID:936)will be closer to amuchbroad set of genes than
‘Migraine’ (https://disease-ontology.org/term/DOID:6364) which is
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a specific condition comprisedwithin the family ofBrain diseases). There-
fore, some termsmay be biassed to have a closer distance distribution than
others just because their edges define broader associations. Although en-
coding this can be useful in some downstream analysis (e.g., identifying
drugs that target proteins specifically associated with particular brain dis-
eases) it also may introduce biases when comparing distance distributions
between terms (Fig. A.2.7).

To address these biases, we first assessed howdifferent distances differ-
entiate between these terms, finding that cosine distances provided more
comparable distributionsbetween termswhile still preserving the (expected)
enrichment of small distance associations of broader terms. Moreover, in
order to add ameasure of specificity in the distance, we also opted to com-
pute co-ranks quantiles, which requires both nodes to be close to each
other in order to consider they are sharing a close relationship (this was
used in the HuRI-III exercise and the procedure is detailed in the corre-
sponding section). By doing that, we can normalise the distance values of
all entities, making them comparable (e.g., having a 0.1 co-rank quantile
means the same regardless of the disease node).

Additionally, network permutations can be used in downstream anal-
ysis to control spurious observationsmade innetworks that are being anal-
ysedwith our embeddings. In fact, in theHuRI-III analysis, we randomly
permuted the HuRI-III network (as detailed in the corresponding sec-
tion) and used the permuted network as a reference to derive statistical
significance cutoffs for the embedding distances we calculated.

Embedding evaluation and characterization

We used opt-SNE278 to generate the 2D representation of the embed-
dings. To assess the quality of the embeddings, we reassembled the net-
work obtained from the metapath using the embedding vectors. To this
end, we first computed the cosine distance of each edge in the network us-
ing the embedding vectors of the nodes. Next, we generated 100 random
permutations for each edge in the network and calculated the cosine dis-
tances between them. Finally, we sorted all the distances and computed
the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (AUROC) curve
using the network edges and the randompermutations as the positive and
negative sets, respectively. When assessing >L1 metapaths, we repeated
the same exercise using 3 extra network subsets obtained by keeping, for
each node, the top 1%, 25% and 50% closest neighbours according to the
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DWPC weights of their edges. Embeddings with an AUROC below 0.8
were removed from the resource.

To characterise the embeddings, we first preselected a collection of
reference networks representing commonly used biological associations.
Then, given a set of embeddings corresponding to a certain metapath, we
tested their capacity to recapitulate edges from other (orthogonal) data-
sets (i.e., the reference networks). Two measures were kept, the coverage
(i.e., the number of overlapping nodes) and the AUROC, following the
approach described above.

Aiming to extend this characterization, for each metapath we sought
to characterise nodes separately, based on their entity type. We first calcu-
lated the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) values of
the nodes from each reference network in our collection. Next, within the
same entity type and network, we used the TF-IDF-transformed vectors
to compute pairwise cosine similarities between nodes. Finally, we built
the entity similarity network by keeping the top 5 closest neighbours for
each node. Note that from one heterogeneous (bipartite) network this
process yields two homogeneous networks, one for each entity type.

Someof thenetworks inour collection required customisedpre-process-
ing. To represent perturbation associations, we directly linked the per-
turbed genes (PGN-pup-GEN or PGN-pdw-GEN) and the outcome of
such perturbation (e.g., PGN-bfn-CLL or PGN-upr-GEN) through the
corresponding associations anddatasets. Wecomputed theCHE-has-CPD
similarity networks by directly linking each node with the top 3 partners
that shared more neighbours. Additionally, some entity similarity net-
works were gathered from other sources, like the CPD-CPD mechanism
of action similarity obtained from our Chemical Checker resource279.

Embedding-based gene expression analysis of cell lines

Wedownloaded theRMA-normalised gene expression (GEx) and thedrug
sensitivity data from the GDSC100033 web resource (https://www.ca
ncerrxgene.org). We mapped the cell lines and genes to our reference
vocabularies and took the mean value whenever duplicates occurred. We
used the tissue of origin annotations from the CLUE cell app (https://
clue.io/cell-app), which were already part of our graph (CLL-has-TIS,
cl_tissue_clueio). Regarding CCLE data, we used the next-generation
data251 from the Broad Institute Portal (https://portals.broadins
titute.org/ccle/about). We processed the RNAseq data and produced
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three embeddings (CLL-upr-GEN, CLL-dwr-GEN and CLL-dwr+upr-
GEN-dwr+upr-CLL) following the pipeline detailed in theDataset stan-
dardisation andObtaining the embeddings sections.

In the drug sensitivity prediction exercise, we trained a random forest
(RF) classifier for each drug and each GEx input data (i.e., the raw GEx
or any of the GEx-derived embeddings). After removing drugs with less
than10 sensitive or resistant cell lines, wemodelled262drugs. Weused the
SciKit Learn implementation of the RF algorithm, with a 10-fold strati-
fied cross-validation scheme, and optimised RF hyperparameters over 20
iterations of Hyperopt280.

Analysis of theHuRI-III interaction network

We downloaded HuRI-III from the Human interactome atlas (http://
www.interactome-atlas.org/). Next, we considered all L1 metapaths
containing aGENmetanode, keeping the datasetwith higher coverage for
each metapath and discarding those covering less than 10% of the HuRI-
III network. As a representative of PPI interactions (GEN-ppi-GEN), we
used a version of IntAct dated December 2019 (before publication of the
HuRI-III network) from which we removed all entries belonging to the
HuRI-III screening (IMEX: IM-25472). Next, we calculated the cosine
distance between each PPI in each of themetapath embedding spaces and
ranked the distances according to the distance distribution of each of the
proteins. Distances and rankings were obtained with FAISS281. To de-
rive empirical p values, we transformed the rankings into percentiles by
normalising them by the total number of covered genes in each metapath
and kept the geometric mean of the normalised co-ranked pairs.

In parallel, we generated 1000 random permutations of HuRI-III by
randomly swapping eachof theHuRI-III edges 10 timesusing theBiRewire
bioconductor package (https://doi.org/doi:10.18129/B9.bioc.BiR
ewire) and, likewise, calculated p values for each metapath. For each per-
muted network, we calculated the recovery of the edges with a sliding p
value cutoff (between 1 and 0.001) and averaged the counts at each cutoff.
After repeating this process with the HuRI-III network, we were able to
derive, for eachmetapath, the expected fold change (FC) across different p
value cutoffs (i.e., the number of coveredHuRI-III edges at a given p value
cutoff divided by the average number of covered edges in the permuted
networks). Moreover, the permuted networks were also used to estimate
an empirical FDR for a given p value. For instance, for each metapath,
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we found the p value cutoff associated with a 0.05 FDRby calculating the
minimum p value needed to cover no more than 5% of the permuted net-
work edges. Finally, to build the matrix shown in Fig. 3.2.6a, we selected
the top 20 metapaths with the highest FC (i.e., FC average in the p value
range between 0.1 and 0.001), and used their p values to cluster the PPIs
with the fastcluster package282 and the ward distance update formula.

To obtain the Shapley values, we trained a XGBoost model to classify
GEN-GEN edges as positive (i.e., present in HuRI-III) or negative (i.e.,
not present in HuRI-III) using the p values across metapaths as features.
To sample negative pairs, we used the instance of the permuted networks
hitting fewer HuRI-III edges (∼3%) in order to avoid having the same
edge as positive and negative at the same time. Furthermore, since the ob-
jective of this exercise was to study the interplay between the metapaths,
we removed edges that were covered by less than 10 (50%) metapaths, re-
sulting in a dataset of 60k positive and negative pairs. A simple mean im-
putation was applied to the missing p values. At training time, we imple-
mented a 20-fold stratified cross-validation split scheme and fine-tuned
the hyperparameters using 20 iterations of Hyperopt280. Finally, we ob-
tained the Shapley values from the test splits by implementing the Tree-
Explainer method254. All subsequent analyses and figures were obtained
using the SHAP package (https://github.com/slundberg/shap).

Drug repurposing based on drug and disease embeddings

The first release of the repoDB (v1) data was downloaded from http:
//apps.chiragjpgroup.org/repoDB while the updated release (v2) was
obtained from https://unmtid-shinyapps.net/shiny/repodb. Com-
pounds were mapped to InChIKeys and diseases to the Disease Ontology
(DO) forcing a 1:1 mapping. As features, we used the following metap-
aths (datasets) from the Bioteque resource: CPD-int-GEN (curated_tar-
gets); DIS-ass-GEN(disgenet_curated+disgenet_inferred); CPD-int-GEN-
int-CPD-has-PHC(curated_targets-curated_targets-atc_drugs); andDIS-
ass-GEN-ass-DIS-trt-CPD (disgenet_curated+disgenet_inferred-
disgenet_curated+disgenet_inferred-repodb).

Additionally,weobtained the2,048-bitMorganfingerprints (ECDF4)
of the compounds using RDKIT (http://rdkit.org) and used the adja-
cency matrix of the disease-gene network from DisGeNET as binary de-
scriptors of diseases. Having defined the features of themodel, we filtered
out those drugs and diseases from repoDB that fell outside the embedding
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universe and removed redundant pairs by de-propagating the associations
to the most specific drug-disease terms according to the Disease Ontol-
ogy. As a result, the train (repoDB v1) and test (repoDB v2) splits con-
sisted of 2,522 and 1,187 unique drug-disease associations, respectively
(Fig. A.2.5). Additionally, to prevent the model from focusing on the
most frequently annotated drug and disease entities, we further processed
the train data to balance the number of associations (degree of the nodes).
More specifically, we capped the number of drug or disease associations
to 5% of all possible associations (44 diseases and 26 drugs, respectively).
Therefore, the associations of those drugs or diseases exceeding this limit
were subsampled by performing a K-means clustering (where Kwas set to
the capping limit) using the CPD-int-GEN orDIS-ass-GEN embeddings
as features, and by randomly selecting a representative association from
each of the clusters (Fig. A.2.5). This step slightly decreased the number
of training data to 2,326 drug-disease associations.

Next, we produced train negative pairs by aggregating 20 negative net-
works obtainedby randomly swapping the edges of the trainingdata (thus,
forcing a ratio of 1:20 between the positive and negative instances), while
preventing inconsistencies in theDisease Ontology (i.e., having a negative
association that would be obtained by propagating a positive drug-disease
association through the ontology). Note that, to comply with the time-
split scenario, we did not remove any negative drug-disease pair reported
to be positive in the repoDB v2 release.

We ran a RF classifier for each feature set using 20 iterations of hy-
peropt280 to fine-tune the hyperparameters. At prediction time, drug-
disease associations in repoDB v2 were treated as positive pairs, while all
the remaining drug-disease pairwise combinations were treated as nega-
tive pairs. To avoid inconsistencies, we removed those negative pairs that
were semantically related to positive pairs according to the Disease On-
tology. As a result, we obtained between [460-500] diseases and [750-
800] drug predictions for each drug and disease, respectively. As most of
the drugs and diseases only had one or two positive instances, we assessed
the performance of the models by ranking all the predictions individually
for each entity. Additionally, we calculated ROC curves for those drugs
and diseases that had at least 5 positive instances. Finally, we obtained
the pharmacological action of the drugs by mapping them to the upper-
most level of the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification,
when available. Likewise, disease families were derived by propagating the
disease terms to the first and second levels of the Disease Ontology.
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Context In the last chapter, the common standardisation of the embed-
dings enabled us to suggest a systematic approach to quantify
the ‘novelty’ of the recently published Human Reference In-
teractome. Following this proof of concept, we developed an
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Chapter 3.3

3.3.1 Abstract

Within a BigData era in Biomedicine, there is an unmet need to systemat-
ically assess experimental observations in the context of available informa-
tion. This assessment not only would offer a means for an unbiased vali-
dation of the results but also may provide an initial estimate of the poten-
tial novelty of the findings. Here we present BiotequeSupports (BQsup-
ports), a web-based tool built upon a resource of biomedical descriptors
that systematically annotate the biomedical support behind a given set of
observations. The tool relies on biomedical descriptor spaces fromwhich
we know the biological traits encoded, covering over 11 different biologi-
cal and chemical entities, including genes, cell lines, and small molecules.
By assessing hundreds of descriptors, BQsupports provide support scores
for each observation across a wide variety of biomedical contexts. These
scores are then aggregated to summarise the biomedical support of the
dataset as a whole. Finally, the tool also identifies predictive features of
the given dataset, which can be exploited in downstream machine learn-
ing applications.

3.3.2 Introduction

Since thepopularisationofhigh-throughput experiments toobtain anun-
biased and more comprehensive description of biology, many initiatives
have massively gathered data from biological systems283. Initial efforts
relied on model organism screenings to uncover protein-protein interac-
tions56 and gene co-expression patterns284. Concurrently, drug reposi-
tories began to annotate bioactivity data for hundreds of drugs285,286,287.
With the consolidation of large cell line panels, traditional omics started
to gather all sorts of biological descriptors, frommutations in the genome
to protein abundances29,30. The next generations incorporated global bi-
ological responses to small molecules and genetic perturbations141,37,48.
Eventually, the accumulation of genomic data enabled the statistical ex-
ploration of gene-phenotype associations, leading to the extensive identi-
fication of disease-associated genes288,289.

All these initiatives are populating biomedical repositories with hun-
dreds of datasets, many of which are part of monumental efforts that still
keep providing new releases to date (e.g.,185,251,20,58). However, while first-
in-class datasets may offer a wealth of new biological findings, the previ-
ously unknown insights extracted from subsequent releases or analogous
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studies will inevitably saturate. Thus, it is paramount to have the means
to contextualise new data in light of current biomedical knowledge. In-
deed, it is a common practice to contextualise experimental results based
on existing data, as it helps to validate some of the results, thereby, gain-
ing confidence in the provided insights. Unfortunately, no standard exists
for this analysis, which inevitably hampers the unbiased comparison with
existing resources. Besides, these assessments usually use previous releases
or analogous datasets as a reference, missing whether similar relationships
have been found in orthogonal studies.

Here we present BiotequeSupports (BQsupports), a web tool to sys-
tematically quantify the support of novel biological associations based on
the current biomedical knowledge pre-encoded in the Bioteque290.
BQSupports measures the similarity of each pair of biomedical entities
givenby theuserwithin a collectionofdiverse biomedical descriptors, pro-
viding support scores across various biomedical contexts. Additionally,
by identifying the biomedical descriptors that better explain each novel
type of association, BQsupports suggests biomedical features that can be
used to predict relationships between entities that the screens might have
missed. Overall, BQsupports takes a list of biomedical entity pairs as input
and returns a detailed analysis of the biomedical context shared between
them.

3.3.3 Results

BQsupports description

BQsupports annotates biomedical support scores betweenpairs of entities
provided by the user. This support derives from biomedical knowledge
descriptors (aka embeddings) gathered in the Bioteque resource290, which
can assess links between 11 different types of biomedical entities, namely:
genes/proteins (GEN), cell lines (CLL), tissues (TIS), smallmolecule com-
pounds (CPD), diseases (DIS), pharmacological classes (PHC), chemical
entities (CHE), pathways (PWY), cellular components (CMP), protein
domains (DOM) and molecular functions (MFN).

Given a set of node pairs covered by the resource, BQsupports au-
tomatically identifies contextual biomedical descriptors (termed ‘metap-
aths’) potentially related to the input data. Then, it measures the distance
of each node pair within these descriptors to provide a support score for
each pair. These individual scores are further aggregated to obtain a sin-
gle support estimate for the entire dataset. Moreover, the tool uses net-
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work permutations to (i) derive the expected support of the dataset and
(ii) detect entity pairs that are significantly close (supported) in a partic-
ular biomedical context (quantified by an enrichment score). Addition-
ally, BQsupports identifies metapaths able to distinguish the user’s data
from random permutations, thus providing means to prospectively pre-
dict new associations. Eventually, all these results are provided in different
tables and summarised in a canvas picture. The entire pipeline is detailed
in theMethods section.
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Figure 3.3.1: BQsupports analytical canvas for compound‐gene biomarker pairs reported by
FDA. On the left, we show the quantile ranking (support score) for all the input relationships (y‐
axis) covered by the top 10 most supportive metapaths (x‐axis). The lower (redder) the quantile
rank the higher the support score. On the right, we stratify the support scores according to differ‐
ent cutoffs and summarise the results in a pie chart, along with the coverage of the input dataset
(smaller pie chart). Below, we quantify the support of the input dataset across different quantiles,
showing the ‘expected support’ achieved by permuted networks (i.e., random expectation). Next
to it, we rank the most predictive metapaths (quantified by the Area Under the Receiver Operat‐
ing Characteristic (AUROC) curve). We perform this analysis for the specific pairs provided in the
input dataset (black) and for entity types pairs sharing a similar association profile (seeMethods).
Finally, we show the top most supported input edges and the metapaths that most support the
dataset at the bottom right corner.

As an illustrative example, Fig. 3.3.1 shows the BQsupports analy-
sis for the pharmacogenomic biomarkers pairs provided by the FDA10.
The heatmap on the left shows the level of support each metapath (rows)
gives to each compound-gene (CPD-GEN) pair in the dataset (columns).
When considering all the metapaths together (last row), over 74% of the
covered interactions are supported by a sort of biomedical context (quan-
tile rank ≤ 0.05). The expected support suggests that the support levels
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for this dataset are higher than expected by chance. According to the
TOPmetapath ranking, compounds often interact with their biomarkers
(CPD-int-GEN) or proteins associated with them (e.g., CPD-int-GEN-
ppi-GEN). Interestingly, biomarkers are directly associated with the dis-
ease treatedby the compound in10%of the cases (CPD-trt-DIS-ass-GEN).
Indeed, according to the best predictors of the dataset, compounds tar-
geting the same proteins (CPD-int-GEN) tend to have similar biomark-
ers. Likewise, genes associated with the same diseases (GEN-ass-DIS) are
prone to be biomarkers of the same compounds.

Coverage and Salability

BQsupports fetchesbiomedical descriptors fromtheBioteque resource290.
At the date of publication, it covers 11 different entities, allowing for the
screening of 11 homogeneous and 110 bipartite entity-entity combina-
tions. Each entity type has its identifier vocabulary, enabling a harmonised
data integration. The available entities, vocabularies, and metapath de-
scriptors are specified in the web resource (https://bioteque.irbbarc
elona.org).

We tested the tool with tens of different datasets and confirmed that
it scales well with hundreds of thousand edges. However, we capped the
maximumnumberof edges to1Mtocontrol the computational resources.
With the default number of permutations (20), the entire pipeline takes
between 1h to 2h to run, depending on the entity types and number of
edges (Fig, 3.3.2, left). However, we observed that the number of per-
muted networks significantly impacts the computational time. For exam-
ple, in the Bioplex-III network (∼70k edges), moving from 20 to 1000
random permutations added 20 hours of extra computation (Fig. 3.3.2,
right).
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Figure 3.3.2: The computational time of the BQsupports pipeline. On the left, we show the
computational time in hours (y‐axis) that is needed to run the whole pipeline for different net‐
works of varying sizes (x‐axis) and types (shape and colour). On the right, we show the compu‐
tational time in hours (y‐axis) taken to run the BQsupports pipeline on the Bioplex‐III59 network
(∼70k edges) using 10, 20, 50, 100, and 1000 network permutations (x‐axis).

3.3.4 Concluding remarks

BQsupports is a tool intended to help scientists to better understand the
biomedical relationships existingbetween their experimental observations.
It annotates support scores for each association in a given dataset, provid-
ing insights for hypothesis generation and offering a means to systemati-
cally assess the novelty of the data. Additionally, it also identifies biomedi-
cal descriptorswith predictive capabilities, which can thenbe downloaded
from the Bioteque resource and used downstream to prospectively pre-
dict associations that might have been missed in the dataset. BQsupports
is available as a web-based tool, where the user is only asked to (i) provide
the dataset associationswith proper identifiers, (ii) specify the entity types
and (iii) optionally tune some parameters (e.g., the number of permuted
networks). At the end of the process, BQSupports returns a canvas figure
summarising the results (Fig. 3.3.1) and three (.tsv) tables files providing
the quantile ranking score for each association-metapath combination, a
digested summary counts for each descriptor, and the estimated perfor-
mance of these metapaths in downstream predictive tasks. Moreover, as
support scores are supplied for each association-metapath pair, the user
can easily recompute most of the presented analyses according to custom
needs (e.g., limiting the support score to a particular set of biomedical con-
texts or requiring a minimum enrichment score). The tool is accessible
from the main Bioteque page (https://bioteque.irbbarcelona.org/
bqsupports).
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3.3.5 Methods

Data input and user interface

BQsupports takes pairs of associations (networks) as input data. Users
can provide the data either explicitly to the web or by uploading an edge
file. Next, the user has to specify the type of entities provided. When
providing homogeneous networks, it is possible to specify whether the as-
sociations are undirected (e.g., protein-protein interactions) or directed
(kinase-substrate interactions). This only affects the network permuta-
tion process (e.g., in a directed kinase-substrate network, random permu-
tations will always produce kinase-substrate pairs). Users can also vary the
number of permuted networks from 10 to 1000. By default, the tool uses
20 network permutations, allowing a p value resolution of 0.05. Notice
that the number of permuted networks directly impacts the enrichment
score, where statistical power increases proportionally to the number of
permutations (i.e., enrichment scores tend to be more significant and ac-
curate). However, increasing the number of permuted networks will also
affect the computational time of the pipeline (Fig. 3.3.2, right).

Support score calculation

Thepipeline starts by listing all themetapaths connecting the entities spec-
ified by the user. It considers metapaths of any length available in the Bi-
oteque resource, except for GEN-GEN associations, which are limited to
L1 metapaths. BQsupports omits metapaths covering less than 10% of
the data.

Once the metapath universe is defined, it computes cosine distances
between eachprovided association for eachmetapath space and ranks them
according to themetapath distance distribution. To obtain these rankings
efficiently, only the top 25% closest neighbours (first quartile) for each
node are retrieved using FAISS291. Accordingly, the node found in the
first quartile sets the maximum ranking distance in the metapath. Next,
BQsupports transforms rankings into quantiles by dividing them by the
number of nodes in the embedding space. Finally, as this process gen-
erates two quantiles (i.e., we obtain one ranking for each node), it de-
rives an edge-level quantile by keeping the geometricmean of the pair (i.e.,
the normalised co-rank). This process is repeated independently for each
metapath-dataset descriptor in the pre-selected universe.
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Random permutations and enrichment score calculation

Togenerate randompermutationsof thedata,weperformn randomswaps
of the network using the BiRewire Bioconductor package292, where n is
fixed to be ten times the number of edges in the dataset. Then, quantile
ranking scores are calculated independently for each network permuta-
tion following the pipeline described in the previous section.

Enrichment scores are computed for eachmetapath anddifferent sup-
port scores. More specifically, given a metapath-source descriptor space
and a quantile cutoff (tested range between 1 and 0.001), the pipeline first
annotates the number of associations in the given dataset that score lower
than the given quantile cutoff. Then, it obtains a FoldChange (FC) by di-
viding this number by the median number of associations obtained from
the random permutations. Additionally, it derives an empirical p value by
counting the proportion of permuted networks with equal or more asso-
ciations than the original dataset. Notice that the resolution of this p value
will depend on the number of permuted networks (e.g. given 20 random
permutations, the lowest computable p value is < 0.05).

Identifying potential predictors

To suggest potential predictors, the tool evaluates the capacity of themeta-
path descriptor to distinguish the dataset associations from random per-
mutations. To this aim, BQsupports ranks all the associations according
to their cosine similarities. Suppose ‘real’ edges (i.e., given by the user) are
up-ranked before random permutations in a given metapath embedding
space. In that case, it means that the space preserves the structure of the
dataset, thus, descriptors (embeddings) of this space likely hold predic-
tive power. This is quantified by computing the Area Under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (AUROC) curve between the user edges and
10 random permutations. To prevent an association from being counted
as a positive and negative instance simultaneously, the pipeline generates
new random permuted networks without allowing them to overlap with
the user’s data. At the end of the process, BQsupports provide the AU-
ROC average across the 10 permutations together with the universe of
each metapath and the covered portion of the user’s dataset. Notice that
the covered data represent the applicability domain of the computed AU-
ROC.

Additionally, the pipeline also seeks metapath descriptors that, while
not directly preserving the associations provided by the user, retain the
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nodes’ neighbourhood similarity. In other words, BQsupports first iden-
tifies pairs of nodes with similar interactions and then tries to find meta-
path descriptors that recapitulate these pairs. To identify these common
interactors, the pipeline builds a similarity network by linking the nodes
with other nodes of the same entity type that are significantly associated
with the same nodes. This similarity network is created by (i) represent-
ing each node with a binary vector annotating their interactions (that is
to say, the adjacency matrix), (ii) calculating term frequency-inverse doc-
ument frequency (TF-IDF) values between the vectors and (iii) keeping
the top 3 neighbours with highest TF-IDF similarity for each node. As
a result, a new homogenous network is obtained, whose edges capture
the most similar nodes from the user’s network. Next, the pipeline lists a
newmetapath universe for this network and computes the recapitulation
(AUROC) scores of these metapaths (using the same approach described
in the previous paragraph). As a result, it identifies metapaths that keep
the similarities between the nodes. Of note, metapaths identified in this
analysis may differ from the ones in the previous analysis, even for homo-
geneous networks.

Generating the summary figure

Heatmap

To generate the heatmap matrix, BQsupports first aggregates the scores
by keeping the best quantile ranking among the sources belonging to the
same metapath, obtaining a unique score per metapath. Then, it ranks
metapaths according to the number of interactions they support with a
quantile lower than 0.05, selecting the top 10 for the heatmap. However,
it provides the best quantile across all the screened metapaths in the last
row. Associations not covered by a given metapath are left blank. No-
tice, though, that quantile scores are capped at 0.25 (1st quartile) as higher
quantiles are ignored by the pipeline (see theMetapath universe selection
and distance-based quantile ranking calculation section).
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Pie Charts

Support scores for each dataset association are aggregated by selecting the
best score across metapaths. Next, they are stratified into four groups ac-
cording to their quantile: ≤0.001, ≤0.01, ≤0.05, and unsupported (quan-
tile > 0.05). The pie chart reports the counts of each group, together with
those not covered by the resource (if any). Additionally, a minor pie chart
depicts the fraction of nodes covered for each entity, coloured according
to the colour code used in the Bioteque resource.

Dataset support

The total numberof supported associations in thedataset is reported across
the range of significant quantile rankings (from 0.05 to 0.001). Addi-
tionally, BQsupports annotates themean and standard deviation achieved
with permuted networks (dashed line), providing the expected support-
iveness according to the dataset’s applicability domain (universe).

Edge and metapath ranking

The top 10 most supported edges and supportive metapaths are ranked
according to the number of metapaths (or edges) with a quantile lower
than 0.05. BQsupports uses the index provided in the original network
(starting the count from 1) to label the edges in the plot (shown on the
y-axis).

Best predictors

The canvas shows the top 3 metapath for each tested network (i.e., the
one provided by the user and each entity-entity similarity network gener-
ated by BQsupports). In this case, the reported scores are not aggregated
by metapath and correspond to a specific metapath-source combination.
Furthermore, the tool only shows significant and relevantmetapath-source
combinations, that is, thosewhose averageAUROCvalue (after subtract-
ing their standard deviation) is higher than 0.6 and cover at least 20% of
the dataset.
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Generating the output of the pipeline

In addition to the summary canvas, the pipeline outputs the results in
different (.tsv) files. A first file provides, for each association-metapath-
source triplet combination, (i) the quantile ranking score, (ii) cosine dis-
tance (with its corresponding z score transformation), and (iii) the in-
ferred enrichment score (with its corresponding p value) as detailed in
the Random permuted networks and enrichment score inference section.
A second one summarises the number of edge counts supported by each
metapath-dataset across different support scores. Lastly, an additional
file provides the recapitulation score (AUROCs) for each metapath as-
sessed as a potential predictor, together with the coverage of the dataset
and other practical information (e.g., metapath universe size).
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Note This chapter does not have supplementary material.
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3.4.1 Abstract

Through the representation of small molecule structures as numerical de-
scriptors and the exploitation of the similarity principle, chemoinformat-
ics has made paramount contributions to drug discovery, from unveiling
mechanisms of action and repurposing approved drugs to de novo crafting
of molecules with desired properties and tailored targets. Yet, the inher-
ent complexity of biological systems has fostered the implementation of
large-scale experimental screenings seeking a deeper understanding of the
targeted proteins, the disrupted biological processes and the systemic re-
sponses of cells to chemical perturbations. After this wealth of data, a new
generation of data-driven descriptors has arisen providing a rich portrait
of small molecule characteristics that goes beyond chemical properties.
Here, we give an overview of biologically relevant descriptors, covering
chemical compounds, proteins and other biological entities, such as dis-
eases and cell lines, while aligning them to the major contributions in the
field fromdisciplines, such as natural language processing or computer vi-
sion. We now envision a new scenario for chemical and biological entities
where they both are translated into a common numerical format. In this
computational framework, complex connections between entities can be
unveiled by means of simple arithmetic operations, such as distance mea-
sures, additions, and subtractions.

3.4.2 Introduction

Smallmolecules are an excellent tool to probe biological functions and the
primary choice of pharmaceutical companies, as they are easy to manu-
facture, store, and distribute, and synthetic chemists can conceive a broad
variety of them293. Some commercial and public chemical collections in-
clude up to 109 compounds, with the number increasing to 1,020 for
proprietary libraries, which means that the chemical space available to re-
searchers is essentially infinite294. Moreover, new strategies based solely on
the combination of two- or three-step reaction sequences estimate that it
would be possible to readily synthesise ∼29 billion compounds295. The
size of the accessible chemical space easily explodes if fewer constraints
are applied, with some plausible estimates exceeding 1,060 compounds
for molecules under 500 Da296. In addition, and perhaps more impor-
tantly, in the last years high-throughput screening (HTS) assays have pen-
etrated the public research sector (e.g., the study by Subramanian et al.38
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and Corsello et al.297), providing depth of annotation to the compound
collections. This is reflected in the increasing number of bioactive small
molecules catalogued in open databases, which already amount to over
two million entries298,299.

Querying compounds in these databases differ greatly from querying
proteins or genes. Biological sequences are richly annotated, and even
when they are not, evolutionary and structural domains help link them
to molecular functions, which, in turn, contributes to our understand-
ing of higher-order biological processes300. Compared to biological se-
quences, small molecules spell a much more complicated code which, for
the most part, has not been explored by the rules of natural evolution. In
consequence, there is no clear and continuous connection between struc-
ture and function, which converts an apparently simple task, such asmea-
suring similarity between two molecules into an open problem driving a
whole field of research.

In practice, representing chemical compounds in a meaningful way
(for compound similaritymeasures or other computational chemistry cal-
culations) requires the selection of a small molecule descriptor. Among
the classical chemical notations, we find the simplified molecular input
line entry system (SMILES) that, although it might be ambiguous (i.e.,
one molecule can be described with multiple SMILES), it is very intu-
itive and widely used301. Other popular molecular descriptors encode
the structural, topological and/or physicochemical properties of the com-
pounds. These descriptors can account for the presence or absence of a
specific set of pre-defined chemical groups, like in the case of the molecu-
lar access system keys302, defined dynamically by listing the 2D structural
elements encountered in a molecule. For example, in the extended con-
nectivity fingerprints atoms are enumerated, and neighbouring elements
and bonds are captured. Other complex descriptors broaden the struc-
tural information by capturing the spatial 3D coordinates of the atoms303
or go beyond molecular geometry and consider environment-dependent
properties, such as the active site of the receptor304 or those derived from
molecular simulations305, within a given radius306. These and other sim-
ilar descriptors have been at the core of chemoinformatics and are still
the first choice in most applications (see the study by David et al.307 for
a recent and very comprehensive review). However, the last years have
witnessed the expansion of a new generation of molecular descriptors,
deemed to be ‘data-driven’ and based on deep learning approaches, that
are engineered on the basis of large-scale chemistry databases and are thus
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adaptable to a given task or region of the chemical space101. In particu-
lar, graph and text-based autoencoders are able to embed the information
provided by 2D structures and SMILES strings, respectively, into a dense
numerical vector belonging to a ‘latent space’308. Simple measures such
as Euclidean distances within the latent space are able to capture chem-
ical similarity and, when coupled to machine learning algorithms, these
descriptors have shown state-of-the-art performance in several biophysics
and physiological benchmark datasets309.

A natural extension of this first generation of data-driven descriptors
is to include thewealthofbioactivity information available in thedatabases,
to encapsulate, in the form of ‘bioactivity descriptors’, the experimental
evidence gathered over years of research. Here, we review some recent
attempts to provide these biologically relevant molecular descriptors and
discuss howadescriptor-based approachmayhelp integrate smallmolecules
with larger biomolecules in a common framework able to capture several
layers of biological complexity encompassing protein targets to cellular
pathways and disease phenotypes.

3.4.3 Review’s chapters

Extending the similarity principle beyond chemical struc-
tures

Chemical descriptors, in their different flavours, encode the physicochem-
ical and structural properties of small molecules and provide a computer-
friendly format to represent and compare them (Fig. 3.4.1). However,
these descriptors do not incorporate bioactivity information explicitly,
which handicaps the discovery of links between smallmolecules and other
entities, such as proteins or cells. In pioneering work, instead of focusing
on chemical structures, Kauvar et al.310 characterised a set of compounds
according to their ability to bind a panel of 18 receptors and used these
affinity profiles to assess similarities between them. The idea of relating
small molecules based on their target profiles was further developed over
the next years311,312, enhancing the performance in classical chemoinfor-
matics tasks (e.g., target prediction). In a more complex attempt to cap-
ture phenotypic effects induced by drug activity in cells, MacDonald et
al.313 used a protein complementation assay to monitor the status of sev-
eral cellular pathways after compound perturbation. Then, they derived
pathway activity fingerprints for over a hundred compounds and found
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that pathway-based similarities strongly correlatedwith known structure–
activity relationships. Similarly, Young et al.314 combined automated mi-
croscopy with image analysis to profile the biological effects of a com-
pound library. They integrated the resulting phenotypic profiles with
the chemical structure of the compounds and their predicted targets and
found that the combinationof the three features had a substantially higher
capacity to identify mechanisms of action than either one in isolation.

Classical descriptors

Data-driven descriptors

C19H23ClN2
MW = 314g·mol-1
2 Nitrogen atoms

0D 1D 2D 3D 4D

Encoder Decoder

Chemistry

Targets

NetworksCells

Clinics

Complexity

Figure 3.4.1: Encoding chemical molecules through their chemistry and bioactivity. Molec‐
ular descriptors allow for the mathematical treatment of chemical and structural features of
molecules. There is a wide range of strategies to generate such descriptors. Simple approaches
account for global molecular properties (0D, e.g. molecular weight) or the presence of partic‐
ular structural features (1D, e.g. encoding circular environment of each atom up to a specific
radius). The molecular topology (2D, e.g. distance matrices between atoms) or the spatial in‐
formation of the atoms (3D, e.g. cartesian coordinates) can be encapsulated by conveniently
representing molecules as chemical graphs. In addition, there are sophisticated methods that
capture environment‐dependent properties, such as functional regions or intramolecular inter‐
actions (4D, e.g. energetically favourable binding sites or multiple conformational states). Driven
by the bloom of high‐throughput assays and the following population of compound libraries, a
new generation of data‐driven descriptors based on deep learning strategies encode molecules
into abstract latent spaces, representing molecular similarities as simple distance measures be‐
tween numerical vectors. Furthermore, molecular descriptors have expanded beyond chemistry,
integrating relevant biological data from heterogeneous bioactivity assays and providing a com‐
plementary framework to assess molecular similarity.

Indeed, the popularity of HTS assays has revealed that it is possible
to establish relationships between compounds based on their functional
activity rather than their chemical structure. For instance, itwas suggested
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thatmolecules triggering similar transcriptional responses in cell linesmight
share mechanisms of action, an observation that inspired the implemen-
tation of the connectivity map37 and the following library of integrated
network-based cellular signatures (LINCS L1000)38 initiatives. These li-
braries provide a catalogue of transcriptional signatures in different cell
lines,measured as a result of a systematic screening of genetic (CRISPRor
shRNA) and pharmacological perturbations, which has been exploited,
for instance, to suggest potential targets for a given compound315. Like-
wise, molecules that inhibit the growth of a similar subset of cell lines (i.e.
that have similar sensitivity profiles)316 or drugs that elicit similar side ef-
fects, also tend to share mechanisms of action317, even if their 2D or 3D
structures appear to be unrelated.

Building upon these seminalworks, theChemicalChecker (CC) inte-
grates themajor chemogenomics and drug activity repositories and repre-
sents the largest collection of small molecule bioactivity signatures avail-
able to date279. The CC gathers experimentally determined bioactivity
data for about 1M small molecules in the medicinal chemistry space and
provides bioactivity descriptors in five levels of increasing biological com-
plexity. The first level of descriptors characterises the chemical properties
of the compounds, including their 2D and 3D structures, scaffolds, func-
tional groups, and physicochemical properties. The second level captures
information on the protein receptors of the molecules, including known
mechanisms of action, metabolising enzymes and HTS binding assays.
Descriptors in the third level of complexity address the propagation of the
target perturbations triggered by the small molecules, including protein–
protein interactions and pathways provided by several types of biological
networks. The fourth level of signatures captures the bioactivity of the
compounds measured at the cellular level, with assays including differen-
tial gene expression and sensitivity profiles in cancer cell line panels. Fi-
nally, for the few compounds that reached clinical stages, the fifth level
of CC signatures encodes details on their therapeutic areas, adverse side
effects and drug–drug interactions. A known limitation of the CC was
that the number of molecules with reported bioactivities diminished at
each level of complexity, and thus, it could only derive a limited set of
bioactivity descriptors corresponding to a minority of well-characterised
compounds. To extend the coverage of bioactivity descriptors to unchar-
acterised molecules, the authors trained a collection of deep neural net-
works (i.e., ‘signaturizers’) that are able to infer bioactivity signatures for
any compound of interest, even when only its chemical structure is avail-
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able. Noteworthy, they were able to assign a confidence score to the pre-
dictions of the signaturizers and systematically apply them to sets of com-
pounds beyond drugmolecules, including plant metabolites and food in-
gredients318.

Overall, bioactivity signatures provide a complementary means to de-
scribe small molecules, focusing on the integration of multiple types of
experimental data319. Indeed, these descriptors have proven useful to nav-
igate the chemical space in a biologically relevant manner and boost the
performance in many drug discovery tasks that typically rely on chemical
descriptors, for example, target identification or toxicity prediction318.

Targetdescriptorstocomplementsmallmoleculesignatures

In the quest to predict small-molecule bioactivities, often through ma-
chine learning approaches, the chemical compounds represent only one
part of the equation. Tomatch the rich chemical representationsdescribed
previously, researchers are also developing methods to encapsulate infor-
mation available for thebiomolecular targets (Fig. 3.4.2). Protein sequence
descriptors, for example, annotate the identity and the physicochemical
properties of each amino-acid (e.g., the studybyHellberg et al.320) ormea-
sure general features of the full-length sequence, such as global residue
composition and distribution (e.g., the study by Xiao et al.321). In any
case, these relatively simple representations have been used in a battery of
bioinformatics tasks, includingprotein engineering322 or functionpredic-
tion323.

Like in the case of ‘data-driven’ descriptors for small molecules, deep
learning is providing new ways to describe biological sequences. For in-
stance, in a recent study, Alley et al.324 applied deep neural networks to
a vast set of unlabeled sequences, yielding semantics-rich descriptors that
capture structural, evolutionary and biophysical properties of proteins.
These descriptors have proven their value to predict the stability ofde novo
designed proteins, but their agnostic nature and versatile format make
them a suitable input for almost anymachine learning task involving pro-
teins. In general, protein sequences are treated as text data, which allows
for borrowing techniques from natural language processing, a discipline
that hasmade extraordinary progress for knowledge representation325,326.
In a first attempt to systematically benchmark language models (LMs)
for protein modelling, Rao et al.327 designed a set of tasks assessing pro-
tein embeddings and reported promising results for a variety of models
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involving evolutionary understanding and protein engineering. Earlier
this year, Elnaggar et al.328 explored the limits of up-scaling LMs trained
on protein sequences achieving, for the first time, performances competi-
tive with evolutionary models, but requiring much less time to compute.
Just recently, Bepler and Berger329 extended their previous work and pre-
trained a protein LM conditioned to structure prediction tasks (e.g., the
modelwas forced to predict residue contacts and structural similarity dur-
ing training)330. By including evolutionary and structural information,
they not only showed improvements in downstream tasks (e.g., protein
function prediction) but also evidenced that hybrid approaches leverag-
ing both data-driven sequences and physics-based domains can help LM
to better embrace the sequence-structure–function paradigm. In another
fresh work, Rao et al.331 trained an LM taking multiple sequence align-
ments as input, conversely to the single sequence approach. Their model
showed a better recapitulation of evolutionary variation and set a new
state-of-the-art onunsupervisedprotein structureprediction332. It isworth
noting that learning from both the multiple sequence alignments and the
interplay between protein sequence and structure has been paramount to
AlphaFold2 success in achieving outstanding accurate 3D protein struc-
ture predictions333.

Most of these successful models are based on transformers, such as
the Bidirectional Encoder Representations fromTransformers (BERT), a
widely used architecture in text recognition334. However, as with almost
any method involving deep learning, the interpretability of these protein
LMs is very limited. In a remarkable attempt to shed light on the biologi-
cal and biophysical information captured by bidirectional encoder repre-
sentations from transformers-based descriptors, Vig et al.335 analysed the
inner layers of the deep neural network thoroughly and found that they
uncovered relevant associations in the 3D space, such as residues that were
far apart in the sequence but spatially close in the structure or those consti-
tuting the protein binding sites. We refer the reader to the study by Bepler
and Berger330for an insightful review of LMs in protein biology.
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Figure 3.4.2: Target and binding pocket descriptors. The simplest way to represent a target
protein sequence is by encoding the identity or the physicochemical properties of its amino‐acids,
either individually (i.e., one‐hot encoding) or using sliding windows to capture their short‐range
environment. To account for more distant amino‐acid relationships, proteins can be encoded us‐
ing techniques borrowed from natural language processing (i.e., word embeddings or attention
models), where sequences are often treated as a set of constant‐length overlapping fragments or
k‐mers. Whenever high‐resolution models of target proteins are available, these can be used to
derive structure‐based descriptors. The classical ones consider the geometry and physicochem‐
ical properties of the binding pockets by calculating distances between pharmacophoric points
and transforming them into high–dimensional profiles, accounting for the presence or absence of
a given pharmacophoric geometry. More recently, computer vision and deep learning techniques
have been adapted to embed structural properties of protein surfaces and specific binding pocket
features.

Binding between targets and ligands is determined by the biophysical
properties of protein 3D structures and, in particular, the surface residues
where potentially druggable pockets are found. Indeed, while a study
exploring the binding promiscuity of over 160 drugs could not identify
correlations between drug promiscuity and their chemical features (e.g.,
hydrophobicity), it did reveal structural similarities amongst their pro-
tein targets, highlighting the need to study binding site similarity across
the proteome336. Thus, whenever high-resolution structures of the target
proteins are available, more specific descriptors can be developed. Classic
pocket descriptors measure the geometrical and electrostatic features of
small molecule binding sites and translate them into binary fingerprints
that just account for the presence or absence of a given structural motif
(e.g., the study byWeill and Rognan337, Siragusa et al.338). This is similar
to what the extended connectivity fingerprint or molecular access system
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descriptors do for chemical compounds. Cavity similarities based on these
binding pocket fingerprints have unveiled interesting cases of remote ho-
mology between proteins339 and are the basis for several polypharmacol-
ogy strategies340,341. The popularity of methods to compare druggable
pockets prompted the creation of thorough benchmark datasets, such as
TOUGH-M1342 and the protein site pairs for the evaluation of cavity
comparison tools343, which pointed out the strengths andweaknesses of a
variety of descriptor types and approaches, and provided a gold standard
to validate pocket comparison strategies to come. Systematic evaluation
has revealed that some descriptors are better suited than active sites of re-
lated proteins, while others perform better to describe macromolecular
binding interfaces, being the latter more appropriate for drug polyphar-
macology and repurposing studies344. If progress in natural language pro-
cessing has enabled sequence-based descriptors, progress in image analy-
sis and computer vision has prompted the development of 3D structure-
based descriptors. For instance, Gainza et al.344,345 devised a novel strat-
egy to segment high-resolution protein surfaces into overlapping radial
patches, mapping chemical, and geometrical features onto them. These
data are then transferred into a convolutional neural network (CNN) to
generate the descriptors, which can be fine-tuned for specific tasks, such
as ligand-binding pocket similarity or protein–protein interaction inter-
face comparisons. DeeplyTough is another recent method that also uses
CNNs to encode 3D characteristics of protein binding pockets346. The
peculiarity of DeeplyTough is that it has been trained to ensure that simi-
lar pockets are encoded into similar descriptors, while retaining the ability
to account for small structural variations and differentiate closely related
binding sites. In a recent protein site pairs for the evaluationof cavity com-
parison tools benchmark, pocket comparisons based on these descriptors
scored among the best343.

The significant improvement of both chemical and protein descrip-
tors hasprompted thedevelopmentofproteochemometric strategies, where
machine learning models are trained on a combination of ligand and tar-
get representations347. Indeed, these kinds of approaches have already
shown superior performances in multi-target bioactivity prediction com-
paredwith classicalmethods348, although some resultsmaybeover-optimistic
due to bias in the training datasets as pointed out in the study by Chen et
al.349. Moreover, Bongers et al.347 showed that structure-baseddescriptors
are often superior when a detailed definition of the target is needed (i.e.,
to distinguish drug selectivity among members of the same protein fam-
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ily), while sequence-based ones are better suited for more generic models,
especially when key structural details are lacking.

Capturing biological complexity in biomolecular descrip-
tors

From a drug discovery perspective, genomic initiatives are providing new
target opportunities49,48, but many of these correspond to gene products
thought to be undruggable, and the avalanche of data has not spurred the
development of truly personalised, or even precision, therapies based on
the exquisite interaction between a drug and an optimal target350. In fact,
whole-cell phenotypic screenings continue to be the approach that con-
tributes the most to the discovery of first-in-class medicines, while target-
centric approaches appearmoreuseful only for thedevelopmentof follow-
on products139,351. Thus, to tackle complex phenotypes, we need tomove
away from the ‘one disease, one target, one drug’ paradigm and consider
the complexity of human pathologies from the early stages of the drug de-
velopment process. Indeed, a growing fraction of recently approved drugs
is associatedwithpharmacological biomarkers at the genomic scale10,mean-
ing that omics experiments are able to identify links between biomolecu-
lar profiles and drug action. This evidence is often complementary to the
modulation of the intended therapeutic target and thus offers a more sys-
temic view of drug activity.

In an attempt to capture this systemic complexity, it is increasingly
common for HTS experiments to simultaneously characterise multiple
omicsprofiles (i.e., trans-omics analyses)225,226 so that several viewsof small
molecule action can be analysed in parallel. Newmethodologies are flour-
ishing to deal with such data (e.g., the study by Argelaguet et al.227) and
yet, these methods mainly adapt existing strategies developed in the past
for single omics experiments, and often draw conclusions from the most
informative data type, while the rest are used as support. It is, thus, fun-
damental to come up with strategies able to capture the coordinated in-
terplay of the many regulatory layers present in biological systems (Fig.
3.4.3).
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Figure 3.4.3: Capturing biological complexity in the form of descriptors. Bioactive chemical
compounds often interact with their molecular targets to exert their function. However biological
complexity spans far beyond protein targets, and long‐range effects have a clear impact on drug
action. At a molecular level, genes and proteins interact, forming complex networks that regulate
physiology. Many of these physical or functional connections and their effects can be captured
by individual biology experiments, while the integration of multi‐omic unmasks the interrelations
between different regulation layers. However, there is a resolution gap where we lose causality
and all we can measure are somehow vague associations between molecules and higher‐order
phenotypic observations, such as a disease state. Depending on the nature of each experimental
readout, different encoding strategies have been optimised to condense such complex biological
data in the form of vector‐like descriptors suitable for modern machine learning. String‐like data,
such as gene sequences or compound SMILES, are often encoded through the use of natural
language models. Structural data, like the one representing protein and chemical structures or
cellular morphology, is better suited for convolutional or graph neural networks. Alternatively,
if the data to be encoded represent relationships between different biological entities, such as
protein networks or compound–gene associations, network embedding techniques seem to yield
the best results. Finally, as the readout of high‐throughput screening experiments, such as drug
sensitivity or cell transcriptomics, yields big numerical matrices, they are best condensed through
the use of autoencoders.

Integrating many levels of biology into a single resource is a daunting
task because one needs to standardise data formats and identifiers, nor-
malise records across different resources and categorise the observations
by applying significance cutoffs (e.g. of differential gene expression). Un-
like chemical data, where we often have millions of molecules with rel-
atively poor annotations, biological databases annotate a relatively small
set of biomolecules with a large number of interactions between them
and associations with other biological entities, such as diseases, pathways,
molecular functions, cells, and tissues. The first successful attempts to or-
ganisemultiple databases into a single resource (e.g., Harmonizome90 and
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Hetionet93) have structured the information in the form of a network, or
knowledge graph, focused on the relationships (edges) between biologi-
cal entities (nodes). However, the magnitude of biological networks is
computationally intractable by traditional graph analysis techniques109
which, also, in this case, has boosted the development of graph embed-
ding approaches to reduce the dimensionality of the data while preserving
the structural information and properties of the network131. Thanks to
these advances, we have been able to release the Bioteque, a resource of bi-
ological network embeddings of unprecedented size and scope290. Biote-
que descriptors are derived from a gigantic heterogeneous network (more
than 450k nodes and 30M edges) that harmonises data extracted from
>150 data sources, including 12 different biological entities (e.g., genes,
diseases, drugs) linked through 67 types of relationships (e.g., ‘drug treats
disease’, ‘gene interacts with gene’). We have shown that this concise rep-
resentation of the data can be used to evaluate and characterise a wide ar-
ray of experimental observations (e.g., drug sensitivity assays), and have il-
lustrated how these omics-based descriptors can be plugged into machine
learning tasks, similar to what is done with their counterparts centred on
proteins and chemical compounds. Also recently, Cantini et al.231 eval-
uated the performance of several embedding methodologies to integrate
continuous multi-omics data (e.g., gene expression, copy number varia-
tion, methylation and miRNA expression). In addition to evaluating the
preservation of the original (raw data) structure, the authors also assessed
their performance in predicting clinical outcomes in a cancer cohort, as
well as classifyingmulti-omics single-cell data from cancer cell lines. They
found that, while the performance of each method significantly changed
depending on the task, a concomitant analysis of multiple datasets (i.e.,
multiple co-inertia analysis)352 was the most consistent across different
benchmarks.

While omics data has provided us with a broad understanding of bi-
ological phenomena, there are biological entities that are not easy to de-
scribe from a molecular perspective, as they usually involve ontological
concepts or high-order functions. Biological pathways, often represented
by gene ontology terms, are commonly embedded by grouping genes that
participate in similar biological processes or have related functional cat-
egories353. Recently, Wang et al.354 introduced an approach in which
multiple gene sets are represented together in the embedding space, us-
ing a protein–protein interaction network as a measure of proximity be-
tween genes. This type of gene set descriptors has shown an improved
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capacity to identify new functionally related gene set members and re-
veal subnetworks with clinical prognostic capacity in sarcoma samples.
At a cellular level, Schubert et al.355 trained a CNN to learn embeddings
of neuron images, where each embedding represented a fragment of the
cell thus capturing the neuron morphology. They proved the power of
these embeddings to identify subcellular compartments, cell types and,
more importantly, detect neuron reconstruction errors. Going one step
up in the hierarchy of the biological organisation, Zitnik and Leskovec229
developed OhmNet, a set of protein descriptors that take into consid-
eration the specific protein–protein interactions within each human tis-
sue, as well as the inter-tissue relationships, so that proteins with simi-
lar network neighbourhoods in similar tissues are placed proximally in
the embedding space. Then, they showed that these tissue-aware pro-
tein descriptors provide more accurate predictions of tissue-specific pro-
tein functions than alternative approaches, making them a powerful tool
to transfer these learned functions to the lesser characterised tissues. In
related work, the same authors have embedded different networks (i.e.,
protein–protein, drug-target and disease-gene interactions) to explore the
mechanisms of action of drugs230. Here, they modelled how drug effects
spread through a hierarchy of biological functions coordinated by the un-
derlying protein–protein interaction network. Thus, for each drug and
disease, they learnt a diffusion profile to identify the key proteins and bio-
logical functions involved in treatment providing a transparent interpre-
tation of the drug therapy.

Formatting heterogeneous data for effective downstream
applications

Theundeniable success ofmulti-omics andmulti-modal implementations
highlights thebenefits of leveragingdifferent layers of information indown-
stream tasks. And yet, biomedical data is as rich in content as heteroge-
neous in format (Fig. 3.4.3). From 1D sequences and 3D structures to bi-
nary associations and high-throughput screenings, the medley of formats
makes data integration far from being a simple task. As already evidenced
in this review, different areas in machine learning are crafting specialised
architectures tailored to extract meaningful information from particular
data formats. Indeed, the latent representation learned and outputted by
these methods offers a convenient way to portray an extensive landscape
of information in a homogeneous, concise, and amenable format for ma-
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chine learning pipelines. Additionally, these vectors can be concatenated
to obtain holistic representations of biological and chemical entities that
can capture different facets of their nature, function, and interactions in
a single numerical vector. Downstream models can then leverage the po-
tential complementary information from various data sources by finding
and exploiting connections between the vectors’ dimensions. Ultimately,
capturing orthogonal information in a harmonised format can conceiv-
ably lead to more effective solutions when addressing current challenges
in drug discovery.

As a proof of concept, we would like to share our participation in the
‘PancancerDrugActivityDREAMchallenge’ launched in 2019 and pub-
lished recently356. Briefly, DREAM challenges are conceived as commu-
nity competitions that, by formatting fundamental questions into time-
limited challenges, foster the scientific community to join and compete
for the best contribution or solution. In the drug activity challenge case,
participants were asked to predict the putative protein targets for a set of
drugs solely from cell post-perturbational readouts, namely cell transcrip-
tomics and cell growth inhibition, being blind to the chemical identity.
We approached this challenge as a data integration exercise, wherewe tried
to represent the transcriptional and sensitivity profiles of the challenge
with a format compatible with cell readouts available from compound li-
braries with known targets. In a nutshell, by finding a common represen-
tation for all the drugs, we could train a model to extract insights from
drug annotations and then predict the target profile of the compounds
in the challenge. While conceptually simple, the particularities existing in
the challenge data raised practical limitations. To begin with, the screen-
ing technology and experimental conditions used in the challenge did not
agree with other publicly accessible screenings, hampering the direct inte-
gration between platforms. This forced us to develop small-scale predic-
tive models to first transform the DREAM challenge data into readout
profiles consonant with those in external resources (we refer the reader to
the original paper356 for a detailed description of the methods). Unfortu-
nately, differences (batch effects) were still perceptible between different
data sources, compromising the generalisability of the final model. Not
only that, the dimensionality between both bioactivity sources was largely
imbalanced (e.g., a few hundred sensitive cell lines against tens of thou-
sandsof genes’ transcriptomics), biassingbioactivity information content357.
To address these inconveniences,weused theChemicalChecker279 pipeline
to encode these bioactivities into low-dimensional vectors. In these new
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spaces, the challenge and annotated drugs were represented in a homoge-
neous and compact vector format (128-dimensions), integrating the dif-
ferent drug sources in a shared space while balancing the volume of infor-
mation from different bioactivity screenings. Reassuringly, we confirmed
that the representation of both bioactivity types in this numerical format
significantly boosted the prediction accuracy of the final model, eventu-
ally scoring among the top performers of the challenge.

Overall, embedding-based descriptors provide a scalable and intuitive
means to capture complex data for biological and chemical entities, being
convenient for integratingheterogeneous levels of information in a format
readily optimised for downstreammachine learning applications.

3.4.4 Concluding remarks

In this article, wehaveprovided anoverviewofmethods to represent chem-
ical and biological entities in a common framework based on numerical
descriptors. Although the approachmay strike as too abstract to researchers
uninitiated in data science, it has the unique advantage of capturing a
number of data points that would otherwise be intractable. On top of
that, this type of representation helps uncover links between entities by
means of simple arithmetic calculations, such as similarity and distance
measures between descriptors or additions to represent higher–order pro-
cesses. The strategy can be applied at the atomistic level (e.g., compound
similarity), as well as the phenotypic level, as first demonstrated by the
connectivity map and LINCS L100038,37 in the context of gene expres-
sion data. Indeed, dissimilarities between chemical and disease perturba-
tion signatures can be leveraged to find small molecules that potentially
revert a specific disease gene expression profile, hence providing support
for drug-disease indications44.
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Figure 3.4.4: Connecting biology and chemistry through molecular descriptors. A common
framework for small molecule and biological descriptors will enable a direct comparison between
compound structures, bioactivity data and biological entities such as protein targets, cell lines or
disease symptoms.

Weenvisage a scenario for computational chemistry andbiologywhere
drug candidates and biological entities will be first described with numer-
ical vectors in the light of the available data, coming either from public
repositories or in-house experiments (Fig. 3.4.4). These data would in-
clude structural features of the molecules and the targets, together with
omics profiles, such as gene expression data, as well as large-scale biolog-
ical networks and ontologies. Data will be linked at different levels with
relatively simple operations, allowing for ultra-large, unbiased and system-
atic identification of the existing connections between the chemical space
and the intricate biological space defined by disease biology.
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4. Discussion

Biological systems are complex. Fortunately, global efforts driven by
the scientific community are providing a wealth of data and knowledge
that can be adopted as meaningful descriptors of biology. Moreover, the
proper integration and harmonisation of this information allows for de-
picting amore comprehensive representationofbiological systems, thereby
providing a means to characterise and face their complexity. On that sub-
ject, network architectures have emerged as appealing frameworks due to
their natural way of representing biological connections, which are intrin-
sic in biological systems. Especially useful has been the network repre-
sentation of protein-protein interactions, as it provides a functional map
where biological measurements (e.g., cell omics readouts) can be anno-
tated and interpreted in the context of the underlying protein systems.
Overall, networks offer a practical and versatile framework to represent
and traverse biological information. In the context of this thesis, we have
adopted network representations as the main frameworks to describe and
exploit the existing biomedical knowledge, willing to offer strategies and
solutions that address current challenges in the biomedicine field.

We started this journey intending to uncover functional insights from
the outcome of pharmacogenomic experiments. In fact, with the iden-
tification of biologically functional determinants of drug response, one
can shed light on the mechanism of action (MoA), favouring the design
of more precise therapies. Unfortunately, while biological networks have
been extensively exploited to delve into protein and disease biology, their
role regarding chemical compounds has beenmostly limited to their ther-
apeutic connection todiseases81,82. Tobridge this gap,wewere inspiredby
network-driven advances in characterisingdiseases’ protein landscapes75,79,78
to develop a strategy to identify functional gene sets (network modules)
associated with drug sensitivity. We applied this to the GDSC dataset33,
one of the most extensive pharmacogenomic panels to date, identifying
functionalmodules for 189drugs. Subsequent analysis demonstrated that
these modules capture relevant genes of the drugs, being tightly related to
the drug MoA and capable of anticipating drug response. More impor-
tantly, we could use these modules to functionally characterise the drugs,
uncovering biological processes associated with their efficacy. Ultimately,
we found these drug modules expressed in transcriptomics profiles from
patient cohorts. According to scientific literature, the expression of these
modules specifically linked thedrug’sMoAto relevant cancer-type-specific
biological processes, highlighting the potential applicability of thesemod-
ules beyond cellular screenings.
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A limitation of our approach is that it is confined to the few tens of
drugs accessible inpharmacogenomicspanels. The truth is that thesenum-
bers are still distant from the thousands of drugs that are currently ap-
proved358, and practically negligible if one considers the billions of com-
pounds that are theoretically accessible from the vast chemical space295.
Unfortunately, thehigh cost and involvementof these experimental screen-
ings make the situation unlikely to change in the short term. Still, some
initiatives38,359 screen thousands of small molecules at the expense of cov-
ering much fewer cell lines. However, given that cell lines define the bio-
logical contexts available in the experiment, a poor representation of their
biological diversity can compromise the robustness of the derived results.
In fact, the lack of cellular variability has been identified as one of themain
culprits behind theweak reproducibility of cell perturbational screenings39,40.
In addition, some cellular properties, such as their division rate, have been
proved to interfere with cell response readouts, raising serious concerns
about the agreementbetweendifferentpharmacogenomicpanels147,149,360.

Nevertheless, even if significant improvements are still to come to the
field, our strategy only provides a partial view of the whole picture. In-
deed, other omics may provide complementary cellular portraits playing
a role in drug response361,362,363, being recently combined in multi-omics
settings to improve prediction performance364,365. However, multi-omics
approaches often require sophisticateddeep learning architectures toprop-
erly integrate and extract the biological information needed for a specific
task of interest. Data obtained at different layers in biology will inevitably
have their particularities, namely distinct numeric representations, distri-
bution shapes, and screening resolutions (e.g., while cell mutational data
is discrete and sparse, cell transcriptomics data is continuous and multi-
modal). Consequently, biological data becomes highly scattered and het-
erogeneous, posing challenges for their integration. More importantly,
this limits our ability to unveil associations between different biological
layers and establish connectionsbetween thesebiological systems andother
domains of knowledge within life sciences.

To ameliorate this situation, we started collecting, harmonising and
integrating data from recognised resources in the biomedical field. This
endeavour led to the consolidation of a gigantic Knowledge Graph (KG),
representing 12 entities and over 60 biomedical associations while cover-
ing about half amillion nodes and∼30M edges from tens of data sources.
To exploit this database effectively, we devised a pipeline that systemati-
cally encodes rational-guided biomedical network paths (metapaths) into
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low-dimensional numerical representations (embeddings). As a result, we
assembled the Bioteque, a resource of precomputed embeddings that, in
its first release, provides over 1,000 descriptors depicting more than 700
distinct biomedical relationships. A significant added value of these repre-
sentations is their ability to retain meaningful information from the KG
in a much-reduced space. By illustration, we showed how our much re-
duced (128 dimensions) cell transcriptomics embeddings could recapitu-
late cells’ tissue of origin and anticipate drug response with a similar level
as raw gene expression profiles (∼15-20k genes). Besides, we also notice
that our descriptors often capture orthogonal information in their dimen-
sional space. For instance, the compound-disease embedding space based
on gene-driven associations partially recapitulates approved drug-disease
treatment pairs, even if the metapath used for this space did not explicitly
explore this information.

The fact that these descriptors can retain relevant biological relation-
ships in their succinct space allows forhighly efficient screeningofbiomed-
ical knowledge. For example, by transforming different PPI network da-
tasets into embeddings, we quickly uncovered domains of knowledge that
were favoured in each dataset, thereby identifying those downstream tasks
in which they are more performant. Likewise, we can itemise this char-
acterisation to each individual association in a network dataset. Indeed,
we used a repertoire of gene-basedmetapath embeddings to annotate and
characterise theHumanReference Interactome (HuRI). Interestingly, by
revealing biological contexts shared within PPIs, we could highlight those
interactions that were particularly surprising considering the biological
evidence collected in our resource. In other words, our descriptors proved
to be an effective tool for identifying (orthogonal) evidence supporting a
given biological connection.

It is a common practice to contextualise experimental data based on
existing knowledge, as it helps to validate some of the results, hence, gain-
ing confidence in the provided insights. Perhaps more interesting, this
assessment provides an initial estimate of the novelty of the data. This
novelty estimate can be particularly crucial for initiatives that periodically
invest time and money to enlarge their datasets. Concretely, the new in-
sights offered in further releases may no longer justify the cost of the as-
say in the long run, according to the Pareto principle366. Nevertheless,
and despite its practical importance, the juxtaposition of new data with
established knowledge is often done unsystematically, which inevitably
increases the risk of biases during the assessment of the results.
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This observation led us to extend our work and build an automatic
web-based tool (named BQsupports) to annotate biomedical support sys-
tematically. By capitalising on the Bioteque resource, this tool can deal
with more than 100 different entity-entity associations and screen, in a
matter of a few hours, up to a million pairs across our collection of meta-
path descriptors. Besides, this tool not only gathers biomedical evidence
behind each observation, helping validate the results, but also reveals the
proportion of potentially novel data. Furthermore, metapath descriptors
able to significantly recapitulate dataset associations will, by definition,
hold great potential for predicting new ones. The intuition behind this
is as follows: if entities sharing a trait of interest are close together in a
given dimensional space, it should be possible to learn simple arithmetic
rules (e.g., distance boundaries) to explore these spaces and, thus, identify
other entities meeting those requirements. As shown in chapter 2, given a
set of interactions sharing a trait of interest (e.g., compounds treating sim-
ilar diseases), one can systematically quantify how this trait is preserved
in different metapaths spaces and identify those more likely to work in
downstream predictive tasks. Notice that this provides an efficient way to
identify features with predictive power for a given dataset interest. Thus,
by incorporating this functionality intoBQsupports, this tool can be used
to identify suitable descriptors for machine learning pipelines.

Of note, embeddings are especially optimised for computational ap-
proaches, as illustrated in chapter 2 with the task of predicting new drug-
disease indications. Concretely, models trained with Bioteque embed-
dings showed a much superior performance than those trained with tra-
ditional descriptors, highlighting the benefits of having concise and ho-
mogeneous representations in the joint modelling of different modalities
(aka multimodal learning357). The joint modelling of drug and disease
pairs was crucial to tackling this exercise. Combining all drug-disease in-
dications in a single training set allowed the model to uncover and learn
universal relationships between these pairs. These insights could then be
‘transferred’ to predicting compounds and diseases with few annotations.
Known as ‘transfer learning’367, this feature can be of utmost importance
in scenarioswhere the lack of positive or negative instances prevents build-
ing robust individual models (i.e., remember that only one-third of the
diseases and half of the drugs had at least one approved indication in the
drug repurposing exercise). Additionally, as a singlemodel is used to learn
the relationship between two entities (e.g., drugs and disease), it canmake
predictions for any new pair combination, even if none of the entities in
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the pair has been seen by the model before. Of course, the model may
provide unfounded predictions if the descriptors of the new pairs are very
distinct from the ones in the training data (i.e., outside the model’s ap-
plicability domain). However, there are ways to assess this limitation a
posteriori 318. Conversely, this is impossible in unimodal settings, where
individual models are built independently for each sample and can only
provide predictions for pairs involving the modelled sample.

While it is true thatmultimodal approachesmay offer substantial ben-
efits, it is not always a trivialmatter to assemble and train them in practice.
Indeed, one of the major challenges comes from the distinct nature of the
data that have to be fused. Consider, for example, the multimodal mod-
elling of drug-protein interactions. While classical chemical fingerprints
(e.g., Morgan fingerprints) describe drugs as flat binary vectors of a few
thousand dimensions, proteins are traditionally described by 2Dmatrices
representing physicochemical properties in their columns and the protein
sequence in their rows. To properly integrate and leverage all these fea-
tures conjointly, one first needs to deal with the heterogeneity and un-
balance of their representations (i.e., drug descriptors are flat binary vec-
tors of thousand dimensions, while proteins are 2D continuous matri-
ces of few tens of dimensions). From a modelling perspective, one can
address this challenge by designing deep learning architectures that will
first intake these representations separately to integrate them later in the
model368. However, this often comes at the expense of computational
complexity, which usually demands technical understanding and compu-
tational power. In this regard, a significant added value of our embedding
collection is that their standardised and reduced format enables the early
integration of heterogeneous biomedical data, smoothing the implemen-
tation of multimodal-based strategies. Not only that, but these embed-
dings can also be concatenated to other numerical descriptors beyond our
resource, creating even more comprehensive representations. As a result,
predictive models can easily benefit from the complementarity and coop-
eration of different features to tackle more complex tasks.

Indeed, there is essential biochemical information that, despite being
undoubtedly informative, cannot be easily incorporated into our network
framework. A clear example is the chemical structure of the compounds,
whichdefines their physicochemical properties, or the amino acid sequence
of theproteins,which intrinsically captures their structure, thus their func-
tion. This data ismore naturally represented in the formof text sequences
(e.g., line notation of amino acids or chemical atoms), images (e.g., 3D co-
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ordinates of amino acids or chemical atoms), or graph representations at
the molecular level (e.g., connecting amino acids or chemical atoms by
edges). Accordingly, recent and startling advances in natural language
processing, computer vision, and graph representation are pioneering a
revolutionary generation of data-driven encoders, able to extract mean-
ingful insights from text, images, and graphs. Eventually, life science dis-
ciplines embraced these breakthroughs and started yielding information-
richdescriptors basedon sequences, structures, andphysicochemical prop-
erties of biological and chemical entities. More importantly, the numeri-
cal properties of these representations are analogous to the ones obtained
from network embeddings (i.e., both provide low-dimensional continu-
ous spaces), making the concatenation of different descriptors straight-
forward. This opens the door for holistic representations, able to charac-
terise, in a numerically condensed manner, multiple layers of biologically
relevant information (e.g., from protein sequence and structure to their
biological functions and interactions). Lured by these appealing repre-
sentations, we devoted our last chapter to reviewing the latest advances in
the characterisation of chemicals, proteins, and other biomedical entities
that can significantly complement the descriptors provided in the Biote-
que resource.

Finally, we have shown how the proper formatting and integration
of different descriptors can be exploited to provide effective solutions to
current challenges in Biomedicine. In particular, we participated in the
Pan-cancer Drug Activity DREAM challenge, aimed at inferring the pro-
tein target profile of drugs solely from cell perturbational readouts. To ad-
dress this challenge, we (i) harmonised and encoded bioactivity data, (ii)
gathered drug target annotations from public libraries, and (iii) trained
a multi-task deep learning model from these data to predict the targets of
theDREAMchallenge drugs. In the end, wemanaged to score among the
top performers of the challenge, and consequently, our contribution was
presented and discussed in a later manuscript356. Although not discussed
in the manuscript, we would like to highlight that a preliminary version
of the Bioteque resource had a significant contribution during the devel-
opment of the final model. Concretely, the KG database proved to be a
convenient entry framework to accommodate the small-scale experimen-
tal data provided by the challenge into the rich amalgam of biomedical
evidence we collected when building the resource. Once accommodated,
we could use our metapath approach to traverse the network and connect
thedrugs of the challenge toother smallmolecules, creating a joint embed-
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ding space for them. Indeed, during the first validation phase of the chal-
lenge, a first prediction based on these embeddings achieved promising re-
sults, ranking among the best performers at thatmoment. Unfortunately,
the constraints imposed by the low data coverage of the challenge vastly
restricted the informationwe could exploit from the KG, limiting further
advances in this strategy. However, after exploring the Bioteque embed-
ding spaces, we could identify protein families over-representedwithin the
top predictions. Naturally, we used this information to guide important
decisions in our strategy, allowing us to boost our final model’s perfor-
mance significantly.

Overall, during the course of this thesis, we have proven how the ex-
isting biological knowledge can be used to digest omics readouts, charac-
terise newbiological observations andpredict newassociationsofbiomed-
ical relevance. And amongour contributions, particularly noteworthyhas
been the consolidation of a gigantic resource of precomputed biomedical
descriptors, conceived with the underlying desire to provide biomedical
knowledge in an effective format for its downstream exploitation. This
was in part motivated by the successful publication of the Chemical
Checker279, a resource that formats bioactivity data from public reposi-
tories to describe small molecules. Indeed, the retrospective exploitation
of previously published data, often in ways not intended by the original
authors, is fundamental in the pursuit of scientific advancement. As it
happens, during the time this thesis was carried out, at least two crucial
scientific breakthroughs powerfully illustrate this fact. In the first quar-
ter of 2020, an unprecedented pandemic shook the globe, becoming the
worst health and economic threat in the 21st century. In a titanic joined
response, the scientific community dug into their domain of knowledge
and expertise and started to leverage sequences369, structures370, interac-
tomes83, omics readouts371,372, drug libraries373, and biomedical litera-
ture374 to provide data, tools, and solutions to face the situation. This
commitment was materialised in the first covid vaccine one year after the
outbreak, a scientific milestone often referred to as a ‘miracle’ by the pub-
lic opinion375,376,377. Concurrently at that time, the AlphaFold2 article
and code were released to the community378, making accessible the in-
sights and details that allowed solving a so-called ‘50-year-old grand chal-
lenge in biology’. Since its publication, an ‘AlphaFold mania’379 haunted
scientists, who started recycling the model in a plethora of new tasks, in-
cluding the prediction of protein interactions380, the study of disordered
regions381, or the ‘hallucination’ of new proteins382.
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Open-source and open-access trends in science encourage the scien-
tific community to think out of the box, uncovering new findings while
bypassing the time and money investment needed for data generation.
It also fosters initiatives to assemble computational tools, models, and
benchmarks intoharmonised ecosystems, serving state-of-the-art solutions
in a unified framework for their exploitation383. Fundamentally, these
computational ecosystems significantly smoothen the implementation of
cutting-edge technologies, bringing them closer to low-resourced coun-
tries384. Taken together, we can state that ‘data parasitism’ is emerging
as a fruitful paradigm of research385. Indeed, the nature of this thesis
deeply resonates with the data parasite ambition. We have devoted our-
selves to elaborating tools and strategies that maximise the information
available in biomedical databases to better comprehend and predict the
present data. But at the same time, we have collected, harmonised, and re-
shaped biomedical data into amore convenient representation. And thus,
we hope other data scientists will benefit from the data and insights pre-
sented in this thesis, contributing, in this way, to future research.
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As stated in theObjectives section, this thesis aims to explore strategies
that efficiently and effectively leverage the existing biological knowledge
to (i) retrospectively shed light on publicly available experiments and (ii)
prospectively exploit the information in different downstream biomedi-
cal tasks and applications.

Accordingly, we have made the following contributions:

1. The implementation of a new strategy to derive functional coordi-
nated gene expression modules, able to characterise drugs’ mecha-
nisms of action through sensitivity-driven gene signatures.

2. The design of a pipeline to systematically encode heterogeneous
biomedical data, yielding a resource of precomputed embeddings
for a dozen of biological and chemical entities that proved to be
valuable in multiple tasks and scenarios.

3. An automated web-based tool to mine existing biomedical knowl-
edge and provide biomedical support to new experimental obser-
vations.

4. A review of state-of-the-art computational representations of pro-
teins, small molecules, and other biological entities, that provide a
complementary view of relevant information not covered in previ-
ous chapters.

5. The development of a computational model able to predict drug
target profiles solely fromcell perturbational readouts, scoringwith
it among the top performers of a DREAM community challenge.

Overall, we have illustrated how the annotated biological knowledge
can be used as a means to effectively mine insights from biological screen-
ings and provided a comprehensive collection of biomedical descriptors
along with tools to better exploit the available information in biological
and chemical databases.
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Figure A.1.1: Cutoffs exploration. aDistribution of gene expression values across the GDSC
cell line panel. The chosen cutoff of 4.4 is shown in red. b Robustness of the previous cutoff,
measured as number of drug‐gene correlations found. Continuous lines correspond to positive
correlations and dashed lines to negative correlations. The colors of the lines denote different
possible zcor values; the chosen one was 3.2 (in blue) (see next panel). c Absolute zcor for the
observed and randomized gene‐drug correlations. We chose a cutoff of 3.2, as it corresponded
to well‐accepted p values of 0.05 and 0.001 in the observed and randomized distributions, re‐
spectively. d (Top panels) The black line denotes the number of drug‐gene pairs encountered in
modules (PCMs and NCMs) as a function of the zcor score cutoff [range 2.5‐3.5]. The continu‐
ous colored lines show the number of drug‐gene pairs ‘conserved’ in the modules as we move
to higher zcor, with respect to the cutoff specified in the legend. On the contrary, dashed lines
denote the genes that are added. (Bottom panels) Normalized version of the top panels, taking
the total number of drug gene pairs (the black line) as a reference (100%).
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Figure A.1.2: Filtering tissue biases. aWe performed a Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
in the drug‐gene correlation distribution and kept the first principal component (PC1, explaining
65.63% of the variance). Then, we correlated the PC1 loadings to basal gene expression of each
CCL (rho). In light of the results, we removed CCLs derived from neuroblastomas, hematopoietic,
bone and small cell lung cancer tissues (in red) due to their characteristic rho values. b Analysis
of the tissue effect in drug‐gene correlations after filtering the most influential tissues. After
the filtering, PC1 explains only 26% of the total variance and none of the tissues is distinctively
correlated.
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Figure A.1.3: Exploring the drug‐gene correlations. aWe counted the number times a posi‐
tively (red) or negatively (blue) correlated gene appeared across drugs and plotted their cumula‐
tive distribution. The dashed black line shows the cutoff applied to identify frequently‐correlated
genes (5%). bWe calculated drug‐gene correlation in an external dataset (CTRP panel) and iden‐
tified positive and negative correlations (+/‐ 3.2 zcor). When mapped CTRP‐correlation pairs on
the GDSC results, CTRP‐positive and CTRP‐negative correlations were also found positively (red)
and negatively (blue) correlated in GDSC, respectively. c Distribution of drug‐gene correlation
medians across tissues for positively (red) and negatively (blue) correlated genes (zcor beyond +/‐
3.2). d Drug‐gene correlation distribution in each tissue. The right‐most boxplot (in red) shows
the correlations using all the tissues. e Afatinib‐ERBB2 correlation across tissues.
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Figure A.1.4: The number of correlated genes depends on the drug response. Median (left)
and median absolute deviation (MAD, right) of 1‐AUC values per drug across CCLs. Results are
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a b

Figure A.1.5: Analyzing the correlation of the drugs’ targets. a Correlation between drugs
and cell surface receptor targets. b Four exemplary drugs whose nominal target gene expression
correlates to cell line sensitivity.
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Figure A.1.6: HotNet module selection. aHotNet statistic for the positively‐correlated mod‐
ule (PCM) detection in Afatinib. Red lines correspond to observed data and blue lines to random
runs. In the right panel, HotNet was run without pre‐filtering. In the left panel, a Reactome‐based
pre‐filtering was applied. b Difference between observed and random HotNet curves (quantified
as the subtraction of areas) across all drugs, with and without the Reactome filtering.
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Figure A.1.7: Analyzing the impact of DIAMOnD compared to HotNet. Number of genes
added by the DIAMOnD step in relation to genes added by HotNet.
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Figure A.1.8: Comparing modules’ size with other gene sets. Number of positively and neg‐
atively correlated genes (PCGs, NCGs) per drug. Number of genes in positively and negatively
correlated modules (PCMs, NCMs), compared to number of genes in KEGG and Reactome path‐
ways.
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Figure A.1.9: Comparing positive and negative correlated gene modules. a Number of mod‐
ules identified per drug (PCMs in red, NCMs in blue). b PCM vs NCM distances within drugs and
between drugs.
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FigureA.1.10: Module‐baseddrug similarity. ‘Similarities’ between drugmodules of different
drug classes. Larger and redder dots denote higher similarities. a Median Jaccard coefficient
between genes [capped at 0.3 in the plot scale]. b Median overlap index (x‐axis with respect to
y‐axis), capped at 0.5.
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Figure A.1.11: Cell sensitivity calling. a Number of sensitive cell lines per drug according to
the GDSC publication. b Predictive capability (AUROC) of the top‐n sensitive cell lines, n ranging
from 1 to 150.
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FigureA.1.12: Drug responseprediction in theGDSC.AUROC for theGDSCdrug predictions
using drug modules (blue) and significant drug‐gene correlations (i.e., full signatures, gray).
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Figure A.1.13: Comparing module‐driven prediction performances with the ones obtained
with full gene expression signatures. Performance of random forest predictors of drug sensitivity
(a predictor was built for each drug; predictions for the top 25, 50 and 100most sensitive cell lines
are shown). (Top) Distribution of AUROC for the predictors using full gene expression profiles
(blue), and module‐specific profiles (red). (Bottom) A paired view of the AUROC values.
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Figure A.1.14: Drug module‐driven enrichments. a Number of enriched Hallmarks (HM)
(p value < 0.01) across MoAs. b,c,d Myc gene expression enrichment in cell lines sensitive to
NPK76‐II‐72‐1, MPS‐1‐IN‐1, and GSK1070916.
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Figure A.1.15: Drug module characterization. a Heatmap showing enrichment scores (odds
ratio) of the positively correlated genes (full signatures) in the Hallmark gene set collection for
3 different drug classes: Mitosis, RTK signaling, and ERK MAPK signaling. White dots denote
significant enrichments (p value < 0.05). bHierarchical clustering between ERK/MAPK inhibitors
drugs according their cell line sensitivity correlations. cNumber of enriched drug modules across
the TCGA cohort (left plot) and cumulative distribution of the number of TCGA patients across
the enriched drug modules (right plot).
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Figure A.1.17: Module distance to drug’s target in different cell regions. Correlation be‐
tween the module distance to the drug target and the proportion of membrane, cytoplasm and
nucleus proteins in positively correlated modules (PCMs; first module). The Venn diagram shows
the proportion of proteins found in each cellular component category. In each correlation plot,
blue dots correspond to drugs targeting a nucleus protein whereas red dots correspond to drugs
targeting a membrane protein. In gray, we show drugs which target is found in both the nucleus
and the membrane. Drugs with higher proportion of membrane proteins in their modules tend
to have their target ‘nearby’ the module (Spearman’s r = ‐0.40), while modules with more nucleus
proteins tend to have more distal targets (r = 0.29).
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A.2 Chapter 3.2

Table A.2.1: Comparing pre‐existing knowledge graphs. *Although our KG includes up to 150
datasets, we selected 66 as a reference to perform the embeddings.

KG dataset Design use case Entities Edges Entity Types Relation Types Datasets
Hetionet Repurp. 47k 2.2M 11 24 29
DRKG Repurp. 97k 5.7M 13 107 34
BioKG General 105k 2M 10 17 13

PharmKG Repurp. 7.6k 500k 3 29 7
OpenBioLink Benchmark 184k 4.7M 7 30 17
Clinical KG Personalized medicine 16M 220M 35 57 35

Bioteque (ours) General 450k 30M 12 67 150 (66*)
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Figure A.2.1: Most popular data in the KG. aNumber of edges (top row) and overlap (bottom
row) between the datasets inside the ‘gene associates with disease’ (GEN‐ass‐DIS, left) and ‘pro‐
tein interacts protein’ (GEN‐ppi‐GEN, right) associations. bMost popular nodes in the KG within
the gene (GEN, blue), compound (CPD, red), disease (DIS, purple) and pathway (PWY, green)
universe. Dataset associations were de‐propagated across the corresponding ontologies (when
possible) before computing the popularity of the nodes.

a b c

Figure A.2.2: Number of relations in the KG. a Number of possible edges between entities
considering all associations and datasets available in the graph. b Theoretical number of metap‐
aths of length 1, 2, 3, and 4. c Number of times that every entity (x‐axis) co‐occurs in a metapath
with another entity (y‐axis). The color scale illustrates the most used entities in each row, red and
blue being the most and less used entities, respectively. The size is proportional to the number
of times a given entity participates in a metapath.
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Figure A.2.3: Agreement between GDSC and CCLE embeddings. a Recovery of the original
GDSC (left) and CCLE (right) network by their corresponding Bioteque embeddings. b Recovery
of the CCLE (left) and GDSC (right) panels using the GDSC embeddings and CCLE embeddings,
respectively. In contrast to Fig. 3.2.5d, embeddings were obtained from a GDSC and CCLE ver‐
sion in which we kept only those genes in common between both panels. c Characterization of
the cell‐gene (CLL‐GEN) similarities for the ‘cell upregulates gene’ (CLL‐upr‐GEN) and ‘cell down‐
regulates gene’ (CLL‐dwr‐GEN) metapath embeddings.
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FigureA.2.4: Metapath importancewhenpredicting newHuRI‐III PPIs. aFeature importance
measured as Shapley values (x‐axis) for each metapath (y‐axis) when predicting HuRI‐III PPIs. The
higher the Shapley value the higher the impact when predicting the correct class. (Left) Mean
absolute Shapley value for each metapath. (Right) Individual Shapley values for each prediction
(i.e., each dot corresponds to a predicted PPI). In the colour scale, red and blue indicate lower and
higher P‐values for the corresponding metapath, respectively. b Pairwise Pearson’s correlation
matrix of the Shapley value vectors for each metapath. The higher the correlation, the higher the
agreement between metapaths when classifying a PPI. c ROC curve obtained from the model.
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Figure A.2.5: Exploring the repoDB dataset. a Cumulative distribution of the number of
treatment indications reported by repoDB v2 for the compounds (CPD, red) and diseases (DIS,
purple). b Top L1 metapaths recapitulating CPD‐CPD (left) and DIS‐DIS (right) treatment sim‐
ilarities. This was measured by assessing (AUROC) how the different embeddings up‐ranked
CPD‐CPD (or DIS‐DIS) pairs associated with the same treatment. The bar plots show the num‐
ber of nodes available by each metapath, colouring those that were covered by the ‘compound
treats disease’ (CPD‐trt‐DIS) network. c Number of unique compounds (CPDs), diseases (DISs)
and edges in the train (repoDB v1) and test (repoDB v2) splits after mapping the entities to the
‘compound interacts protein’ (CPD‐int‐GEN) and ‘disease associates with gene’ (DIS‐ass‐GEN)
embedding universes. d Compounds (left) and diseases (right) of the train split were sorted ac‐
cording to their node degree in the repoDB CPD‐trt‐DIS network. The red line shows the degree
corresponding to 5% of total possible associations. We highlight those compounds and diseases
whose degree exceeded this limit and were, therefore, pruned.
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Figure A.2.6: Additional repoDB prediction results. a Number of compound‐disease (CPD‐
DIS) repurposing pairs from repoDB (v2) (y‐axis) correctly predicted by the Longmodel within the
top 5 positions (x‐axis). In red we color those predictions for which repoDB provides evidence of
having been in clinical trials. b Predictions for all the screened new indications for Verapamil (left)
and Ranolazine (right) drugs ranked (x‐axis) according to the predicted probability given by the
Longmodel (y‐axis). In red we show those new indications validated in repoDB (v2). c Cumulative
distribution (y‐axis) of compounds (left) and diseases (right) according to the ranked position (x‐
axis) of the best predicted disease indication (left) or compound treatment (right) for the Long and
Long‐b models. The rankings are shown in percentages and only for the first 10% of compounds
or disease predictions. Dotted line shows the distribution for those compounds or diseases with
only one positive indication in repodDB (v1). d Classification performance obtained for each
compound (n = 38, left plot) and disease (n = 67, right plot) with multiple (≥5) new indications
reported in repoDB (v2). Box plots indicate median (middle line), 25th, 75th percentile (box), and
max andmin valuewithin the 1.5*25th and 1.5*75th percentile range (whiskers). eWecategorized
the compounds (left) and diseases (right) according to their therapeutic area and disease family (x‐
axis) and showed the ranking of the best predicted indication and treatment (y‐axis), respectively.
Each dot corresponds to either a drug or a disease. The parenthesis in the x‐axis indicates the
total number of drugs or diseases in each class. Box plots indicate median (middle line), 25th,
75th percentile (box), and max and min value within the 1.5*25th and 1.5*75th percentile range
(whiskers). Since the ranking was cut at the closest 10% of predictions, we coloured each drug
or disease by the percentile it represents in the population of the corresponding group.
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Figure A.2.7: Accounting for node degree biases. aUsing the metapath embedding CPD‐trt‐
DIS‐ass‐GEN‐ass‐DIS as reference we calculated 3 other embedding spaces where we removed
the DWPC weights (w/o DWPC), the limitation in the number of edges (w/o pruning) or both
(w/oDWPC,w/o pruning). Looking at the 2D representations (first row)we can see how removing
either theDWPCor the pruning introduces biases in the space according to the node type, making
them cluster separately in the 2D projection and affecting the ability of the space to recapitulate
the original KG (second row). In the last row, we show the association between the average z
score cosine distance of each node (y‐axis) and their normalized degree (i.e., divided by the max
degree within each node type) in the network (x‐axis). Notice that, while it is expected that nodes
with a higher degree will be, by definition, closer to more nodes, the average distance does not
differ more than 1 standard deviation from the average (z scores between ‐1 and 1). However,
removing either the DWPC or the pruning makes higher‐degree nodes much closer, on average,
to any other node in the space. bDistance distribution of the ‘Brain disease’ and ‘Migraine’ nodes
to each of the genes available in the GEN‐ass‐DIS embedding space (obtained from DisGeNET).
From left to right we show the distribution using Euclidean distances, cosine distances (1‐cosine
similarity), and co‐rank quantiles (calculated as specified in theMethods section).
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Encircling the regions of the
pharmacogenomic landscape that
determine drug response
Adrià Fernández-Torras1, Miquel Duran-Frigola1* and Patrick Aloy1,2*

Abstract

Background: The integration of large-scale drug sensitivity screens and genome-wide experiments is changing the
field of pharmacogenomics, revealing molecular determinants of drug response without the need for previous
knowledge about drug action. In particular, transcriptional signatures of drug sensitivity may guide drug
repositioning, prioritize drug combinations, and point to new therapeutic biomarkers. However, the inherent
complexity of transcriptional signatures, with thousands of differentially expressed genes, makes them hard to
interpret, thus giving poor mechanistic insights and hampering translation to clinics.

Methods: To simplify drug signatures, we have developed a network-based methodology to identify functionally
coherent gene modules. Our strategy starts with the calculation of drug-gene correlations and is followed by a
pathway-oriented filtering and a network-diffusion analysis across the interactome.

Results: We apply our approach to 189 drugs tested in 671 cancer cell lines and observe a connection between
gene expression levels of the modules and mechanisms of action of the drugs. Further, we characterize multiple
aspects of the modules, including their functional categories, tissue-specificity, and prevalence in clinics. Finally, we
prove the predictive capability of the modules and demonstrate how they can be used as gene sets in
conventional enrichment analyses.

Conclusions: Network biology strategies like module detection are able to digest the outcome of large-scale
pharmacogenomic initiatives, thereby contributing to their interpretability and improving the characterization of the
drugs screened.

Background
Gene expression profiling has become a mainstay ap-
proach to characterize cell properties and status, unveil-
ing links between gene activities and disease phenotypes.
Early efforts were channeled into discovering transcrip-
tional signatures that are specific to a disease state. This
work involved the comparison of a relatively small num-
ber of diseased and healthy samples [1]. Although pro-
viding a rich account of disease biology, these studies
have failed to yield better drug therapies, as causality
and response to drug perturbations cannot be inferred

directly from two-state (diseased vs. healthy) differential
gene expression analysis [2, 3]. To address this issue, ini-
tiatives have flourished to profile the basal gene expres-
sion levels of hundreds of cell lines, together with their
response to treatment over an array of drug molecules
using a simple readout such as growth rate [4–7]. Pro-
vided that the panel of cell lines is large enough, this ap-
proach allows for a new type of gene expression analysis
where basal expression levels are correlated to drug re-
sponse phenotypes. A series of recent studies demon-
strate the value of this strategy for target identification,
biomarker discovery, and elucidation of mechanisms of
action (MoA) and resistance [8–13].
The largest cell panels available today are derived from

cancerous tissues, since a crucial step towards personal-
ized cancer medicine is the identification of transcrip-
tional signatures that can guide drug prescription.
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However, current signatures are composed of several
hundred genes, thereby making them difficult to inter-
pret, harmonize across platforms, and translate to clin-
ical practice [14–16]. Recent assessment of sensitivity
signatures for over 200 drugs [9] revealed that key genes
include those involved in drug metabolism and trans-
port. Intended therapeutic targets, though important, are
detected in only a fraction of signatures, and cell line tis-
sue of origin has been identified as a confounding factor
throughout the signature detection procedure. In prac-
tice, the length of the signatures largely exceeds the
number of sensitive cell lines available for each drug,
which often yields inconsistent results between cell
panels from different laboratories [14]. The current chal-
lenge is to filter and characterize transcriptional signa-
tures so that they become robust, informative, and more
homogeneous, while still retaining the complexity (hence
the predictive power) of the original profiles [17].
Network biology offers means to integrate a large

amount of omics data [18]. Most network biology capi-
talizes on the observation that genes whose function is
altered in a particular phenotype tend to be
co-expressed in common pathways and, therefore,
co-localized in specific network regions [19]. Following
this principle, it has been possible to convert
genome-wide signatures to network signatures, or mod-
ules, that are less noisy and easier to interpret [20].
Raphael and co-workers, for instance, developed an algo-
rithm to map cancer mutations on biological networks
and identify “hot” regions that distinguish functional
(driver) mutations from sporadic (passenger) ones [21].
Califano’s group combined gene expression data with
regulatory cellular networks to infer protein activity [22].
Overall, network-based methods come in many flavors
and offer an effective framework to organize the results
of omics experiments [23].
While many genes and proteins have enjoyed such a

network-based annotation (being circumscribed within
well-defined modules such as pathways and biological
processes), drug molecules remain mostly uncharacter-
ized in this regard. For a number of drugs, the mechan-
ism of action is unclear [3] and off-targets are often
discovered [24]. Recent publications of drug screens
against cancer cell line panels, and the transcriptional
signatures that can be derived from there, provide a
broader view of drug activity and enable the full imple-
mentation of network biology techniques. Here we
undertake the task of obtaining and annotating tran-
scriptional modules related to 189 drugs. We show how
these modules are able to capture meaningful aspects of
drug biology, being robust to inherent biases caused by,
for example, the cell’s tissue of origin, and having a tight
relationship to mechanisms of action and transportation
events occurring at the membrane. Finally, we perform a

series of functional enrichment analyses, which contrib-
ute to a better understanding of the molecular determi-
nants of drug activity.

Methods
Data preparation and drug-gene correlations
We collected gene expression and drug response data
from the GDSC resource (https://www.cancerrxgene.
org). We first discarded those genes whose expression
levels were low or stable across cell lines (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S1A). To this end, we analyzed the
distribution of basal expression of each gene in every
CCL and filtered out those with an expression level
below 4.4 (log2 units) across the panel (see Additional
file 1: Figure S1B for a robustness analysis). Regarding
drug response data, GDSC provides measurements of
cell survival at a range of drug concentrations (area
under the dose-response curve (AUC)). Since this meas-
ure is inversely proportional to drug sensitivity (i.e., the
more sensitive the cell, the shorter its survival), we used
the 1-AUC as a measure of potency. Thus, positive cor-
relations denote drug sensitivity caused by gene overex-
pression while negative correlations indicate that
sensitivity is associated with gene underexpression.
Recent studies report a confounding effect of certain

tissues in the global analysis of drug-gene correlations
[9]. In order to identify these potential biases in our
dataset, we performed a principal component analysis
(PCA) on the matrix of raw drug-gene correlations
(Pearson’s between 1-AUC and gene expression
units). Then, we correlated the loadings of the first PC
with gene expression values for each CCL. Finally, we fil-
tered out CCLs belonging to tissues that were strongly
correlated to the drug-gene correlation profiles (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S2A). We removed leukemia, mye-
loma, lymphoma, neuroblastoma, small cell lung cancer
(SCLC), and bone CCLs. In addition, we considered only
drugs with sensitivity measurements available for at least
400 CCLs, as recommended by Rees et al. [9].
After this filtering process, we recalculated, for each

drug-gene pair, the Pearson’s correlation between basal
gene expression and 1-AUC drug potencies across CCLs.
We applied Fisher’s z-transformation to the correlation
coefficients in order to account for variation in the num-
ber of CCLs available for each drug [25]. Overall, we ob-
tained positive and negative drug-gene correlations for
217 drugs and 15,944 genes across a total of 671 CCLs.
Drug-gene correlations (zcor) beyond ± 3.2 were consid-
ered to be significant (Additional file 1: Figures S1C and
S1D shows that this cutoff is a robust choice).

Frequently correlated genes
For each gene, we counted the number of correlated
drugs (zcor beyond ± 3.2) and inspected the resulting
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cumulative distribution (Additional file 1: Figure S3).
Genes at the 5% end of the distribution were considered
to be “frequently correlated genes” (FCGs). We found
869 positive and 799 negative FCGs, which were re-
moved from further analyses. Finally, we performed en-
richment analyses on those genes using the Gene
Ontology database [26] and the DAVID toolbox (https://
david.ncifcrf.gov/summary.jsp) (hypergeometric tests).

Tissue-specific correlations
First, we split the CCL panel into sets of CCLs belonging
to the same tissue. We then calculated drug-gene corre-
lations (zcor) separately for each of the 13 tissues repre-
sented in our dataset. In order to verify that measures of
positively correlated genes (PCGs) and negatively corre-
lated genes (NCGs) were consistent across tissues, we
calculated the median zcor across tissues for each
drug-PCG/NCG pair. In general, tissue-specific correla-
tions had the same “direction” (i.e., same sign of zcor) as
the global correlation used throughout the study (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S4A, left panel).

Drug-target correlations
We obtained drug targets from the GDSC resource (dis-
ambiguating them with DrugBank [27], when necessary).
We assigned at least one target to 202 of the 217 drugs.
We focused on the zcor correlation of the targets to
check whether target expression (positively) correlates
with drug sensitivity. When more than one target was
annotated per drug, we kept the maximum correlation.
To validate the statistical significance of this measure,
we randomly sampled genes (corresponding to the num-
ber of known targets per drugs; here again, we kept the
maximum correlation). This process was repeated 1000
times for each drug. The mean and the standard devi-
ation of this null distribution were used to derive a
z-score, making results comparable between drugs.

Drug module detection
After removing frequently correlated genes from the list
of drug-gene correlations, we kept 182 [median; Q1: 84,
Q3: 372] positively and 122 [median; Q1: 41, Q3: 337]
negatively correlated genes (PCGs, NCGs) per drug. Fur-
ther, we used correlation values (zcor) to run a gene-set
enrichment analysis (GSEA) [28] for each drug and iden-
tify the genes that participate in enriched Reactome
pathways [29, 30]. We only considered Reactome path-
ways composed of at least 5 genes. Then, for each drug,
we kept the significantly correlated genes found in any
of the enriched pathways (P value < 0.01). The resulting
GSEA-filtered list of genes retained 100 [median; Q1: 49,
Q3: 277] positive and 77 [median; Q1: 30, Q3: 221]
negative correlations per drug. Then, taking the zcor
values as input scores, we submitted the GSEA-filtered

list of genes to HotNet2 [31], using a high-confidence
version of STRING [32] (confidence score > 700). We
ran HotNet2 iteratively, keeping the largest module and
removing its genes for the next iteration, until the mod-
ules had fewer than 5 genes or were not statistically sig-
nificant (p value > 0.05). To recall strong drug-gene
correlations “proximal” to the drug modules (missed,
most likely, by the incomplete coverage of Reactome),
we used the DIAMOnD module-expansion algorithm
[29]. We considered only genes that (i) were correlated
to the drug response, (ii) were not present in any of the
Reactome pathways, and (iii) were in the top 200 closest
genes to the module, according to DIAMOnD (this cut-
off was proposed by the authors of DIAMOnD based on
orthogonal functional analyses). Hence, we obtained at
least one positively correlated module for 175 of the
drugs (48 genes [median; Q1: 23, Q3: 83]) and one nega-
tively correlated module for 154 of the drugs (40 genes
[median; Q1: 21, Q3: 78]). Robustness analysis of this
procedure is found in Additional file 1: Figure S1D. A
GMT list of the drug modules can be found in Add-
itional file 2. The correlation values of the genes in the
drug modules are available in Additional file 3.

Distances between drug targets and modules
DIAMOnD [29] provides a list of genes sorted by their
network-based proximity to the module. Accordingly,
we retrieved from the STRING interactome the top clos-
est 1450 genes (~ 10% of the largest connected compo-
nent of the network) for every drug module. We then
checked the ranking of drug targets in the resulting
DIAMOnD lists, (conservatively) taking the median
value when more than one target was available. To as-
sess the proximity of drug targets to the modules, we
measured distances to three different sets of random
proteins. The first random set corresponded to the
STRING proteome. For the second, we collected all
genes defined as Tclin or Tchem in the Target Central
Resource Database [33] (i.e., “druggable proteins”). Fi-
nally, the third random set included all pharmacologic-
ally active drug targets reported in DrugBank (https://
www.drugbank.ca/).

Distances between modules
We calculated distances between positively and nega-
tively correlated modules separately using the network
distance proposed by Menche et al. [34]. This distance
measure is sensitive to the number of genes (size) in-
cluded in the modules. To normalize this measure, we
devised the following procedure. First, we grouped drug
modules on the basis of their size. Then, for each mod-
ule, we calculated the distribution of shortest distances
from each gene to the most central one [35]. We used
this distribution to sample random modules from the
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network. When the distribution constraint could not be
fully met, we used the DIAMOnD algorithm [29] to re-
trieve the remaining genes (50% of the genes at max-
imum). We repeated this process to obtain 10 random
modules of each size. Next, we distributed the random
modules into ranges (intervals) of 5 (i.e., from 10 to 14
genes, from 15 to 19, etc.; 50 random modules per inter-
val). Then, for each pair size, we randomly retrieved 100
pairs of modules and calculated the network-based dis-
tance between them. The mean and standard deviation
of the distances at each pair size were used to normalize
the observed distances, correspondingly (z-score
normalization) (we checked that 100 random pairs were
sufficient to approximate the mean and standard devi-
ation of the population). The more negative the network
distance (dnet), the more proximal the modules are. We
provide the network distances as an Additional file 4.

Drug response prediction using drug modules
We performed drug response predictions in the GDSC
dataset by using drug modules (only first PCMs and
NCMs, to make results comparable between drugs). We
devised a simple GSEA-like predictor in which CCLs
were evaluated for their up-/downregulation of the mod-
ules, correspondingly. To this end, we first normalized
the expression of each gene across the CCL panel
(z-score). Then, for each drug, we ranked CCLs based
on the GSEA enrichment scores (ES), taking drug mod-
ules as gene sets. To evaluate the ranking, we chose the
top 25, 50, and 100 CCLs based on the known drug sen-
sitivity profile. Performance was evaluated using the
AUROC metric. Results were compared to those ob-
tained with positively and negatively correlated genes
(PCG, NCG) from the full signatures (zcor beyond ± 3.2).
To check whether modules derived from GDSC

generalize to other CCL panels, we applied the same
procedure to the Cancer Therapeutics Response Portal
(CTRP) (https://ocg.cancer.gov/programs/ctd2/data-por-
tal). As done with the GDSC panel, we removed all
CCLs derived from neuroblastomas, hematopoietic,
bone, and small cell lung cancer tissues, leaving a total
of 636 CCLs, 397 in common with our GDSC panel (67
drugs in common). Drug response predictions for CTRP
were performed as detailed above. We used the best ES
among all modules associated with the drug. In addition,
we did the analysis using CCLs exclusive to CTRP (i.e.,
not shared with the GDSC panel).

Module enrichment in Hallmark gene sets
We downloaded the Hallmark gene set collection from
the Molecular Signature Database (MSigDB) of the
Broad Institute http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/
index.jsp). We evaluated each gene set independently
using a hypergeometric (Fisher’s exact) test (first and

second modules were merged, when applicable; the gene
universe was that of GDSC). Enrichments can be found
in the Additional file 5.

Drug module enrichments in the TCGA cohort
We downloaded gene expression data (median z-scores)
for 9788 patients and 31 cancer tissues from the Pan-
Cancer Atlas available in the cBioPortal resource (http://
www.cbioportal.org). “Presence” or “expression” of the
module in each patient was evaluated using GSEA (P
value < 0.001), ensuring that the direction (up/down) of
the enrichment score corresponded to the “direction” of
the module (PCM/NCM). For a complete list of enrich-
ment results, please see Additional file 6 (results are or-
ganized by tumor type). Further, to identify associations
between drug modules and cancer driver genes, we
checked whether patients “expressing module of drug X”
(P value < 0.001) were “harboring a mutation in driver
gene Y” (Fisher’s exact test). We considered 113 driver
genes (obtained as described in [36], using the “known”
flag) (Additional file 7).

Characterization of drug modules
In order to characterize drug modules from different
perspectives, we designed 21 features belonging to the
following categories: (i) General features derived directly
from the pharmacogenomics panel, (ii) Network features
related to network measures such as topological proper-
ties, and (iii) Biological features encompassing a series of
orthogonal analyses related to drug biology. For more
information, please see Additional file 8 and its corre-
sponding legend.

Results and discussion
The Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC) is
the largest cancer cell line (CCL) panel available to date
[8]. This dataset contains drug sensitivity data
(growth-inhibition, GI) for 265 drugs screened against
1001 cell lines derived from 29 tissues, together with
basal transcriptional profiles of the cells (among other
omics data). Aware of the work by Rees et al. [9], we first
looked for the dominant effect of certain tissues in de-
termining associations between drug response and gene
expression. We found that CCLs derived from neuro-
blastoma, hematopoietic, bone, and small cell lung can-
cers may confound global studies of drug-gene
correlations due to their unspecific sensitivity to drugs
(Additional file 1: Figure S2A). These tissues were ex-
cluded from further analyses. We also excluded genes
whose expression levels were low or constant across the
CCL panel and drugs tested against fewer than 400
CCLs (see the “Methods” section for details). As a result,
we obtained a pharmacogenomic dataset composed of
217 drugs, 15,944 genes, and 671 CCLs.
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Following the conventional strategy to analyze phar-
macogenomic datasets, we calculated independent
drug-gene associations simply by correlating the expres-
sion level of each gene to the potency of each drug (area
over the growth-inhibition curve; 1-AUC) across the
CCL panel. We used a z-transformed version of Pear-
son’s , as recommended elsewhere [25]. Figure 1a
shows the pair-wise distribution of the z-correlation
(zcor) measures between the 15,944 genes and the 217
drugs. We validated the correlations identified in the
GDSC panel on an independent set by applying the same
protocol to the Cancer Therapeutic Response Portal
(CTRP) panel [9] (Additional file 1: Figure S4B). To
identify the strongest drug-gene associations, we set a
cutoff of ± 3.2 zcor, based on an empirical null distribu-
tion obtained from randomized data (see Additional file
1: Figure S1C and the “Methods” section). Please note
that this is a widely adopted procedure that is not de-
signed to detect single drug-gene associations (which
would require multiple testing correction) [37]. Instead,

and similar to signature identification in differential gene
expression analysis, the goal is to identify sets of genes
that are (mildly) correlated with drug response. For each
drug, we obtained a median (Med) of 249 positively cor-
related genes [first quartile (Q1): 120, third quartile
(Q3): 584], and Med of 173 negatively correlated genes
[Q1: 59, Q3: 484] (Fig. 1b). Some drugs, like the BRAF
inhibitor dabrafenib, or the EGFR inhibitor afatinib, had
over 1500 positively and negatively correlated genes,
while others, like the antiandrogen Bicalutamide or the
p38 MAPK inhibitor Doramapimod, had hardly a dozen.
We observed that the number of genes that correlate
with drug response strongly depends on the drug class
(Fig. 1c), EGFR and ERK-MAPK signaling inhibitors be-
ing the classes with the largest number of associated
genes, and JNK/p38 signaling and chromatin histone
acetylation inhibitors being those with the fewest corre-
lations. This variation may be partially explained by the
range of drug potency across the CCL panel, as it is
“easier” to detect drug-gene correlations when the drug

A

D E

B C

Fig. 1 Analysis of drug-gene correlations. a Observed drug-gene correlation distribution (purple) and randomized drug-gene correlation
distribution (blue) (random permutation of expression values). Vertical lines denote the percentiles 5 and 95 of each distribution. b The left panel
shows the “number of correlated genes per drug”, while the right panel shows the “number of correlated drugs per gene”. In the left panel, one
can read, for example, that there are about 25 drugs (y-axis) with at least 1250 correlated genes (x-axis). Likewise, in the right panel, one can read
that about 4000 genes (y-axis) are correlated to at least 10 drugs (x-axis). c Number of positively (red) and negatively (blue) correlated genes
across drug classes. d Positively correlated targets (see the “Methods” section for details on the z-score normalization procedure of this correlation
measure). Each dot represents one drug-target correlation. A full account of drug-target annotations is provided in Additional file 8. The red
boxplot shows the background (random) distribution. e Drug-gene correlations (zcor) between afatinib/gefitinib and the epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) across tissues. In the upper plots, we show the drug sensitivity (1-AUC) across tissues. In the middle plots, we show basal gene
expression of EGFR across tissues. Bottom plots show the Afatinib/Gefitinib-EGFR correlation. The rightmost values refer to the correlation when
all tissues are considered (Global). Size of the bubbles is proportional to the number of CCLs in each tissue
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has a wide sensitivity spectrum (Additional file 1: Figure
S5).
Similarly, analysis of independent drug-gene correla-

tions suggests that some genes are positively correlated
to many drugs. For instance, we found 5% of the genes
to be associated with more than 10% of the drugs (Fig. 1b
and Additional file 1: Figure S3). The transcripts of these
“frequent positively correlated genes” are enriched in
membrane processes, specifically focal adhesion (P value
< 5.2 × 10−12) and extracellular matrix (ECM)
organization (P value < 5 × 10−16), including subunits of
integrin, caveolin, and platelet-derived growth factors
(PDGFs). These genes determine, among others, the ac-
tivation of Src kinases [38–41]. Overall, ECM proteins
are known to play an important role in tumor prolifera-
tion, invasion, and angiogenesis [42, 43] and are often
involved in the upstream regulation of cancer pathways
[44] such as PI3K/mTOR [38–40], MAPK [39], and Wnt
signaling [45], and in cell cycle and cytoskeleton regula-
tion [46]. It is thus not surprising that ECM genes deter-
mine drug response in a rather unspecific manner.
On the other hand, “frequent negatively correlated

genes” are associated with small molecule metabolism
(xenobiotic metabolic processes, P value < 3.2 × 10−3). In
this group, we found, among others, the cytochrome
CYP2J2 and the GSTK1 and MGST glutathione transfer-
ases, which are highly expressed in cancers and known
to confer drug resistance through their conjugating ac-
tivity [47–50]. Following other studies that reported
similar results [9], we checked for the presence of multi-
drug transporters (MDTs). Reassuringly, we found the
efflux pump transporter ABCC3 and a total of 27 differ-
ent solute carriers (SLCs) to be negatively correlated to
the potency of many drugs. Of note, we also found the
ABCA1 transporter and other 8 SLCs to be among the
frequent positively correlated genes, thus emphasizing
the key role of transporters and carriers in determining
drug potency.
All of the above suggests that systematic analysis of in-

dependent drug-gene correlations is sufficient to high-
light unspecific determinants of drug sensitivity and
resistance (i.e., frequent positively and negatively corre-
lated genes). However, while these determinants are rec-
ognized to play a crucial role, they do not inform
targeted therapies, as they are usually unrelated to the
mechanism of action of the drug. Thus, we assessed
whether measuring drug-gene correlations would also be
sufficient to elucidate drug targets, i.e., we tested
whether the expression level of the target correlates with
the potency of the drug. Since most drugs had more
than one annotated target, to measure significance, we
randomly sampled 1000 times an equal number of genes
and derived an empirical z-score (see the “Methods”
section). Figure 1d shows that the expression level of

most drug targets did not correlate with drug response.
In fact, only ~ 10% of the drugs had “positively corre-
lated targets” (z-score > 1.9, P value ~ 0.05). Remarkably,
the 6 EGF pathway inhibitors in our dataset were among
these drugs, as were 3 of the 4 IGF pathway and 3 of the
21 RTK pathway inhibitors. We noticed that the molecu-
lar targets for these pathways were usually cell surface
receptors, e.g., EGFR, IGFR, ALK, ERBB2, MET, and
PDGFRA. Overall, of the 20 drugs with positively corre-
lated targets, 13 bind to cell surface receptors, showing a
propensity of drug-gene correlations to capture mem-
brane targets (odds ratio = 15.13, P value = 1.9 × 10−7). In
Additional file 1: Figure S6, we show how this trend is
driven mostly by the over-expression of the target on the
cell surface.
The relatively small number of positively correlated

targets illustrates how the analysis of expression levels
alone is insufficient to reveal MoAs, especially when the
drug target is located downstream of the cell surface re-
ceptors in a signaling pathway. Some authors have sug-
gested that the tissue of origin of the cells might play a
confounding role in defining drug response signatures.
To address this notion, we repeated the calculation of
Pearson’s zcor correlations separately for each of the 13
tissues in our dataset. In general, the trends observed at
the tissue level were consistent with the global trends,
although tissue-specific correlations were milder due to
low statistical power (i.e., few cell lines per tissue) (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S4A, right panel). Accordingly, we
confirmed that none of the tissues had a globally domin-
ant effect on the measures of drug-gene correlations
(Additional file 1: Figure S2B) and verified that certain
tissue-specific associations were still captured by the
analysis. For instance, going back to the targeting of
EGFR (which was positively correlated with Afatinib and
Gefinitib), we show in Fig. 1e that the “global” correl-
ation can be partly attributed to non-small cell lung can-
cer (NSCLC) cells (zcor > 1.96, P value < 0.05). Indeed,
afatinib and gefitinib have an approved indication for
NSCLC. Both drugs correlate with EGFR also in the
aerodigestive tract, an observation reported in an inde-
pendent study dedicated to the discovery of drug-tissue/
mutation associations (ACME) [7]. Moreover, and con-
sistent with recent findings [51–54], gefitinib has a sig-
nificant correlation to EGFR in breast cancers, whereas
afatinib correlates with this target in pancreatic CCLs.
Afatinib, in turn, is associated with ERBB2 in breast
CCLs, as also confirmed by ACME analysis (Additional
file 1: Figure S4C).

From drug-gene correlations to drug modules
The previous analysis demonstrates that conventional
drug-gene correlations do not directly identify drug tar-
gets and suggests that standard transcriptional drug
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signatures contain unspecific and indirect correlations
that may mislead mechanistic interpretation. Recent ad-
vances in network biology precisely tackle these prob-
lems, as they can (i) filter signatures to make them more
functionally homogeneous and (ii) allow for the meas-
urement of network distances so that genes proximal to
the target can be captured and connected to it, even if
the expression of the target itself is not statistically asso-
ciated with the drug.
Hence, we set to mapping drug-gene correlations onto

a large protein-protein interaction (PPI) network, retain-
ing only genes that could be grouped in network mod-
ules (i.e., strongly interconnected regions of the
network). In the “Methods” section, we explain in detail
the module detection procedure. In brief, starting from
drug-gene correlations (Fig. 2A), we first filtered out
those genes whose expression was frequently (and
unspecifically) correlated to the potency of many drugs
(Additional file 1: Figure S3). This reduced the number
of associations to 182 [median; Q1: 84, Q3: 372] posi-
tively and 122 [median; Q1: 41, Q3: 337] negatively cor-
related genes per drug, respectively. Next, in order to
identify genes acting in coordination (i.e., participating
in enriched Reactome pathways [29, 30]), we adapted
the gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) algorithm [28]
to handle drug-gene correlations (instead of gene ex-
pression fold-changes) (Fig. 2B). The resulting
GSEA-filtered list of genes kept 100 [median; Q1: 49,
Q3: 277] positive and 77 [median; Q1: 30, Q3: 221]
negative correlations per drug. After this filtering, we
submitted this list to HotNet2 [31], a module detection
algorithm that was originally developed for the identifi-
cation of recurrently mutated subnetworks in cancer pa-
tients (Fig. 2C; Additional file 1: Figure S7 shows the
importance of the Reactome-based filtering previous to
HotNet2). As a reference network (interactome) for Hot-
Net2, we chose a high-confidence version of STRING
[32], composed of 14,725 proteins and 300,686 interac-
tions. HotNet2 further filtered the list of genes corre-
lated to each drug, keeping only those that were part of
the same network neighborhood. Finally, we used the
DIAMOnD module expansion algorithm [29] to recover
strong drug-gene correlations that had been discarded
along the process. Although this step made a relatively
minor contribution to the composition of the modules
(less than 5% of the genes; Additional file 1: Figure S8),
we did not want to lose any strong association caused by
the limited coverage of the Reactome database (Fig. 2D).
Our pipeline yielded at least one “positively correlated

module” (PCM) for 175 of the 217 drugs (48 genes [me-
dian; Q1: 23, Q3: 83]). Similarly, we obtained “negatively
correlated modules” (NCMs) for 154 of the drugs (40
genes [median; Q1:21, Q3:78]). Thus, compared to the
original signatures, drug modules are considerably

smaller (80% reduction) (Fig. 3a) and are commensurate
with manually annotated pathways in popular databases
(Additional file 1: Figure S9). For roughly two thirds of
the drugs, we obtained only one PCM and one NCM.
For the remaining drugs, a second (usually smaller)
module was also identified (Additional file 1: Figure
S10A). The complete list of drug modules can be found
in Additional file 2. Pair-wise drug-gene correlations of
the modules are listed as Additional file 3. Additionally,
the code of the module-detection pipeline is available at:
https://github.com/sbnb-lab-irb-barcelona/GDSC-drug-
modules.

Drug modules are tightly related to mechanisms of action
To assess the mechanistic relevance of drug modules,
we measured their distance to the corresponding drug
targets, i.e., we formulated the hypothesis that drug tar-
gets should be “proximal” to dysregulated network re-
gions. To this end, we used the DIAMOnD algorithm
again [29], this time to retrieve, for each drug, a list of
genes ranked by their proximity to the corresponding
drug module(s) (see the “Methods” section). Figure 3b
shows that drug targets are remarkably up-ranked in
these lists, making them closer to the drug modules than
any other set of random proteins, including druggable
genes and pharmacological receptors [33], which usually
have prominent positions in the PPI network due to the
abundant knowledge available for them. In 82% of the
PCMs, the corresponding targets were among proximal
proteins (top decile), which means a dramatic increase
in mechanistic interpretability compared to the 12.25%
of drugs that could be linked to their targets via conven-
tional analysis of drug-gene correlations.
A unique feature of drug modules is that

network-based distances can be natively measured be-
tween them [34]. We computed the distance between
drug modules pair-wise (Additional file 4) and grouped
them by drug class (Fig. 3c) (see the “Methods” section
and alternative statistical treatments in Additional file 1:
Figure S11). The diagonal of Fig. 3c clearly indicates that
drugs belonging to the same category tend to have
“proximal” modules (some of them in a highly specific
manner, like in the case of ERK-MAPK signaling cascade
inhibitors). Most interestingly, we could observe proxim-
ities between modules belonging to different drug clas-
ses. For instance, modules of drugs targeting RTK
signaling were “located” near to those of drugs affecting
genome integrity, in good agreement with recently re-
ported cross-talk between these two processes [55, 56].
Likewise, and as proposed by some studies [57–59],
IGFR-related drugs were “proximal” to drugs affecting
cell replication events such as mitosis, cell cycle, and
DNA replication.
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Drug modules retain the ability to predict drug response
We have shown that drug modules are related to the
MoA of the drug, but the question remains as to the ex-
tent to which they retain the predictive capabilities of
the full transcriptional profiles/signatures. In the CCL
setting, gene expression profiles are valuable predictors
of drug response [5, 11, 60] and crucially contribute to
state-of-the-art pharmacogenomic models. To test
whether our (much smaller) drug modules retained pre-
dictive power, we devised a simple drug sensitivity pre-
dictor based on the GSEA score (see the “Methods”
section). In brief, given a drug, we tested whether cell

lines sensitive to a certain drug were enriched in the cor-
responding drug modules. We expect genes in PCMs to
be over-expressed in sensitive cell lines and those in
NCMs to be under-expressed. Analogously, we took the
positively and negatively correlated genes from the full
drug-gene associations (signatures) and also performed a
GSEA-based prediction. To nominate a cell “sensitive”
to a certain drug, we ranked CCLs by their sensitivity
and kept the top n CCLs, n being 25, 50, or 100, based
on the distribution of sensitive cell lines provided by the
authors of the GDSC (Additional file 1: Figure S12A).
This simple binarization is, in practice, proportional to

A

B

C D

Fig. 2 Methodological pipeline to identify drug modules. (A) The process of obtaining modules starts with the calculation of z-transformed
Pearson’s correlation (zcor) between gene expression and drug sensitivity data for each drug-gene pair. Correlations (zcor) beyond ± 3.2 are
considered to be significant. (B) We then run a gene-set enrichment analysis (GSEA) for each drug in order to identify genes that participate in
enriched Reactome pathways. (C) GSEA-filtered genes are submitted to HotNet2 on the STRING interactome in order to identify drug modules.
(D) Finally, modules are expanded (when possible) using the DIAMOnD algorithm to recall the few correlated genes that might have been
excluded in step C as a result of the limited coverage of the Reactome database. This final step has a minor impact on the composition of
the module
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more sophisticated “sensitive/resistant” categorizations
such as the waterfall analysis [14], and it yields predic-
tion performance metrics comparable between drugs.
Additional file 1: Figure S13 suggests that, when ap-

plied to the GDSC, drug module enrichment analysis
can classify sensitive cell lines with high accuracy, espe-
cially for the top 25 sensitive cell lines (area under the
ROC curve (AUROC) 0.77), which is a notable achieve-
ment considering that drug modules are 80% smaller
than the original signatures. To assess the applicability
of our modules outside the GDSC dataset, we performed
an external validation with the CTRP panel of cell lines.
About 37% of our drugs were also tested in this panel.

In CTRP, drug sensitivity is measured independently of
GDSC, which poses an additional challenge for predic-
tion as a result of experimental inconsistencies [14]. Of
the CCLs, 397 are shared between GDSC and CTRP,
and gene expression data are also measured independ-
ently. We performed the GSEA-based sensitivity predic-
tion for all CTRP CCLs. Figure 3d and e show the
distribution of prediction performances for the 70 drugs,
and illustrative ROC curves corresponding to four drugs
(namely Daporinad, Vorinostat, I-BET-762 and Doce-
taxel), respectively. We found that, when focusing on
the top 25 sensitive CCLs, over a quarter of the drugs
had AUROC > 0.7, including Daporinad. Acceptable

A C

B

E

D

Fig. 3 Global drug module analysis. a Number of genes in positively and negatively correlated modules (PCMs and NCMs) (left). Proportion of
genes in the modules with respect to PCGs and NCGs (i.e., full signature). b Distance between drug targets and PCMs/NCMs (purple cumulative
distribution). Results are compared to random proteins from the STRING interactome (red), proteins sampled from the “druggable proteome”
(Target Central Resource Database) (green), and proteins sampled from the pharmacological targets in DrugBank (blue). c Network-based
distances between drug classes. The bigger the bubble, the closer the distance between drug classes. Drug classes are sorted by specificity in
their proximity measures. Please note “distant” values in the diagonal are possible due to differences in drug modules belonging to the same
class. The network-based distance calculation is detailed in the “Methods” section. d Predictive performances (AUROC) of the drug modules
evaluated in the CTRP panel (top 25, 50, and 100 sensitive CCLs). Blue distributions correspond to results using unique CCLs (i.e., not shared with
the GDSC panel). e Illustrative ROC curves for Daporinad (FMK866), Vorinostat, I-BET-762, and Docetaxel
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(AUROC > 0.6) predictions were achieved for half the
cases (e.g., Vorinostat and I-BET-762), which is a com-
parable result to recent attempts to translate sensitivity
predictors between different CCL panels [61]. For the
remaining drugs, predictive performance did not differ
to random expectation (AUROC < 0.6) (e.g., docetaxel).
Notably, performance declined only slightly when con-
sidering CCLs that were exclusive to the CTRP panel
(i.e., not part of the GDSC dataset) (Fig. 3d, blue boxes).
The figure was comparable, if not better, to that ob-
tained using full signatures (PCGs and NCGs) (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S13, gray boxes). These observations
support previous recommendations to pre-filter pharma-
cogenomic data based on prior knowledge [62] (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S14).

Module-based characterization of drugs
Since drug modules are highly connected in biological
networks, they are expected to be (at least to some ex-
tent) functionally coherent and easier to interpret. Ac-
cordingly, we tested the enrichment of drug modules in
a collection of high-order biological processes (the Hall-
mark gene sets) available from the Molecular Signatures
Database (MSigDB) [63]. Additional file 1: Figure S15A
shows that the number of enriched Hallmark gene sets
depends upon the MoA of the drug. The results of the
enrichment analysis are given in Additional file 5 and as
an interactive exploration tool based on the CLEAN
methodology (Additional file 9; https://figshare.com/s/
932dd94520d4a60f076d) [64]. We chose three drug clas-
ses to illustrate how to read these results, namely drugs
targeting mitosis, RTK signaling inhibitors, and
ERK-MAPK signaling inhibitors (Fig. 4a).
Drugs targeting mitosis have modules enriched in cell

cycle and replication processes (Fig. 4a, top). Specifically,
genes related to the Myc transcription factor are
over-represented in three of the drug modules
(NPK76-II-72-1, GSK1070916, and MPS-1-IN-1). The
modules of these drugs have a rather distinct compos-
ition, NPK76-II-72-1 having the largest coverage of
Myc-related genes and being, together with
MPS-1-IN-1, related to both Myc1 and Myc2 processes.
In Additional file 1: Figure S15B, we show how, for these
two drugs, cell line sensitivity is dependent on Myc ex-
pression levels.
In contrast to mitosis inhibitors, drugs targeting the

RTK pathway are enriched in biological processes out-
side the nucleus (Fig. 4a, middle), among these hypoxia
and the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT). Both
mechanisms are known to be associated with tyrosine
kinases [65, 66]. Interestingly, a subgroup of RTK inhibi-
tors (namely ACC220, CEP-701, NVP-BHG712, and
MP470) is characteristically associated with the
PI3K-AKT-mTOR signaling cascade. With the exception

of NVP-BHG712, these inhibitors have the tyrosine kin-
ase FLT3 as a common target [67, 68]. Deeper inspection
of FLT3 inhibitors reveals module proximities to certain
PI3K inhibitors (e.g., GDC0941), and the
PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway is enriched in ERBB2 inhibi-
tors as well (Additional files 4 and 5).
As for ERK-MAPK pathway inhibitors, we observed a

total of 17 enriched Hallmarks, making this class of
drugs the one with most variability in terms of enrich-
ment signal of the modules (Fig. 4a, bottom; Additional
file 1: Figure S15A). However, while some processes like
apoptosis are detected in most of the drugs in this cat-
egory, others are target-specific. Oxidative phosphoryl-
ation (OXPHOS), for example, is represented in 3 of the
4 BRAF inhibitors. It is known that, while BRAF inhibi-
tors boost OXPHOS (leading to oncogene-induced sen-
escence), activation of glycolytic metabolism followed by
OXPHOS inactivation yields drug resistance [69, 70].
Similarly, VX11e (the only drug in our dataset targeting
ERK2) shows a distinctive enrichment in Myc-regulated
proteins, while FMK (the only drug targeting the Riboso-
mal S6 kinase) is enriched in p53 signaling pathway and
inflammatory response processes. All these observations
are consistent with previous studies [71–74], and Add-
itional file 1: Figure S15C demonstrates that the variabil-
ity observed between drugs in this class is driven mostly
by differences in the sensitivity profiles of the drugs.
Overall, the enrichment signal (i.e., the functional coher-

ence) of drug modules is substantially higher than that of
full signatures (PCGs and NCGs) (Fig. 4b,c). This facilitates,
in principle, the mechanistic interpretation of drug-gene
correlation results (Additional file 1: Figure S15D). We
show an illustrative module (CEP-701) in Fig. 4d.
We next examined whether our results could be ex-

tended beyond CCL panels. We found that drug mod-
ules are indeed identified (GSEA P value < 0.001) in the
majority of patients in the TCGA clinical cohort (Add-
itional file 1: Figure S15E; see the “Methods” section for
details). Closer inspection by TCGA tumor type further
supports the clinical relevance of our results (Additional
file 6). For example, drugs affecting MAPK signaling
(specifically, BRAF inhibitors, e.g., dabrafenib) have a
tendency to “occur” in skin cutaneous melanomas
(SKCM), as expected (Fig. 4e, blue). Of note, one PPAR
inhibitor (FH535) was also found enriched in a high
number of SKCM patients, in good agreement with
work by others proposing the use PPAR inhibitors to
treat skin cancer [75, 76]. Similarly, we observed an
abundance of EGFR inhibitor modules among pancreatic
cancers (PAAD) (Fig. 4e, green), in line with the known
crucial role of EGFR in pancreatic tumorigenesis [77,
78]. As for gliobastomas (GBMs) (Fig. 4e, purple), we
found two GSK3 inhibitors (CHIR-99021 and SB216763)
and one TNKS inhibitor (XAV939), all of them targeting
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WNT signaling, which is a potential mechanism against
this tumor type [79]. We also found one EGFR inhibitor
(Gefitinib) and the PLK inhibitor NPK76-II-72-1 men-
tioned above in the context of Myc enrichment analysis.
Both mechanisms have shown promise in EGFR- and
Myc-activated gliomas, respectively [80, 81]. Finally, we
encountered a more heterogeneous pattern in breast
cancer patients (BRCA) (Fig. 4e, orange), including
mechanisms supported by the literature, such as AKT,
IRAK1, and PLK3 inhibition [82–84].
Beyond the tumor-type level, we looked for modules

that were significantly enriched (odds ratio > 2, P value <
0.001) in patients harboring specific driver mutations (see
the “Methods” section). A full account of this enrichment

analysis is given in Additional file 7. We found, for in-
stance, that modules of drugs targeting ERK/MAPK sig-
naling are related to patients with mutations in HRAS and
BRAF [85, 86] and that, in turn, BRAF is (together with
KRAS) frequently mutated in patients “expressing” mod-
ules of EGFR signaling inhibitors [87]. Taken together, and
although TCGA treatment response data is too scarce to
allow for prediction assessment [88], these results indicate
that the drug modules identified in CCLs hold promise for
translation to clinical practice.

Conclusions
Two limitations of large-scale pharmacogenomic studies
are the difficulty to reproduce results across screening

A B

C

E

D

Fig. 4 Drug module characterization. a Drug module enrichment analysis based on the Hallmark gene set (odds ratios in color, p values < 0.05
are marked with a white dot). For simplicity, three drug classes are shown: drugs affecting mitosis, RTK signaling, and ERK/MAPK signaling. b
Distribution of the enrichment scores in the Hallmark collection gene sets. Overall, higher enrichment scores are obtained using modules than
using full signatures (PCGs and NCGs) (the gene universe used here is that of Reactome). c Similarly, number of Hallmark-drug pairs at different
enrichment scores. We show the pairs found only with the modules (PCMs and NCMs, red), only with correlations (PCGs and NCGs, blue), or in
both (orange). d A view of Lestaurtinib (CEP-701) module. For illustrative purposes, two out-of-the-module (non-correlated) proteins are shown
(gray), one being very central and one being peripheral but acting as a “bridging” node. e TCGA enrichment analysis of PCMs in four types of
cancer: SKCM (Cutaneous Melanoma), PAAD (Pancreatic Adenocarcinoma), GBM (Glioblastoma Multiforme), and BRCA (Breast Carcinoma)
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platforms and the eventual translation to clinics, as it re-
mains unclear whether immortalized cells are able to
model patient samples [89]. Another important limita-
tion is the overwhelming number of drug-gene correla-
tions that can be derived from these experiments,
yielding signatures of drug sensitivity that are almost im-
possible to interpret. We have shown, for example, that
(i) the number of correlated genes is highly variable
across drugs, (ii) some genes are unspecifically corre-
lated to many drugs, and (iii) not all drug-gene pairs are
equally correlated in every tissue. We propose that con-
verting transcriptional signatures to network modules
may simplify the analysis, since network modules are
smaller, more robust, and functionally coherent. We
have validated this strategy by proving that drug re-
sponse modules, which are enriched in biological pro-
cesses of pharmacological relevance and exhibit
comparable predictive power to the full signatures, are
tightly related to the MoA. Further, we have character-
ized the modules extensively (Additional file 8 and e.g.,
Additional file 1: Figure S16) and confirmed their occur-
rence in the TCGA clinical cohort (Additional file 6 and
Additional file 10).
However, our approach does have some of the limita-

tions of ordinary transcriptomic analyses. Expression
levels of mRNA do not perfectly match protein abun-
dance, nor are they able to capture post-translational
modifications such as phosphorylation events, which are
key to some of the pathways studied here. Moreover,
wide dynamic ranges in gene expression and drug sensi-
tivity data are necessary for drug-gene correlations to be
captured, thus requiring, in practice, considerably large
panels of CCLs, which limits the throughput of the tech-
nique to a few hundred drugs. In particular, one cannot
precisely measure correlations within poorly represented
tissues, which in turn makes it difficult to disentangle
tissue-specific transcriptional traits that may be irrele-
vant to drug response. Our module-based approach par-
tially corrects for this confounding factor, although the
integration of other CCL omics data (such as mutations,
copy number variants and chromatin modifications)
could further ameliorate these issues and also provide
new mechanistic insights. In this context, systems biol-
ogy tools that learn the relationships between different
layers of biology are needed. Along this line, the release
of CCL screens with readouts other than growth inhib-
ition or proliferation rate [90, 91] will help unveil the
connections between the genetic background of the cells
and the phenotypic outcome of drug treatment.
All in all, transcriptomics is likely to remain the dom-

inant genome-wide data type for drug discovery, as re-
cent technical and statistical developments have
drastically reduced its cost [92]. The L1000
Next-generation Connectivity Map, for instance,

contains about one million post-treatment gene expres-
sion signatures for 20,000 molecules [90]. These signa-
tures await to be interpreted and annotated, and more
importantly, they have to be associated with
pre-treatment signatures in order to identify therapeutic
opportunities. We believe that network biology strategies
like the one presented here will enable this connection,
encircling relevant “regions” of the signatures and meas-
uring the distances between them.

Additional files

Additional file 1: Contains supplementary figures 1–16. (PDF 2107 kb)

Additional file 2: Collection of drug modules in GMT format. The first
column indicates the name of the drug while the second column
indicates whether the module is a secondary module (“second_module”)
or not (“na”). From the third column onwards, there are the genes
composing the module (gene names). (XLSX 219 kb)

Additional file 3: Drug module-gene correlations across tissues.
(XLSX 2823 kb)

Additional file 4: Pair-wise distances between drug modules. Network
distances (dnet) are normalized (z-scores): negative values denote
proximity. Secondary modules receive with the suffix “_md2”. See the
“Methods” section for a detailed explanation of the network distance
measurement. (XLSX 1742 kb)

Additional file 5: Enrichment scores and p values between drug
modules (rows) and Hallmark gene sets (columns). For simplicity,
secondary modules were merged with the main ones. (XLSX 453 kb)

Additional file 6: Enriched (p value < 0.001) drug module count across
31 TCGA cancer types, i.e., number of patients where each module is
“expressed”. (XLSX 79 kb)

Additional file 7: Cancer driver and drug module associations (OR > 2, p
value < 0.001), based on patients “expressing/not-expressing” a module
and “having/not-having” a driver mutation in the TCGA cohort.
(XLSX 56 kb)

Additional file 8: We have chosen 21 features from network-based
measures and other functional data: (i) General features (columns 2–9).
They illustrate basic and general features derived from the omics panel.
We provide, for instance, the number of genes in each module, the aver-
age correlation among module genes and a measure of how “unique”
are those genes with respect to other modules. Besides, we annotate
drug classes and the AUROC predictions in both the GDSC and CTRP
panels. (ii) Network features (columns 10–12). These include distances be-
tween module genes and drug targets, “connectivity” within module
genes (i.e., distance between them), and proximity to genes from other
modules. (iii) Biological features (columns 12–21). A series of biological
features related to drug biology. We give most of them as simple propor-
tions of genes/proteins. Among others, we provide the cellular
compartmentalization of the genes, transcription factor specificity and
the proportion of disease-related and “druggable” genes inside the mod-
ule. Annotated drug targets are listed as well. (XLSX 156 kb)

Additional file 9: CLEAN cluster results using drug module genes and
Hallmark gene sets. We provide an additional table with the significant
associations between gene clusters and hallmark gene sets. Compressed
folder (ZIP). The file can be found at https://figshare.com/s/
932dd94520d4a60f076d (ZIP 3220 kb)
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Biological data is accumulating at an unprecedented rate, escalating the role of
data-driven methods in computational drug discovery. This scenario is favored by
recent advances in machine learning algorithms, which are optimized for huge
datasets and consistently beat the predictive performance of previous art, rapidly
approaching human expert reasoning. The urge to couple biological data to cutting-
edge machine learning has spurred developments in data integration and knowl-
edge representation, especially in the form of heterogeneous, multiplex and
semantically-rich biological networks. Today, thanks to the propitious rise in
knowledge embedding techniques, these large and complex biological networks
can be converted to a vector format that suits the majority of machine learning
implementations. Here, we explain why this can be particularly transformative for
drug discovery where, for decades, customary chemoinformatics methods have
employed vector descriptors of compound structures as the standard input of their
prediction tasks. A common vector format to represent biology and chemistry may
push biological information into most of the existing steps of the drug discovery
pipeline, boosting the accuracy of predictions and uncovering connections between
small molecules and other biological entities such as targets or diseases.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The deluge of molecular biology data that followed the sequencing of the human genome, almost two decades ago, has dra-
matically increased the complexity of biomedical research. The growth of biological databases is steeper than ever before,1,2

being virtually every scientific paper supplemented with large data tables of experimental measurements. The cost of “omics”
techniques such as exome sequencing outpaces the Moore's law,3 and the repertoire of possible read-outs spans all levels of
biology, from mutations in the DNA to epigenetics modifications, from mRNA expression to protein abundance, or from
fluxes of metabolites to phosphorylation signaling cascades.4

Just like any other great technological breakthrough, “omics” platforms have trailed a hype cycle, first with inflated expec-
tations, followed by disillusionment5 and finally reaching mainstream adoption and realistic ambitions.6,7 Systems biology
(the main beneficiary of the post-genomic era) is now a mature discipline, with a solid community and a unique ability to
interact with other scientific areas, ranging from evolutionary biology8 to bed-side research.9 Drug discovery, in particular,
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did put high hopes in the systems view of pharmacology. Disease etiology and treatment are extremely intricate processes,
involving the interplay between a drug molecule and a very dynamic network of proteins, many times across several tissues
with distinct characteristics and contexts. The promise of systems biology is, precisely, to connect phenotypes to convoluted
molecular events, hence identifying the ideal intervention points to disrupt or ameliorate a disease process. In other words, sys-
tems approaches are expected to reconcile the two main traditions of drug discovery,10 namely the phenotype-centered view
that dominated pharmacology in the early days, and the target-centered view that took off after the molecular biology revolu-
tion in the 1980s and confides in the “one drug–one gene–one disease” paradigm.11

Despite its great potential, though, for the most part systems biology remains a descriptive discipline. Efforts so far have
been put towards discovering associations between biological entities such as genes and diseases, drafting an architecture
(a network) of statistical and physical interactions, but lacking awareness of causality events and dynamic response to pertur-
bations. Constraint- and logic-based models12,13 are committed to turning biological networks into predictive tools. However,
these techniques only work well in controlled and relatively small biological systems such as genome-scale metabolic recon-
structions14,15 or certain signaling cascades.16 The complexity of entire cells and organisms is still unattainable, requiring
modular approaches on almost-complete and experimentally parametrized networks.17 The biological information that is avail-
able in the databases does not adhere to these standards, as it comes from hundreds of different sources, each of them having
peculiar data types and tackling concrete scientific questions with specific experimental conditions. The human protein–
protein interactome, for example, is only ~10–30% complete18 and contains interactions of various qualities, merged over a
wide range of affinities and time-scales, and not being relevant to every cell type and tissue.19

Seduced by the impressive achievements of machine (deep) learning, especially in the fields of natural language proces-
sing and image recognition, some computational biologists are considering a shift towards less mechanistic, more data-driven
predictors of biology.20–22 Deep learning algorithms are data hungry, requiring millions of training samples and fair amounts
of labeled data. It has been argued that, in many areas of biology, data is not “big enough” to fully exploit deep learning
algorithms,23 although previsions are that within the next decade sequencing data alone well equal, or even surpass, other big
data archives such as social media or online videos.24 This anticipates a central role of data-intensive algorithms in the near
future of biomedicine, which poses a number of challenges, starting with the cost and infrastructure that is needed to store,
process and share the information.25 Another urgent matter is to correctly format biological data so that deep learning algo-
rithms that were developed to handle text and image inputs can be smoothly transferred to systems biology tasks. The nature
of biological data is considerably more complex than in the other big data fields. Dealing with diversity, inconsistency and
incompleteness, among other issues, demands heavy specialist processing, hampering widespread adoption of deep learning
by uninitiated researchers working on disease biology and drug discovery. Here, we discuss recent advances in knowledge
representation of genuinely heterogeneous datasets, and explain how they can offer a generic and intuitive means to bridge the
gap between biological big data repositories and state-of-the-art machine-learning tools.

2 | LESSONS FROM CHEMOINFORMATICS

Chemoinformatics is the branch of computer science devoted to the extraction and extrapolation of meaningful patterns from
small molecule structures. Chemoinformatics was born shortly after bioinformatics, more than half a century ago, and the two
fields have evolved rather independently.26,27 While biologists primarily use computers to understand their systems, the major
goal of chemoinformaticians is to predict active (hit) molecules from large collections of candidate compounds, and then opti-
mize their properties to achieve increased therapeutic activities and reduced toxicity risks (hit-to-lead).28 Hence, chemoinfor-
matics is mainly concerned with the predictive power of virtual screening and the efficiency of molecular design. Compared
to biology, this has made the field more welcoming to mathematical abstraction, since explicit knowledge representation and
mechanistic understanding are not indispensable requirements to endow correct predictions.11

At the heart of chemoinformatics there is the “similarity principle,” that is, the notion that similar compounds tend to have
similar bioactivities. Thus, the basic chemoinformatics predictor is a simple similarity search where a new molecule is
assigned the bioactivity of its closest analogs. Over the years, this rationale has motivated the invention of chemical “descrip-
tors” of the compounds so that they can be compared, searched and classified at large.29–31 The assortment of molecular
descriptors includes numerical arrays of physicochemical properties such as logP and molar refractivity, topological properties
that can be calculated from two-dimensional (2D) graphical representations of the molecules, and pharmacophoric features
extracted from three-dimensional (3D) structures. A widespread modality of descriptors is the so-called molecular
“fingerprint,” which encodes small molecule structures as a binary (1/0) vector denoting the presence/absence of certain
molecular substructures. Modern fingerprints are a multiple of 8 bits long, usually between 128 and 4,096 bits, and can be
used along the drug discovery pipeline to infer targets and off-targets,32 anticipate clinical side effects33 or identify new thera-
peutic indications for clinically safe compounds.34,35
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The numerical vector format of small molecule descriptors makes them a natural input for machine learning, which is
required when naïve similarity searches are not sufficient to produce acceptable predictions. Practically every wave of machine
learning algorithms has flooded chemoinformatics,28 starting with simple methods such as linear-discriminant analysis and
decision trees, and continuing to support-vector machines, Bayesian classifiers and ensemble approaches like random for-
ests.36 Thus, it is not surprising that deep learning algorithms quickly caught the attention of chemoinformaticians, especially
now that the scale, growth and variety of chemical data exceed the capacity of classical machine learning techniques.37

Deep learning comprises stacked layers of simple (but nonlinear) processing units that, starting with the input, each trans-
form the representation at one layer into a representation at a deeper, more abstract layer. Thus, deep learning is a representa-
tion learning approach that yields an embedding of the raw data. This is a very appealing property to chemoinformatics,
because it does not constrain predictive models to a predefined set of descriptors, and instead allows for descriptors (embed-
dings) to be learned automatically during the training.38 As a result, SMILES strings,39 2D structural graphs40 or even image
drawings of the molecules41 can be directly inputted to the neural networks, making the traditional feature selection process
unnecessary42 (Figure 1a). Using chemical embeddings obtained with a graph convolutional neural network, for example, the
accuracy of predictions can be improved over using binary fingerprints and, more importantly, the influential substructures
can be visualized to interpret and gain trust on the predictions.43,44 Recently, it was shown that deep learning can be used in
“low data” problems such as lead optimization, where enhanced analogs of hit compounds are sought with only a minimal
amount of biological data available.45 This was achieved by learning a refined similarity metric between the embeddings using
a long short-term memory network. In the same vein, deep learning was used to predict drug–drug and drug–food interactions
simply based on the names and structures of drugs and food constituents.46

Another remarkable application of deep learning in chemoinformatics is the generation of new chemical entities
(Figure 1b).47 Using variational autoencoders, it was possible to learn embeddings by simply reading the SMILES strings that
are stored in a large compound repository (ZINC).48 Then, these embeddings were used to reversibly generate novel and valid
SMILES strings through the trained autoencoder.49 Moreover, in a follow-up study, the autoencoder was coupled to another
generative network to invent molecules with a desired anticancer activity.50 Similarly, focused chemical libraries against Plas-
modium falciparum (malaria) and Staphylococcus aureus were produced using a recurrent neural network pretrained on 1.4M
molecules and fine-tuned only with ~1,000 compounds screened against each of the pathogens.51 Other examples of de novo
design of small molecules include the optimization for activity against DRD252 and JAK2.53 Of note, this line of research
gains yet more interest given the outstanding performance of a deep neural network trained on essentially every known

FIGURE 1 Deep learning in chemoinformatics. (a) A classical multitarget prediction exercise based on chemogenomics (ChemoGx) data. Deep neural
networks can read a molecule structure as a graph (e.g., convolutional graph networks), and be trained to optimally perform a multitask classification. An
inner (usually the last) layer of the network corresponds to the chemical embedding. (b) An autoencoder is a type of neural network that includes an encoder
and a decoder, compressing and decompressing the data, respectively. The encoder maps the input to a latent space (embedding), and the decoder maps the
embedding back to the original representation. The embedding is a continuous vector that can be optimized for a certain property of interest “Z”. The
interpolated vectors can be then decoded to generate new molecules. (c) MoleculeNet offers a number of benchmark datasets at different levels of resolution
(from quantic properties to physiological properties of the molecules). For a brief explanation of the datasets, please visit http://moleculenet.ai/datasets-1
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chemical reaction, being it able to automate retrosynthesis planning with a quality on par with peer-reviewed synthesis routes
collected from the literature.54

The spectacular progress made in the fields of image recognition and natural language processing must be attributed not
only to the advent of novel algorithms but also to the existence of benchmark datasets.55 Well-curated and widely accepted
gold standards constitute the best way to monitor progress, detect the limitations and, more importantly, identify significant
improvements that will move the field in the right direction. Inspired by ImageNet56 and WordNet,57 MoleculeNet58 was
recently released, containing curated and diverse benchmark collections related to quantum mechanics, physicochemical, bio-
physical, and physiological properties of compounds (Figure 1c). In turn, MoleculeNet is integrated within DeepChem [deep-
chem.io], a toolchain that provides popular deep learning implementations with the aim of “democratizing” the use of high-
quality algorithms in drug discovery.

3 | HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS TO INTEGRATE ALL OF BIOLOGY

Computational biologists have to deal with datasets that are very different to chemoinformatics repositories. In chemical
databases, there are millions of molecules with relatively poor annotations (i.e., the chemical structure and, eventually,
some bioactivity records).59,60 In contrast, biological databases annotate a relatively small set of biological entities
(e.g., ~20,000 genes in human) with a comparatively large number of interactions between them61,62 and associations to
other biological entities such as diseases,63,64 pathways,65 molecular functions,66 cells,67 or tissues.68 According to the
2018 report of the Molecular Biology Database Collection,69 there are 1,737 online databases, spanning essentially every
corner of biology.

Given the plethora of biological data sources, it would be useful to integrate “all” of them into a gigantic resource. While
alluring, though, unifying the current biological knowledge implies a daunting effort, since data formats and identifiers need
to be standardized,70 and the process requires regular updates and is prone to legal tussles.71 Recently, the Harmonizome was
released72 with the commitment of integrating datasets related to mammalian genes into a “harmonized” collection. As of
August 2018, the Harmonizome centralizes 114 datasets provided by 66 online resources. About half of the repositories are
from data-driven (high-throughput) studies, a third are from hypothesis-driven (low-throughput) studies, and the rest are from
mixed sources. To build the Harmonizome, many choices were made concerning normalization methods and significance cut-
offs, for example, of differential gene expression. In some cases, details had to be ignored such as the exact location of single
nucleotide polymorphisms or binding sites proximal to a coding region, as well as the phosphorylation residues in a protein or
the direct protein–protein contacts in a multimeric complex.72 In practice, the Harmonizome publishes one processing script
for each dataset, and simplifies the data to a list of relationships (a set of edges) denoting gene–gene and gene–attribute associ-
ations, where attributes are sequence features, cell lines, perturbation experiments, phenotypes, illnesses, drugs, etc. In total,
the collection amounts to over 7 million edges. Thus, more than any other resource before, the Harmonizome testifies the orig-
inal claim of network medicine, that is, that results of any biological experiment can be expressed as a graph, hence graphs are
the best tool to obtain a “big picture” of disease biology.73,74

The Harmonizome also testifies that biomedical research is mostly gene-centric. Genes are connected between them and
to many other biological entities (attributes), depending on the dataset. Ontologies provide a formal way of representing
these biological entities, capturing their meaning with complicated hierarchies that consist of terms, relationships, and
rules.75,76 Again, the natural way of expressing these hierarchies is a graph, typically a directed acyclic graph that facilitates
the browsing from specific (“leaf”) terms to general (“root”) concepts, and vice versa. In 2013, there were about 300 ontol-
ogies stored in the BioPortal,77 and the number has more than doubled (722) ever since, amassing 95 billion direct annota-
tions (bioportal.bioontology.org). Beyond the well-known Gene Ontology,78 relevant controlled vocabularies for drug
discovery are the disease,79 the human phenotype,80 the cell line,81 the tissue,82 the small molecule, and the bioassay83

ontologies. The semantic knowledge contained in these ontologies has been complemented, in some cases, with further
kinds of relationships between the terms, such as disease comorbidities,84,85 pathway cross-talks86 or genetic profile similar-
ities between cell lines.87,88

Having every domain of biology expressed as a graph facilitates the interoperability between datasets and the merging of
data from multiple sources. For example, gene–gene networks can be stacked in a multilayer (multiplex) network in which
genes are connected through different types of pairwise edges such as mRNA co-expression, physical protein–protein interac-
tions or cellular colocalization. This enables accurate assessment of the robustness89 and redundancy90 of biological systems,
as well as detection of communities91 and meaningful navigation across layers of regulation.92 A successful and intuitive
application of multilayer gene networks is PARADIGM,93 a system that models the central dogma of biology (DNA–mRNA–
protein) with multiple patient-specific “omics” measurements, and uses probabilistic inference to identify altered protein
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activities in each patient. Another application regards the rewiring of protein–protein interactions in 107 human tissues by
means of a multilevel interactome that was shown to capture tissue-specific functions of the proteins.94

Evidently, nodes other than genes can be conjoined with the above gene/protein-centric interactomes to obtain heteroge-
neous (multimodal) networks. A classical type of heterogeneous network in drug discovery is the bimodal graph comprising
drug–drug similarities, protein–protein interactions and drug–target interactions, which have been widely used to identify the
network-topological properties of successful drug targets95,96 and discover new target classes.97 A third type of node, namely
diseases, is typically added to drug–protein networks, inserting disease genetics associations, drug indications and, occasion-
ally, similarities between diseases based on, for example, shared phenotypes. Different flavors of the drug–protein–disease
triad have shown power to pinpoint drug repositioning opportunities34,98,99 and anticipate adverse drug events.100 Recently,
after a formidable knowledge integration effort, the Hetionet was presented,101 building upon the previous networks and dras-
tically augmenting them with transcriptomics, anatomical, and ontological knowledge. The Hetionet contains 2,250,197 bona
fide connections between 47,031 nodes of 11 types, legitimating it as the largest (public) heterogeneous graph of biomedicine.
Conveniently, the Hetionet is released as an easy-to-visualize graph database that offers seamless ease when querying several
types of interactions (Box 1). To illustrate the features of heterogeneous networks, in Figure 2 we display an in-house version
of the Hetionet, complemented with data from the Harmonizome.

BOX 1

GRAPH DATABASES

In classical relational databases, connectivity between two data tables is achieved using foreign-key references of col-
umns, usually specified in a third pairwise table. The relational structure is suboptimal for biomedical applications,
where relations between biological entities are the essential feature, and predefined rigid constraints such as column
types are less necessary and often bothersome, given the diversity of data available. Instead, graph databases focus on
the relationships (edges) between instances (nodes), and allow for flexible specification of node and edge attributes,
which makes them a more suited data structure to store and operate on biomedical data.102–104 The favorite graph data-
base in biology is Neo4j, which has been shown to systematically outperform relational databases (e.g., MySQL) in a
series of complex queries performed on heterogeneous data.105

FIGURE 2 Heterogeneous network of biology. (a) A meta-graph of an in-house heterogeneous network, mostly inspired by Hetionet101 and complemented
with the Harmonizome.72 For simplicity, only the most representative edge types are shown. “Is a” and “has” relationships typically refer to ontologies. (b) A
view of the nodes and edges composing the network. To obtain a representative network, we sub-sampled 500 edges of each type. Different colors denote
different types of edges, and size of the circles are proportional to the number of nodes
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4 | TOWARDS BIOLOGICAL EMBEDDINGS

Heterogeneous networks are an excellent tool to represent biological knowledge explicitly. Querying these networks can help
generate mechanistic hypotheses and extract rationale to describe observed phenomena. Perhaps more importantly, extensive
experiments over the years have shown that large networks may also be exploited to predict unobserved phenomena,106 espe-
cially when both the local and the global properties of the graph are utilized by the predictor. Like other big data graphs such
as social networks, though, the scope of modern biomedical networks is computationally intractable by traditional graph ana-
lytics techniques,107 which has fostered the development of graph embedding approaches that drastically reduce the dimen-
sionality of the data while preserving the structural information and properties of the raw network.108 In brief, network
embedding algorithms learn to represent each node (biological entity) as a numerical vector, so that similar vectors correspond
to “related” nodes in the original graph (Figure 3). In great resemblance to chemical embeddings, biological embeddings are
an amenable input to subsequent machine learning tasks, and can be discovered automatically without the need for hand-
crafted design of features that “describe” the role of each node within the network.

Comprehensive surveys of network embedding algorithms can be found elsewhere.107,108,110 There is an immense cata-
logue of algorithms, and code is distributed in a rushing pace (over 50 network embedding packages are available, many of
them released during the last 2 years; https://github.com/chihming/awesome-network-embedding). Families of successful net-
work embedding algorithms include adjacency matrix factorizations (e.g., graph Laplacian eigenmaps), local linear embed-
dings, isomaps, and a series of deep learning implementations that address several scenarios, such as the case of attributed
networks or the preservation of network structure and properties. Below, we focus on a family of techniques defined by a two-
step algorithm consisting of (a) the exploration of the network through random walks followed by (b) the learning of numeri-
cal vectors that represent the paths traveled by the random walker. This group of algorithms is uniquely flexible and scalable
to huge networks. Of all the approaches to network embedding, this one is the most intuitive and the easiest to interpret and
adapt to domain-specific needs, mainly thanks to the graphical, almost mechanistic simplicity of the random walk step
(Figure 4).

4.1 | Efficient exploration of biological networks by random walks

Random walks are a popular tool to extract knowledge from biological networks. The algorithm simulates the behavior of a
walker that moves from node to node stochastically (with a certain probability of restart). The intuition behind the method is
that the paths traveled by the random walker will sample the vicinity of every node, hence providing a measure for node's rele-
vance111 and proximity to other nodes.112 In computational biology, random walks were first applied to disease–gene prioriti-
zation, based on the proximity of candidate genes to disease-associated genes in a protein–protein interactome.113 Further
improvements of the algorithm enabled the weighting of edges in the network, acknowledging the fact that not all edges are
equally important in an interactome, nor they are equally reliable.114 Likewise, modern implementations can be parametrized
to “encourage” the random walker to explore local or global regions of the graph.115 In this line, a recent random walk scheme
specifically designed to explore cancer-related regions of the interactome was able to stratify breast and glioblastoma tumors,
discovering pathways in the network that were relevant to each tumor subtype.116

FIGURE 3 Network embedding example. The aim of network embedding is to represent graph entities (typically nodes) as numerical vectors (embeddings)
that preserve graph properties, such as local distances, modularity and global organization. Here, we have embedded a fraction (~1%) of the yeast
interactome109 using a standard network embedding algorithm (node2vec; 128 dimensions), and projected the corresponding embeddings in a two-
dimensional plane using t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE)
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Applying the random walk algorithm to multilevel and multimodal networks is not straightforward, as naïve random
walkers do not keep cognizance of the types of nodes and edges that they visit. Several adaptations of random walks to
heterogeneous networks have been suggested recently,117 refining for example, the search for disease-related genes, even
in ill-studied conditions such as the Wiedemann–Rautenstrauch and the SHORT syndromes,118 and contributing to the
field of drug repositioning.119 Most notably, the need for meaningful exploration of heterogeneous networks brought
about the notion of “meta-paths.” A meta-path is a sequence of edge types (e.g., drug–gene–disease) that guides the ran-
dom walker throughout the network (Figure 4). Thus, meta-paths offer a means to capture numerous “semantic” relation-
ships across one same reference biological network. In a series of studies conducted by the authors of the Hetionet, it was
shown that different meta-paths can capture distinct aspects of the data, and a strategy was outlined to quantify what
meta-paths are the most informative to ask a given “biological question.” For example, in light of GWAS data, an associ-
ation between IRF1 and multiple sclerosis (MS) was justified by two meta-paths, namely the gene–tissue–disease meta-
path (“IRF1 is expressed in leukocytes, and leukocytes are relevant to MS”) and the gene–gene–disease meta-path (“IRF1
interacts with IRF8, and IRF8 is associated to MS”).120,121 Similarly, the serendipitous discovery that the antidepressant
bupropion could be used for smoking cessation122 was rationalized by several pieces of evidence such as the interaction
between bupropion and CHRNA3, the fact that this drug causes insomnia, and the participation of CHRNA3 in nicotine-
related pathways.101

4.2 | Embedding of random walk trajectories

The result of the random walk algorithm is a long list of paths (sequences of nodes) traveled by the random walker. In prac-
tice, this output can be seen as a “text corpus” where each node corresponds to a “word” and each path to a “phrase.” This
is a very convenient format given the technical revolution witnessed in the field of natural language recognition, especially
through the set of methods known as word2vec,123 which yield word embeddings that have an unusual ability to model
semantic relationships between, for example, a noun and its gender (“man is to king as woman is to queen”). The word2vec
framework offers two ways of training word embeddings, as given by a simple (one layer) neural network fed with a sliding
window of words over the text (i.e., fixed-length chunks of sentences). In the continuous bag of words model, context
words predict the current word; in the skip-gram model, the current word predicts its context words (Figure 4). Since
semantically related words naturally occur in similar contexts, the resulting embeddings successfully capture the “meaning”
of the words they represent. As a result, similar and semantically related words will have, correspondingly, numerically
similar embeddings. Adapted to the network analysis field, word2vec-like methods such as DeepWalk124 or node2vec115

were soon developed to embed the behavior of random walks on homogeneous networks. These methods set solid grounds
for the rapid move towards heterogeneous networks. For example, using the concept of meta-paths, metapath2vec maintains
structural closeness among multiple types of nodes and edges.125 A recent extension of the algorithm is even able to grasp

FIGURE 4 Biological embeddings. Given a heterogeneous network, the random walk algorithm can be run under the dictation of a certain meta-path.
This will result in a “corpus” (text-like) output that can be apprehended with word2vec (using the skip-gram model or the continuous bag of words
model). As a result, each node visited by the random walker will be mapped to an embedding space, that is, each node will be assigned a vector
representation. Compound embeddings can be then used in subsequent supervised learning, for example, to predict a clinical property (y) of the
molecules, given training data. Alternatively, embeddings of different types can be compared (connected) between them to discover, for example,
compound-disease relationships
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free-text attributed to the nodes, and to calculate embeddings for new (out-of-corpus) nodes that were not seen during the
training process.126

4.3 | Biological embeddings to complement chemical embeddings

Many datasets of biology, including the Harmonizome and Hetionet, contain chemical entities. Hence, network embedding
algorithms can be used to capture the “biological context” of compounds too. The resulting “biological embeddings” of small
molecules would offer a complementary view to “chemical embeddings,” which are dedicated to describing chemical struc-
tures. The idea of bringing together “chemical” and “biological” descriptors of small molecules is not new to drug discovery,
and has been majorly exploited in the field of high-throughput screening127,128 and high-content phenotypic screening129 to
optimize the hit rate of chemical libraries. Seminal studies, though, focused on one or few biological data types. The progress
in data integration now allows for chemical traits to be combined to an arbitrary number of biological traits, including side-
effect profiles,130 cell-line sensitivity panels131, and transcriptomic signatures.132 This has shown to drastically improve the
predictive power of daily chemoinformatics tasks such as target prediction133,134 and anticipation of toxicity events,135,136

sometimes by means of a simple aggregation of chemical and biological similarities. A recognized137 and very restricting
drawback of most of the current integrative drug predictors, especially of those that capitalize on the explicit links in the
networks,138 is that the accuracy drops sharply when the properties of new (unseen) drugs are to be predicted, compromising
the practical interest of the strategy. Biological embeddings can, in principle, overcome this limitation, as they are less reliant
on explicit relationships between entities, and sustain performance in notoriously incomplete datasets.139,140 However, the
extent to which biological embeddings of poorly characterized compounds remain informative needs to be systematically eval-
uated. This systematic analysis, we anticipate, shall determine if biological embeddings will be broadly accepted in the near
future as a valid tool to enrich the chemoinformatics pipeline.

4.4 | Biological embeddings to connect small molecules to phenotypes

A singular feature of biological embeddings, compared to chemical embeddings, is that they can be directly compared (“con-
nected”) to the other biological entities in the network, without the need for previously existing data about the bioactivity of
interest. The “connectivity” idea was popularized back in 2006 in the context of transcriptomics by the Connectivity Map
initiative,141 and has matured into the LINCS L1000 screening platform.132 The LINCS L1000 measures gene expression sig-
natures of ~20,000 compound treatments carried out in dozens of cell lines. In addition, ~7,000 genes are systematically “per-
turbed” through knock-down and over-expression experiments. This massive resource of mRNA expression profiles can be
exploited to find gene expression signatures that “mimic” or “revert” a certain pattern of gene expression. For example, the
inhibition/activation mode of action of an uncharacterized compound may be discovered by observing a similarity (mimick-
ing) between the transcriptomic signature of the compound and the signature corresponding to the knock-down/over-
expression of its actual target.142 Likewise, new therapies may be proposed by identifying compounds that cancel out (revert)
a disease-characteristic gene expression signature.143–145 Interestingly, the Connectivity Map is expanding its portfolio of pro-
files beyond mRNA expression, and now includes cell-painting experiments of cell morphology, and proteomics P100 and
GCP assays [clue.io].

As demonstrated by Hetionet and, especially, by the Harmonizome, “omics” signatures can be converted to a set of edges,
hence the notion of “connectivity” may be generalized, in principle, to heterogeneous network analysis.146 For example, using
gene expression signatures, phenotype-specific gene regulatory networks were built and successfully “connected” to drugs
through targets discovered at crucial points in the networks.147 Besides, random walks have been successfully applied to the
analysis of gene expression signatures overlaid on a protein–protein interactome,148 advocating for the use of the two-step net-
work embedding strategy presented herein. Reassuringly, it has been shown that gene expression profiles can be safely com-
pressed to vectors of as few as 100 dimensions,149 which is a typical size for network embeddings. Moreover, and
suggestively, geometric operations between vectors in the embedding space have been formally associated to conjunctive logi-
cal queries on the graph,150 setting the basis for the discovery of drugs that accomplish complex biological traits. This, we
believe, may bring advancement in polypharmacy, multifactorial disease therapy, and precision medicine.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

Overall, expressing biological data as a huge heterogeneous network whose nodes can be embedded to numerical vectors
opens a new avenue for computational drug discovery. First, because biological embeddings resemble in format the more
established chemical embeddings, offering a complementary means to navigate the chemical space by virtue of similarity
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searches that are more biologically relevant. Second, biological embeddings can be a natural input for most machine learning
algorithms, which greatly facilitates the inheritance of methods developed in other fields such as text and image processing, as
demonstrated by the swift incorporation of deep learning to the chemoinformatics toolbox via chemical embeddings. Finally,
through distance measures within one same mathematical space, biological embeddings enable the long-sought connection of
small molecules to other biological entities such as phenotypes or novel targets, in an unsupervised fashion that does not
require previous bioactivity data.

While injecting dense (embedded) biological knowledge into the drug discovery pipeline may increase the efficiency of
certain steps, some limitations have to be addressed before widespread acceptance of the approach by the community. The
main barrier is the lack of interpretability (i.e., mechanistic understanding) of the models, which is crucial to gain confidence
along the drug discovery process.151 Whitening black-box predictions is an open challenge in machine learning. Attention is
put to deciphering how a particular model relates its input to its output,44 although generic solutions might not be sufficient to
trace the interpretation back to the influential nodes in the biological network. Another limitation is the absence of benchmark
datasets for “predictive” (perturbation-based) biology, making it difficult to optimize the network embedding protocol
(an exception is the DREAM challenge, http://dreamchallenges.org). Without benchmark tests that refer to the phenotypic
property of interest, traversal of the network by, for example, random walks may be erratic, exploring irrelevant regions of the
graph while omitting the really predictive ones. Related to this, research is needed to identify meaningful meta-paths152,153

and devise network sampling procedures that simulate complicated phenomena such as gene regulation,154 spatial organiza-
tion155 or time-resolved dynamics.156

There is hope that deep neural network architectures will learn to overcome some of these limitations, much like they learn
hidden patterns in images or the syntax and semantics in text phrases. However, this will chiefly depend on the availability of
“big enough” data pertinent to the system of study,20 and we agree with those who express “some healthy scepticism” about
the prompt implementation of deep learning in biomedicine.157 Evidently, the use of biological embeddings as inputs for
machine learning is not restricted to deep learning, and other areas of artificial intelligence could be exploited as well (Box 2).
Of note, automatic machine learning (AutoML) is showing outstanding progress,158,159 freeing the user from the arduous tun-
ing of hyper-parameters and the testing of different models and feature representations. AutoML holds promise for making
machine learning accessible to nonexperts, which would promote acceptance of abstract (embedded) representations of the
data by the community. Other interesting lines of research in artificial intelligence include semisupervised learning, especially
in the absence of “negative” data (a common hurdle in computational biology160,161), and gradient-boosting methods,162

which are dominating machine learning competitions for structured and tabular data. Coupled to this, there is a need for
methods that estimate the uncertainty of machine-learning predictions, of which ensemble-based approaches are among the
most practical and scalable, as opposed to classical Bayesian uncertainty estimates that require computation of probability dis-
tributions for every parameter in the model.163,164

BOX 2

FIVE MACHINE LEARNING KEYWORDS FOR DATA-DRIVEN DRUG DISCOVERY, SORTED ALPHABETICALLY

1. Automated machine learning (AutoML). The goal of AutoML is to provide off-the-shelf machine learning pro-
cesses and methods that are accessible to nonmachine learning experts. This is achieved by the automatic determination
of a well-performing machine learning pipeline, without the need for feature selection, choice of model, hyper-parameter
optimization, and cross-validation.

2. Feature learning. The main motivation behind feature learning is to replace manual feature engineering by auto-
matically detecting relevant patterns in the raw data, while dismissing noisy and noninformative traits. Feature learning
can be supervised or unsupervised, and discovers mathematical representations of the data that are convenient to process
by down-stream machine learning algorithms.

3. Generative models. Given samples, generative models try to learn the true data distribution so as to generate extra
data points that resemble the observed samples but include some variations. Two popular generative neural network
architectures are generative adversarial networks and generative autoencoders.

4. One-shot learning. Most classification algorithms require training on large datasets. Instead, one-shot learning
aims to learn from one (or only a few) training samples. One-shot learning approaches human intelligence (which does
not require huge amounts of examples to learn a concept) by incorporating “memory” and “comparisons” (metric learn-
ing) into neural network architectures.

5. Positive-unlabeled (PU) learning. PU learning handles the fact that, in many biological datasets, only a small portion
of “positive” results/annotations are available, whereas a majority of “negative” results remain unreported or unknown.
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All in all, as pharmaceutical research is moving towards precision medicine, there is a need to enrich computational
methods with generic knowledge of biology as well as patient- and cohort-specific samples. Recent work on lung cancer
patient selection demonstrates that the traditional “chemistry-first” approach can be sustained as long as biomarkers, genome-
wide targets and genetic landscapes are included in the models.165 Biological embeddings may help to generalize this
approach, smoothing the transition from the blockbuster system of drugs to a personalized medicine one.166
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ABSTRACT: Until a vaccine becomes available, the current repertoire
of drugs is our only therapeutic asset to fight the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak.
Indeed, emergency clinical trials have been launched to assess the
effectiveness of many marketed drugs, tackling the decrease of viral load
through several mechanisms. Here, we present an online resource, based
on small-molecule bioactivity signatures and natural language processing,
to expand the portfolio of compounds with potential to treat COVID-19.
By comparing the set of drugs reported to be potentially active against
SARS-CoV-2 to a universe of 1 million bioactive molecules, we identify
compounds that display analogous chemical and functional features to
the current COVID-19 candidates. Searches can be filtered by level of
evidence and mechanism of action, and results can be restricted to drug molecules or include the much broader space of bioactive
compounds. Moreover, we allow users to contribute COVID-19 drug candidates, which are automatically incorporated to the
pipeline once per day. The computational platform, as well as the source code, is available at https://sbnb.irbbarcelona.org/covid19.

■ INTRODUCTION

A new coronavirus, named SARS-CoV-2, is the responsible
agent for the current 2019−2020 viral pneumonia (COVID-
19) outbreak,1,2 which is already affecting millions of people
worldwide and causing hundreds of thousands of deaths. The
COVID-19 pandemic has prompted an unprecedented effort
by the scientific community to understand its molecular
constituents and find an effective treatment to mitigate viral
infectiveness and symptoms. This is reflected in the over 6000
COVID-related publications that appeared in the past few
weeks.3 Huge efforts are being invested in the discovery of an
effective vaccine, but even the most optimistic scenarios
suggest that it will not be available until 2021. Other drug
discovery projects have been launched to target specific viral
proteins, particularly its main protease (Mpro).4 However,
these initiatives, even if successful, could take even longer to
deliver an approved drug. Thus, the repurposing of existing
drugs is our best chance to face the current outbreak
therapeutically, since approved drugs have known safety
profiles and are ready to be tested in humans. For instance,
several compounds initially developed to treat HIV (e.g.,
lopinavir/ritonavir)5 or Ebola (e.g., remdesivir),6 as well as
antimalarial drugs (e.g., hydroxychloroquine),7 are being tested
against COVID-19. Indeed, we conducted a limited review of
the most relevant scientific literature and identified over 200

compounds that are potentially active against COVID-19 with
different levels of experimental support, from purely computa-
tional predictions to preclinical and drugs already in clinical
trials.
We now exploit this literature mining effort to identify other

compounds with the potential to be effective against COVID-
19. To this aim, we use the Chemical Checker (CC), a
resource that provides processed, harmonized, and integrated
bioactivity data for about 1 million small molecules.8 In the
CC, bioactivity data are expressed in a vector format, which
naturally extends the notion of chemical similarity between
compounds to similarities between bioactivity profiles. The CC
organizes data into five levels of increasing complexity, ranging
from drug binding profiles to clinical outcomes, and thus
enables similarity searches that should be mechanistically and
clinically relevant.
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In the current resource, we use CC signatures to identify
similarities between bioactive compounds and the list of
current COVID-19 drug candidates (i.e., bait compounds).
The similarity search is performed systematically across the
large chemical space encompassed by the CC, thereby
substantially expanding the portfolio of potential molecules
effective against SARS-CoV-2. Results are stratified between
drug molecules and a broader medicinal chemistry space, thus
offering ranked lists of compounds that should be of value for
drug repurposing endeavors as well as preclinical screening
campaigns.

■ METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGY
Our resource capitalizes on an ongoing literature curation
effort done by our group. Additionally, we welcome
contributions from the broader scientific community via web
form, allowing users to include compounds under investigation
in their laboratories, or to update the evidence level as new
COVID-19 experiments accumulate. The scientific evidence
supporting COVID-19 drug candidates is variable: some
compounds come from computational predictions, some
have proven their value in preclinical tests, others are approved
drugs with a therapeutic indication unrelated to infectious
diseases, and, finally, some are drugs currently used to fight
SARS-CoV-2-related pathogens. The mechanisms of action
(MoA) suggested to confer efficacy are also variable, ranging
from immunomodulators to protease inhibitors. During
curation, we classify literature COVID-19 candidates by their
level of evidence and MoA (Figure 1). By the 18th of April,
2020, we have found that 230 small molecules have been
suggested as potential treatments for COVID-19.
Starting from the SMILES representation of a compound,

we derive CC bioactivity signatures for each COVID-19
literature bait compound. We then run bioactivity similarity
searches against the ∼1 million bioactive molecules charac-
terized in the CC and keep the top 10,000 most similar
compounds for each search type. Likewise, we conduct
conventional similarity searches solely based on 2D repre-
sentations of the compounds (2048-bit Morgan fingerprints,
radius 2). Similarities are expressed as empirical P-values (−log

10 scale) derived from the expected similarity distribution
across the full search space. A simple support measure is
provided for each compound by adding up the number of
similar COVID-19 drugs (weighted by −log 10 P-value and
level of evidence, as shown in Figure 1).
In addition, we complement our literature curation effort

with a further level of evidence, namely, text-mining, based on
the automatic detection of experiments (bioassays) that could
be relevant to COVID-19. More specifically, we process the
text description of the ∼1.2 million bioassays catalogued in the
ChEMBL database and rank them according to their relevance
to the current corpus of about 30,000 articles related to
COVID-19 and other coronavirus infections.9 ChEMBL
bioassays10 are ranked using two complementary approaches:
(i) We construct a retrieval query from the bioassay
descriptions and use it to score each of the paragraphs and
abstracts contained in the articles collection. We then use
statistics of the score distribution of top scoring documents to
rank the bioassays. And (ii), we manually labeled a set of (seed)
molecules that tested positive in ∼100 bioassays relevant to
COVID-19. We then automatically identify compounds from
all the bioassay descriptions and compute their contextual
embeddings. Finally, we rank the bioassays according to their
cosine similarity to the seed molecules. We then keep the 1000
most relevant COVID-19 literature bioassays, as ranked by
either text-mining approach and identify those bioactive
molecules within the CC universe that tested positive (<10
μM) in at least one of them. Finally, we cross these results with
the 10,000 compounds obtained from the similarity searches
described above and assign an extra literature-evidence level
(text-mining) to those in common, which are then used as bait
compounds.
The pipeline runs automatically every day, so that we always

provide the most updated results. Searches are precomputed
for each evidence strength and MoA.

■ THE RESOURCE
Results of the large-scale similarity search are made available as
a web-resource at https://sbnb.irbbarcelona.org/covid19. The
interface contains five tabs:

Figure 1. Methodological strategy. We use the list of COVID-19 compounds extracted from the literature, with different levels of experimental
evidence, as bait to search for compounds with similar bioactivity or chemical features among the 800,000 molecules contained in the CC. We also
include compounds that are positive in relevant bioassays, identified through automatic mining of the COVID-19 literature, and for which we find
further bioactivity support in the CC. We keep and rank the top 10,000 most similar molecules to bait compounds and weight them to favor
molecules with similar properties to those with higher levels of experimental evidence.
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Candidates. We provide the 10,000 molecules, within the
CC universe of 1 M bioactive compounds, that are more
similar to the COVID-19 bait compounds collected from the

literature (Figure 2). The precomputed similarity matrix can be
queried to extract candidates that fulfill properties of interest
by selecting among the levels of evidence for the bait

Figure 2. Querying the compound similarity matrix. The pre-computed similarity matrices can be queried to extract candidates with the properties
of interest. The dynamic tables show information about each candidate compound: InChIKey, name, whether it is an approved drug, its level of
support, number of COVID-19 bait compounds to which it is similar to different P-values (10−5, 10−4, and 10−3), and the three most similar bait
compounds. Additionally, for each molecule, we provide its structure and links to the corresponding CC page. Figure produced on the 18th of
April, 2020.

Figure 3. COVID-19 literature bait compounds’ composition and functional diversity. Number of literature bait compounds split according to their
(A) level of experimental evidence or (B) MoA. (C) t-SNE projections of the bait compounds on the global space of bioactive CC molecules and
on the top 10,000 candidate compounds (D), coloured by MoA. (E) A global view on the similarity matrix, stratified by level of evidence. Figure
produced on the 18th of April, 2020.
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compounds as well as their MoA. In addition, the resulting list
of molecules can be sorted following different criteria,
including whether they are approved/experimental drugs, the
cumulative level of support, or their similarity to specific
COVID-19 literature drugs. Full and partial tables can be
downloaded and exported to several formats, including the
SMILES string representation for all the compounds.
Literature. This tab lists the COVID-19 bait compounds

extracted from the literature, together with their level of
experimental evidence and, if known, the MoA that confers
efficacy against SARS-CoV-2.
Documentation. Here, we present a brief description of

the methodological strategy, and more importantly, we offer
updated statistics and benchmarks of the resource. In
particular, we quantify the number of literature bait
compounds available at each level of evidence and MoA
(Figure 3A,B) and project CC signatures on a 2D plane to
offer a global view of the chemical space explored by our
resource (Figure 3C,D). We see that, while significantly
diverse, COVID-19 bait compounds cluster in certain regions
of the chemical space, and we find new candidate molecules in
their vicinity. Reassuringly, when we analyze the therapeutic
categories of the top-ranked candidates, as expected, we
retrieve a significant number of anti-infective drugs (Figure
4A). Other therapeutic categories such as hormonal treatments
are enriched after the highest-ranking compounds. Note that,
for this enrichment analysis, only drug molecules could be
considered since ATC annotations are not available for most of
the compounds in the CC. Finally, we perform a leave-one-out
cross-validation to assess whether bait compounds can be
retrieved by our similarity search. Figure 4B shows that known
COVID-19 drugs are significantly up-ranked when using and
evaluating all levels of evidence (Figure 4B).
Contribute. Through this form, users can contribute to the

resource by including their molecules of interest. We require
the name and SMILES representation of the molecules as well
as their level of experimental evidence, MoA, and references, if
available. After each submission, we manually check the data
and incorporate it in the next daily update.

Code. This links to the Gitlab repository containing the
complete code to run the pipeline and analyze results.
Overall, we believe that the tool presented herein explores

regions of the bioactive chemical space that could be relevant
to COVID-19 treatment. Our web-based resource is updated
daily and can be used to dynamically search for candidates
related to COVID-19 drugs with varying levels of evidence and
MoA. Therefore, our resource will be useful to a broad range of
COVID-19 drug discovery approaches, ranging from those
seeking a repurposing opportunity to those departing from the
in vitro screening of compounds.
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ailability of methodologies for the comprehensive assessment

on- and off-target drug binding could help discriminate be-

en targets driving efficacy or toxicity and those producing

n-relevant clinical effects.3

raditionally, the molecular targets of a drug that comprise its

A have been defined by detailed thermodynamic (binding

ength) and crystallographic (binding structure) characteriza-

n of a drug’s interaction with individual proteins.4 This

proach is quite effective, as it directly facilitates structure-

sed drug design. Unfortunately, such a ‘‘one-drug/one-

get’’ paradigm is often insufficient tomechanistically elucidate

ical phenotypes induced by even classical drugs, such as

irin.5,6 As a result, there is an urgent need to systematically

assess drug MoAs in terms of their proteome-wide polyphar-

cology, which is defined as their ability to inhibit or activate

teins across a comprehensive, proteome-wide landscape.7

n increasing number of efforts have emerged to leverage

ge-scale perturbational profiles—e.g., mRNA profiles of

ll lines and tissues before and after perturbation with a small

mpound—to predict both high-affinity binding targets and

ntext-specific effectors.8–11 The key assumption behind

use of perturbational profiles for this purpose is that differ-

tial gene expression is controlled by transcription factors

d co-factors that represent the key downstream effectors

a compound’s high-affinity binding targets (Figure 1A).12,13

r example, the drug lapatinib inhibits EGFR (Epidermal

owth Factor Receptor), which induces gene expression

anges via downstream transcription factors, including

C and E2F family proteins (effectors).14,15 As a result,

g-induced differential expression of MYC and E2F tran-

iptional targets may help distinguish EGFR inhibitors from

ibitors with a different downstream effector repertoire (Fig-

1A). By extension, compounds targeting the same proteins

uld induce similar transcriptional signatures, which in turn

n shed insight into its MoA (Figure S1).

he availability of compound- and tissue-specific dose-

ponse curves (DRCs) further improves target assessments.

st, it allows perturbational profile generation at high, yet

-lethal, concentrations, thus preventing an emergence of

ll-mediated responses, such as apoptosis or cellular stress,

t would confound the trueMoA. Second, the availability of dif-

ential cell viability in multiple molecularly distinct tissues

ther informs on compound activity based on distinct cellular

d pathway architectures.16

rotein kinases represent one of the most thoroughly studied

g target classes. Protein kinase inhibitors are designed to

get some of the most frequently mutated oncogenes, whose

ibition has been the hallmark of the oncogene addiction hy-

thesis.17 Moreover, ATP-competitive pull-down assays

able effective and systematic binding affinity measurements

ross comprehensive protein kinase repertoires. The most

mprehensive such evaluation to date, the Kinome-Binding

source (KBR), measured the affinity of 230 clinically relevant

ase inhibitors across 255 kinases.18 While restricted to this

tein class, this dataset is well-suited to benchmarking

thods aimed at predicting drug polypharmacology by

viding criteria for the evaluation of systems pharmacology

proaches (Figure S2).
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research community’s ability to predict kinase

from drug perturbation profiles, we designed

enge19,20 using KBR to provide ground-truth

and PANACEA (Pan-cancer Analysis of Chem-

)—a large-scale resource comprising genome-

ncing (RNA-seq) profiles and matched DRCs of

following perturbation with hundreds of clini-

mpounds—to provide data that may be used

und MoAs. This significantly extends previous

nd systems pharmacology DREAM challenges

estion from drug sensitivity to MoA prediction.

ata used in this challenge includes matched

rbational RNA-seq profiles representing 11 cell

perturbation with approximately 400 clinical

in replicate—including US Food and Drug

DA)-approved and late-stage (phase 2 and 3)

ure 1B). From the challenge, we specifically

t of 32 kinase inhibitors that were also repre-

R (Figures 1C and 1D).

icipants were provided with perturbational pro-

or each drug (blinded) and cell line (Figure 1E)

to predict high-affinity binding targets for the

s by developing and training machine-learning

these data. Teams were further encouraged

ata sources, such as the Cancer Cell Line

the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer

the CMap L1000 database,23 and to leverage

models developed in previous DREAM
4,25

cts, such as the IDG-DREAM Drug Kinase

ge25 and the Multi-targeting Drug DREAM

llenged the community to develop computa-

hat leveraged publicly available chemical (e.g.,

rints, protein structures) and kinase binding

ug-target interactions without using compound

a biological context. In contrast, this challenge

unity to develop methods that could rank the

fected by a compound using publicly available

. In order tomake the challenge realistic, partic-

ed to the compound identity and to the fact that

d from the KBR collection. The challenge oper-

ber 2019 to February 2020 and led to the devel-

sessment of state-of-the-art approaches for

oAs from perturbational profiles, as described

irements and data
cancer Drug Activity DREAM Challenge, partic-

d to use DREAM-provided and publicly avail-

enomic datasets—including cell-line-matched

expression profiles of drug-naive and -per-

rturbational profiles)—to predict compound

(high-affinity targets) of 32 anonymized drugs

S1). The DREAM-provided dataset comprised

atched perturbational profiles of these 32 drugs

ell lines representing molecularly distinct tumor
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Figure 1. Underlying data and structure of

polypharmacology community challenge

(A) Drug mechanism can be divided into direct

binding targets and downstream effectors.

(B) The PANACEA-database-given transcriptional

profiles of cell lines perturbed by clinical oncology

drugs.

(C) Kinome-binding profiles of 32 kinase inhibitors.

(D) Transcriptional Hallmark programs induced by

32 kinase inhibitors (this data represents the

average of two technical replicates where the same

cell line was perturbed and sequenced on 2 different

days).

(E) Challenge structure: participants are given per-

turbed RNA-seq and dose response data and asked

to predict protein targets.

(F) Challenge evaluation:
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btypes in replicate (Figure 1E). All drugs used in the challenge

d perturbational profiling in PANACEA and high-affinity bind-

characterization in the Kinome-Binding Resource (KBR).18

hile the full PANACEA manuscript is being published indepen-

ntly, all data related to this challenge is made contextually

ailable with the publication of this manuscript (see Data and

de availability).

Participants were encouraged to combine these data with

ditional publicly available resources to infer high-affinity bind-

targets of the 32 drugs from a repertoire of �1,300 potential

ug targets, defined as the union of all DrugBank-reported tar-

ts and the 255 kinases profiled in the KBR. Drug names were

fuscated to prevent trivial training of the algorithm on the KBR

ta (Figure 1F), and participants were not aware that the KBR

Model perform

ability to priorit

defined as hav

according to t

rized by two s

Sub-challe

each subm

gets (Kd < 1

10 highest-

ing the top

tions that c

assays. Fo

calculated

Ce
participant predictions are

nrichment of <mM binders

rediction vector.

as a gold standard

ssment.

ast DREAM studies,

ded a leaderboard

a final validation

rmer, teams were al-

to five predictions for

which were scored

lic leaderboard. The

was to enable exper-

ceptual flexibility in

by providing rapid

curacy of the model

raging competition

A limit of 5 submis-

allow model refine-

mising the statistical

training and testing

ing the potential for

nal validation round,

ked to submit their

ions with the accom-

e, thus allowing for

f their methodology.
objective validation o

nce was evaluated according to each team’s

e bona fide targets of the 32 drugs, with the latter

g a dissociation constant Kd < 1 mM in the KBR,

o complementary metrics, which were summa-

-challenges:

ge 1 (SC1) was designed to assess the ability of

ed prediction to identify high-affinity binding tar-

M) of each of the 32 compounds among the top

oring predicted targets. The rationale for select-

targets was to represent the number of predic-

ld be realistically validated using experimental

ach submitted drug prediction, a p value was

y filtering the prediction list to consider only
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Table 1. Number of additional datasets used by participants for training and algorithm class

Team SC1 SC2

No. of drug-AUC

datasetsa
No. of drug-mRNA

datasetsb No. of drug-target datasetsc
Total training

datasets Algorithm class

Netphar 12.6 70.9 6 1 4 11 similarity

SBNB 11.7 59.2 6 3 2 11 similarity

Xielab 13.8 50.3 6 2 1 9 similarity

Atom 17.4 49.3 – 2 4 6 NN

DMIS_PDA 13.8 35.2 – 2 1 3 NN

Theragen 15.1 17.3 – 2 1 3 similarity

Signal 6.3 6.1 – 1 2 4 regression

TeamAxolotl 6.2 1.1 – – 2 3 NN

AM

Sen
aDr ot
bDr 0

cDr

4
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targets in the KBR and comparing the number of bona fide

targets (Kd < 1 mM in the KBR) in the top 10 predicted targets

to a null model generated from all possible targets and was

similarly filtered to consider only targets in the KBR. A final in-

tegrated score was computed by averaging the -log2(p value)

for each drug across all 32 drugs.

Sub-challenge 2 (SC2) was designed to assess the ability of

each submitted prediction to accurately rank all the (for the

participants) unknown bona fide targets (Kd < 1 mM in the

KBR) of each of the 32 compounds by computing their enrich-

ment—and associated p value—within the ranked list of pre-

dicted targets. The rationale for this second metric was to

provide a more comprehensive and fine-grained comparison

of the different methodologies (Figure 1F). Similar to SC1, a

final integrated score was computed by averaging the

-log2(p value) for each drug across all 32 drugs.

allenge results
ring the leaderboard phase, 21 teams contributed 86 predic-

n matrices of which 39 (45%) showed a geometric mean

ross drugs for each team) p value of <0.01 for both SC1

d SC2. Interestingly, SC1 and SC2 scores revealed distinct

tribution profiles: on average, most predictions were statisti-

lly significantly enriched on the top 10 target metric (SC1)

t not on the entire list enrichment (SC2) (Figures S3A and S3B)

onsistent with previous DREAM Challenges, we assessed

ether the performances across teams were statistically

ferent for both sub-challenges by estimating a Bayes factor

ng a bootstrap analysis (see STAR Methods). The Bayes fac-

is ametric used to compare two (ormore) statistical models; a

del with a Bayes factor BF%3 indicates that the model is sta-

ically indistinguishable from the top-ranked model. Figures

C and 3D summarize the results of this analysis, with each

x showing a team’s bootstrapped scores, and the color of

box indicating the Bayes factor relative to the top performer.

ing this criteria, Team Atom and Team Netphar were

nfirmed as the top performers in SC1 and SC2, respectively

ures S3C and S3D), while team SBNB was a close second

SC2 (Bayes factor 3–5). A description of the algorithms from

teams Atom,

Methods.

When scorin

predictions to t

KBR compend

challenge parti

but below inco

this filtering ste

ticipants who

and above non

SC2 results we

gets. As with th

the top 10 pred

lapped with the

the gold-stand

analysis (Figur

teams in SC1, m

ond place fell to

filtered. In addi

tially increased

To better un

performances,

ual drug basis

which separate

tional training

general, consis

integration,25

with the numbe

accounting for

82% of the var

Training data
performance
Both SC2winn

highly curated

relied on the

icity)35 and Dr

relied on the m

ure 2 provides

beRland 3.3 1.1 – – –

thamizhaV 7.4 0.9 – – –

ug sensitivity (AUC) databases include: NCI60,27 GDSC,22 CTRP,28 gCSI,29 CCLE,21 and

ug mRNA perturbation databases include: L1000-drugs, L1000-shRNA,23 and CREEDS.3

ug target datasets include: DrugBank,31 ChEMBL,32 KEGG,33 and MATADOR.34
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etphar, and SBNB is provided in the STAR

the algorithms for the challenge, we filtered the

255 kinases in the gold-standard dataset (i.e.,

). However, it would be possible in principle for

pants to rank kinase targets in the correct order

ect targets not included in the KBR, such that

would boost their performance relative to par-

d ranked kinase targets in the correct order

inase targets. To address this issue, SC1 and

re-scored considering the full list of 1,259 tar-

scoring for the main challenge, SC1 evaluated

tions to assess whether any given top 10 over-

old-standard dataset. SC2 looked at the rank of

d targets within the submitted predictions. This

S3E and S3F) changed the ranking of some

st notably Team Theragen, whose original sec-

inth place when non-KBR targets were not pre-

n, Team Netphar’s SC1 performance substan-

oving from 5th to 1st position.

rstand the models and the difference in their

e examined sub-challenge scores on an individ-

igures S3G and S3H). Two clusters emerged,

teams based on whether they had used addi-

atasets to train their algorithms. (Table 1). In

nt with prior results on the value of evidence

erall performance was positively correlated

of additional databases utilized in the analysis,

7% of the variance in SC1 and a remarkable

nce in SC2.

ource contribution to model

g teams, Netphar and SBNB, employedmultiple

atasets for training their algorithm. Netphar

ulti-database resources DrugComb (cytotox-

TargetCommons (drug targets),36 and SBNB

lti-modality ChemicalChecker database.37 Fig-

high-level conceptual summary of the types of

0 unsup.

0 unsup.

her manually curated data.
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ta sources included in these meta-databases organized by

ta type and source.

Overall, the datasets used to train the algorithms could be

ided into twomain categories: experimental screening-based

d literature curation-based (Figure 2). Screening approaches

ve the advantages of providing measurements that are quan-

tive, directly comparable, and systematic (i.e., low sparsity).

wever, theymay suffer from technological platform bias. Liter-

re curation has the advantage of reflecting a multi-laboratory

nsensus but suffers from the disparate, ad hoc nature of the

asurements and from lack of systematic assessment (high

arsity) (Figure 2). Team performance was further stratified

sed on whether they relied on (1) drug-target databases, (2)

ug-perturbational databases, and/or (3) cytotoxicity data-

ses. As further discussed below, drug-target and -perturba-

nal databases provided the greatest accuracy boost across

drugs.

Critically, all teams chose to use literature-based datasets for

ntifying candidate drug targets (Figure 2). This is an important

tail because while methods were trained on literature-based

rug-target’’ definitions, they were eventually evaluated based

objective, high-accuracy ATP-competitive assays (Figure 1F).

better understand the overlap between literature- and ATP-

sed drug targets, we evaluated the overlap between Drug-

nk and KBR targets (Figure 3). Specifically, we measured

e number of DrugBank-reported protein kinase targets that

re recovered across a range of affinity thresholds from 1 nM

10 mM in the KBR (Figure 3A). Encouragingly, almost 80% of

emwere identified in the KBR using a Kd < 1 mM threshold (Fig-

e 3A), consistent with a common ‘‘rule-of-thumb’’ for drug-lead

velopment.4

Interestingly, while a 1 mM threshold identified the majority of

ugBank kinase targets, it also revealed the presence of a

nificant number of new targets not reported in DrugBank

(Figure 3B). O

recapitulated

that DrugBan

drug. A key qu

winning metho

by canonical

evaluated the

teams when

bona fide high

lenge (Figure S

were consiste

1.7:1.4), they a

tion vector (Fig

drug targets ca

macology ana

further suppor

may reduce a

are not yet inc

In addition

bases—ChEM

by the top-pe

target pairs ac

gets (34%) we

Taken togethe

drug-target int

the KBR but w

that they are fa

We compare

ing these vario

ChEMBL, Dru

to evaluate the

truths (Figure

sets have a su

metric (rank a

ure 2. The universe of training data used in this challenge

g-perturbation datasets can be divided into two major categories: technology-based and litera

Ce
rall, this shows that while DrugBank is mostly

the KBR, the reverse is not true, suggesting

may not contain all high-affinity targets of a

stion raised by this comparison is whether the

’s performance may have been driven entirely

ugBank targets. To address this question, we

tio between the scores of the top three winning

her DrugBank or KBR targets were used as

ffinity targets of the 32 drugs used in the chal-

). While the scores based on DrugBank targets

ly higher (Netphar, 3:2; SBNB, 4:2; and Atom,

showed positive enrichment within the predic-

re S4). This result implies that literature-curated

be successfully used to bootstrap the polyphar-

sis of otherwise uncharacterized drugs, thus

g the value of these resources. However, this

orithm performance for new compounds that

ded in any database.

DrugBank, two additional drug target data-

L32 and DrugTargetCommons36—were used

rming teams. Plotting the overlap of all drug-

ss all four drug-target databases, only 121 tar-

e found to be unique to the KBR (Figure 3C).

these databases provided up to 2,386 additional

actions, of which 520 (21%) were evaluated in

re found to have affinities >1 mM, suggesting

e positive drug-target interactions (Figure 3D).

the ranked performance of each prediction us-

s databases as gold standards (KBR/Kinome,

argetCommons, KinomeScan, and DrugBank)

tability of the predictions with different ground

). As is expected, different ground-truth data-

stantial effect on team ranking, though the SC2

oss all targets for which data are available in

re-based, each with distinct limitations.
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Figure 3. Comparison of DrugBank and kinome drug target definitions

(A) An affinity threshold of 1 mM within the kinome database successfully recovered almost 80% of the kinase targets within DrugBank.

(B) The kinome-defined drug targets appear to reveal a large number of new drug-targets (in red) in addition to the canonical drug targets (in black).

(C) Drug target pairs overlap across four drug target universes.

(D) Drug target pairs not detected in the kinome database used for PANACEA evaluation.

(E) Number of successful top 10 predictions for each drug and team across the different drug target universes.
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gold-standard dataset) is more stable than the SC1 metric

nk across top ten targets only).

nterestingly, when comparing the overlap of the top 10 targets

dicted by the winning teams in each database, the observed

ferences strongly reflect the training datasets used by each

m (Figure 3E). For instance, as one would expect, SBNB

d Netphar results were biased toward DrugBank and

gTargetCommons targets, respectively.

ase groups have distinct transcriptional programs
next explored drivers of model performance by examining

diction accuracy for individual kinase inhibitor groups (Fig-

s 4A and 4B).38 Significant heterogeneity in methods perfor-

mance across

differences in

be leveraged t

winning metho

itors group tha

Based on th

nase groups a

scriptional pro

between kinas

correlation of th

(as detailed in

sent in both d

plotted with ph

Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100492, January 18, 2022
dividual drugs was observed, suggesting that

odeling strategies (see the next section) may

predict different drug classes. For instance, all

performed better on the tyrosine kinase inhib-

on any other kinase group (Figure 4C).

observation, we hypothesized that specific ki-

families may be associated with distinct tran-

rams. To evaluate the general relationships

targets and mRNA programs, we assessed the

KBR-reported Kdwith transcriptional hallmarks

upplemental information) across 84 drugs pre-

abases (Figure 4D). This correlation matrix is

logenetic tree-based kinase groups annotated



Figure 4. Different kinase pathways show distinct mRNA signatures when inhibited

(A and B) Across all models, tyrosine kinase (TK)-targeting drugs performed the best.

(C) Distribution of kinases profiled across the Human Kinome annotated by kinase group.

(D) Correlation of kinase-binding data with transcriptional program.

(E and F) KEGG pathway transformation of kinase space from (C) revealed pathway-specific transcriptional signatures
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the top bars. Examining the protein kinase mRNA program

trix, no strong kinase group clustering was observed, indi-

ting that kinase class is not generally sufficient to predict

wnstream transcriptional effects (Figure 4D, columns),

ough tyrosine kinases showed weak clustering with prolifer-

n programs (Figure 4D, rows, bottom cluster): E2F targets,

C targets, G2M checkpoint, oxidative phosphorylation, and

OR-signaling.

o better understand the nature of the biological pathways

derlying this association, we projected kinases into the

GG pathway space39 (see Method details for figures), which

lded a matrix of associations between kinase-signaling path-

ys and downstream transcriptional programs (Figure 4E).

is analysis revealed a distinct pattern of transcriptional signa-

es that distinguished tyrosine kinase inhibitors from cell-cy-

inhibitors and TGFb inhibitors (Figure 4E), consistent with

known hierarchical structure of these signaling pathways,

., MYC and cell-cycle suppression via RTK-inhibition, in

ntrast to cell-cycle but not MYC suppression via CDK-inhibi-

n (Figure 4F).14

thodological summary
erall, the methods submitted to the final validation round

uld be broken into three general categories:

1. Methods relying on aweighted average of differential gene

expression and area under the curve (AUC)-based DRC

similarity across drugs and drug targets. These included

Netphar, SBNB, Xielab, and Theragen.

2. Methods relying on neural networks trained on prior infor-

mation relating differential gene expression to drug-tar-

gets. These included Atom, DMIS_PDA, and TeamAxolotl

3. Methods based on fully unsupervised data transformation

combining differential gene expression and DRC data.

These included AMbeRland, SenthamizhamV, and Signal.

enerally, similarity-weighted average methodologies per-

med best in SC2 (Netphar 1st, SBNB 2nd, and Theragen

)—i.e., they were better at predicting the entire range of tar-

gets— while N

best in SC1 (At

at predicting t

experimental v

the worst perf

significance wi

the potential fo

prior knowledg

In addition,

used by algori

similarity meth

data (Figures 1

exclusively wit

drug sensitivity

method (Atom)

neural network

worth noting,

structure-base

models) and of

Bank31). Unfor

help distinguis

stream effecto

improved Atom

significant amo

Contribution
Previous work

data can prov

training on tran

investigate the

scriptional dat

model (which

obtained from

batch-correcte

drug combinat

(half maximum

an AUC-based

both the poten

ure 5. Comparison of the two winning strategies: weighted similarity and neural ne

Team Netphar (who won SC2) used a simple matrix manipulation procedure to predict drug tar

Team Atom (who won SC1) used a protein-sequence-trained neural network.

Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100492, January 18, 2022
ral Network-based methodologies performed

1st and DMIS_PDA 3rd)—i.e., they were better

gets in the range that could lead to realistic

lidation. Fully unsupervised methods showed

mance. Nonetheless, they achieved statistical

out leveraging any prior knowledge, suggesting

echanistic insight that could be combined with

in future approaches.

ere were differences in the training datasets

ms in the first two categories. While weighted

ds used both transcriptional and cytotoxicity

and 5A), neural network methods were trained

transcriptional profile data (see Contribution of

data). Intriguingly, the winning neural network

sed protein sequence data to further train their

Figure 5B). This particular prior knowledge is

it underlies several traditional approaches to

drug design (e.g., ligand docking to homology

arget discovery (e.g., BLAST searches in Drug-

nately, while such an approach may eventually

high-affinity binding targets from key down-

, the use of protein sequence information

performance only by a small, non-statistically

nt.

orks

ts.
drug sensitivity data
s shown that training on drug sensitivity profile

e a comparable prediction performance to

criptional signatures.40 As such, we sought to

ontributions of drug sensitivity and drug tran-

to the performance of the winning Netphar

ilized both). Drug sensitivity training data was

rugComb, a curated database that includes

drug sensitivities for both single drugs and

ns.35 In addition to the commonly used IC50

inhibitory concenration), DrugComb provides

elative inhibition (RI) metric,41 which captures

and efficacy of drug responses (Figure S6A).
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Examining correlations between predicted and gold-standard

gets, we found that adding drug sensitivity data significantly

proved prediction accuracy relative to transcriptional data

ne (Figure S6B). Performance improvements were driven by

veral individual drugs whose targets were poorly predicted

sed on perturbational profile data only, including sunitinib, cri-

tinib, and crenolanib (Figure S6C). Finally, we tested whether

e additional efficacy information provided by the RI metric

proved model performance. Indeed, use of the RI metric in

e predictive algorithms produced statistically significant, albeit

rginal, overall improvement (median 0.18 compared to 0.19,

ired Wilcoxon test p value = 0.025), highlighting the potential

lue of this metric in modeling drug properties.

SCUSSION

oA elucidation is a critical, yet time-consuming, step in the

ug development process,42 as it helps to identify on- and off-

get effects supporting the activity of the compound (polyphar-

cology) as well as off-target effects that may cause unwanted

xicity. This addresses two major reasons for clinical trial fail-

es: lack of safety and efficacy.43,44 Failure rates may be sub-

ntially reduced if compound MoAs could be assessed more

curately and comprehensively (Figures S1A and S1B).

A drugMoA is defined as the set of biochemical interactors and

ectors through which the drug produces its pharmacological

ects, both positive and negative. These are almost invariably

ll-context-specific. Despite its relevance, MoA characteriza-

n still represents a significant challenge, which is only partially

dressed by experimental and computational strategies. Most

the experimental approaches rely on direct binding assays,

ch as ATP competitive pull-down,18 affinity purification45,46

affinity chromatography assays.47 These labor-intensive

thods are generally limited to the identification of high-affinity

ding targets rather than the full protein repertoire responsible

r compound activity in a tissue and are often restricted to a spe-

c protein family, such as protein kinases (Figure S1A). Thus,

itically relevant targets outside of these relatively narrow con-

es may be missed, as shown by the recent reclassification of

eMET tyrosine receptor kinase inhibitor tivantinib as amicrotu-

le inhibitor.48 Indeed, drug polypharmacology is emerging as a

itical concept that increasingly impacts themechanistic under-

nding of a drug’s disease-specific impact, for instance via a

ld effect mediated by multiple targets rather than by their pri-

ry, high-affinity binding target (Figure S1B). For example,

S964 is a compound originally developed as a MELK inhibitor

d was recently shown tomanifest its antitumoral activity via an

tirely different target, CDK11,which hadoriginally beenmissed

its MoA characterization.1

A few computational approaches have also been developed to

er MoA,49–51 including using structural and/or genomic infor-

tion,52 text-mining algorithms,53 or data mining.54,55 As

ch, they rely on detailed three-dimensional structures of

th the drug molecules and the target proteins or on prior

owledge of related compounds. More recently, systematic

ne expression profiling (GEP) following compound perturba-

ns in cell lines8,11,23,56 has furthered the development of

mputational methods for MoA analysis (Figure S1B).
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cycle (Figure 4
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information on

molecular drug

While we di

performances

ity-weighted a

(Figures S7 an

performed bes

Ce

rticle
ese issues, we hosted a DREAM community

sess computational approaches for drug MoA

rug perturbational profiles using a comprehen-

tal protein kinase binding affinity benchmark.

nchmark used in this challenge is the Kinome-

e (KBR), a systematic set of ATP-competitive

ssessing the ability of 230 candidate kinase in-

s to bind to one of 255 protein kinases

emerging from the evaluation of individual pre-

nce and individual databases is that the concept

still poorly defined and inconsistent (Figure S2).

en when restricting the comparison strictly to

the comparison of targets defined in DrugBank

s that the former may be missing data andmay

sitive targets whose binding affinity is >1 mM

is unclear whether there may be false negatives

xample, if allosteric binding or protein degrada-

on drug binding, as it would be missed by an

binding assay. More critically, it is unclear

ets reported in one database but not the other

ant pharmacological role either in disease treat-

ergence of undesirable side effects.

as not the main objective of the DREAM

tudy also provides significant insights on the

tor proteins downstream of high-affinity binding

the fact that the perturbational signature signif-

ted to correct target inference suggests that

nscriptional regulators represent a valuable re-

at can distinguish the MoA of different com-

4 and S6). Furthermore, the analysis shows

of matched DRCs and perturbational profile

g provided a significant contribution to the qual-

ion. For instance, drugs such as sunitinib, crizo-

nib produced significantly worse performances

is was restricted to perturbational profiles but

ficantly better when DRCs and perturbational

integrated.

observation that emerged from this challenge is

ase inhibitors were predicted with higher accu-

ds (Figures 4A–4C). Examining correlations be-

onstants and transcriptional profiles, we found

ses inhibitors were mostly associated with sup-

feration signatures (Figure 4D). This is perhaps

growth factor control of the cell cycle is typically

eptor tyrosine kinases. Looking at enrichment of

within Figure 4D’s correlation matrix, we were

decoupling in the effects of MYC and the cell

that was consistent with the hierarchy of known

hways (Figure 4F). These results provide evi-

-perturbed transcriptional signatures can retain

he signaling pathways directly downstream of

argets.

not observe major differences between model

ased on modeling strategy, generally, similar-

erage methodologies performed best in SC2

S8), while neural-network-based methodologies

in SC1 (Figure S9). An important insight arising
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m the challenge is that computational methods for MoA infer-

ce are best at identifying similarities between unknown com-

unds and compounds already reported in existing databases

her than at elucidating compound MoAs de novo. Indeed, all

the methodologies that did not rely on prior databases under-

rformed when compared with those that did. The fact that all

proposed methodologies produced statistically significant

ults suggests that genome-wide perturbational profiles bring

novo predictions of compound MoAs a step closer to being

ectively useful in drug discovery.

or the best-performing drug classes, differential transcrip-

nal signals could be traced to specific patterns of co-regulated

nscriptional gene sets or hallmarks (Figures 1D, 4D, and 4E).

ese patterns can be directly explained by the hierarchical

ucture of kinase signaling cascades in canonical pathways

ure 4F). Critically, this insight highlights the strengths and

aknesses of mRNA-based target inference where:

d Targets within the same pathway can be difficult to differ-

entiate (e.g., EGFR, RAS, RAF, and MEK inhibitors) due to

transcriptional phenocopying.

d Targets at pathway branch points are easier to predict due

to the differential transcriptional effects they induce (e.g.,

RTK versus CDK versus TGFb inhibitors).

r example, while RTK inhibitors could be effectively distin-

ished from CDK inhibitors, distinguishing the more subtle dif-

ences between drugs within each class should prove more

allenging.

verall, this work suggests that predictive models can

erage perturbational data to effectively infer the MoA of small

lecules and to reveal biological and clinical insights about

ggable pathways. Future studies using computational

deling to tackle this problem will be critical to the successful

plication of these methods. Specifically, developing a more

tematic knowledge of drug targets, particularly for non-ki-

se targets, may improve the ability of the community to

velop accurate models. Additional development and bench-

rking of unsupervised prediction methods may also be

uired for the accurate prediction of targets of novel mole-

les. Finally, future work will be necessary to elucidate the

st practices, limitations, and general applicability of these
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Y RESOURCES TABLE

AGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

emicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

E788 SelleckChem S1486

tinib SelleckChem S1011

D5363 SelleckChem S8019

fetinib SelleckChem S1369

sutinib SelleckChem S1014

bozantinib SelleckChem S1119

diranib SelleckChem S1017

nolanib SelleckChem S2730

zotinib SelleckChem S1068

comitinib SelleckChem S2727

satinib SelleckChem S1021

vitinib SelleckChem S1018

etinib SelleckChem S1111

fitinib SelleckChem S1025

tinib SelleckChem S2922

tinib SelleckChem S2475

2449 SelleckChem S2158

atinib SelleckChem S2111

ifanib SelleckChem S1003

CD365 SelleckChem S1361

2206 SelleckChem S1078

ratinib SelleckChem S2150

tinib SelleckChem S1033

imertinib SelleckChem S7297

atinib SelleckChem S1490

izartinib SelleckChem S1526

gorafenib SelleckChem S1178

afenib SelleckChem S1040

itinib SelleckChem S1042

antinib SelleckChem S2753

detanib SelleckChem S1046

litinib SelleckChem S2755

tical commercial assays

llTiter-Glo Luminescent Viability Assay Promega G7570

posited data

NACEA gene expression profiles. This paper GEO: GSE186341

erimental models: Cell lines

C-1 ATCC ATCC Cat# CRL-1682; RRID:CVCL_0152

145 ATCC ATCC Cat# HTB-81; RRID:CVCL_0105

-21 DSMZ DSMZ Cat# ACC-235; RRID:CVCL_0029

C1143 ATCC ATCC Cat# CRL-2321; RRID:CVCL_1245

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

HF2597 Henry Ford N/A

HSTS Broad RRID:CVCL_L296

KRJ1 Califano Lab RRID:CVCL_8886

LNCaP ATCC ATCC Cat# CRL-1740; RRID:CVCL_1379

NCI-H1793 ATCC ATCC Cat# CRL-5896; RRID:CVCL_1496

PANC-1 ATCC ATCC Cat# CRL-1469; RRID:CVCL_0480

U-87 MG ATCC ATCC Cat# HTB-14; RRID:CVCL_0022

Software and algorithms

STAR aligner, 2.5.2b Dobin et al.57 https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

Limma 3.48.1 Ritchie et al.58 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

limma.html

DESeq2 Love et al.59 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

DESeq2.html

ComBat Johnson et al.60 https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/

sva.html
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ad contact
rther information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Andrea Califano

2248@cumc.columbia.edu).

aterials availability
is study did not generate new unique reagents.

ta and code availability
ta used in the challenge, submission writeups, and other Challenge resources can be found at https://www.doi.org/10.7303/

n20968331.

Raw data is also available through the Gene Expression Omnibus (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) under accession number

O: GSE186341. Code for scoring the predictions and for generating the null models is available here: https://github.com/

ge-Bionetworks-Challenges/CTD2-Panacea-Challenge, and a Docker container that was used to deploy the scoring algorithm

this challenge is available to all registered Synapse users via the Synapse Docker registry (https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:-

n20968331/wiki/597042). Links to all submitted writeups, Docker containers containing method source code, and Docker docu-

ntation for this challenge can be found on the Challenge wiki: https://www.synapse.org/#!Synapse:syn20968331/wiki/607259.

Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work paper is available from the Lead Contact upon

quest.

PERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

ll line viability
ll-lines were obtained from ATCC and cultured using prescribed conditions. To determine optimal seeding density for compound

ations (i.e., cell-growth is linear for the duration of experiment), 3.2 million cells of each cell line were plated and viability measured

ing CelTiter Glo (Promega Corp.) at 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours. Briefly, 10 mL of 320,000 cells/mL cell-solution was added to column

of a 12w deep-well plate. 5mL from column 11was then serially diluted 1:1 from column 11 through column 2. The HamiltonMicro-

b automated liquid handling system’s Cell Line Optimization protocol was used to split the 12 w plates between 4 384 well plates

r incubation. 384 well plates were stored in the incubator and at 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours 1 plate was removed and allowed to sit for

minutes at room temperature. 25 uL of Cell Titer Glo was added to eachwell and shaken at 800rpm for 5min. Finally luminescence

s read using the EnVision Multi-Label Reader (Perkin Elmer Inc.). The seeding density which resulted in linear increase of the cells

s used for the perturbation experiments.

alysis code This paper https://github.com/Sage-Bionetworks-Challenges/

CTD2-Panacea-Challenge
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e3
THOD DETAILS

llaborative methods overview
e PANACEA database was developed in collaboration between Columbia University Irving Medical Centers (CUIMC)’s High

roughput Screening Center (HTS), Sulzberger Genome Center and the Califano Laboratory in the Department of Systems Biology.

efly, HTS handled cell-culture, cell-perturbation experiments and RNA extraction; theGenomeCenter performedRNA sequencing

d the Califano laboratory performed data normalization, quality control, benchmarking and scientific and statistical analysis.

mpound titration curves
determine the 48h ED20 of each drug, cell lines were plated into 96-well tissue culture plates, in 100 mL total volume, and incubated

37�C. After 16 hours the plates were removed from the incubator and compounds were transferred into assay wells (1 mL) in trip-

te. Plates were then returned to the incubator. After 48 hours the assay plates were removed from the incubator and allowed to

ol to room temperature prior to the addition of 100 mL of CellTiter-Glo (Promega Inc.) per well. The plates were then mechanically

ken for 5 minutes prior to readout on the EnVision Multi-Label Reader (Perkin Elmer Inc.) using the enhanced luminescence mod-

. Relative cell viability was computed using matched DMSO control wells as reference. ED20 was estimated by fitting a four-

rameter sigmoid model to the titration results.

rturbational profile generation
ing the previously described plating and perturbation procedure we perturbed each cell-line with each drug at its 48h ED20 value

easured above) or its CMax concentration. In order to optimize the clinical translation potential of the perturbation databases, we

d the CMax, defined as themaximum plasma concentration after the administration of the drug at themaximum tolerated dose in

tients, (whenever available from published pharmacokinetic studies), as an upper bound for the perturbation studies (Table S1).

e mRNA from these cells was isolated and profiled by PLATESeq (Nat. Commun. 2017, 8, 105) at 24h after each perturbation.

ANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

ofile normalization
ASeq reads were mapped for each well to the human reference genome assembly 38 using the STAR aligner,57 version 2.5.2b.

ividual plates counts files were then combined, normalized and corrected for batch effects. First, individual counts files were com-

ed across genes and ERCC2 spike-in counts removed, yielding the raw counts file for each cell-line experiment. Second, raw

unts were quantile normalized and variance stabilized based on the negative binomial distribution with the DESeq R system pack-

e.59 To account for plate-based batch effects (which are commonwith drug-perturbed transcriptomic data) normalized expression

s batch corrected using ComBat.60

ome and PANACEA data formatting
ome-binding data from Klaeger et al.18 was downloaded at https://www.proteomicsdb.org/#projects/4257 via ‘‘Supplementary

ble 3 DrugMatrices.’’ Raw data was transformed to -log10 scale and NA’s replaced with thematrix maximum -log10(Kd) of�4.3 to

resent the limit of detection of the technology. PANACEA differential gene expression data was calculated using a moderated

dent’s t test as implemented in the limma package58 from Bioconductor (version 3.48.1) with respect to pooled DMSO controls

ross all cell-line plates.

seline model
r the baseline model, we used drug perturbation gene expression data from the LINCS-L1000 project23 and drug-target informa-

n from the Drug Repurposing Hub.61 We calculated consensus signatures40 for each drug with known target molecules. The

EAM-PANACEA gene expression dataset was standardized using the control measurements, and consensus signature (average

ross cell lines) was calculated for each DREAM-PANACEA drug. We calculated the similarity (Spearman’s correlation) matrix be-

en the LINCS and DREAM-PANACEA drug signatures, using only the measured (landmark) genes of LINCS-L1000. For each

EAM-PANACEA drug, we performed target enrichment (including the mode of action (i.e., activation or inhibitor), using the viper

ackage12) using the drug similarity vector and the known targets of the LINCS drugs. The normalized enrichment scores from

get enrichment were further rank transformed for each drug, and submitted as baseline prediction.

oring algorithms
rticipants submitted predictions for a list of 1259 ‘‘druggable’’ targets and 30 drugs, with each prediction being a confidence score

tween 0 and 1 (where one is most confident that the target is a true target of a drug). We then filtered each submission to only

nsider the 255 targets in the gold standard dataset. For the purposes of calculating p values, we created 1000 null models by

nerating 1000 random prediction sets. These random predictions were generated by sampling (without replacement) the 255

ld standard targets using the dplyr ‘‘sample_frac’’ function to obtain a randomly-ranked set of targets (this procedurewas repeated

00 times).62
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For each submission, we filtered the predictions to the 255 kinases being evaluated. For SC1, we scored teams by evaluating the

richment of their top 10 predictions for each drug in the gold standard dataset, aswell as for one null model prediction, performing a

ired Wilcoxon rank sum test (Mann-Whitney test) to generate a p value for each prediction. We repeated this each null model to

nerate a distribution of 1000 p values for each submission, and calculated themean p value as the participants’ score. For SC2, the

thodology and null models were identical, but instead of evaluating the enrichment of the top 10 predicted targets in the gold stan-

rd dataset, we assessed the ranks of the true targets within the full vector of 255 predicted targets for each drug. We again per-

rmed a pairedWilcoxon rank sum test (Mann-Whitney test) to generate a p value for each submission.We repeated this for each null

del to generate a distribution of 1000 p values for each submission and calculated the mean p value as the participants’ score. In

e post-challenge phase of this study, we re-evaluated the performance of each team (Figure S3) by repeating this analysis but omit-

g the kinase filtering step described above.

ternate gold standard evaluation
ta from ChEMBL, DrugTargetCommons, KinomeScan (generated by HMS LINCS consortium), and DrugBank for the 1259 ‘‘drug-

ble’’ targets used in this challenge were collected and formatted in the same manner as the KBR dataset used in the challenge. A

t of 1000 null models was generated using the 1259 ‘‘druggable’’ targets. The scoring was performed for the SC1 and SC2metrics

described in the previous section. Due to the very different target universes and completeness of each dataset, we converted the

solute scores to ranks to make it easier to compare the relative differences between the different datasets.

termination of top performers and data leak
inners were determined by calculating a Bayes factor relative to the top-ranked submission in each category. In this context, we

ed the Bayes factor, a likelihood ratio, to compare the difference between the top-ranked model and all other models in each sub-

allenge. The Bayes factor indicates the relative difference between the predictive power of the twomodels; with larger Bayes factor

lues corresponding an larger difference between the models. Ties were defined as models with a Bayes factor % 3 relative to the

p-ranked model.

We calculated Bayes factors by bootstrapping all of the submissions that qualified for final scoring by performing 10000 iterations

sampling with replacement for each submission. For each bootstrap, we calculated the p values as described above to generate a

tribution of scores for each submission. Using this distribution of p values, Bayes factors were calculated for each submission

lative to the top-scoring team using the challengescoring R package (https://github.com/sage-bionetworks/challengescoring).

s were defined as submissions with a Bayes factor % 3 relative to the top submission. During the scoring of the final round,

discovered that a portion of the Challenge dose-response data had been revealed to the public via a preprint. Upon reviewing

writeups, we saw that Team netphar (not knowing that this was the challenge data) described using this information to fine-

e some of the compound predictions for better performance. To ensure a level playing field and to ensure that this team’s model

s generalizable and did not use the preprint data, we worked with Team netphar to remove this fine-tuning step and rescore the

ediction. Importantly, the analyses presented in this manuscript to determine the top performers used the new prediction file that

its the fine-tuning step and leaked data.

tailed computational procedure Figures 1C and 1D
NACEA differential gene expression data were transformed into ‘‘Transcriptional Hallmarks’’ based on definitions of 50 transcrip-

nal signatures defined in63. Briefly, an average z-score was calculated for each signature by averaging the z-scores of the individ-

l genes for each signature. PanACEA cell-lines were then averaged to yield a single 32x50 matrix reflecting the relationships of 32

ugs and 50 transcriptional hallmarks. PANACEA and Kinome-binding matrices were then processed for visualization by (1) filtering

r the top 30 kinases and signatures by variance and (2) clustering rows and column based on pearson correlation. Filtered datawere

en visualized using the heatmap.2 function of the gplots package in R. Sidebar annotations of canonical drug-targets were defined

sed on the DrugBank definitions of drug-targets as detailed in Table S1.

tailed computational procedure Figure 3A
assess the agreement between DrugBank-Literature and Kinome-binding data, we first defined our reference as: all the kinase-

gets defined by DrugBank for our 32-drug library. As the Kinome-binding data give continuous measurements, it is necessary to

fine a Kd-threshold to binarize the Kinome-data to compare with DrugBank. For each Kd-threshold, we then calculated the

verage of DrugBank by counting the number of drug-kinase edges identified in the Kinome data and divided by the total number

drug-kinase edges in DrugBank. (B) To visualize the new-targets defined in the Kinome-data (but not in DrugBank) we plotted the

mber of overlapping drug-targets in black (defined in Figure 3A) and newly identified drug-targets in red (defined as NOT being

esent within DrugBank) for each drug. We then sorted based on total number of targets to aid assessment of polypharmacology.

tailed computational procedure Figures 4A and 4B
better understand the performance of the three winningmodels on individual drugs we recalculated team-scores for each drug as

scores for enrichment (in red) or depletion (in blue) for < uM targets within each drug-vector for both SC1 and SC2. Recalculated

ores were sorted by the rank of the average performance across all three teams to identify the drugs which all models performed

Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100492, January 18, 2022 e4
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ll on. To better understand the type of inhibitors thatmodels performed the best onwe calculated the enrichment of each drugbank

get kinases (as defined in Table S1) over the ranked 32-drug vector in Figures 4A and 4B using the aREA algorithm in the viper

ckage in R.12 (C) To visualize the kinases sampled by the Klaeger et. al18 definitions of drug-targets we color-coded individual ki-

se-nodes within the Human Kinome phylogenetic tree obtained from the CORAL tool.64 Kinases measured in the Kinome-dataset

re color coded based the Kinase group that they were a member of as defined in Manning et al.38 (D) To better understand the

ationships between individual kinases and down-stream transcriptional programs we calculated the correlation matrix between

Kinome Kd’s (250 kinases x 84 drugs) and the pan-cancer transcriptional signature PANACEA-data (50 signatures x 84 drugs)

ross 84 overlapping drugs that occurred in both datasets. Correlation matrix was then clustered based on correlation and visual-

d using the heatmap.2 function in the gplots package in R. Top side-bars were color-coded by kinase groups as defined in Mann-

et al.38 and colors were chosen to match the Kinome-coverage-phylogenetic tree in Figure 4C. (E) To better understand the

naling pathways involved in the kinase-mRNA correlations in Figure 4D, we transformed the individual kinase columns in Fig-

4D’s correlation matrix into KEGG-defined signaling pathways. This was done by calculating the enrichment of pathway-specific

ases within each transcriptional program vector using the aREA algorithm in the viper package in R. This generated a normalized

richment score (NES) for each kinase-pathway/mRNA-program pair that is equivalent to a z-score. The visualization on Figure 4E

s obtained from the raw pathway-program matrix by slicing top columns associated with receptor tyrosine kinase controlled

thways.

tailed computational procedure Figure S4
compare the relative scores of DrugBank-defined targets and New-Kinome-Data-set defined targets within the winning teams

dictions we first normalized all scores by the average-score. The purpose of this was to assure that a random-selection of

g-targets would have a normalized score of 1. For each winning team, and for each drug, we then calculated the average scores

Drug-Bank defined targets and Kinome-defined targets. Encouraging, while DrugBank Targets were consistently higher than

ome-defined targets, both sets consistently scored better than random sets of drug-targets.

tailed algorithm for winning team ‘‘Netphar’’
e Netphar team collected three types of data related to the compounds: 1) Drug sensitivity data; 2) Drug induced gene signature

ta and 3) Drug target interaction data. For drug sensitivity data, we utilized the DrugComb database, which is a crowd-sourcing

tabase to collect comprehensive drug sensitivity screen data, including both monotherapy drug screens and drug combination

eens.35 DrugComb currently consists of drug sensitivity data for 466k combination and 710k monotherapy drug screenings.

m DrugComb, we found n = 116 drugs that have dose-response data on at least 7 of the 11 cell lines. Furthermore, for each com-

und-cell pair, we determined IC20 and RI (relative inhibition, which is based on area under the log10-scaled dose-response

rves41) score, as more robust measures for drug sensitivity.

or drug-target interaction data, we utilized the DrugTargetCommons which is a crowdsourcing-based database to collectively

d manually curate the comprehensive drug-target bioactivity values.36 The bioactivity values were transformed into a confidence

re between 0 and 1 to indicate the binding affinity potential.

o determine the best machine learning models to predict the drug targets, we considered two classes of methods including

ighted averaging and regression (Figure below). For weighted averaging, the prediction was made based on the multiplication

the Pearson correlation matrix and the drug-target interaction matrix; while for regression, we considered standard machine

rning algorithms including ElasticNet, RandomForest and GBM (Gradient Boosting Machine), for which the model was trained

the n = 116 compounds that were found in DrugComb, and then tested on the n = 32 Challenge compounds. We have utilized

LINCS-L1000 data23 to evaluate the methods, and determined the weighted averaging approach that performed better than

ression based on 10-fold cross validation.

tailed algorithm for winning team ‘‘SBNB’’ (Figure S8):
SBNB team, we approached the challenge as a data integration exercise, wherewe first adapted the transcriptional and sensitivity

natures of the DREAM Challenge compounds to the format of the Chemical Checker (CC).37 The CC is a resource that provides

cessed, harmonized, and ready-to-use bioactivity signatures for about 1M compounds, offering a rich portrait of the small mole-

le data available in the public domain, and opening an opportunity for making queries that would be otherwise impossible using

emical information alone. The CC expresses bioactivity data as numerical vectors, making them suitable for similarity measure-

nts, clustering, visualization and prediction tasks. Among others, the CC contains cell line sensitivity (Sens) and differential

ne expression (DGEx) bioactivity signatures for tens of thousands of compounds (CC compounds), being thus possible to relate

s data to the DREAM compounds. To integrate DREAM compounds with CC compounds, we built six different signature types

m those bioactivity spaces similar to the ones provided by the DREAM challenge. In three of them, we used growth-inhibition

) data of eight cell lines common to the Cancer Therapeutics Response Portal (CTRP28) and the DREAM panel. We then used

data as features to train a classifier to infer the expected CTRP sensitivity (Sens) profile of DREAM compounds, as well as bio-

rkers and annotations from the PharmacoDB resource.65 Thus, we could connect the DREAM compounds to the hundreds of

gs available in the public drug sensitivity panels. Likewise, DREAM DGEx data were integrated with LINCS DGEx (Level 5) signa-

es,23 along with the Touchstone reference collection of perturbational profiles. Additionally, we mapped the DREAM and LINCS
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Ex to a collection ofmanually curated expression signatures fromGene Expression Omnibus (CREEDS30), in order to capture cell-

specific profiles, since only one cell line was shared between the DREAM and LINCS L1000 resources. We moved from individual

ne expression to global expression signatures with the aim of capturing possible transcriptional regulatory programs shared

ong the compounds, enabling thus a more comprehensive integration of the DREAM and LINCS datasets.

Once we contextualised DREAM compounds within the larger CC compounds collection, we used the Sens/DiffGEx signatures as

ut for conventional target prediction methods, based on previously known ligand-binding profiles. In brief, to prevent overfitting

e to the limited number of CC-exp compounds, we first used CC signatures to train a k-nearest neighbors (kNN) classifier to iden-

the most probable targets for each DREAM compound.

We simply looked in DrugBank for CC compounds having similar signatures to the DREAM compounds, and suggested the CC

notated targets as putative targets for the DREAM compounds. Then, in a second step, we used a much larger set of over

0k bioactive compounds in the Chemical Checker, for which we inferred their gene expression and cell line sensitivity signatures

train a multitask, quality-aware artificial neural network (ANN) primarily based on chemogenomics data (i.e., compound interac-

ns) from ChEMBL66 and refined it with DrugBank drug-target data.31 More specifically, we trained a deep neural network (imple-

nted with Tensorflow v1.12.) with 2 hidden layers (of 256 and 128 units, both using RELU activation and 20% dropout for

gularization) and a last multitask classification output layer (with sigmoid activation and 1 unit for each annotated target). Given

e gene expression and cell line sensitivity signatures of a drug, this architecture returns a vector of probabilities for each annotated

get.We first trained themodel using the ChEMBL universe of targets (456 proteins, 87904 different compounds) for 50 epochswith

igh learning rate (1e-3). We used the trained network as a starting point to fine-tune the network (transfer learning on the whole

twork with a low learning rate of 1e-5) with Drugbank targets (456 proteins, 3409 compounds). In both cases we used the normal-

d average of compound signature confidence (obtained from the CC pipeline) to weight the sample, hence, making the network

edictions aware of the input quality (quality-aware). To obtain the final ranking we first computed the closest 1, 5 and 10 nearest

ighbors, assembling the results and using them to rank each target accordingly, as previous attempts showed a good performance

r the challenge SC2. Then, to improve the challenge SC1, we reordered the top 10 targets for each drug according to the ANN pre-

tion (i.e., we placed in the top 10 the top 10 targets with higher probability scores according to the ANN). Finally, those protein

gets of the challenge not annotated in Drugbank were placed at the end, ranked according to the drug counts in ChEMBL

us, sorted by their prior probability of being a target).

tailed algorithm for winning team ‘‘ATOM’’ (Figure S9):
r each compound, its compound-perturbed gene expression featurewas calculated from Level 5 data of the LINCS L1000 platform

phase I (GSE92742) and phase II (GSE70138). To obtain a consensus feature for each compound without considering other con-

ions like cell line, dose and time, all the Level 5 signatures corresponding to the same compoundwere selected and averaged using

ODZ algorithm introduced in L1000 paper.23 In order to suit for the challenge, we compared the RNA-seq data with the L1000 data

d selected 973 overlapping genes as input features.

During the model training, a graph-based multi-task constraint was used to train our model (described below). The target similarity

aph was constructed by using two types of metrics, including a sequence similarity from protein primary sequences as well as a

nomic similarity from gene knockdown perturbed gene expression profiles. The protein primary sequences were first obtained

m UniProt database according to their gene IDs. Then, the Smith-Waterman sequence alignment scores were computed by an

gnment tool (https://github.com/mengyao/Complete-Striped-Smith-Waterman-Library). The sequence similarity between two

oteins was then defined as the normalized alignment scores, that is, swðs1 ;s2Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

swðs1 ;s1Þ3swðs2 ;s2Þ
p , where swðs1; s2Þ stands for the alignment

ore between protein sequences s1 and s2. The gene knockdown perturbed gene expression profiles were obtained from the

000 database and processed using the same protocol as drug features described above. The genomic similarity between two tar-

ts was defined asmaxf0;rðe1;e2Þg, where rðe1; e2Þ stands for Pearson’s correlation coefficient between gene expression profiles

and e2. Finally, we averaged these two matrices and constructed a K-nearest neighbor (KNN) (K = 10) graph as our final target

ilarity graph.

As the problem is to predict the potential targets for a compound/drug of interest, we formulate this problem as a multi-label clas-

cation problem, where the input of a compound is the compound-perturbed gene expression feature x˛R973 derived from LINCS

000 platform, and the output is a binary vector y˛R769 indicating the binding probabilities to 769 pre-defined protein targets. We

ed an ensemble of neural networks to make predictions.

We use an ensemble of single-layer neural networks to model the relationship between x and y. The model architecture of each

se learner (i.e., a single-layer neural network) is shown in Figure 5. For each base learner, three losses are used to train its param-

rs. The first one is Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) loss.67 Specifically, let Si;j denote the predicted score between drug i and

otein j produced by our model. Then, BPR loss is defined as:BPR Loss= � loglogðSi;j � Si;kÞ, where protein j is the known target of

ug i while protein k is not. During neural network training, we sampled a batch (batch size = 256) of drugs, and for each drug i, we

mpled pairs (i, j) and (i, k) to perform forward and backward propagation. The second loss is amulti-task constraint loss (Zhou et al.,

11). The multi-task constraint loss is defined as: Multitask Loss= traceðWLWTÞ, where W is the learnable parameter of the last

er of the neural network, L is the normalized graph laplacian of the target similarity graph defined above. This loss encourages

e similar targets to have similar classifiers. The last loss is the weight decay (i.e., L2_regularization) for controlling the model
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mplexity. The combined loss is defined as BPR_Loss + l1Multitask Loss + l2 L2_regularization, where l1 and l2 are used to bal-

ce different losses. This combined loss was optimized by Adam optimizer with learning rate = 0.001.

e used 10-fold cross validation to trainmodels. For each fold, 1/10 of the drugswere used as test data. Among the remaining 9/10

gs, 1/10 of drugs were left out as validation data and the rest drugs were used as training data. This strategy was used to perform

erparameter selection (i.e., dropout rate, l1, l2, hidden size of the neural network and training epoch). During training, early stop-

Article
ll

OPEN ACCESS
g was used to prevent overfitting. For each epoch, we compared the model performance on validation data with the best perfor-

nce. The training process would be stopped as long as the performance on the validation data no longer improves in consecutive

0 epochs.

e used ensemble learning approach to further boost the performance. We constructed 100 different neural network models from

= 0.0001, 0.00001}3 { l2 = 0.0001}3 {hidden size of neural network = 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096}3 {10 different folds}. These

erparameter ranges produced decent prediction performance during our hyperparameter selection. We then averaged the pre-

tion scores from these models to produce the final scores.

Cell Reports Medicine 3, 100492, January 18, 2022
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practice, representing chemical compounds in a
aningful way (for compound similarity measures or
her computational chemistry calculations) requires
e selection of a small molecule descriptor. Among the
ssical chemical notations, we find the simplified
lecular input line entry system (SMILES) that,
hough it might be ambiguous (i.e. one molecule can
described with multiple SMILES), it is very intuitive

d widely used [10]. Other popular molecular de-
iptors encode the structural, topological and/or
ysicochemical properties of the compounds. These
scriptors can account for the presence or absence of a
ecific set of pre-defined chemical groups, like in the
se of the molecular access system keys [11], defined
namically by listing the 2D structural elements
countered in a molecule. For example, in the
tended connectivity fingerprints atoms are enumer-
d, and neighboring elements and bonds are captured.
her complex descriptors broaden the structural in-

mation by capturing the spatial 3D coordinates of the
ms [12] or go beyond molecular geometry and
nsider environment-dependent properties, such as
e active site of the receptor [13] or those derived from
lecular simulations [14], within a given radius [15].
ese and other similar descriptors have been at the
re of chemoinformatics and are still the first choice in
st applications (see the study by David et al. [16] for
ecent and very comprehensive review). However, the
t years have witnessed the expansion of a new gen-
tion of molecular descriptors, deemed to be ‘data-

iven’ and based on deep learning approaches, that are
gineered on the basis of large-scale chemistry data-
ses and are thus adaptable to a given task or region of
e chemical space [17]. In particular, graph and text-
sed autoencoders are able to embed the information
ovided by 2D structures and SMILES strings,
pectively, into a dense numerical vector belonging to
latent space’ [18]. Simple measures such as Euclidean
tances within the latent space are able to capture
emical similarity and, when coupled to machine
rning algorithms, these descriptors have shown state-
the-art performance in several biophysics and physi-

gical benchmark datasets [19].

atural extension of this first generation of data-driven
scriptors is to include the wealth of bioactivity infor-
tion available in the databases, to encapsulate, in the
m of ‘bioactivity descriptors’, the experimental evi-
nce gathered over years of research. Here, we review
me recent attempts to provide these biologically
evant molecular descriptors and discuss how a
scriptor-based approach may help integrate small
lecules with larger biomolecules in a common

mework able to capture several layers of biological
mplexity encompassing protein targets to cellular
thways and disease phenotypes.
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e similarity principle beyond
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iptors, in their different flavors, encode
ical and structural properties of small

provide a computer-friendly format to
ompare them (Fig. 1). However, these
not incorporate bioactivity information
handicaps the discovery of links be-

lecules and other entities, such as pro-
pioneering work, instead of focusing on
ures, Kauvar et al. [20] characterized a
ds according to their ability to bind a
ptors and used these affinity profiles to

es between them. The idea of relating
s based on their target profiles was
ped over the next years [21,22],

performance in classical chemo-
s (e.g. target prediction). In a more
t to capture phenotypic effects induced
in cells, MacDonald et al. [23] used a
entation assay to monitor the status of

pathways after compound perturbation.
rived pathway activity fingerprints for
compounds and found that pathway-

ies strongly correlated with known
ity relationships. Similarly, Young et al.
automated microscopy with image anal-
he biological effects of a compound li-
grated the resulting phenotypic profiles
al structure of the compounds and their
s and found that the combination of the
had a substantially higher capacity to
anisms of action than either one

pularity of HTS assays has revealed
le to establish relationships between
ed on their functional activity rather
mical structure. For instance, it was
molecules triggering similar transcrip-
s in cell lines might share mechanisms
observation that inspired the imple-
the connectivity map [25] and the
y of integrated network-based cellular
CS L1000) [5] initiatives. These li-
a catalogue of transcriptional signa-

nt cell lines, measured as a result of a
ening of genetic (CRISPR or shRNA)
ogical perturbations, which has been
stance, to suggest potential targets for
und [26]. Likewise, molecules that
th of a similar subset of cell lines (i.e.
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ilar side effects, also tend to share
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ar to be unrelated.
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Figure 1

Encoding chemical molecules through their chemistry and bioactivity. Molecular descriptors allow for the mathematical treatment of chemical and
structural features of molecules. There is a wide range of strategies to generate such descriptors. Simple approaches account for global molecular
properties (0D, e.g. molecular weight) or the presence of particular structural features (1D, e.g. encoding circular environment of each atom up to a
specific radius). The molecular topology (2D, e.g. distance matrices between atoms) or the spatial information of the atoms (3D, e.g. cartesian co-
ordinates) can be encapsulated by conveniently representing molecules as chemical graphs. In addition, there are sophisticated methods that capture
environment-dependent properties, such as functional regions or intramolecular interactions (4D, e.g. energetically favorable binding sites or multiple
conformational states). Driven by the bloom of high-throughput assays and the following population of compound libraries, a new generation of data-
driven descriptors based on deep learning strategies encode molecules into abstract latent spaces, representing molecular similarities as simple distance
measures between numerical vectors. Furthermore, molecular descriptors have expanded beyond chemistry, integrating relevant biological data from
het lar

Descriptors to blend chemistry and biology Fernández-Torras et al. 3

ww urre
ilding upon these seminal works, we recently

sented the chemical checker (CC), a resource that
egrates the major chemogenomics and drug activity
ositories and represents the largest collection of
all molecule bioactivity signatures available to date
**]. The CC gathers experimentally determined
activity data for about 1M small molecules in the
dicinal chemistry space and provides bioactivity de-
iptors in five levels of increasing biological
plexity. The first level of descriptors characterizes
chemical properties of the compounds, including
ir 2D and 3D structures, scaffolds, functional groups,

physicochemical properties. The second level cap-
es information on the protein receptors of the mol-
les, including known mechanisms of action,
tabolizing enzymes and HTS binding assays. De-
iptors in the third level of complexity address the
pagation of the target perturbations triggered by the
all molecules, including proteineprotein interactions
pathways provided by several types of biological

tworks. The fourth level of signatures captures the
activity of the compounds measured at the cellular
el, with assays including differential gene expression

and sensitivit

for the few c
fifth level of
therapeutic a
interactions.
the number
diminished a
could only de
correspondin
pounds. To
scriptors to
collection of

that are abl
compound o
structure is
dence score
systematicall
drug molecu
ingredients [

Overall, bioac
means to de
integration o

erogeneous bioactivity assays and providing a complementary framework to assess molecu
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rofiles in cancer cell-line panels. Finally,

pounds that reached clinical stages, the
C signatures encodes details on their
s, adverse side effects and drugedrug
known limitation of the CC was that
molecules with reported bioactivities
ach level of complexity, and thus, we
e a limited set of bioactivity descriptors
a minority of well-characterized com-
end the coverage of bioactivity de-
haracterized molecules, we trained a
p neural networks (i.e. ‘signaturizers’)

o infer bioactivity signatures for any
terest, even when only its chemical
ilable. We were able to assign a confi-
he predictions of the signaturizers and
ply them to sets of compounds beyond
including plant metabolites and food
].

ity signatures provide a complementary
ibe small molecules, focusing on the
ultiple types of experimental data [31].

similarity.
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deed, these descriptors have proven useful to navigate
e chemical space in a biologically relevant manner and
ost the performance in many drug discovery tasks that
ically rely on chemical descriptors, for example,
get identification or toxicity prediction [30*].

rget descriptors to complement small
olecule bioactivity signatures
the quest to predict small-molecule bioactivities,
en through machine learning approaches, the chem-
l compounds represent only one part of the equation.
match the rich chemical representations described

eviously, researchers are also developing methods to

capsulate information available for the biomolecular
gets (Fig. 2). Protein sequence descriptors, for
ample, annotate the identity and the physicochemical
operties of each amino-acid (e.g. the study by Hell-
rg et al. [32]) or measure general features of the full-
gth sequence, such as global residue composition and
tribution (e.g. the study by Xiao et al. [33]). In any
se, these relatively simple representations have been

study, Alley e
a vast set of
rich descrip
and biophys
scriptors hav
of de novo de
and versatile
almost any m

general, pro
which allow
language pr
extraordinary
[37,38]. In a
language mo
[39] designe
dings and re
models invo
tein enginee
explored the

sequences a
competitive
much less
ed in a battery of bioinformatics tasks, including

otein engineering [34] or function prediction [35].
ke in the case of ‘data-driven’ descriptors for small

lecules, deep learning is providing new ways to
scribe biological sequences. For instance, in a recent

reviewing the n
protein sequen
their previous
conditioned to

ure 2

get and binding pocket descriptors. The simplest way to represent a target protein sequence is
perties of its amino-acids, either individually (i.e. one-hot encoding) or using sliding windows to c
re distant amino-acid relationships, proteins can be encoded using techniques borrowed from na
ntion models), where sequences are often treated as a set of constant-length overlapping fragm
et proteins are available, these can be used to derive structure-based descriptors. The classic
perties of the binding pockets by calculating distances between pharmacophoric points and tra
nting for the presence or absence of a given pharmacophoric geometry. More recently, compu
pted to embed structural properties of protein surfaces and specific binding pocket features.

rrent Opinion in Chemical Biology 2022, 66:102090
l. [36*] applied deep neural networks to
labeled sequences, yielding semantics-
that capture structural, evolutionary

l properties of proteins. These de-
roven their value to predict the stability
ned proteins, but their agnostic nature
rmat make them a suitable input for
hine learning task involving proteins. In

sequences are treated as text data,
or borrowing techniques from natural
ssing, a discipline that has made
rogress for knowledge representation
st attempt to systematically benchmark
s (LMs) for protein modeling, Rao et al.
set of tasks assessing protein embed-

rted promising results for a variety of
g evolutionary understanding and pro-
. Earlier this year, Elnaggar et al. [40**]
its of up-scaling LMs trained on protein

eving, for the first time, performances
th evolutionary models, but requiring
ew advances in language modelling for
ces, Bepler and Berger [41] extended
work and pretrained a protein LM
structure prediction tasks (e.g. the

by encoding the identity or the physicochemical
apture their short-range environment. To account for
tural language processing (i.e. word embeddings or
ents or k-mers. Whenever high-resolution models of
al ones consider the geometry and physicochemical
nsforming them into high–dimensional profiles, ac-
ter vision and deep learning techniques have been
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del was forced to predict residue contacts and
uctural similarity during training) [42**]. By
luding evolutionary and structural information, they
t only showed improvements in downstream tasks
g. protein function prediction) but also evidenced
t hybrid approaches leveraging both data-driven se-
ences and physics-based domains can help LM to
tter embrace the sequence-structureefunction para-

m. In another fresh work, Rao et al. [43] trained an
taking multiple sequence alignments as input,

versely to the single sequence approach. Their
del showed a better recapitulation of evolutionary
iation and set a new state-of-the-art on unsupervised
tein structure prediction [44]. It is worth noting that
rning from both the multiple sequence alignments
the interplay between protein sequence and struc-

e has been paramount to AlphaFold2 success in
ieving outstanding accurate 3D protein structure
dictions [45**]. Most of these successful models are

ed on transformers, such as the bidirectional encoder
resentations from transformers, a widely used archi-
ture in text recognition [46]. However, as with
ost any method involving deep learning, the inter-
tability of these protein LMs is very limited. In a
arkable attempt to shed light on the biological and
physical information captured by bidirectional
coder representations from transformers -based de-
iptors, Vig et al. [47*] thoroughly analyzed the inner
ers of the deep neural network and found that they
covered relevant associations in the 3D space, such as

idues that were far apart in the sequence but spatially
se in the structure or those constituting the protein
ding sites. We refer the reader to the study by Bepler
Berger[42**] for an insightful review of LMs in

tein biology.

ding between targets and ligands is determined by
biophysical properties of protein 3D structures

d, in particular, the surface residues where poten-
lly druggable pockets are found. Indeed, while a
dy exploring the binding promiscuity of over 160
gs could not identify correlations between drug

miscuity and their chemical features (e.g. hydro-
obicity), it did reveal structural similarities amongst
ir protein targets, highlighting the need to study
ding site similarity across the proteome [48].
us, whenever high-resolution structures of the
get proteins are available, more specific descriptors
be developed. Classic pocket descriptors measure
geometrical and electrostatic features of small

lecule binding sites and translate them into binary
gerprints that just account for the presence or
ence of a given structural motif (e.g. the study by

ill and Rognan [49], Siragusa et al. [50]), in the
e way, that extended connectivity fingerprint or
lecular access system descriptors do for chemical
pounds. Cavity similarities based on these binding
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ints have unveiled interesting cases of
y between proteins [51] and are the
l polypharmacology strategies [52,53].
of methods to compare druggable

ted the creation of thorough bench-
such as TOUGH-M1 [54] and the
irs for the evaluation of cavity com-
5], which pointed out the strengths

of a variety of descriptor types and
provided a gold standard to validate

ison strategies to come. Systematic
revealed that some descriptors are
han active sites of related proteins,
rform better to describe macromolec-
erfaces, being the latter more appro-
polypharmacology and repurposing

progress in natural language processing
quence-based descriptors, progress in
nd computer vision has prompted the

3D structure-based descriptors. For
a et al. [57**] devised a novel strategy
igh-resolution protein surfaces into
ial patches, mapping chemical, and
tures onto them. These data are then
o a convolutional neural network
rate the descriptors, which can be fine-
c tasks, such as ligand-binding pocket
roteineprotein interaction interface
eeplyTough is another recent method
NNs to encode 3D characteristics of

pockets [58*]. The peculiarity of
that it has been trained to ensure that
are encoded into similar descriptors,
the ability to account for small struc-
and differentiate closely related

n a recent protein site pairs for the
cavity comparison tools benchmark,
sons based on these descriptors scored
[55].

improvement of both chemical and
ors has prompted the development of

tric strategies, where machine
are trained on a combination of ligand
sentations [59*]. Indeed, these kinds
have already shown superior perfor-
ulti-target bioactivity prediction

classical methods [60], although some
over-optimistic due to bias in the

s as pointed out in the study by Chen
over, Bongers et al. [59*] showed that
descriptors are often superior when a
ion of the target is needed (i.e. to

g selectivity among members of the
mily), while sequence-based ones are
for more generic models, especially
tural details are lacking.
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pturing biological complexity in
omolecular descriptors
m a drug discovery perspective, genomic initiatives
providing new target opportunities [62,63], but

ny of these correspond to gene products thought to
undruggable, and the avalanche of data has not

urred the development of truly personalized, or even
ecision, therapies based on the exquisite interaction
tween a drug and an optimal target [64]. In fact,
ole-cell phenotypic screenings continue to be the
proach that contributes the most to the discovery of
st-in-class medicines, while target-centric approaches
pear more useful only for the development of follow-

products [65,66]. Thus, to tackle complex pheno-
es, we need to move away from the ‘one disease, one
get, one drug’ paradigm and consider the complexity
human pathologies from the early stages of the drug

intended the
temic view o

In an attemp
increasingly
neously char
omics analys
molecule ac

methodologi
(e.g. the stud
methods ma
the past for
conclusions f
the rest are u
come up with
interplay of
logical system

Omics (2022)
velopment process. Indeed, a growing fraction of
ently approved drugs is associated with pharmaco-
ical biomarkers at the genomic scale [67], meaning
at omics experiments are able to identify links be-
een biomolecular profiles and drug action. This evi-
nce is often complementary to the modulation of the

Integrating man

is a daunting tas
formats and i
different resour
applying signifi

ure 3

pturing biological complexity in the form of descriptors. Bioactive chemical compounds often inter
wever biological complexity spans far beyond protein targets, and long-range effects have a clea
proteins interact forming complex networks that regulate the physiology. Many of these physic
tured by individual biology experiments, while the integration of multi-omic unmasks the interre
re is a resolution gap where we lose causality and all we can measure are somehow vague as
notypic observations, such as a disease state. Depending on the nature of each experimental
imized to condense such complex biological data in the form of vector-like descriptors suitable fo
e sequences or compound SMILES, are often encoded through the use of natural language mod
chemical structures or cellular morphology, is better suited for convolutional or graph neural n

resent relationships between different biological entities, such as protein networks or compound
m to yield the best results. Finally, as the readout of high-throughput screening experiments, suc
erical matrices, they are best condensed through the use of autoencoders.

rrent Opinion in Chemical Biology 2022, 66:102090
eutic target and thus offer a more sys-
rug activity.

o capture this systemic complexity, it is
mon for HTS experiments to simulta-

erize multiple omics profiles (i.e. trans-
[68,69] so that several views of small

n can be analyzed in parallel. New

are flourishing to deal with such data
y Argelaguet et al. [70]) and yet, these
adapt existing strategies developed in

gle omics experiments, and often draw
the most informative data type, while

d as support. It is, thus, fundamental to
rategies able to capture the coordinated
many regulatory layers present in bio-
(Fig. 3).
y levels of biology into a single resource

k because one needs to standardize data
dentifiers, normalize records across
ces and categorize the observations by
cance cutoffs (e.g. of differential gene

act with their molecular targets to exert their function.
r impact on drug action. At a molecular level, genes
al or functional connections and their effects can be
lations between different regulation layers. However,
sociations between molecules and higher-order
readout, different encoding strategies have been
r modern machine learning. String-like data, such as
els. Structural data, like the one representing protein
etworks. Alternatively, if the data to be encoded
–gene associations, network embedding techniques
h as drug sensitivity or cell transcriptomics, yields big
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ression). Unlike chemical data, where we often have
llions of molecules with relatively poor annotations,
logical databases annotate a relatively small set of
molecules with a large number of interactions be-
een them and associations with other biological en-
ies, such as diseases, pathways, molecular functions,
ls, and tissues. According to the 2020 report of the
lecular Biology Database Collection [71], there are

37 active online databases, spanning every corner of
logy. The first successful attempts to organize mul-
le databases into a single resource (e.g. Harmonizome
] and Hetionet [73]) have structured the informa-
n in the form of a network, or knowledge graph,

preserving th
the network
been able to
logical netwo
scope [76*].
gigantic hete
and 30M edg
>200 data s

entities (e.g.
types of rela
interacts with
representatio
characterize

Descriptors to blend
used on the relationships (edges) between biological
tities (nodes). However, the magnitude of biological
tworks is computationally intractable by traditional
ph analysis techniques [74] which, also, in this case,
boosted the development of graph embedding ap-
aches to reduce the dimensionality of the data while

(e.g. drug sensit
these omics-bas
chine learning t
counterparts ce
pounds. Also rec
performance of

ure 4

necting biology and chemistry through molecular descriptors. A common framework for small mo
parison between compound structures, bioactivity data and biological entities such as protein t

w.sciencedirect.com Curre
tructural information and properties of
**]. Thanks to these advances, we have
lease the Bioteque, a resource of bio-
embeddings of unprecedented size and
oteque descriptors are derived from a
eneous network (more than 550k nodes
) that harmonizes data extracted from
ces, including 12 different biological

nes, diseases, drugs) linked through 67
ships (e.g. ‘drug treats disease’, ‘gene
e’). We have shown that this concise
f the data can be used to evaluate and
ide array of experimental observations
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ivity assays), and have illustrated how
ed descriptors can be plugged into ma-
asks, similar to what is done with their
ntered on proteins and chemical com-
ently, Cantini et al. [77*] evaluated the
several embedding methodologies to

lecule and biological descriptors will enable a direct
argets, cell lines or disease symptoms.
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Cu
egrate continuous multi-omics data (e.g. gene
pression, copy number variation, methylation and
RNA expression). In addition to evaluating the
eservation of the original (raw data) structure, the
thors also assessed their performance in predicting
nical outcomes in a cancer cohort, as well as classifying
lti-omics single-cell data from cancer cell lines. They
nd that, while the performance of each method

nificantly changed depending on the task, a
ncomitant analysis of multiple datasets (i.e. multiple
-inertia analysis) [78] was the most consistent across
ferent benchmarks.

hile omics data has provided us with a broad under-
nding of biological phenomena, there are biological
tities that are not easy to describe from a molecular

in which mu
the embeddi
tion network
This type of
capacity to i
members an
nostic capac
Schubert et a

of neuron im
fragment of
morphology.
dings to ide
and, more i
errors. Going
logical organ
oped OhmN

Omics (2022)
rspective, as they usually involve ontological concepts
high-order functions. Biological pathways, often
resented by gene ontology terms, are commonly

bedded by grouping genes that participate in similar
logical processes or have related functional categories
9]. Recently, Wang et al. [80*] introduced an approach

consideration th
within each hu
relationships, s

neighborhoods i
the embedding
tissue-aware pro

Box 1. Most used machine learning methods in the development of chemical and biological

Autoencoders An autoencoder is a type o
compressed representat
learning strategy. Autoe
decoder that compress a
Autoencoders have been
compounds to the latent
which provides a more s
pipelines.

Attention-based encoders (Transformers) Transformers are a timely
attention mechanisms th
modeling. Qualitatively s
relevant parts of the inpu
to it. A direct analogy can
some amino-acids are m
when large protein sequ
based encoders, relevan
layers of the model.

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) Convolutional neural netwo
data as they naturally ex
example, spatial data th
convolutional and poolin
proteins or small molecu
networks, typically by ta

Network embedding and graph neural networks (GNN) Network embedding comp
representing networks e
Plausible results of a ne
neighbors in the original
organizations such as cl
way of deriving network
the network by a ‘random
embedding based on the
recently, by involving gra
jointly embed node and
together with the networ
scale biological network
embedding techniques.

rrent Opinion in Chemical Biology 2022, 66:102090
le gene sets are represented together in
space, using a proteineprotein interac-
a measure of proximity between genes.
e set descriptors has shown an improved
tify new functionally related gene set
eveal subnetworks with clinical prog-
in sarcoma samples. At a cellular level,
81] trained a CNN to learn embeddings

s, where each embedding represented a
he cell thus capturing the neuron
ey proved the power of these embed-
y subcellular compartments, cell types
ortantly, detect neuron reconstruction
e step up in the hierarchy of the bio-
tion, Zitnik and Leskovec [82] devel-
a set of protein descriptors that take into

e specific proteineprotein interactions
man tissue, as well as the inter-tissue
o that proteins with similar network

n similar tissues are placed proximally in
space. Then, they showed that these
tein descriptors provide more accurate

descriptors.

f artificial neural network used to derive
ions of input data through an unsupervised
ncoders are composed of an encoder and a
nd reconstruct the data, respectively.
used, for example, to map large collections of
space defined by the encoder component,
uitable representation for machine learning

family of deep learning models based on
at have been especially successful at language
peaking, attention refers to the upweighting of
t sequence, usually those that confer ‘meaning’
be established with protein sequences, where
ore functionally relevant than others. Thus,
ence databases are processed with attention-
t descriptors can be extracted from the inner

rks are most commonly applied to image
tract high- and low-order features from, for
rough the successful implementation of
g layers. Similarly, 2D and 3D structures of
les can be processed with these kinds of
king graph representations as input.
rises the set of techniques aimed at
ntities (typically nodes) in a vector format.
twork embedding will assign similar vectors to
network, being able to capture higher-order
usters of strongly connected nodes. A classical
embeddings consists of an initial exploration of
walker’, followed by a conventional sequence
registered node-to-node trajectories. More
ph neural networks these techniques can now
edge features (e.g. chemical properties)
k structure, enabling inductive learning. Large-
s are usually processed with network
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dictions of tissue-specific protein functions than
ernative approaches, making them a powerful tool to
nsfer these learned functions to the lesser charac-
ized tissues. In related work, the same authors have
bedded different networks (i.e. proteineprotein,
g-target and disease-gene interactions) to explore
mechanisms of action of drugs [83*]. Here, they

deled how drug effects spread through a hierarchy of

logical functions coordinated by the underlying
teineprotein interaction network. Thus, for each
g and disease, they learnt a diffusion profile to
ntify the key proteins and biological functions
olved in treatment providing a transparent interpre-
ion of the drug therapy.
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lable and intuitive means to capture complex re-
ionships between biological entities, and they repre-
t an excellent strategy to integrate the deluge of

logical data in a format that is readily amenable for
wnstream machine learning applications.

ncluding remarks
this article, we have provided an overview of methods

represent chemical and biological entities in a
mon framework based on numerical descriptors.
hough the approach may strike as too abstract to re-
rchers uninitiated in data science, it has the unique
antage of capturing a number of data points that
uld otherwise be intractable. On top of that, this type
representation helps uncover links between entities
means of simple arithmetic calculations, such as
ilarity and distance measures between descriptors or
itions to represent highereorder processes. The
ategy can be applied at the atomistic level (e.g.
pound similarity), as well as the phenotypic level, as

t demonstrated by the connectivity map and LINCS
000 [5,25] in the context of gene expression data.
eed, dissimilarities between chemical and disease
rturbation signatures can be leveraged to find small
lecules that potentially revert a specific disease gene
ression profile, hence providing support for drug-
ease indications [84]. We have recently exploited
nectivities between bioactivity descriptors based on
hways, biological processes or interactome networks
identify compounds that revert Alzheimer’s disease
natures in vitro and in vivo [85], mimic the phenotypic

ects of biodrugs (e.g. daclizumab, ustekinumab and
uximab) [29**] and indirectly target cancer proteins
ught to be undruggable [29**].

envisage a scenario for computational chemistry and
logy where drug candidates and biological entities
l be first described with numerical vectors in the
ht of the available data, coming either from public
ositories or in-house experiments (Fig. 4). These
a would include structural features of the molecules
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Integrating and formatting biomedical
data as pre-calculated knowledge graph
embeddings in the Bioteque

Adrià Fernández-Torras 1, Miquel Duran-Frigola 1,2, Martino Bertoni 1,
Martina Locatelli 1 & Patrick Aloy 1,3

Biomedical data is accumulating at a fast pace and integrating it into a unified
framework is a major challenge, so that multiple views of a given biological
event can be considered simultaneously. Here we present the Bioteque, a
resource of unprecedented size and scope that contains pre-calculated bio-
medical descriptors derived from a gigantic knowledge graph, displaying
more than 450 thousand biological entities and 30 million relationships
between them. The Bioteque integrates, harmonizes, and formats data col-
lected from over 150 data sources, including 12 biological entities (e.g., genes,
diseases, drugs) linked by 67 types of associations (e.g., ‘drug treats disease’,
‘gene interacts with gene’). We show how Bioteque descriptors facilitate the
assessment of high-throughput protein-protein interactome data, the predic-
tion of drug response and new repurposing opportunities, and demonstrate
that they can be used off-the-shelf in downstream machine learning tasks
without loss of performance with respect to using original data. The Bioteque
thus offers a thoroughly processed, tractable, and highly optimized assembly
of the biomedical knowledge available in the public domain.

Systematic measurements of biological samples through omics
technologies, together with efforts to distil the scientific literature
into structured databases, are providing an ever-growing corpus of
biomedical and biomolecular information1. Indeed, the data stored in
the EMBL-EBI has increased sixfold in the last few years, from 40
petabytes in 2014 to over 250 in 20212. Associated with this phe-
nomenon, a variety of nomenclatures havebeenproposed, alongwith
identifiers, levels of resolution (e.g., protein isoforms or gene splice
variants) and experimental conditions, making data integration and
harmonization across platforms a challenging step3. As a result, even
though as many as 1641 resources were listed in the 2021 Online
Molecular Biology Database Collection4, only a small portion are
broadly used, and hundreds remain isolated with their own particular
formats5,6. Aware of the situation, several initiatives have emerged to
standardize biological data by establishing common vocabularies and
formats. For instance, the pioneering Harmonizome7 was able to

integrate knowledge from several gene-centric databases by repre-
senting data (e.g., gene expression, disease genetics, etc.) in a simple
discretized format that was applicable to each type of data.

Nowadays, in an attempt to capture the complexity of biological
systems, multiple omics profiles are often measured simultaneously
(i.e., trans-omics analyses)8,9 so that complementary views of a given
phenotype or event can be considered in parallel and as a whole10.
However, current methods mainly adapt and combine existing strate-
gies developed to analyse individual omics data, andoften thenet result
is that most conclusions are drawn from the most informative single
data type, while the rest are used as support. It is thus fundamental to
devise strategies able to capture the coordinated interplay of the many
regulatory layers present in biological systems. Himmelstein et al. sug-
gested the use of knowledge graphs (KG) as a tool to integrate het-
erogeneous biomolecular data11,12. In a biomedical KG, nodes represent
biological or chemical entities (e.g., genes, cell lines, diseases, drugs,
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etc.), and edges capture the interactions or relationships between them
(e.g., ‘drug treats disease’ or ‘cell upregulates gene’). This concept has
recently been expanded to include clinical entities13.

However, large biomedical networks are intractable by conven-
tional graph analytics techniques14, thus prompting the development
of dimensionality reduction techniques that learn numerical feature
representations of nodes and links in a low dimensional space (aka
network embeddings). As a result, network embeddings reduce the
dimensionality of the data while preserving the topological infor-
mation and the connectivity of the original network15. Moreover, the
vectorial format of the nodes resulting from network embedding
approaches is better suited as an input for machine learning algo-
rithms. For instance, Zitnik and Leskovek presented a set of protein
embeddings that consider the protein interactions within each
human tissue, as well as inter-tissue relationships, and showed their
potential to predict tissue-specific protein functions16. Later on, the
same authors embedded several networks (i.e., protein–protein,
drug–target and disease–gene interactions) to explore the mechan-
isms of drug action17. Recently, Cantini et al. evaluated the capacity of
several dimensionality reduction methods to integrate continuous
multi-omics data (e.g., gene expression, copy number variation,
miRNAs and methylation)18, assessing their ability to preserve the
structure of the original data and their prediction performance in
different tasks. Overall, embedding-based descriptors provide a

scalable and standard means to capture complex relationships
between biological entities and they integrate the myriad of omics
experiments associated with them19,20.

Tomakebiomedical knowledge embeddings available to thebroad
scientific community, we have developed the Bioteque, a resource of
unprecedented size and scope that containspre-calculatedembeddings
derived fromagigantic heterogeneous network (more than 450k nodes
and 30M edges). The Bioteque harmonizes data extracted from over
150 data sources, including 12 distinct biological entities (e.g., genes,
diseases, compounds) linked through 67 types of relationships (e.g.,
‘compound treats disease’, ‘gene interacts with gene’). We demonstrate
that Bioteque embeddings retain the information contained in the large
biological network and illustrate with examples how this concise
representation of the data can be used to evaluate, characterize and
predict a wide set of experimental observations. Finally, we offer an
online resource to facilitate access andexplorationof thepre-calculated
embeddings (https://bioteque.irbbarcelona.org).

Results
A comprehensive biomedical knowledge graph (KG)
To build a KG that integrates biological and biomedical knowl-
edge available in the public domain, we first defined the basic
entities (nodes) of the network and the relationships between
them (edges). As shown in Fig. 1a, the resource is gene-centric.
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Fig. 1 | Building the Bioteque knowledge graph (KG). a Metagraph of the Bio-
teque, showing all the entities and the most representative associations (metaed-
ges) between them. b Circos plot representation of the KG, showing the
relationships between nodes. c Treeplot showing the number of datasets used to
construct each metaedge. d Total number of nodes (x-axis) and edges (y-axis)
available for each entity type. The size of the circles is proportional to the number
of metaedges in which the entities participate. e Number of edges (top row) and

overlap (bottom row) between the datasets inside the ‘gene associateswith disease’
(GEN-ass-DIS, left) and ‘protein interacts protein’ (GEN-ppi-GEN, right) associations.
fMost popular nodes in the KGwithin the gene (GEN, blue), compound (CPD, red),
disease (DIS, purple) andpathway (PWY, green) universe. Dataset associationswere
de-propagated across the corresponding ontologies (when possible) before com-
puting the popularity of the nodes. A propagated version of this plot is shown in
Supplementary Fig. 1.
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Thus, genes and gene products (GEN) are represented in the
centre of the KG scheme and are involved in most associations.
To better characterize genes and proteins, we collected their
molecular function (MFN), cellular component localization
(CMP), functional structure or domains (DOM), and biological
processes or pathways (PWY). Additionally, we included infor-
mation on cell lines (CLL), one of the most studied entities in
biology, as well as their anatomical ensembles, namely the tissues
(TIS). Analogously, chemical compounds (CPD) are depicted
together with pharmacological classes (PHC) and chemical enti-
ties (CHE), two common vocabularies for medicinal compounds.
Diseases (DIS) are abnormal conditions that have been widely
studied in various fields, giving rise to a wide diversity of inter-
actions between different nodes. Furthermore, although CPD and
DIS are two of the major perturbational agents found in reposi-
tories like GEO21 and LINCS22, we also considered other biological
entities such as miRNA, shRNA and overexpression vectors that
can also act as perturbagens (PGN). To connect the entities in the
Bioteque, we defined 67 types of associations reflecting biologi-
cal relationships between them. An example of such an associa-
tion would be a gene that is associated with a given pathway
(GEN-ass-PWY) and might be downregulated in a certain cell
(GEN-dwr-CLL) or tissue type (GEN-dwr-TIS), or a drug compound
that is used to treat a disease (CPD-trt-DIS). A comprehensive list
of all the biological and chemical entities included in the Biote-
que, as well as the different associations, are summarized in
Fig. 1a and Table 1 and provided in Supplementary Data 1 and 2.

Having defined the biological entities and their interactions, we
populated the Bioteque with data collected from representative data-
sets and resources. We first incorporated data from the Harmonizome7,
the most complete compendium of biological datasets to date, and
added data from another 100 reference datasets. Each dataset was
mapped to the KG scheme (or metagraph) depicted in Fig. 1a. Inspired
by the Harmonizome strategy, we processed each dataset separately
following author guidelines, when possible (“Methods”). In brief, we
binarized continuous data so that it could be represented in a network
format, and we standardized identifiers from multiple sources.

The current version of the KG contains over 450k nodes,
belonging to 12 types of biological entities (metanodes), and over 30M
edges, representing 67 types of relationships (metaedges) (Fig. 1b). In
general, the size of our KG is comparable to other recently published
biomedical KGs13,23–25. In fact, taking as a reference the comparison
made by Bonnet et al.26, our KG is the most comprehensive in the
number of processed datasets, the second most comprehensive with
respect to entities, edges, and relation types, and the third regarding
entity types (Supplementary Table 1). Not surprisingly, genes and

proteins account for most of the edges (25M) and metaedges (42) in
the graph (Fig. 1c, d). In terms of the number of reference datasets,
protein interactions (GEN-ppi-GEN) and gene-disease associations
(GEN-ass-DIS) are the most represented metaedges, supported by 17
and 15 datasets, respectively (Fig. 1c). A comparison of data extracted
from each dataset revealed that, although there is some overlap, most
sets cover distinct associations, probably due to differences in the
focus of the underlying experiments (i.e., physical27 vs. functional28

PPIs or drug-driven29 vs. genomics-driven30 gene associations) (Fig. 1e).

Calculation of network embeddings across the KG
To integrate the biological knowledge gathered, we devised an
approach to obtain, for a given node in the KG, a set of embeddings
capturing different contexts defined by one or more types of rela-
tionships between this node and other entities (Fig. 2a). For exam-
ple, the pharmacological context of a certain compound can be
captured by ‘compound interacts with protein’ associations, while
its clinical context may be captured by ‘compound treats disease’
links. The embedding procedure is as follows. We first define the
types of biological entities (metanodes) to be connected and the
sequence of relationships (metaedges) between them that we wish
to explore. This sequence of relationships is called metapath. We
then systematically examined all possible paths from the source and
target nodes of the metapath, downweighting highly connected
nodes to ensure exhaustive exploration of the network11. This step
yields a simplified homogeneous (when source and target meta-
nodes belong to the same type) or bipartite (when source and target
metanodes belong to different types) graph that can be explored
with conventional network embedding techniques. We chose to use
a random walk method, where the trajectories of an agent that
explores the network are retained and eventually fed into a text-
embedding algorithm31. As a result, for each node in the network, a
128-dimensional vector (i.e., an embedding) is obtained, so that
similar vectors are given to nodes that are proximal in the network.
During this process, we mostly keep different datasets separately
(i.e., without merging equivalent networks in different sources) to
preserve the original information captured in them32. A more
detailed description of the protocol is provided in the “Methods”
section.

We have created a resource of pre-calculated biomedical
embeddings, the Bioteque, where we have exhaustively considered
most metapaths of length 1 and 2 extracted from the KG (i.e., direct
connections between source and target nodes, or with one inter-
mediate node between them). In addition, we have curated a collec-
tion of 135 metapaths of length ≥3. Overall, the Bioteque currently
holds a total of 81, 785, and 175 embeddings of length 1, 2, and ≥3,

Table 1 | Biological and chemical entities in the knowledge graph (KG)

Metanode Abbreviation Nodes Metaedges Edges Example 1 Example 2

Cell CLL 40,681 15 7,512,366 CLL-upr-GEN CLL-mut-GEN

Cellular component CMP 3992 2 3,461,731 GEN-has-CMP CPD-hsp-CMP

Chemical entity CHE 115,002 2 435,011 CHE-hsp-CHE CHE-hsp-CPD

Compound CPD 153,279 12 5,713,785 CPD-int-GEN CPD-trt-DIS

Disease DIS 10,144 10 5,037,293 GEN-ass-DIS CPD-cau-DIS

Domain DOM 16,913 2 85,747 GEN-has-DOM DOM-hsp-DOM

Gene GEN 20,229 42 25,788,255 GEN-ppi-GEN GEN-pho-GEN

Molecular function MFN 11,006 2 164,447 GEN-has-MFN MFN-hsp-MFN

Pathway PWY 1585 4 133,851 GEN-ass-PWY PWY-hsp-PWY

Perturbagen PGN 66,988 7 2,889,047 PGN-bfn-CLL PGN-gfn-CLL

Pharmacological class PHC 6072 2 31,004 CPD-has-PHC PHC-hsp-PHC

Tissue TIS 2157 8 4,928,112 GEN-ass-TIS TIS-upr-GEN

We show the number of nodes, metaedges and edges contained in the KG for each metanode, as well as some examples of metaedges.
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respectively (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Data 3). Length 1 (L1) meta-
paths correspond to direct associations in the knowledge graph and
provide the simplest domain knowledge representations of the enti-
ties. Larger metapaths (>L1), on the other hand, are either dedicated
to connectingdifferent entities through a third one (i.e., CPD-int-GEN-
ass-DIS) or extend L1 associations to similar entities (i.e., CPD-int-
GEN-ppi-GEN or CPD-trt-DIS-ass-GEN-ass-DIS), allowing the identifi-
cation ofmore complex relationships between biological entities (i.e.,
two compounds may target different proteins yet affect the same
pathway, or CPD-int-GEN-ass-PWY).

Given that the constructedKG is gene-centric, genes (GEN) are the
most frequently embedded biological entity in the resource (515

uniquemetapaths from 43 different datasets) followed by compounds
(CPD), cell lines (CLL), and diseases (DIS) (198, 168 and 150 unique
metapaths, respectively) (Fig. 2b). Furthermore, most of the meta-
paths used gene entities, such as those derived from omics experi-
ments or literature curated annotations, as bridges to connect distinct
entities (Supplementary Fig. 2). Compounds also play an important
role, connecting pharmacological classes and chemical entities to the
rest of the graph and being a major source of metapaths embedding
cell lines, diseases and tissues.

Overall, the Bioteque provides a collection of 1041 embeddings
obtained from 746 unique metapaths, covering all entities defined in
the biological KG (Fig. 2d).
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Embeddings retain the interactions in the original KG, and
reveal relationships between biological entities depending on
the scope and type of data
Having obtained embeddings for all nodes in the KG, we performed a
set of analyses to, on the one hand, validate that the embeddings
retained the connectivity observed in the KG and, on the other, to
characterize each embedding space in the light of other (orthogonal)
datasets in the Bioteque. As an illustrative example, Fig. 3 shows the
analysis of the metapath CPD-int-GEN-ass-DIS, corresponding to
compounds that interact with genes, which are, in turn, associated
with a disease.

To validate the embeddings, we calculated their cosine distances
pairwise, and checked that proximal embeddings corresponded to
edges in the KG (Fig. 3b), measured with the Area Under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (AUROC)metric. Similarly, when we used the
embedding distances to rank entity pairs, we found their known
neighbours in the closest 10% of possible nodes (Fig. 3d). Note that the
goal of this study is not to benchmark the embedding method (which
is already awell-accepted implementation in the field31), but to provide
an assessment of the approach across a comprehensive set of cases.

Analogously, distances between embeddings can be used to
measure whether the dimensional space preserves similarities among
entities that sharebiological traits (i.e., cell lines sharing tissueoforigin
or genes sharingmolecular functions). Following this rationale, we can
characterize the type of biological signal captured by a givenmetapath
by comparing its embeddings to a battery of reference biological
traits, an approach already used to benchmark drug-drug similarities
on the basis of shared chemical features33. The use of embeddings
allows for straightforward comparison of entities of the same type (for
example, similarity of cell lines according to their upregulated genes
can be measured by computing distances of CLL entities in the CLL-
upr-GEN embedding). Likewise, it is easy to compare and uncover
correlations between different types of associations. For instance, the

correlation between copy number amplification and upregulation can
be assessed by considering similarities in the CLL-cnu-GEN and CLL-
upr-GEN embedding spaces. In the CPD-int-GEN-ass-DIS example, drug
targets and gene-disease associations are among the biomedical traits
that are better recapitulated by the compound and disease embed-
dings (Fig. 3e). Accordingly, we see how compounds and diseases
associated with similar treatments are close in the embedding space.
We also observe that compound-disease treatment similarity is
achieved at the edge level (AUROC: 0.7), suggesting that not only
compounds and diseases with similar treatments are close in the
embedding space, but also that compound-disease treatment pairs are
often found in the same vicinity. Indeed, compound and disease-
associated genes have proven useful in drug treatment prediction
exercises12,34.

A projection of the 128-dimensional embeddings onto a 2D space
reveals clusters of drugs and treatments which, by the definition of the
metapath, have identifiable targets (Fig. 3a). We find, for instance,
drug-disease groups associated with the treatment of leukaemia (e.g.,
Etoposide and Daunorubicin), hormonal disorders (e.g., Somatostatin
and Sermorelin), nervous system disorders (e.g., Carbidopa, Betahis-
tine, and Protriptyline), and inflammatory conditions (e.g., Cortisone
and Prednisolone). We observe that most of these drugs target a small
subset of proteins or protein families directly related to the diseases,
such as the growth hormone-releasing hormone receptor (GHRHR) for
hypogonadism treatment, the somatostatin receptor (SSTR) for acro-
megaly treatment, and the DOPA decarboxylase to prevent dopamine
formation in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease. Additionally, the
analysis reveals that drugs approved to treat either leukaemia or
Kaposi’s sarcoma cluster, share the topoisomerase II alpha (TOP2A)
enzyme as target (Fig. 3c). Indeed, comorbidity between these two
diseases has been reported in several studies35–37, although, to the best
of our knowledge, the role of TOP2A in this comorbidity has not been
yet described.
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The repertoire of embeddings encoded in the Bioteque enables
exploration of a given biomedical entity from multiple perspectives,
often corresponding to different biological contexts, such as genes
with the same biological role yet expressed in different tissues, or cell
lineswith similar transcriptional profiles but dissimilar at theproteome
and drug response levels (Fig. 4a). When performed systematically,
this analysis quantifies the relationship of a certain metapath with the
other metapaths in our collection, which in turn helps assessing the
types of biological traits that it captures. Figure4b shows ten of the top
metapaths recapitulating gene molecular function and compound
pharmacological class. We see that genes targeted by the same com-
pounds or having similar domains tend to share molecular function
while, as expected, sets of interacting compounds, or those with
similar binding profiles, tend to belong to the same pharmacologi-
cal class.

Additionally, one can explore differences among datasets within a
single metapath. In Fig. 4c, we embedded three well-known protein-
protein interaction (PPI) networks, representing functional interac-
tions (STRING28), physical interactions (IntAct27), and protein-
signalling interactions (OmniPath38), and quantified the capacity of
these networks to capture a variety of biological features, from cellular
localization to protein complexes. The diversity of functional interac-
tions contained in STRING favours recapitulation of most of the fea-
tures explored, especially those involving similar biological pathways
(AUROC: 0.93), protein complexes (AUROC: 0.89) and protein
domains (AUROC: 0.83). Not surprisingly, IntAct better preserves

physical interactions (AUROC: 0.88) and shows good performance
with protein complexes (AUROC: 0.86). Finally, OmniPath shows an
enrichment in signalling processes such as kinase-substrate (AUROC:
0.9), phosphatase-substrate (AUROC: 0.96) and transcription factor
interactions (AUROC: 0.94), in good agreement with the type of
resources used to build this network.

In general, the different considerations followed to populate
thesenetworksmay favour somedomains of knowledge, hence suiting
different tasks, which can be efficiently and systematically revealed by
transforming them into embeddings. In the next sections, we present
three illustrative examples on how these biological embeddings canbe
used off-the-shelf in a variety of tasks.

Gene expression embeddings as biological descriptors of
cell lines
Gene Expression (GEx) experiments have been widely used to char-
acterize cellular identity and state, as they broadly recapitulate tissues
of origin39 and they are notable genomic biomarkers for anticipating
drug response40. However, these experiments typically measure the
expression of 15–20k genes, yielding numerical profiles that are
computationally demanding and prone to overfitting problems when
used as input in machine learning approaches with limited data41,42.

We thus explored whether our more succinct 128-dimensional
vectors were able to retain the information contained within the full
GEx profile. Taking the Genomics of Drug Sensitivity in Cancer
(GDSC)40 panel as a reference, we collected, for each cell line, the basal
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(raw) GEx (17.7 K Genes) and the corresponding Bioteque metapath
embedding CLL-dwr+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-CLL (hereafter CLL-gex-CLL),
aimed at capturing gene expression similarities between cell lines.

We first examined the similarity landscape of the cell lines by
performing a 2D projection of the raw and embedded GEx. By col-
ouring the cell lines according to their tissue of origin, we visually
verified the capacity of the CLL-gex-CLL embedding to resemble the
rawGExdata (Fig. 5a). Indeed, cosine similarities betweenCLL-gex-CLL
vectors up-ranked CLLs sharing tissue of origin with a similar rate as
when using correlations between raw GEx vectors (AUROC: 0.75 and
0.76, respectively) (Fig. 5b).

Next, we assessed the capacity of our embeddings to predict the
drug response of each cell line. To this end, we trained a standard
machine learningmodel (a random forest classifier) for eachof the 262
drugs in the panel and predicted sensitive/resistant responses using
the raw GEx and our embeddings independently (“Methods”). Indeed,
we found that the capacity of the CLL-gex-CLL embedding to recapi-
tulate drug response is equivalent to that observed when the raw GEx
data is used (average AUROC: 0.70 and 0.71, respectively). Moreover,
the models based on embeddings had strong concordance with the
raw GEx model (0.94 Pearson correlation) (Fig. 5c). This level of
agreement is remarkable and represents a clear advantage for the
embeddings since they are smaller, easier to handle and do not require
expert knowledge to pre-process the raw data. A disadvantage of
the embedding approach is the less obvious interpretability of
predictions.

After verifying that the Bioteque GEx embeddings retain the basal
transcriptional information from the cell lines, we used them to com-
pare profiles obtained from different cell line panels. Specifically, we

compared the GDSCwith the Cancer Cell Line Encyclopaedia (CCLE)43.
In agreement with previous reports, we observed a strong corre-
spondence between the two panels, measured as CLL-gex-CLL simila-
rities in the embedding space (AUROC: 0.89) (Fig. 5d). To assess
whether these similarities were driven by the up- or downregulation of
the samegenes, we repeated the analysis focusing on the CLL-upr-GEN
and CLL-dwr-GEN embeddings and checked whether the CLL-GEN
similarities in the GDSC panel were also preserved in the CCLE. In
general, the recovery score of cell line-specific up-/downregulated
genes (i.e., CLL-GEN pairs) was lower (AUROC: 0.78) (Fig. 5d). We
obtained similar results when we reversed the exercise and used CCLE
embeddings to recapitulate GDSC similarities (Supplementary Fig. 3).
This finding suggests that, while cell line similarities between panels
are robust (i.e., cell lines sharing similar transcriptional signatures in
one panel also share similar ones in the other), the specific transcrip-
tional changes of a given cell line may differ. The characterization of
the CLL-CLL and GEN–GEN distances further confirmed the better
recapitulation of cell line similarity in comparison to gene similarity
between panels (AUROC: 0.9 and 0.8 for the CLL-CLL and GEN–GEN
similarities, respectively) (Fig. 5e). Furthermore, the CLL-CLL similarity
characterization revealed a strong concordance between protein and
transcript levels (AUROCs: 0.9 and 0.8 for protein abundance and
deficiency, respectively), which was partially driven by the same CLL-
GEN pairs (AUROC: 0.72 and 0.63 for the protein abundance and
protein deficiencyCLL-GENpairs, respectively) (Supplementary Fig. 3).
In addition to tissue of origin, we also observed resemblances between
cell lines used to model a given disease (AUROC: 0.78), sharing fitness
profiles (AUROC: 0.72 for negative and 0.69 for positive fitness pro-
files) and similar drug responses (AUROC: 0.7). Finally, the GEN–GEN
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similarities also revealed a mild recapitulation of known co-expressed
gene pairs (AUROC: 0.64 and 0.69, for the up- and downregulated
gene similarities, respectively), thereby suggesting that some of the
genes commonly up- or downregulated in the same cell lines from
different panels may share the same transcriptional regulatory
programmes.

On the whole, our approach retains meaningful information from
the original data into a reduced number of dimensions (128 vs ~20k),
even when the data comes from a much noisier source such as tran-
scriptomic technologies. We believe that the standardized and dense
format of our embeddings provides a by-default way to integrate and
compare omics datasets.

Assessing the uniqueness of new omics datasets
Since the consolidation of high-throughput omics technologies, sev-
eral long-term initiatives have been established to comprehensively
characterize certain levels of biological systems (i.e., genetic interac-
tions in yeast44 or the transcriptomes of cell line panels and human
tissues43,45). After several years running, all these efforts have had to
balance a potential decrease in novelty and an increase in costs as the
screens approach saturation. The Bioteque provides a corpus of bio-
logical data that is cast to a single format and, as such, it offers ameans
to quantify the degree of novelty of new data releases of omics
experiments. As an illustrative example, we analyse the systematic
charting of the Human Reference Interactome (HuRI) with the yeast
two-hybrid methodology, which has already identified over 50,000
protein-protein interactions (PPIs) of high quality over the last 15
years46–48.

To estimate the level of support from different experiments
and assess the novelty of the latest HuRI release (HuRI-III48), we
used the embedding space of relevant metapaths to determine
the biological context of each pair of interacting proteins. In
brief, for each gene-gene pair, we calculated an empirical P value
corresponding to the measured similarity in the embedding
space, which allowed for commensurate comparison of distance/
similarity measures performed in different embedding spaces
(see “Methods”). Note that, to have a fair representation of the
known physical interactions, we embedded an older version of
the protein-interaction network, without including any of the
entries from HuRI-III. We then categorized each interaction in
HuRI-III into four groups, depending on the level of support
contained in the Bioteque embeddings. In this regard, we labelled
them as (i) known and supported interactions (covered by GEN-
ppi-GEN and at least another metapath), (ii) known interactions
(only covered by GEN-ppi-GEN), (iii) supported interactions
(covered by other metapaths but not GEN-ppi-GEN) and (iv)
potentially novel interactions (with no apparent support in any of
the metapaths screened) (Fig. 6a). Remarkably, after three
updated versions of HuRI, almost half of the interactions can be
classified as potentially novel according to the selected meta-
paths. Moreover, although only 5825 (11%) of the interactions
were supported by GEN-ppi-GEN embeddings, mostly coming
from previous versions of HuRI46,47, our analysis suggests that a
higher proportion can be recovered. In fact, at 0.05 FDR
(“Methods”), the GEN-ppi-GEN embedding recovered 18% of HuRI-
III, retrieving 5456 (94%) of previously known interactions while
finding 3994 new pairs (Fig. 6b). On the other hand, we observed
a substantial number of physical interactions presumably
involved in similar pathways (GEN-ass-PWY), cellular components
(GEN-has-CMP), or protein domains (GEN-has-DOM). At 0.05 FDR,
these metapaths alone recovered 6905 unique interactions of
which 4484 (65%) were not obvious from the physical interaction
space (Fig. 6c). To delve into the correlation and relative impor-
tance of the metapath for explaining PPIs, we used the P values as
features for a tree-based machine learning model trained to

identify HuRI-III edges. We then assessed the importance of each
metapath for the prediction using Shapley values49. As visually
anticipated from the heatmap, the model achieved a reasonable
performance (AUROC: 0.69), mostly relying on previously known
physical interactions, cellular components, protein domains, and
pathways, all of them showing a certain degree of agreement
(Supplementary Fig. 4). Interestingly, we also identified success-
fully predicted cases with little to no evidence from physical PPIs.
For instance, our metapath distance-based model predicted the
interaction between the neuronal proteins HOMER1 and SHANK2,
the tRNA-splicing endonuclease TSEN54 and the polyribonucleo-
tide CLP1, and the adenosine deaminase ADARB1 and the protein
kinase PRKRA, none of which had any reported evidence in pro-
tein interaction databases but showed strong positive support in
the GEN-ass-PWY, GEN-has-CMP, and GEN-has-DOM metapaths,
respectively (Fig. 6d). Indeed, some of these associations have
been related in other contexts50–52, but with no indication of
physical interactions before HuRI-III.

We have shown how the continuous and interpretable dimen-
sional space of the Bioteque embeddings provides a powerful frame-
work for characterizing individual observations, which can, in turn, be
exploited to guide the interpretation of the entire dataset and, to some
extent, assess the novelty of the data.

Discovery of drug repurposing opportunities using themultiple
scopes offered by the embeddings
Drug repurposing is often regarded as an attractive opportunity to
quickly develop new therapies53. However, perhaps with the exception
of cancer, where abundant models and molecular data are available, it
is difficult to generate data-driven predictors to suggest new uses for
approved or investigational drugs, mainly due to the lack of disease
descriptors and the small number of known drug-disease indications.
Indeed, according to the last update of repoDB, half of the drugs
(1097) have only one approved indication, and a third of the diseases
(458) are treated with only one drug (Supplementary Fig. 5). Thus,
training models with all the known drug-disease associations and later
transfer of the insights gained to underexplored treatment areas
would be highly desirable54,55.

To explore whether the Bioteque could be useful in this sce-
nario, we set out to predict new compound-disease indication pairs
introduced in repoDB in 2020 (v2) training a model on the previous
version (v1), launched in 2017 (“Methods”). We mapped all disease
terms to the Disease Ontology, removed redundant indications
(according to the ontology), and trained a conventional random
forest classifier to predict whether a given CPD-DIS corresponds to a
true therapeutic indication. We used two sets of metapath embed-
dings: one in which we used L1 metapaths (Short) based on the drug
targets (CPD-int-GEN) and gene associations (DIS-ass-GEN), and
another in which we used L3 metapath (Long) linking the pharma-
cological class and the treatment of known CPD and DIS to those
sharing drug target (CPD-int-GEN-int-CPD-has-PHC) or gene asso-
ciations (DIS-ass-GEN-ass-DIS-trt-CPD), respectively. We chose to use
drug targets and gene associations because we observed that their
embeddings broadly recapitulate the pharmacological class and the
disease treatment for a sufficient number of nodes (Supplementary
Fig. 5).Moreover, to assess the capacity of the gene-based similarities
to correctly infer the treatment, we also tested ametapath (Long-b) in
which we prevented the CPDs and DISs from being linked, thus
making the association with PHC or treatment purely based on the
gene-driven similarity to other CPD or DIS. To avoid trivial predic-
tions, we removed associations with PHCs or treatments for drugs
and disease unique to the repoDB v2 in all Longmetapaths. As a basal
model, we used chemical fingerprints (ECFP4, 2048 bits) for theCPDs
and either one-hot identity vectors (Basal1) or binary gene annota-
tions (Basal2) for the DISs.
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We considered two use cases: a drug repurposing exercise, in
which we ranked all the diseases predicted to be potentially
treated with a given compound, and a prescription exercise, in
which we ranked all compounds that might be useful to treat a
given disease. In both scenarios, the three metapath embeddings
showed remarkable predictive power compared to the basal
models, with the model built from Long embeddings being the
one with superior performance (Fig. 7a). Specifically, for half the
tested compounds, the Long embeddings model found a new
validated therapeutic purpose within the top 2% of disease pre-
dictions (corresponding to the top 10 ranked diseases). Analo-
gously, for roughly 50% of the diseases, the model found a

correct treatment within the top 1% of compound predictions
(corresponding to the top 8 ranked compounds). Furthermore,
although with poorer performance, our biological embeddings
were able to yield correct predictions for compounds and dis-
eases with minimal evidence available (i.e., with only one known
indication or treatment in repoDB v1) (Fig. 7a, dotted lines). In
contrast, the best performing basal model (Basal2) found correct
predictions for 32% of the compounds and 41% of the diseases
within the same ranking range. Moreover, the Bioteque-based
models were better at consistently up-ranking indications (or
treatments) of compounds (or diseases) with multiple new
annotations in repoDB v2 (Fig. 7b). In fact, among our top
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predictions, we found repurposing cases that reached clinical
trials (Supplementary Fig. 6a). For instance, while both Verapamil
and Ranolazine drugs have been approved for the treatment of
angina pectoris, our model correctly predicted the repurposing
effect of Verapamil in the treatment of ischaemic stroke (clinical
trial: NCT02823106) and Ranolazine in the treatment of atrial
fibrillation (clinical trial: NCT03162120) in the top 1 and 2 posi-
tions, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 6b). Interestingly, our
model highlights hyperinsulinemia as the top repurposing for
Ranolazine. While this link is not included in repoDB, we have
found diverse studies supporting the correlation of Ranolazine
with insulin levels56–58. Finally, we verified that these predictions
covered a broad range of therapeutic areas and disease families.
Indeed, we found that within the top 1% of predictions, the Long
model successfully predicted one indication or treatment for 20%
of all the compounds and diseases in each therapeutic area or
disease family (Fig. 7c and Supplementary Fig. 6e). These results
were reproduced with the Long-b model, showing that, as
expected, the genes associated with drugs or diseases of known
treatment can indeed be used to better infer the activity of drugs
and diseases with unknown indication (Supplementary Fig. 6c, d).

Overall, we showed how Bioteque embeddings can be directly
plugged into machine learning models, and how, by combining dif-
ferent context associations into larger metapaths, they can increase
the performance of drug-disease predictionmodels. Indeed, we used a
preliminary version of Bioteque embeddings to successfully identify
potential targets for a set of kinase inhibitors from perturbational
profiles, including drug-induced transcriptional changes and cell sen-
sitivity data, in several cell lines59.

The Bioteque resource
We built an online resource to facilitate access to all the pre-calculated
Bioteque embeddings (https://bioteque.irbbarcelona.org). The Biote-
que web offers a visual way to explore over one thousand metapaths
by selecting the nodes to connect, as well as the type of relationship
between them. For a selected metapath, we provide an analytical card
displaying a 2D representation of the embedding, a ROC curve asses-
sing the preservation of the original network, distance distributions of
the embedding space, and biological associations that are best reca-
pitulated by the metapath of interest.

Furthermore, the web page also offers a section were metapath
embeddings and other metadata can be downloaded. The generated
file contains the embeddings for each node, the nearest neighbours of
each node in the space, and the analytical card displayed on the web.
Additionally, wemake available executable notebooks showing how to
downloadour embedding resource programmatically aswell as how to
perform most of the downstream analyses presented throughout this
manuscript. More specifically, we illustrate how to (i) generate 2D
(interactive) visualizations that can be coloured and annotated
according to side information (e.g., colour cell lines by tissueof origin),
(ii) identify similar nodes (close neighbours) for a given entity of
interest, (iii) cluster the embedding space and (iv) build a predictor
model trained on our embeddings.

The Bioteque web also provides information on the specific
sources used to construct each metapath, and some general statistics
on the contents of the current version of this web resource. We also
provide a link to our GitLab repository, which contain the full code
necessary to pre-process the data to generate and analyse biological
embeddings (http://gitlabsbnb.irbbarcelona.org/bioteque). The entire
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Fig. 7 | Prediction of drug indications and disease treatments from repoDB.
a Cumulative distribution (y-axis) of compounds (top) and diseases (bottom)
according to the ranked position (x-axis) of the top predicted disease indication
(top) or compound treatment (bottom) for the four tested models. The rankings
are shown in percentages and only for the first 10% of compound/disease predic-
tions (corresponding to the top 50 and 80 diseases and compounds, respectively).
Dotted lines show the distribution for those compounds or diseases with only one
positive indication in repoDB v1. b Classification performance obtained for each

compound (n = 38, top plot) and disease (n = 67, bottom plot) with multiple (≥5)
new indications reported in repoDB v2. Box plots indicate median (middle line),
25th, 75th percentile (box), and max and min value within the 1.5*25th and 1.5*75th
percentile range (whiskers). c Number of different therapeutic areas (top) and
disease families (bottom) covered by the predictions of the Long model. We con-
sidered a given therapeutic area or disease family to be covered when the model
predicted one true indication or treatment (as in panel (a)) for at least 1%, 20%, 40%,
60%, or 80% of its instances.
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resource, including the underlying data and biological embeddings,
will be updated once per year, or as soon as amajor dataset is released.

Discussion
With the accumulation of large-scale molecular and cell biology data-
sets, coming from ever-growing literature, omics experiments and
high-throughput screenings, new frameworks for integrative data
analysis arenecessary. For a givenbiological entity (e.g., a gene),we are
now able to stack multiple layers of its biological complexity (e.g., its
structure, function, regulation, or interactions), which offers an
opportunity for a more complete, systemic view of biological phe-
nomena, but brings along several challenges, including the handling of
different data structures, nomenclatures, signal strengths, and variable
dimensionalities.

To tackle these challenges, we have developed the Bioteque, a
resource of pre-calculated, fixed-format vector embeddings built from
a comprehensive biomedical knowledge graph (KG). The KG contains
physical entities like genes, cell lines, and compounds, as well as
concepts like pathways, molecular functions, and pharmacological
classes. Embeddings capture the connections betweennodes in the KG
according to a certain metapath, i.e., a sequence of semantic and/or
mechanistic relationships between entities. We have shown how this
approach is useful to (i) produce compact descriptors that broadly
preserve the original data, (ii) systematically characterize biological
datasets such as cancer cell line transcriptional signatures, (iii) assess
the novelty of a given omics experiment and (iv) mine for drug
repurposing opportunities based on multiple associations between
drugs and diseases.

In the Bioteque, we have incorporated datasets from over 150
distinct sources, keeping the integrity of the original data to a
feasible extent and applying standard transformations when
required. Note that the accuracy of the Bioteque is determined by
the quality of the source data. As experimental technologies
continue to evolve, new information will populate these data-
bases and novel standards will emerge, opening the door for
more comprehensive and higher quality embeddings. In addition,
as a first attempt, we used a network embedding technique that
purely relies on the graph topology built from the biomedical
data, in contrast to other techniques that also leverage node and
edge attributes (e.g., Graph Neural Networks, GNN). While these
methods may contribute to improving the embedding space,
their quality depends on the availability of enough data and
meaningful node features, while requiring a thorough fine-tuning
of the hyperparameters60,61. Taken together, the proper imple-
mentation of these methods becomes unfeasible for the sys-
tematic embedding of thousands of networks. Additionally, the
incorporation of external node features in the network could
compromise the controlled identity of the metapaths. Never-
theless, Bioteque descriptors can be easily recycled as node fea-
tures for new task-specific networks, thus transferring the
learning encoded from orthogonal biomedical datasets to more
complex, attribute-aware models. Finally, we would like to point
out that there are parts of the current biomedical knowledge that
have not yet been included in the resource, such as antibody-
target interactions and metabolomics. As a molecular/cell-centric
resource, the Bioteque also lacks patient-derived data13, including
interactions with the microbiome62. Updated versions of the
Bioteque will have to be complemented with the incorporation of
other fields of biological knowledge, the re-accommodation of
the datasets in the resource (based on updated standards), and
the improvement of embedding strategies to account for side-
features of the nodes or incorporate unseen (external) nodes in
the embedding space. Moreover, future developments will
explore the adoption of biological descriptors as features for a

variety of downstream-specific tasks, including a systematic
screening of the biological support of wet lab experiments or the
modelling of complex diseases to guide the generation of new
chemical entities to tackle them20.

Methods
Building the metagraph
All gathered data was stored in a graph database (KG) in which nodes
represent biological or chemical entities and edges represent asso-
ciations between them.

Nodes (entities). The nodes in the graph can belong to one of 12 types
(aka metanodes). For each entity type, we predefined a universe of
nodes and chose a reference vocabulary based on standard terminol-
ogies. These 12 entity types are (in alphabetical order):

Chemical entities (CHE). Chemistry terminologies extracted from the
Chemical Entities of Biological Interest (ChEBI) ontology63.

Cells (CLL). Cell lines used in biomedical research and extracted from
the Cellosaurus resource64.

Cellular Components (CMP). Biomolecular structures and complexes
as defined by the Gene Ontology65 (extracted from the basic filtered
ontology).

Compounds (CPD). Small molecules codified with the standard
InChIKey. As we do not use any predefined library of compounds, the
universe will be determined by the union of compounds included in
other datasets (e.g., drug–target interactions).

Diseases (DIS). Abnormal conditions, drug side effects and symptoms.
We used the Disease Ontology66 as a reference vocabulary.

Domains (DOM). Functional and structural protein domains extracted
from InterPro67.

Genes and proteins (GEN). Genes and proteins were unified and
stored by Uniprot68 accession code (UniProtAC). We worked on the
reviewed Human proteome.

Molecular functions (MFN). Biological function of the proteins
defined by the basic Gene Ontology65.

Perturbagens (PGN). CRISPR, overexpression, and shRNA perturba-
tions. Note that PGNs are always mapped to the corresponding per-
turbed gene when constructing the metapath. Therefore, instead of
providing PGN labels, we provide the UniProtAC of the
perturbed genes.

Pharmacologic classes (PHC). Pharmacologic classes defined by the
Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) code (http://www.whocc.no).

Pathways (PWY). Biological pathways and processes. We used
Reactome69 as a reference vocabulary.

Tissues (TIS). Anatomical tissues and cell types definedby theBRENDA
Tissue Ontology70.

Please note that in the datasets containing ontological terms
(CMP, DIS, MFN and PWY), we removed the least informative terms
(i.e., those that are higher up in the ontology). These terms were
identified by calculating the information content71. The node universe
for each entity and the list of removed terms are available in Supple-
mentary Data 1.
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Vocabulary mapping. To integrate terminologies, we extracted
curated cross-references from the official terminology sources and
associated ontologies. As the nomenclatures used to identify diseases
andpathwayswereparticularly diverse and rarely cross-referenced, we
further increased the mapping of these terms by inferring similarities
within concepts as detailed below.

Diseases were mapped by calculating disease term similarities
through shared cross-references to the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS), obtained from the DisGeNET mapping resources
(https://www.disgenet.org/downloads). Specifically, we encoded each
disease term into a binary vector spanning the universe of UMLS terms
of all nomenclatures. We then transformed the binary vectors with the
corresponding term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)
values and computed pairwise cosine distances between the Disease
Ontology and the rest of the vocabularies. Using the similarities
obtained from curated cross-references as reference, we found a
cosine similarity cutoff of 0.5 to correspond to an empirical P value
of 5 × 10−4.

Pathway cross-references were extracted from the ComPath
resource72 and extended following the PathCards73 approach. This
approach first clusters the pathways into SuperPaths based on over-
lapping genes and then uses Jaccard similarities between the Super-
Paths genes todefinepathway similarity.Weused the sameparameters
described in the PathCards paper (0.9 for the overlap cutoff, 20 mini-
mum genes in the pathways, and a Jaccard similarity of at least 0.7).

Edges (associations). Edges in the graph are used to link biological
and/or chemical entities. Since two entities may be connected by
multiple edge types (i.e., ‘compound treats disease’ or ‘compound
causes disease’), we define the associations as triplets (metapaths) of
entity-relationship-entity (CPD-trt-DIS, CPD-cau-DIS).

Homogeneous associations are those concerning entities (meta-
nodes) of the same type (e.g., ‘gene is co-expressed with gene’, GEN-
cex-GEN), while heterogeneous associations are related to entities of
different types (e.g., ‘tissue has cell’, TIS-has-CLL). Note that we
annotated only one direction of the heterogeneous associations (in
fact, we kept CLL-has-TIS instead of TIS-has-CLL), although both
directions are valid when defining metapaths. On the other hand,
edges were treated as directional whenever a homogeneous associa-
tion had only one valid directionality, like in the case of kinase-
substrate interactions (‘gene phosphorylates gene’, GEN-pho-GEN) or
transcription factor regulations (‘gene regulates gene’, GEN-reg-GEN).
Finally, edges corresponding to similarity measures required a pre-
defined set of nodes for pairwise comparison, and they were com-
puted only after the rest of the graph was populated.

Populating the knowledge graph with data
For each type of association or metaedge, we can have one or more
datasets (Supplementary Data 2). Datasets are not merged but kept as
individual sources so that they can be embedded individually or in
combination within a givenmetapath. The dataset processing pipeline
consisted of two steps. In the first step, nomenclatures were standar-
dized and cutoffs were applied. In the second, applied only to onto-
logical data, terminologies weremapped and the network was pruned.

Dataset standardization. We processed each dataset individually in
order to handle the diversity of formats and data types. The guiding
principles of data processing were those defined by the
Harmonizome7.

Datasets that already provided binary data were integrated
naturally by converting them into the network format of the KG. If
the database provided a measure of confidence (e.g., edge
weights or P values), we applied default cutoffs (if given) and/or
followed author recommendations in order to remove spurious
interactions. To build the network, we did not use any edge

weight coming from the original source during the embedding
process. This was motivated by the observation that most of
these weights are based on a measure of support or confidence,
which does not necessarily reflect biological significance/
strength. Instead, these scores usually capture biases on the
knowledge annotation (e.g., associations for under-studied dis-
eases will be less covered among the different sources and,
therefore, are prone to have lower confidence scores) or detect-
ability limitations of the experimental screening (e.g., the abun-
dance level of some proteins are more difficult to detect than
others). While weighted edges could provide valuable informa-
tion for the embedding, we could not find a general way to treat
them across the diverse and heterogeneous associations in our
resource.

Occasionally, the same dataset can be further divided into dif-
ferent subsets on thebasis of a given categorical variable (e.g., curated/
inferred). We kept these subsets as independent datasets when
applicable. For instance, there is a curated version of DisGeNET and an
inferred version of it.

Continuous data requires the application of a cutoff before its
integration in the KG. Below, we detail how these cutoffs were chosen
depending on the nature of the data.

Transcriptomics and proteomics data. We adapted the strategy fol-
lowed by Harmonizome, which is based on traditional statistical
treatment of gene expression profiles. More specifically, we first
mapped the samples and genes to our reference vocabulary and col-
lapsed the duplicates by their mean value. A log2 transformation was
then applied followed by a quantile normalization of the genes (unless
the dataset was already transformed by the data providers). Next, we
subtracted the median and scaled the data according to the quantile
range of each gene. Finally, the top 250 most positive and negative
genes were selected for each sample and kept in the corresponding
metaedges (e.g., CLL-upr-GEN and CLL-dwr-GEN).

Drug sensitivity. To binarize drug sensitivity data, we used the
waterfall method first described by Barretina et al.74, and used since
then in different subsequent works (e.g.,75–77). This method ranks cell
lines on the basis of a drug response measure, for instance, the area
under the growth inhibition curve (AUC), and uses the shape of the
plot to define a sensitivity threshold. Thewaterfallmethodwas applied
for each compound in thedataset, keeping at least 1%but nomore than
20% of sensitive cell lines and requiring an AUC sensitivity value lower
than 0.9.

Perturbation experiments. Gene perturbation data required a pre-
liminary step to differentiate the type of perturbation (e.g., ‘CRISPR
modification silences gene A’) from its outcome (e.g., ‘silencing gene A
results in overexpression of gene B’). First, for eachperturbation in the
dataset, we created a perturbagen (PGN) nodewith a unique identifier.
We then simplified the two-step relationship (e.g., ‘perturbagen that
silences gene A upregulates gene B’) into a ‘perturbagen upregulates
gene B’ association (PGN-upr-GEN).

Other datasets. For some datasets containing continuous data, we
had to apply customized approaches to convert them into a
network format. Details about the pre-processing of each parti-
cular dataset are provided in Supplementary Data 2, while the
corresponding Python scripts can be found on https://bioteque.
irbbarcelona.org/sources.

Terminologies and pruning. Six terminologies (namely, CMP, DOM,
MFN, PHC and PWY) had semantic relationships between them. In
these cases, we propagated all the reported relationships with other
terms (e.g., GEN) through the parents of their corresponding
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ontologies. To maximize coverage, propagation was done before
cross-referencing.

Selection of metapaths
We chose a controlled set of metapaths for which we pre-computed
embeddings. These are the embeddings that are deposited in the
Bioteque resource. The metapaths were selected as follows.

Length 1 (L1). All possible metapaths of length 1 are embedded except
for those capturing cross-references (DIS-xrf-DIS), ontologies (PWY-
hsp-PWY), compound-compound similarities (CPD-sim-CPD), and PGN
associations. Note that PGN nodes are mapped to the corresponding
perturbed genes through the PGN-pdw-GEN or PGN-pup-GEN meta-
paths (thus, >L1 metapaths).

Length 2 (L2). Only the mimicking (e.g., CLL-dwr+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-
CLL) or reversion (CLL-upr+dwr-GEN-dwr+upr-CLL) of both directions
(up/down) are used for metapaths connecting entities through tran-
scriptomic, proteomic or transcription factor signatures. CLL and TIS
are always connected through the CLL-has-TIS association. Finally,
only the following associations are allowed when linking cells and
genes within a metapath: CLL-upr-GEN, CLL-dwr-GEN, CLL-mut-GEN.

Length 3 (L3). L3 metapaths are constructed by linking L1 metapaths
with any of the following L2 metapaths: CLL-dwr+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-
CLL; CLL-has-TIS-has-CLL; CMP-has-GEN-has-CMP; CPD-has-PHC-has-
CPD; CPD-int-GEN-int-CPD; DIS-ass-GEN-ass-DIS; DOM-has-GEN-has-
DOM; MFN-has-GEN-has-MFN; TIS-dwr+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-TIS; or
PWY-ass-GEN-ass-PWY. GENs from the PGN-pup-GEN or PGN-pdw-GEN
are linked through heterogeneous or directed homogeneous associa-
tions but not through undirected homogeneous associations.

Length > 3 (>L3). Generated when mapping the source or target PGN
to the perturbed genes in L3 metapaths.

In the case of directed homogeneous associations, we used the ‘_’
mark next to the entity that acted as the source of the association. For
instance, GEN-_pho-GEN-ass-PWY links the kinases to the pathways
associatedwith their substrateswhileGEN-pho_-GEN-ass-PWY links the
substrates with the pathways associated with their kinases.

Finally,metapathswhoseembeddingdidnot preserve theoriginal
network or that failed to keep most of the nodes in a single connected
component were removed as described in the following section. The
entire list of the embedded metapaths is provided in Supplemen-
tary Data 3.

Obtaining Bioteque embeddings
To obtain the embeddings we used the node2vec algorithm31, a well-
accepted approach based on random walk trajectories78, in which
metapaths are used as single networks and fed to the node2vec algo-
rithm.Weacknowledge that there are embeddingmethods that allowa
direct embedding of the network from metapath walks (e.g.,
metapath2vec79). However, we decided to first pre-compute the
source-target networks using the DWPC method, since the resulting
network alreadyweighs those source-target associations that aremore
strongly connected according to the metapath, thus requiring fewer
randomwalker steps to learn the relationship between the source and
target nodes. Moreover, this pre-computed network encourages the
embedding model to only focus on source-target relations, giving us
more control about what information we are encoding in the embed-
ding space while allowing an easier generalization of the model’s
hyperparameters across different metapaths lengths (i.e., the source
and target nodes are always one-hop apart regardless of the metapath
length). Notice that, since all our metapath networks are either
homogeneous or bipartite, the default skip-gram implementation of
metapath2vec is equivalent to node2vec.

Homogeneous and bipartite networks. L1 metapaths already corre-
spond to homogenous or bipartite networks. For >L1 metapaths, the
source and target nodes were connected by computing degree-
weighted path counts (DWPC)11 through the corresponding datasets
and associations in the metapath. To this end, we sorted the datasets
according to the associations of the metapath, represented them as
adjacency matrices and kept the same source (rows) and target (col-
umns) node universe as the target and source nodes of the previous
and following datasets, respectively. Following the DWPCmethod, we
first downweighted the degree of the nodes in each of the datasets by
raising the degrees to the −0.5 power. We then calculated the DWPC
values by concatenating the matrix multiplication from the source to
the target dataset. As a result, we obtained a new n ×mmatrix where n
are the source nodes of the first dataset andm are the target nodes of
the last dataset. The values of the matrix are the DWPC between the
source and target nodes, which are used asweights during the random
walker exploration. Finally, we limited the number of edges for each
node to 5% of the total possible neighbours (with a minimum of 3 and
maximum of 250 edges per node).

Occasionally, we used more than one dataset within the same
associationorwe combined twometapaths into one. This is a common
case for >L1 metapaths with transcriptomic signatures where the two
directions (CLL-upr-GEN and CLL-dwr-GEN) are often combined (CLL-
dwr+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-CPD). To handle these cases, we first obtained
an individual network for each metapath or dataset following the
approach detailed above. We then merged all the networks by taking
the union of the edges (L1 metapaths) or adding the DWPC values (>L1
metapaths).

At the end of the process, we removed network components that
cover less than 5% of the entities from the network. And we also
removed from the sourcemetapaths that fail to retain 50% of the total
nodes within their network components.

Node2vec parameters. The node2vec algorithm consists of a random
walk-driven exploration of the network followed by a feature vector
learning through a skip-gram neural network architecture.

We implemented a custom random walker (with the node2vec
parameters p and q set to 1) and ran 100 walks of length 100 for each
node of the network. For >L1 metapaths, we scaled the DWPC values
for each node to sum 1 and used them as probabilities to bias the
random walker. We used the C++ skip-gram implementation provided
by Dong et al.79 with default parameters to obtain a 128-dimensional
vector for each node.

Accounting for node degree biases
Theunevendistribution of information across the different knowledge
domains and data sources incorporated in our KG inevitably leads to
an uneven number of associations across entities, introducing a bias
towards nodes with higher degrees. We implemented several mea-
sures to mitigate these biases, not only during the generation of the
embeddings, but also in the way distances are calculated.

Before generating the embedding. To control the degree of the
metapath networks, we implemented the DWPCmethod (as described
in the previous section), which was specifically developed to account
for degree biases. Furthermore, we also limited the number of con-
nections a given node can have at the end of themetapath to 5% of the
total possible neighbours (with a minimum of 3 and maximum of 250
edges per node). This was implemented since we observed that nodes
in longermetapaths often find at least one spurious path to connect to
everyother node in thenetwork. Althoughmost of themenduphaving
very lowweights, the resulting network is very dense, requiring amuch
larger number of random-walks for the skip-gram model to learn the
weight distributionof thenetwork. All these cutoffswere chosenbased
on the thought exploration made by Himmelstein et al. and after
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optimizing for different metapaths in our resource. Importantly, the
effect of controlling the degree of the network was fundamental for
having embedding spaces of good quality, especially for longer
metapaths where these biases get exacerbated due to the combination
of high-degree nodes from different datasets (Supplementary Fig. 7).

Additionally, we removed from the KG those nodes whose
meaning was too general according to the information content pro-
vided in the ontology. This prevented those nodes to attract many
connections in the network at the cost of providing very little infor-
mation (e.g., disease terms such as ‘cancer’, ‘syndrome’ or ‘genetic
disease’; or cell compartments terms such as ‘cell’, ‘membrane’ or ‘cell
periphery’). All the pruned terms are provided in Supplemen-
tary Data 1.

After generating the embedding. Most downstream analyses rely on
distances between the embeddings. However, even if we have imple-
mented measures to control the degree of the network when produ-
cing the embedding, it is expected that nodes having more general
implications will be generally closer to the rest than others that are
more specific (e.g.’Brain disease’ (https://disease-ontology.org/term/
DOID:936) will be closer to a much broad set of genes than ‘Migraine’
(https://disease-ontology.org/term/DOID:6364) which is a specific
condition comprised within the family of Brain diseases). Therefore,
some terms may be biased to have a closer distance distribution than
others just because their edges define broader associations. Although
encoding this can be useful in some downstream analysis (e.g., iden-
tifying drugs that target proteins specifically associatedwith particular
brain diseases) it also may introduce biases when comparing distance
distributions between terms (Supplementary Fig. 7).

To address these biases, we first assessed how different distances
differentiate between these terms, finding that cosine distances pro-
vided more comparable distributions between terms while still pre-
serving the (expected) enrichment of small distance associations of
broader terms. Moreover, in order to add a measure of specificity in
the distance, we also opted to compute co-ranks quantiles, which
requires both nodes to be close to each other in order to consider they
are sharing a close relationship (this was used in the HuRI-III exercise
and the procedure is detailed in the corresponding section). By doing
that, we can normalize the distance values of all entities, making them
comparable (e.g., having a 0.1 co-rank quantile means the same
regardless of the disease node).

Additionally, network permutations can be used in downstream
analysis to control spurious observations made in networks that are
being analysedwithour embeddings. In fact, in theHuRI-III analysis,we
randomly permuted the HuRI-III network (as detailed in the corre-
sponding section) and used the permuted network as a reference to
derive statistical significance cutoffs for the embedding distances we
calculated.

Embedding evaluation
We used opt-SNE to generate the 2D representation of the
embeddings80. To assess the quality of the embeddings, we reas-
sembled the network obtained from the metapath using the embed-
ding vectors. To this end, we first computed the cosine distance of
each edge in the network using the embedding vectors of the nodes.
Next, we generated 100 random permutations for each edge in the
network and calculated the cosine distances between them. Finally, we
sorted all the distances and computed the area under the ROC curve
(AUROC) using the network edges and the random permutations as
the positive and negative sets, respectively. When assessing >L1
metapaths, we repeated the same exercise using 3 extra network
subsets obtained by keeping, for each node, the top 1%, 25% and 50%
closest neighbours according to the DWPC weights of their edges.
Embeddings with an AUROC below 0.8 were removed from the
resource.

Embedding characterization
To characterize the embeddings, we first preselected a collection of
reference networks representing commonly used biological associa-
tions. Then, given a set of embeddings corresponding to a certain
metapath, we tested their capacity to recapitulate edges from other
(orthogonal) datasets (i.e., the reference networks). Two measures
were kept, the coverage (i.e., the number of overlapping nodes) and
the AUROC, following the approach described above.

Aiming to extend this characterization, for each metapath we
sought to characterize nodes separately, basedon their entity type.We
first calculated the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-
IDF) values of the nodes fromeach reference network inour collection.
Next, within the same entity type and network, we used the TF-IDF-
transformed vectors to compute pairwise cosine similarities between
nodes. Finally, we built the entity similarity network by keeping the top
5 closest neighbours for each node. Note that fromone heterogeneous
(bipartite) network this process yields two homogeneous networks,
one for each entity type.

Some of the networks in our collection required customized pre-
processing. To represent perturbation associations, we directly linked
the perturbed genes (PGN-pup-GEN or PGN-pdw-GEN) and the out-
come of such perturbation (e.g., PGN-bfn-CLL or PGN-upr-GEN)
through the corresponding associations and datasets. We computed
theCHE-has-CPD similarity networksbydirectly linking each nodewith
the top 3 partners that shared more neighbours. Additionally, some
entity similarity networks were gathered from other sources, like the
CPD-CPD mechanism of action similarity obtained from our Chemical
Checker resource81.

Embedding-based gene expression analysis of cancer cell lines
We downloaded the RMA-normalized gene expression (GEx) and the
drug sensitivity data from the GDSC100040 web resource (https://
www.cancerrxgene.org). We mapped the cell lines and genes to our
reference vocabularies and took the mean value whenever duplicates
occurred. We used the tissue of origin annotations from the CLUE cell
app (https://clue.io/cell-app), which were already part of our graph
(CLL-has-TIS, cl_tissue_clueio). Regarding CCLE data, we used the next-
generation data43 from the Broad Institute Portal (https://portals.
broadinstitute.org/ccle/about). We processed the RNAseq data and
produced three embeddings (CLL-upr-GEN, CLL-dwr-GEN andCLL-dwr
+upr-GEN-dwr+upr-CLL) following the pipeline detailed in the “Dataset
standardization” and “Obtaining the embeddings” sections.

In the drug sensitivity prediction exercise, we trained a random
forest (RF) classifier for eachdrug and eachGEx input data (i.e., the raw
GExor anyof theGEx-derived embeddings). After removingdrugswith
less than 10 sensitive or resistant cell lines, wemodelled 262 drugs.We
used the SciKit Learn implementation of the RF algorithm, with a 10-
fold stratified cross-validation scheme, and optimized RF hyperpara-
meters over 20 iterations of Hyperopt82.

Analysis of the HuRI-III protein-protein interaction network
We downloaded HuRI-III from the Human interactome atlas
(http://www.interactome-atlas.org/). Next, we considered all L1
metapaths containing a GEN metanode, keeping the dataset with
higher coverage for each metapath and discarding those covering
less than 10% of the HuRI-III network. As a representative of PPI
interactions (GEN-ppi-GEN), we used a version of IntAct dated
December 2019 (before publication of the HuRI-III network) from
which we removed all entries belonging to the HuRI-III screening
(IMEX: IM-25472). Next, we calculated the cosine distance
between each PPI in each of the metapath embedding spaces and
ranked the distances according to the distance distribution of
each of the proteins. Distances and rankings were obtained with
FAISS83. To derive empirical P values, we transformed the rank-
ings into percentiles by normalizing them by the total number of
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covered genes in each metapath and kept the geometric mean of
the normalized co-ranked pairs.

In parallel, we generated 1000 random permutations of HuRI-
III by randomly swapping each of the HuRI-III edges 10 times
using the BiRewire bioconductor package (https://doi.org/10.
18129/B9.bioc.BiRewire) and, likewise, calculated P values for
each metapath. For each permuted network, we calculated the
recovery of the edges with a sliding P value cutoff (between 1 and
0.001) and averaged the counts at each cutoff. After repeating
this process with the HuRI-III network, we were able to derive, for
each metapath, the expected fold change (FC) across different
P value cutoffs (i.e., the number of covered HuRI-III edges at a
given P value cutoff divided by the average number of covered
edges in the permuted networks). Moreover, the permuted net-
works were also used to estimate an empirical FDR for a given
P value. For instance, for each metapath, we found the P value
cutoff associated with a 0.05 FDR by calculating the minimum
P value needed to cover no more than 5% of the permuted net-
work edges. Finally, to build the matrix shown in Fig. 6a, we
selected the top 20 metapaths with the highest FC (i.e., FC
average in the P value range between 0.1 and 0.001), and used
their P values to cluster the PPIs with the fastcluster package84

and the ward distance update formula.
To obtain the Shapley values, we trained a XGBoost model to

classify GEN–GEN edges as positive (i.e., present in HuRI-III) or
negative (i.e., not present in HuRI-III) using the P values across
metapaths as features. To sample negative pairs, we used the
instance of the permuted networks hitting fewer HuRI-III edges
(~3%) in order to avoid having the same edge as positive and
negative instance at the same time. Furthermore, since the
objective of this exercise was to study the interplay between the
metapaths, we removed edges that were covered by less than 10
(50%) metapaths, resulting in a dataset of 60k positive and
negative pairs. A simple mean imputation was applied to the
missing P values. At training time, we implemented a 20-fold
stratified cross-validation split scheme and fine-tuned the hyper-
parameters using 20 iterations of Hyperopt82. Finally, we obtained
the Shapley values from the test splits by implementing the
TreeExplainer method49. All subsequent analyses and figures
were obtained using the SHAP package (https://github.com/
slundberg/shap).

Drug repurposing based on drug and disease embeddings
The first release of the repoDB (v1) data was downloaded from http://
apps.chiragjpgroup.org/repoDB while the updated release (v2) was
obtained from https://unmtid-shinyapps.net/shiny/repodb. Com-
pounds were mapped to InChIKeys and diseases to the Disease
Ontology (DO) forcing a 1:1 mapping. As features, we used the fol-
lowingmetapaths (datasets) from the Bioteque resource: CPD-int-GEN
(curated_targets); DIS-ass-GEN (disgenet_curated+disgenet_inferred);
CPD-int-GEN-int-CPD-has-PHC (curated_targets-curated_targets-atc_-
drugs); and DIS-ass-GEN-ass-DIS-trt-CPD (disgenet_curated+disgenet_
inferred-disgenet_curated+disgenet_inferred-repodb).

Additionally, we obtained the 2048-bit Morgan fingerprints
(ECDF4) of the compounds usingRDKIT (http://rdkit.org) and used the
adjacency matrix of the disease-gene network from DisGeNET as bin-
ary descriptors of diseases. Having defined the features of the model,
we filtered out those drugs and diseases from repoDB that fell outside
the embedding universe and removed redundant pairs by de-
propagating the associations to the most specific drug-disease terms
according to the Disease Ontology. As a result, the train (repoDB v1)
and test (repoDB v2) splits consisted of 2522 and 1187 unique drug-
disease associations, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 5). Additionally,
to prevent themodel from focusing on themost frequently annotated
drug and disease entities, we further processed the train data to

balance the number of associations (degree of the nodes). More spe-
cifically,we capped thenumber of drugor disease associations to 5%of
all possible associations (44 diseases and 26 drugs, respectively).
Therefore, the associations of those drugs or diseases exceeding this
limit were subsampled by performing a K-means clustering (where K
was set to the capping limit) using the CPD-int-GEN or DIS-ass-GEN
embeddings as features, and by randomly selecting a representative
association from each of the clusters (Supplementary Fig. 5). This step
slightly decreased the number of training data to 2326 drug-disease
associations.

Next, we produced train negative pairs by aggregating 20 nega-
tive networks obtained by randomly swapping the edges of the train-
ing data (thus, forcing a ratio of 1:20between the positive and negative
instances), while preventing inconsistencies in the Disease Ontology
(i.e., having a negative association that would be obtained by propa-
gating a positive drug-disease association through the ontology). Note
that, to comply with the time-split scenario, we did not remove any
negative drug-disease pair reported to be positive in the repoDB v2
release.

Once the training data was ready, we ran an RF classifier for each
of the explored models using 20 iterations of Hyperopt82 to fine-tune
the hyperparameters. At prediction time, drug-disease associations in
repoDB v2 were considered positive test pairs, whereas all the
remaining drug-disease pairwise combinations were considered
negative pairs. To avoid inconsistencies, we removed those negative
pairs that were semantically related to positive pairs according to the
Disease Ontology. As a result, we obtained between [460–500] dis-
eases and [750–800] drug predictions for each drug and disease,
respectively. As most of the drugs and diseases only had one or two
positive instances, we assessed the performance of the models by
ranking all the predictions individually for each entity (rankswereused
as percentages). Additionally, we calculated ROC curves for those
drugs and diseases that had at least 5 positive instances. Finally, we
obtained the pharmacological action of the drugs bymapping them to
the uppermost level of the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC)
classification, when available. Likewise, disease families were derived
by propagating the disease terms to the first and second levels of the
Disease Ontology.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All the embeddings generated in this study are available for direct
download from https://bioteque.irbbarcelona.org/downloads. The
raw networks that were embedded are provided in the same down-
loadable file for metapaths of length ≥ 2. To comply with the wide
variety of licences associatedwith thedata owners, rawnetworks for L1
metapaths are not provided. Instead, instructions and code to down-
load and pre-process the data aremade available at https://gitlabsbnb.
irbbarcelona.org/bioteque/. Accessible links to all the datasets
embedded in the Bioteque resource are listed on https://bioteque.
irbbarcelona.org/sources. RMA-normalized expression data of the
GDSC cell lines was downloaded from https://www.cancerrxgene.org/
gdsc1000/GDSC1000_WebResources/Home.html. CCLE RNAseq data
was downloaded from https://sites.broadinstitute.org/ccle/datasets.
Cell line tissue of origin annotations were obtained from clue.io
(https://clue.io/cell-app). The HuRI-III network was downloaded from
http://www.interactome-atlas.org/download. The first release (v1) of
repoDB indications was downloaded from http://apps.chiragjpgroup.
org/repoDB/. The second release (v2) of repoDB indications was
downloaded from https://unmtid-shinyapps.net/shiny/repodb/. ATC
codes were obtained from Drugbank (https://go.drugbank.com/
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releases/latest#full), Drugcentral (https://drugcentral.org/download)
and KEGG (https://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/get_htext?br08303+
D00731). Curated gene-disease associations were downloaded from
DisGeNET (https://www.disgenet.org/downloads).

Code availability
The code used to generate the embedding resource is available at
https://gitlabsbnb.irbbarcelona.org/bioteque/. Individual scripts used
to download, pre-process and integrate the embedded datasets into the
knowledge graph can be obtained from https://bioteque.irbbarcelona.
org/sources. Jupyter notebooks exemplifying how to programmatically
download embeddings from the Bioteque resource and how to run the
downstream tasks illustrated in this manuscript can be downloaded
from https://bioteque.irbbarcelona.org/downloads/demo.
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